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SERMON XXV.

On Candour.

1 Corinth, xiii. 5.

Charity— tJiinketh no evil,

TJ ELIGION and Government are the two great

foundations of order and comfort among man-
kind. Government restrains the outrages and crimes

which would be subversive of society, secures the pro-

perty, and defends the lives of its subjects. But the

defect of government is, that human laws can extend

no farther than to the actions of men. Though they

protect us from external violence, they leave us open
on different sides to be wounded. By the vices which

prevail in society our tranquiUity may be disturbed,

and our lives in various ways embittered, while go-

vernment can give us no redress. Religion supplies

the insufficiency of law, by striking at the root ofthose

disorders which occasion so much misery in the world.

Its professed scope is to regulate, not actions alone,

but the temper and inclinations. By this means it

ascends to the sources of conduct ; and very ineffec-

tual would the wisest system of legislation prove for
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^ ON CANDOUR. SERM. XXV.

the happiness of mankind, if it did not derive aid

from religion, in softening the dispositions of men,

and checking many ofthose evil passions to which the

influence of law cannot possibly reach.

We are led to this reflection by the description

given in the context of charity, that great principle

in the Christian system. The Apostle places it in a

variety of lights, and under each of them explains its

operation by its internal effects ; not by the actions

to which it gives rise, but by the dispositions which it

produces in the heart. He justly supposes, that if

the temper be duly regulated, propriety of action will

follow, and good order take place in external beha-

viour. Of those characters of charity I have chosen

one for the subject of this Discourse, which leads to

the consideration of a virtue highly important to us,

both as Christians and as members of society. I shall

endeavour, first, to explain the temper here pointed

out, by showing what this description of charity im-

ports, that it thinketh no evil ; and then to recommend
such a disposition, and to display the bad effects of

an opposite turn of mind.

I. Let us consider what this description of charity

imports. You will easily perceive that the expres-

sion in the text is not to be understood in a sense

altogether unlimited; as if there were no occasion

on which we are to think unfavourably of others.

To view all the actions of men with the same degree

of complacency, would be contrary both to common
understanding, and to many express precepts of

religion. In a world where so much depravity

abounds, were we to think and speak equally well of

all, we must either be insensible of the distinction
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between right and wrong, or be indifferent to that

distinction when we perceived it. Religion renders

it our duty to abhor that 'which is evil ; and on many
occasions, to express our indignation openly against

it. But the Apostle, with great propriety, describes

the temper which he is recommending, in such

strong and general terms, as might guard us against

that extreme to which we are naturally most prone,

of rash and unjust suspicion. The virtue which he

means to inculcate, is that which is known by the

name of Candour ; a virtue which, as soon as it is

mentioned, every one w^ill acknowledge to be essen-

tial to the character of a worthy man; a virtue

which we seldom fail of ascribing to any person

whom we seek to recommend to the esteem of

others ; but which, I am afraid, when we examine

our own conduct in a religious view, is seldom the

subject of inquiry.

It is necessary to observe, that true Candour is

altogether different from that guarded, inoffensive

language, and that studied openness of behaviour,

which we so frequently meet with among men of

the world. Smiling, very often, is the aspect, and

smooth are the words of those who inwardly are the

most ready to think evil of others. That candour which

is a Christian virtue, consists not in fairness of speech,

but in fairness of heart. It may want the blandishment

of external courtesy, but supplies its place mth humane
and generous liberaUty of sentiment. Its manners

are unaffected, and its professions cordial. Exempt,

on one hand, from the dark jealousy of a suspicious

mind ; it is no less removed, on the other, from that

easy creduHty which is imposed on by every specious

pretence. It is perfectly consistent with extensive^
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knowledge of the world, and with due attention to

our own safety. In that various intercourse which

we are obliged to carry on with persons of every

different character, suspicion, to a certain degree, is

a necessary guard. It is only when it exceeds the

bounds of prudent caution, that it degenerates into

vice. There is a proper mean between undistin-

guishing credulity and universal jealousy, which a

sound understanding discerns, and which the man of

candour studies to preserve.

He makes allowance for the mixture of evil Avith

good, which is to be found in every human character.

He expects none to be faultless ; and he is unwilling

to believe that there is any without some commend-
able quality. In the midst of many defects, he can

discover a virtue. Under the influence of personal

resentment, he can be just to the merit of an enemy.

He never lends an open ear to those defamatory

reports and dark suggestions, which among the tribes

of the censorious, circulate with so much rapidity,

and meet with such ready acceptance. He is not

hasty to judge, and he requires full evidence before

he will condemn. As long as an action can be

ascribed to diiferent motives, he holds it as no mark

of sagacity to impute it always to the worst. Where
there is just ground for doubt, he keeps his judgment

undecided ; and, during the period of suspense, leans

to the most charitable construction which an action

can bear. When he must condemn, he condemns

with regi'et; and without those aggravations which

the severity of others adds to the crime. He listens

calmly to the apology of the offender, and readily

admits every extenuating circumstance which equity

can suggest. How much soever he may blame the
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principles of any sect or party, he never confounds,

under one general censure, all who belong to that

party or sect. He charges them not with such con-

sequences of their tenets, as they refuse and disavow.

From one wrong opinion, he does not infer the sub-

version of all sound principles ; nor, from one bad

action, conclude that all regard to conscience is over-

thrown. When he beholds the mote in his brother''

s

eyey he remembers the beam in his orvn. He commiser-

ates human frailty ; and judges of others, according

to the principles by which he would think it reason-

able that they should judge of him. In a word, he

views men and actions in.the clear sunshine of charity

and good-nature ; and not in the dark and sullen

shade which jealousy and party-spirit throw over all

characters. Such being, in general, the spirit of

that charity which thinketh no evily I proceed,

II. To recommend, by various arguments, this

important branch of Christian virtue.

Let us begin with observing what a necessary

requisite it is to the proper discharge of al] the social

duties. I need not spend time in shewing that these

hold a very high rank in the Christian system. The
encomium which the Apostle in this chapter bestows

upon charity, is alone sufficient to prove it. He
places this grace at the head of all the gifts and en-

dowments which can be possessed by man ; and

assures us, that though we liad all faithj so that rve

could remove mountainSy yet if we be destitute of

charity, it will -profit us nothing. Accordingly, love,

gentleness, meeknesSy and long-sufferingy are enume-

rated as distinguishingyr?«V.5 ofthe spirit of * Christ.

* Gal. V. 22, 23=

B 3
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But it is impossible for such virtues as these to find

place in a breast, where the propensity to think evil

of others is predominant. Charitable and candid

thoughts of men are the necessary introduction to all

good-will and kindness. They form, if we may
speak so, the only climate in which love can grow up

and flourish. A suspicious temper checks in the

bud every kind affection. It hardens the heart, and

estranges man from man. What friendship or grati-

tude can you expect from him, who views all your

conduct with distrustful eyes, and ascribes every

benefit you confer to artifice and stratagem? The
utmost which you can hope from one of this character,

is justice in his dealings : nor even that can you be

assured of; as the suspicions to which he is a prey

will afford him frequent pretexts for departing from

truth, and for defending himself with the same arms

which he conceives to be employed against him.

Unhappy wUl they be who are joined with him by any

close connexion ; exposed to every malignant suspi-

cion which arises in his own mind, and to every

unjust suggestion which the malice of others may
insinuate against them. That store of poison which

is collected within him, frequently throws out its

venom on all who are within its reach. As a com-

panion, he will be severe and satirical ; as a friend,

captious and dangerous; in his domestic sphere,

harsh, jealous, and irascible; in his civil capacity,

seditious and turbulent, prone to impute the conduct

of his superiours to improper motives, and upon loose

information to condemn their conduct.

The contrary of all this may be expected from a

candid temper. Whatever is amiable in manners, or

useful in society, naturally and easily ingrafts itself

1*
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upon it. Gentleness, humanity, and compassion,

flow from it as their native spring. Open and cheer-

ful in itself) it diffuses cheerfulness and good-humour

over all who are under its influence. It is the chief

ground of mutual confidence and union among men.

It prevents those animosities from arising, which are

the oflTspring of groundless prejudice ; or, by its

benign intei'position, allays them when arisen. In

the magistrate, it tempers justice with lenity. Among
subjects, it promotes good order and submission. It

connects humanity with piety. For he who is not

given to think evil of his fellow-creatures, will not

be ready to censure the dispensations of his Creator.

Whereas the same turn of mind which renders one

jealous and unjust towards men, will incline him to

be querulous and impious towards God.

In the second place. As a suspicious uncharitable

spirit is inconsistent with all social virtue and happi-

ness, so, in itself, it is unreasonable and unjust. In

order to form sound opinions concerning characters

and actions, two things are especially requisite, in-

formation and impartiality. But such as are most

forward to decide unfavourably, are commonly desti-

tute of both. Instead of possessing, or even requir-

ing, full infonnation, the grounds on which they

proceed are frequently the most sHght and frivolous.

A tale, perhaps, which the idle have invented, the

inquisitive have listened to, and the credulous have

propagated, or a real incident which rumour, in

carrying it along, has exaggerated and disguised,

supplies them with materials of confident assertion,

and decisive judgment. From an action, they pre-

sently look into the heart, and infer the motive. This

B 4
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supposed motive they conclude to be the ruUng prin-

ciple : and pronounce at once concerning the whole

character.

Nothing can be more contrary both to equity and

to sound reason, then such precipitate judgments.

Any man who attends to what passes within himself,

may easily discern what a complicated system the

human character is, and what a variety of circum-

stances must be taken into the account, in order to

estimate it truly. No single instance of conduct

whatever, is sufficient to determine it. As from one

worthy action, it were credulity, not charity, to con-

clude a person to be free from all vice ; so from one

which is censurable, it is perfectly unjust to infer that

the author of it is without conscience and without

merit. Did you know all the attending circum-

stances, it might appear in an excusable light ; nay,

perhaps, under a commendable form. The motives

of the actor may have been entirely different from

those which you ascribe to him ; and, where you sup-

pose him impelled by bad design, he may have been

prompted by conscience and mistaken principle.

Admitting the action to have been in every view

criminal, he may have been hurried into it through

inadvertency and surprise. He may have sincerely

repented ; and the virtuous principle may have

now regained its full vigour. Perhaps this was

the corner of frailty ; the quarter on which he lay

open to the incursions of temptation ; while the other

avenues of his heart were firmly guarded by con-

science.

No error is more palpable than to look for uni-

formity from human nature ; though it is commonly
on the supposition of it that ouj general conclusions
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concerning character are formed. Mankind are

consistent neither in good nor in evil. In the present

state of frailty, all is mixed and blended. The
strongest contrarieties of piety and hypocrisy, of

generosity and avarice, of truth and duplicity, often

meet in one character. The purest human virtue is

consistent with some vice ; and in the midst of much
vice and disorder, amiable, nay respectable qualities

may be found. There are few cases in which we
have ground to conclude that all goodness is lost.

At the bottom of the character there may lie some

sparks of piety and virtue, suppressed, but not ex-

tinguished ; which, kept alive by the breath of Hea-

ven, and gathering strength in secret from reflection,

may, on the first favourable opening which is afforded

them, be ready to break forth with splendour and

force.— Placed, then, in a situation of so much un-

certainty and darkness, where our knowledge of the

hearts and characters of men is so limited, and our

judgments concerning them are so apt to err, what

a continual call do we receive, either to suspend our

judgment, or to give it on the favourable side?

especially when we consider, that as, through im-

perfect information we are unqualified for deciding

soundly, so, through want of impartiality, we are

often tempted to decide wrong. How much this

enforces the argument for candour will appear by
considering.

In the third place, What the sources are of those

severe and uncharitable opinions which we are so

ready to form. Were the mind altogether free from

prepossession and bias, it might avail itself to more ad-

vantage of the scanty knowledge which it possesses.
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But this is so far from being the case, that on every

side we are encumbered with prejudices, and warped

by passions, which exert their influence in nothing

more than in leading us to think evil of others. At
all times we are justly said to see through a glass

darkly ; but passion and prejudice, looking through

a glass which distorts the form of the objects, make
us also see falsely.

It is one of the misfortunes of our present situ-

ation, that some of the good dispositions of human
nature are apt to betray us into frailties and vices.

Thus, it often happens, that the laudable attachment

which we contract to the country, or the church, to

which we belong, or to some political denomination

under which we class ourselves, both confines our

affections within too narrow a sphere, and gives rise

to violent prejudices against such as come under an

opposite decription. Not contented with being in

the right ourselves, we must find all others in the

wrong. We claim an exclusive possession of goodness

and wisdom ; and from approving warmly of those

who join us, we proceed to condemn, with much
acrimony, not only the principles, but the characters,

of those from whom we differ. Hence, persons of

well-disposed minds are too often, through the

strength of partial good affection, involved in the

crime of uncharitable judgment. They rashly ex-

tend to every individual the severe opinion which

they have unwarrantably conceived of a whole

body. — This man is of a party whose principles we
reckon slavish ; and therefore his whole sentiments

are corrupted. That man belongs to a rehgious sect

which we are accustomed to deem bigotted; and

therefore he is incapable of any generous or liberal
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thought. Another is connected with a sect which

we have been taught to account relaxed ; and there-

fore he can have no sanctity.— Are these the judg-

ments of candour and charity? Is true piety or

virtue so very limited in its nature, as to be confined

to such alone as see every thing with our eyes, and

follow exactly the train of our ideas? Was there

ever any great community so corrupt as not to in-

clude witliin it individuals of real w^orth ?

Besides prepossessions of this nature, which some-

times mislead the honest mind, there are other, and

much more culpable, causes of uncharitable judg-

ment. Pride is hurt and wounded by every excellence

in which it can claim no share ; and, from eagerness

to discover a blemish, rests upon the slightest appear-

ance of one, as a satisfying proof. When rivalry

and competition concur wdth pride, our desire to

espy defects increases, and, by consequence, the

grounds of censure multiply. Where no opposition

of interest takes place, envy has too much influence

in warping the judgment of many. Even when none

of these causes operate, the inward consciousness of

depravity is sufficient to fill the mind with evil

thoughts of others. Whence should a man so readily

draw his opinion of men as from that character with

which he is best acquainted, because it is his own ?

A person of low and base mind naturally imputes to

others the sentiments which he finds congenial to

himself; and is incredulous of every excellency,

which to him is totally unknown. He enjoys, be-

sides, consolation in the thought that others are no

better than himself; that his weaknesses and crimes

are those of all men ; and that such as appear most

distinguished for virtue possess no real superiority,
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except greater dexterity in concealing their vices.

Soothing tliemselves witli this doctrine in secret, too

many foster and strengthen the bad opinion which

they entertain of all mankind. Rarely, if ever, have

you ground to think well of that man's heart, who is,

on every occasion, given to think the worst of others.

Let us observe.

In the fourth place, that suitable to the sources

whence a jealous and suspicious temper proceeds,

are the eflects which it produces in the world, the

crimes and mischiefs with which it fills society. It

possesses this unhappy distinction beyond the other

failings of the human heart, that while it impels men
to violent deeds, it justifies to their own apprehension

the excesses which they commit. Amidst the uproar

of other bad passions, conscience acts as a restraining

power. As soon as the tumult subsides, remorse

exerts its influence, and renders the sinner sensible

of the evil which he has done. But the uncharitable

man is unfortunately set loose from any such check

or controul. Through the infatuation of prejudice,

his judgment is perverted; conscience is misled;

the light 'within him is turned into darkness. Viewing

the objects of his displeasure as evil men, he thinks

himself entitled to give that displeasure full vent ; and

in committing the most inhuman actions, may some-

times imagine that he is doing good service to God.

The first fruits of an evil-thinking spirit are ca-

lumny and detraction, by which society is so often em-

broiled, and men are set at variance with one another.

But did it proceed no farther than censorious speech,

the mischief would be less. Much greater and more

serious evils frequently ensue. What direful effects,
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for instance, have often flowed from rash and ill-

founded jealousy in private life ? No sooner has one

allowed that daemon to take possession of his mind,

than it perverts his understanding, and taints all his

faculties. Haunting him by night and by day, bring-

ing perpetually before him the odious and disquieting

forms which it has raised up, it blackens every ap-

pearance to his view
;
gives to trifles, which are in

themselves light as air, the weight offull confirmation

;

till what was at first a dubious surmise, or a slight

displeasure, rises at length into full belief and im-

placable fury. Hence, families torn with the most

violent convulsions ; the husband armed against the

wife, the father against the son, the friend against

the friend ; the plan of treachery and assassination

contrived, and the dagger plunged into the bosom
of the innocent. — In public life, how ofifcen have

kingdoms been shaken with all the violence of war
and rebellion, from the unjust suspicions which sub-

jects had conceived of their rulers ; or the rash jea-

lousy which princes had entertained of their people !

— But it is in religious dissensions chiefly, that the

mischievous power of uncharitable prejudice has dis-

played its full atrocity. Religion is always found to

heighten every passion on which it acts, and to ren-

der every contest into which it enters, uncommonly
ardent ; because the objects which it presents are of

such a nature, as strongly to seize and engage the

human mind. When zeal for their own principles

has prompted men to view those of a different per-

suasion in the odious lights which bigotry suggests,

every sentiment of humanity has too often been ex-

tinguished. The mild influence of that religion

which breathes nothing but gentleness, has proved
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too feeble to restrain the violent and bloody hand of

persecution ; and the uncharitable spirit, raging

among contending parties, has filled the world with

such calamities and crimes, as have brought disgrace

on the Christian name.

Let us attend particularly to one awful instance of

the guilt which men may contract, and of the ruin

which they may bring upon themselves, through the

want of fairness and candour. The nation of the

Jews were almost noted for a narrow and uncharitable

spirit. When John the Baptist, and our blessed

Lord appeared among them, because the former was

austere in his temper, and retired in his life, they

pronounced of him that he had an evil spirit ; and,

because the latter was open and sociable in his

manners, they held him to be destitute of that sanc-

tity which became a prophet. Their prejudice

against our Lord took its first rise from a most

frivolous and contemptible cause. Is not tJiis the

son ofthe Carpenter ? Can any good thing come out

of Nazareth? When his miracles repelled this re-

proach, and sufficiently proved the eminence of his

character, still they fostered their prejudices by this

most futile reasoning. Have any ofthe rulers believed

on him ? Obstinate in their attachment to a tem-

poral Messiah, and continuing to view all our

Saviour's conduct with an evil eye, when he con-

versed with bad men in order to reclaim them, they

treated hun as a companion ofpublicans and sinners.

Because he disallowed their groundless traditions,

they held him to be a breaker of the Sabbath, and

a contemner of religion. Because he prophesied the

destruction of their temple, they accused him of

being an enemy to his own nation. Till at last.
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through their pei-petual misconstruction of his ac-

tions, their passions became so inflamed as to make

them cry out with one voice, Away with this man to

the deathf and give us Barabbas the robber.

Viewing in this dreadful event the consequences of

want of candour, let every man tremble to think evil

rashly of his brother. No one can tell how far un-

charitable prejudices may carry him in guilt, if he

allow them to harbour and gather strength within

his breast. The cloud which rose from the sea, no

bigger than a man's head, may soon swell and spread,

till it cover the whole horizon, and discharge with

most destructive violence the gathered storm.

In the fifth place. As a suspicious spirit is the

source of so many crimes and calamities in the

world, so it is the spring of certain misery to the

person who indulges it. His friends will be few;

and small will be his comfort in those whom he pos-

sesses. Believing others to be his enemies, he will

of course make them such. Let his caution be ever

so great, the asperity of his thoughts will often break

out in his behaviour ; and, in return for suspecting

and hating, he will incur suspicion and hatred.

Besides the external evils which he draws upon him-

self, arising from alienated friendship, broken con-

fidence, and open enmity; the suspicious temper

itself is one of the worst evils which any man can

suffer. If in allfear there be torment, how miserable

must be his state who, by living in perpetual jealousy,

lives in perpetual dread ! Looking upon himself to

be surrounded with spies, enemies, and designing

men, he is a stranger to reliance and trust. He
knows not to whom to open himself. He dresses his

countenance in forced smiles, while his heart throbs

within from apprehensions of secret treachery.
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Hence fretfulness and ill-humour, disgust at the

world, and all the painful sensations of an imtated

aud embittered mind.

So numerous and great are the evils arising from

a suspicious disposition, that of the two extremes it

is more eUgible to expose ourselves to occasional

disadvange from thinking too well of others, than

to suffer continual misery by thinking always ill of

them. It is better to be sometimes imposed upon,

than never to trust. Safety is purchased at too dear

a rate, when, in order to secure it, we are obliged

to be always clad in armour, and to live in perpetual

hostility with our fellows. This is, for the sake of

living, to deprive ourselves of the comfort of life.

The man of candour enjoys his situation, whatever

it is, with cheerfulness and peace. Prudence directs

his intercourse with the world ; but no black suspi-

cions haunt his hours of rest. Accustomed to view

the characters of his neighbours in the most favour-

able light, he is like one who dwells amidst those

beautiful scenes of nature, on which the eye rests

with pleasure. Whereas the suspicious man, having

his imagination filled with all the shocking forms of

human falsehood, deceit, and treachery, resembles

the traveller in the wilderness, who discerns no ob-

jects around him but what are either dreary or ter-

rible ; caverns that open, serpents that hiss, and

beasts of prey that howl. Hence, in him are veri-

fied those descriptions which the Spirit of God has

given us of the misery of the wicked. They sJiaU

Jiave no peace. They shall he like the troubled sea,

'when it cannot rest. The Lord shall give them a

trembling heart, and failing of eyes, and sorrow of

mind : And they shall fear day and night, and have

none assurance ofheart.— I add,
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In the sixth and last place, That there is nothing

which exposes men in a more marked and direct

manner to the displeasure of the Almighty, than a

malignant and censorious spirit. I insist not now on

the general denunciations of Divine wrath against

malice and hatred. Let us only consider under

what particular description the Spirit of God brings

this crime of uncharitable judgment. It is declared

to be an impious invasion of the prerogative of God,
to whom alone it belongs to search all hearts, and to

determine concerning all characters. This privilege

He often appropriates expressly to himself, on pur-

pose to restrain the rashness of censure among men

;

requiring us to leave the judging of others to Him,
and to attend to our own business and duty. Who
art thoii thatjudgest another marCs servant ? To his

own master, he standeth or falleth. Judge nothing

before the time, until the Lord come, *ucho shall make
manifest the counsels of the heart. *

It deserves our most serious attention, that in

several passages of Scripture, the great Judge of the

world is represented, at the day of final retribution,

as proceeding upon this principle, of rendering to

men according to the manner in which they have

acted towards their brethren. With the merciful thou

wilt show thyselfmerciful ; and with tJiefroward, thou

wilt show thyselffroward. With what judgment ye
judge, ye shall be judged; and with what measure ye
mete, it shall be measured to you again, t It is im-

possible to form an argument of more force than

this, to restrain all severity of judgment among such

* Rom. xiv. 4. 1 Corinth, iv. 5.

J-
Fsalm xviii. 25, 26. Matth. vii. 2.

VOL. II. C
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as look forward to the tribunal of God. The argu-

ment extends not indeed so far, as to represent our

acceptance with the Deity as entirely suspended

upon the candour w^hich we shew in forming our

sentiments of others. We know that other graces

besides this are requisite, in order to fit us for hea-

ven ; and that without piety towards God, and faith

in the Lord Jesus Christ, all our charity to men will

be found defective and vain. But this we know
also, that in the heart which is destitute of fairness

and candour, the Spirit of God certainly dwells not

;

and that whatever appearances of religion the un-

charitable man may assume, on him the Sovereign

of the universe looks with no favour. Thou, who
art a man full of frailties, who standest in need, not

merely of impartiality in thy Divine Judge, but of

indulgence and mercy : Thou who implorest daily

this mercy from Him, and prayest that He would

remember thou art dusty and not be strict to mark

iniquity against thee; darest thou, with those very

prayers in thy mouth, proceed to judge without can-

dour of thy brethren, and upon the slightest grounds

to reprobate and condemn them ? O thou hypocrite !

(for by what other name can we call thee ?) vain are

all thy pretensions to piety. Ineffectual is every

plea which thou canst forni for mercy from Heaven.

The precedent which thou hast established against

thyself is decisive. Thou hast dictated the sentence

of thine own condemnation.

On the whole, it clearly appears that no part of

the government of temper deserves attention more,

than to keep our minds pure from uncharitable

prejudices, and open to candour and humanity
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in judging of others. The worst consequences, both

to ourselves and to society, follow from the opposite

spirit. Let us beware of encouraging a habit of sus-

picions, by forming too severe and harsh opinions

concerning human nature in general. A great pro-

portion of infirmity and corruption, doubtless, adheres

to it
;
yet tempered also it is with various mixtures of

vhtue and good affection. Darkened as the Divine

Image now is among mankind, it is not wholly ef-

faced. Much piety and goodness may lie hidden in

hearts that are unknown to us. Vice is glaring and

loud. The crimes of the wicked make a noise in the

world, and alarm society. True worth is retired and

modest, and requires particidar situations to bring it

forth to public notice. The prophet Elijah, in a

time of prevailing corruption, imagined that all true

religion had forsaken the land. /, even /, onl^i said

he to the Lord, am left to serve thee. But the Al-

mighty, who discerned what was concealed from his

imperfect view, replied, Yet have I left me seven thou-

sand men in Israel who have not bowed the knee to

Baul *

The aged, and the unfortunate, who have toiled

through an unsuccessful life with long experience of

the falsehood and fraud of evil men, are apt to be

the most severe in the opinions which they entertain

of others. For such, their circumstances may be

allowed to form some degree of apology. But if, in

youth and prosperity, the same hard suspicious spirit

prevail ; if they who are beginning the career of life

set out with all the scruples of distrust ; if, before they

have had reason to complain of the world, they betray

* 1 Kings,, xix. 18.

c 2
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the diffidence of a jealous, and the mahgnity of a cen-

sorious mind ; sad is the presage which may thence

be drawn of their future dishonour. From such, you

have nothing to look for that shall be either jengaging

in private Hfe, or respectable in public character.

To youth it particularly belongs to be generous in

sentiment, candid in opinion, undesigning in beha-

viour, open to the most favourable construction of

actions and conduct. Throughout all the stages of

life, candour is one of the most honourable distinc-

tions of the human character ; it is connected with

magnanimity ; it is justified by wisdom ; it is suit-

able to the relation in which we stand to one another.

But if reason and humanity be insufficient to restrain

us from rash and uncharitable judgments, let that

awful denunciation frequently resound in our ears.

He shall have judgment without mercy^ who hath

shewed no mercy.



SERMON XXVI.

On the Character of Joseph,

Genesis, xlv. 5. 8.

Now therefore be not grieved nor angry mth yourselves

that ye sold me hither; for God did send me before

you to preserve life.— So now it was not you that

sent me hither, but God.

TN this generous manner, Joseph frames an apology

for the unnatural behaviour of his brethren. He
extenuates the atrocity of their crime, by represent-

ing the happy effects which it had produced. He
looks beyond all second causes ; and recognizes, in

the wonderful events of his life, the hand of the

Almighty. No human character exhibited in

the records of Scripture, is more remarkable and

instructive than that of this patriarch. He is one

whom we behold tried in all the vicissitudes of for-

tune ; from the condition of a slave rising to be

ruler of the land of Egypt ; and in every station

acquiring, by his virtue and wisdom, favour with God
and man. When overseer of Potiphar's house, his

fidelity was proved by strong temptations, which he

honourably resisted. When thrown into prison by
the artifice of a false woman, his integrity and pru-

dence soon rendered him conspicuous, even in that

dark mansion. When called into the presence of

c 3
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Pharaoh, the wise and extensive plan which he

formed for saving the kingdom from the miseries of

impending famine, justly raised him to a high sta-

tion, wherein his abilities v/ere eminently displayed

in the public service. But in his whole history there

is no circumstance so striking and interesting, as his

behaviour to his brethrenwho had sold him into slavery.

The moment in which he made himself known to

them, that moment at which we are now to contem-

plate him, was the most critical one of his life, and

the most decisive of his character. It is such as

rarely occurs in the course of human events ; and is

calculated to draw the highest attention of all who

are endowed with any degree of sensibility of heart.

Let us consider the sentiment which Joseph utters

in the text under two views, each of which is very

instructive to all Christians. I. As a discovery of

his corcUal forgiveness of his brethren ; and, II. As

an instance of his dutiful attention to the Providence

of God.

I. The most cordial forgiveness is here displayed.

I shall not recapitulate all the preceding history re-

specting Joseph and his brethren ; as it is well known

by every one who has the least acquaintance with

the sacred writings. From the whole tenour of the

narration it appears, that though Joseph, upon the

arrival of his brethren in Egypt, made himself strange

to them, yet from the beginning he intended to dis-

cover himself; and studied so to conduct the disco-

very as might render the surprise of joy complete.

For this end, by affected severity, he took measures

for bringing down into Egypt all his father's children.

They were now arrived there j and Benjamin among
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the rest, who was his younger brother by the same

mother, and was particularly beloved by Joseph.

Him he threatened to detain ; and seemed willing to

allow the rest to depart. This incident renewed

their distress. They all knew their father's extreme

anxiety about the safety of Benjamin, and with what

difficulty he had yielded to his undertaking this

journey. Should he be prevented from returning,

they di'eaded that grief would overpower the old

man's spirits, and prove fatal to his life. Judah,

therefore, who had particularly urged the necessity

of Benjamin's accompanying his brothers, and had

solemnly pledged himself to their father for his safe

return, craved, upon this occasion, an audience of

the governor ; and gave him a full account of the

circumstances of Jacob's family.

Nothing can be more interesting and pathetic

than this discourse of Judah, as it is recorded in the

preceding chapter. Little knowdng to whom he

spoke, he paints, in all the colours of simple and

natural eloquence, the distressed situation of the aged

patriarch, hastening to the close of life ; long afflict-

ed for the loss of a favourite son, whom he sup-

posed to have been torn in pieces by a beast of prey

;

labouring now under anxious concern about his

youngest son, the child of his old age, who alone

was left alive of his mother, and whom nothing but

the calamities of severe famine could have moved a

tender father to send from home, and expose to the

dangers of a foreign land. Jf "we bring him not back

"with tcSy we shall bring down the grey hairs ofthy ser-

vant^ our fathery with son^oxv, to the grave. I pray

theCi therefore, let thy servant abide instead qf^ the

young maUf a bondman to our lord. Foi^ how shall I
c 4-
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go up to my father, and Benjamin not with me ? lest

I see the evil that shall come on myfather.

Upon this relation, Joseph could no longer restrain

himself. The tender ideas of his father and his

father's house, of his ancient home, his country and

his kindred, of the distress of his family, and his owm
exaltation, all rushed too strongly upon his mind to

bear any farther concealment. He cried, Cause

every man to go out from me ; and he wept aloud.

The tears which he shed, were not the tears of grief.

They were the bursts of affection. They were the

effusions of a heart overflowing with all the tender

sensibilities of nature. Formerly he had been moved

in the same manner, when he first saw his brethren

before him. His bowels yearned upon them : he sought

for a place where to weep. He went into his chamber;

and then washed his face and relumed to them. At
that period, his generous plans were not completed.

But now, when there was no farther occasion for

constraining himself, he gave free vent to the strong

emotions of his heart. The first minister to the king

of Egypt was not ashamed to show that he felt as a

man, and a brother. He wept aloud, and the Egypt-

ians and the house ofPharaoh heard him.

The first words which his swelling heart allowed

him to pronounce, are the most suitable to such an

affecting situation which were ever uttered ;—
/ am Joseph : doth my father yet live ?— What
could he, wliat ought he, in that impassioned mo-

ment to have said more : This is the voice of nature

herself, speaking her own language ; and it pene-

trates the heart : No pomp of expression ; no parade

of kindness ; but strong affection hastening to utter

what it strongly felt. His h^ethren could not answer
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him; for they were troubled at his presence. Their

silence is as expressive of those emotions of repent-

ance and shame, which on this amazing discovery,

filled their breasts, and stopped their utterance, as

the few words which Joseph speaks are expressive

of the generous . agitations which struggle for vent

within him. No painter could seize a more striking

moment for displaying the characteristical features

of the human heart, than what is here presented.

Never w^as there a situation of more tender and vir-

tuous joy, on the one hand ; nor, on the other, of

more overwhelming confusion and conscious guilt.

In the simple narration of the sacred historian, it is

set before us with greater energy and higher effect,

than if it had been wrought up wdth all the colouring

of the most admired modern eloquence.

When Joseph had a littJe recovered himself from

the first transports of emotion, he proceeds to

explain his situation to his brethren, and to show

them the beneficent purposes for which he conceived

himself to be raised by Providence into power.

The apology which he makes in the text for

their former cruelty is uncommon and remarkable.

Noxv therefore be not grieved nor angry "with your-

selves tliat ye sold me hitlier ; for God did send me

before you to preserve you a posterity in the earth,

and to save your lives by a great deliverance. So noxv

it *was not you that sent me hither, but God ; and he

hath made me afather to Pharaoh, and lord of all his

house, aiul a ruler throughout all the land of Egypt.

This apology was, in truth, no satisfactory excuse

for tlieir crime. For tliough the over-ruling Provi-

dence of Heaven had so directed the course of

events, as to render their bad intentions subservient
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to a happy issue ; yet the badness cf the intention

originated entirely from themselves. The envy and

jealousy which they entertained against their brother,

led them to the commission of an atrocious deed.

The deed was voluntary ; the crime was all their

own ; and the interposition of Providence in making

unforeseen consequences follow from that crime, did

not, could not, exculpate them from guilt. It were

an impious conclusion, tliat because God extracts

good from our evil, we are not answerable for the

evil which we perpetrate. God cannot be tempted

with evil, neither tempteth he any man.* But the

sentiment in the text is to be considered as a colour

which the generous humanity of Joseph prompted

him to throw on the conduct of his brethren. He
saw the confusion with which they were overwhelmed

in his presence. He diverts their attention from the

remembrance of a crime which was now wringing

their hearts with anguish, by representing to them

the happy effects which that crime had produced.

He sets tliem free from all uneasiness on his account.

He calls upon them to rejoice in his prosperity, and,

instead of dwelling on a painful recollection of their

own conduct, to join with him in acknowledging and

adoring the hand of the Almighty.

How different is this amiable spirit which Joseph

discovers from that liarsh and ostentatious superiority

which too often accompanies the pretended forgive-

ness of injuries among those who call themselves

Christians ! They are ready to say, that, for their

part, they pardon the wrongs wliich have been done

them ; they wish that the persons who have commit-

* James, i. 13.
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ted them may be able to forgive themselves ; they

leave them to God and to theu* own conscience.

By the severe suggestions which they throw out,

they discover the inward bitterness of their spirit j

and artfully gratify resentment, at the time when
they profess to exercise forgiveness. Whereas the

great and good man, whose character we now consider,

effaces all memory of the crimes which he pardons.

He seeks to alleviate the remorse of his brethren by
an extenuation of their guilt ; and, while he is pre-

paring to make their circumstances comfortable,

studies at the same time to render their minds easy

and tranquil.

This was not merely a transient emotion with

Joseph, owing to the first burst of affection on disco-

vering himself to his brethren. We have a clear

proof, from a remarkable transaction which passed

many years after this period, of his disposition con-

tinuing the same to the end of life. It is recorded

in the last chapter of this book, that when Jacob died,

his sons began to be seized with fear concerning the

treatment which they might receive from their bro-

ther. The guilty are always suspicious. Conscious

of their o^^^l baseness, they are incapable of conceiving

the magnanimity of others. They saw the bond,

which held the family together, now broken by their

father's death. They dreaded that the resentment of
Joseph against them had hitherto been only suppressed

or concealed. They said among themselves^ Peradven-

ture he will now luite uSy and r-equite all the evil which

we did unto him. Under this apprehension, they fu'st

sent a humble message to deprecate his displeasure

by the memory of their common father ; and then

appearing in his presence, they fell down before his
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face, professing themselves to be his servants, and

praying him to forgive the trespasses which they had

committed against him. But no such hidden resent-

ment as they dreaded had ever lurked in the soul of

Joseph. On the contrary, when he beheld his

brethren in this affecting situation, bereaved of their

ancient protector, and reduced, as they imagined, to

the necessity of holding up their hands to him for

mercy, he was overpowered by a tide of tender

emotions. Joseph "ncept ivhile his brethren spake unto

hijn. These affectionate tears alone were sufficient

to have assured them of his forgiveness. But hasten-

ing also by words to dispel their alarms, he presently

added. Fear not; for, though ye thought evil against

me^ God meant it unto good. Now therefore fear ye

not ; I ivill nourish youy and your little ones. And
he conforted them, and spake kindly unto them. *

Such w\as the last incident that is recorded in the

life of this eminent personage, than whom you will

find few more distinguished by an assemblage of

illustrious virtues ; in the lowest adversity, patient

and faithful ; in the highest prosperity, beneficent

and generous ; dutiful and affectionate as a son

;

kind and forgiving as a brother ; accomplished as a

statesman; wise and provident as a ruler of the land.

In such a character you behold human nature possess-

ing its highest honours. The sentiments which it

inspires tend to ennoble our minds ; and to prevent

their imbibing the spirit of those hard, interested,

and self-seeking m.en, with whom the world abounds.

The striking example of forgiveness wliich the

* Genesis, 1. 21.
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text displays, ought frequently to occur to our

thoughts, amidst the various occasions of provocation

and offence which arise in our intercourse with the

world. If one so worthy and amiable, in the days

too of his youth and innocence, suffered such cruel

treatment from his brothers, ought we to be surprised

if, even from our nearest relations, we meet with

injustice or ingratitude ? Wrongs and injuries are,

more or less, the portion of all. Like Death, they

are an evil unavoidable. No station is so high, no

power so great, no character so unblemished, as to

exempt us from them. In the world, ungrateful

men, false friends, and violent enemies, abound.

Every wise man ought to prepare himself for what

he is to encounter in passing through this thorny

region. He is not to expect that he can gather grapes

from thistles; nor to lose the government of his mind,

because, in the midst of evil men, he is not allowed to

remain, like a sacred and inviolable person, untouched

and uninjured.

As this view of our situation ought to blunt the

edge of passion and impatience, so the alleviating

circumstances which reason will suggest, ought to

mollify resentment. Think of the various construc-

tions which the actions of men will bear. Consider

how different the motives of him who hath given us

offence, may have been from those, which, in the

heat of passion, we ascribe to him ; how apt all men
are to be seduced by mistaken views of interest, and

how little ground we have to complain, if, upon a

supposed interfering of interests, we suffer by others

preferring their own to ours. Remember, that no

opinions which you form under the power of resent-

ment can be depended upon as just ; and that every
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one loads the intentions of his enemy with imaginary

degrees of malice.

But, admitting the injury you have received to be

ever so atrocious in its nature, and aggravated in its

circumstances ; supposing it to be even parallel to

that which Joseph suffered ; look up, like him, to

that Divine government under which we are all placed.

If forgiveness be a duty which we know God to have

required under the most awful sanctions, dare we
draw upon ourselves the merited vengeance of that

Superiour to whose clemency we are obliged daOy to

fly? When, with hard and unrelenting dispositions

towards our brethren, we send up to Heaven prayers

for mercy to ourselves, those prayers return like im-

precations upon our heads ; and our very devotions

seal om' condemnation.

The most plain and natural sentiments of equity

concur with Divine authority to enforce the duty

which I now recommend. Let him who has never

in his life done wrong, be allowed the privilege of

remaining inexorable. But let such as are conscious

of frailties and crimes, consider forgiveness as a debt

which they owe to others. Common failings are the

strongest lesson of mutual forbearance. Were this

virtue unknown among men, order and comfort,

peace and repose, would be strangers to human life.

Injuries retaliated according to the exorbitant mea-

sure which passion prescribes, would justify resent-

ment in return. The injured person would become

the injurer ; and thus wrongs, retaliations, and fresh

injui'ies, would circulate in endless succession, till

the world was rendered a field of blood. Of all the

passions which invade the human breast, revenge is

the most direful. When allowed to reign with fi^U

1*
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dominion, it is more than sufficient to poison the few

pleasures which remain to man in his present state.

How much soever a person may suffer from injustice,

he is always in hazard of suffering more from the

prosecution of revenge. The violence of an enemy

cannot inflict what is equal to the torment he creates

to himself, by means of the fierce and desperate pas-

sions which he allows to rage in his soul.

Those evil spirits who inhabit the regions of misery,

are represented as dehghting in revenge and cruelty.

But all that is great and good in the universe, is on

the side of clemency and mercy. The Almighty

Ruler of the world, though for ages offended by the

unrighteousness, and insulted by the impiety of men,

is long-suffering and slow to anger. His Son, when
he appeared in our nature, exhibited both in his life

and his death, the most illustrious example of for-

giveness which the world ever beheld. If you look

into the history of mankind, you will find that in

every age, those who have been respected as worthy,

or admu-ed as great, have been distinguished for this

virtue. Revenge dwells in Uttle minds. A noble

and magnanimous spirit is always superiour to it. It

suffers not from the injuries of men those severe

shocks which others feel. Collected within itself,

it stands unmoved by then- impotent assaults ; and,

with generous pity, rather than w^ith anger, looks

dowTi on their unworthy conduct. It has been truly

said, that the greatest man on eaith can no sooner

commit an injury, than a good man make him-

self greater, by forgiving it. Joseph, at the moment
when we now contemplate him, had entirely under

his power aU those unnatural brethren who had been

guilty towards him of the most cruel outrage wliich
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men could perpetrate. He could have retained them
for ever in that Egyptian bondage to which they had

once consigned him ; and have gratified revenge by
every accumulation of disgrace which despotic power
enabled him to inflict. Had he acted this part, he

might for a while have been soothed by the pleasures

of his high station ; but remorse, in the end, would

have stung his soul. Cruelty would have rendered

him unhappy within himself, as well as odious to

others ; and his name would have perished among
the crowd of those contemptible statesmen whose

actions stain the annals of history. Whereas now,

his character stands among the foremost in the ranks

of spotless fame. His memory is blessed to all gener-

ations. His example continues to ediiy the world

;

and he himself shines in the celestial regions, as the

brightness ofthe Jirmament^ and as the stars for ever

and ever. Let us now,

II. Consider the sentiment contained in the text,

not only as a discovery of cordial forgiveness, but

as an expression of devout attention to the conduct

of Providence. So now it was not you that sent me
hither, but God. Remark how beautifully piety and

humanity are, in this instance, connected together.

As we are told of Cornelius, the good Centurion,

that his prayers and his alms^ his devotion and his

good works, came up together in memorial before

God; so here we perceive fraternal affection and

religious reverence, mingling in one emotion within

the patriarch's heart. In a person of low and vulgar

mind, the sensations on such an occasion would have

been extremely different. Looking back on the past

events of his life, he would have ascribed all the
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adversity which he had suffered to the perverse treat-

ment of his brothers ; and all the prosperity which he

afterwards attained, to his own good conduct and wis-

dom ; and, by consequence, would have remained em-

bittered against the instruments of the one, and filled

with pride and self-sufficiency on account of the other.

But the elevated and noble mind of Joseph rejected

such unworthy sentiments. Contemplating the hand

of God in all that had befallen him, he effaced the

remembrance of those evil deeds which had pro-

duced his adversity ; and for his prosperity he

affected no praise to himself, but ascribed it entirely

to the will of Heaven. Let us take notice, that this

is not the reflection of a private retired man, whose

situation might be supposed to favour such devout

meditations : it is the reflection of one, who was

leading a busy and seducing life, in the midst of a

court ; the favourite of the greatest monarch who
was then known in the w^orld. Yet him you behold,

amidst the submission and adulation which was paid

to him, preserving the moderation and simplicity of

a virtuous mind j and amidst the idolatry and false

philosophy of the Eg}^tians, maintaining the prin-

ciples of true religion, and giving glory to the God
of Israel.

From this miity of piety with humanity, which is

so conspicuous in the sentiments of Joseph, there

arises one very important instruction ; that a devout

regard to the hand of God in the various events of

life, tends to promote good dispositions and affec-

tions towards men. It will be found by those who
attend to the workings of hiunan nature ; that a great

proportion of those malignant passions which break

put iij the intercc^vM^se pf men, arises from confining

VOL. II. , D
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their attention wholly to second causes, and over-

looking the first cause of all. Hence they are inso-

lent in prosperity, because they discern nothing

higher than their own abilities ; and in adversity

they are peevdsh and unforgiving, because they have

no object on which to fix their view, but the conduct

of men who have acted as their enemies. They
behold no plan of wisdom or goodness carried on

throughout nature, which can allay the discomposure

of their mind. As soon as their temper is ruffled,

the world appears to them to be a continued scene

of disasters and injuries, of confused events, and of

unreasonable men. Whereas, to the pious man, the

contemplation of the universe exhibits a very difier-

ent spectacle. In the midst of seeming confusion

he traces a principle of order ; and by attention to

that order, his mind is harmonized and calmed. He
beholds a wise and righteous Governor presiding

over all the commotions which are raised by the

tumult of conflicting passions and interests ; guid-

ing, with imperceptible influence, the hand of the

violent to beneficent purposes : accomplishing unex-

pected ends by the most improbable means ; obliging

the tiTath ofman to praise him ; sometimes humbhng
the mighty, sometimes exalting the low j often

snaring the *wicked in the devices "which their hands

have wrought. Respectful acknowledgment of this

Divine government, controls the disorders of inferiour

passions. Reverence for the decrees of Heaven in-

spires patience and moderation. Trust in that per-

fect wisdom and goodness which directs all for the

best, diminishes the shock which worldly disasters

occasion. The irritation of passion and resentment

will always bear proportion to the agitation which
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we suffer from the changes of fortune. One who
connects himself with nothing but second causes,

partakes of the violence and irregularity of all the

inferiour movements belonging to this great machine.

He who refers all to God, dwells, if we may speak

so, in that higher sphere where motion begins ; he

is subject to fewer shocks and concussions, and is

only carried along by, the motion of the universe.

How can mildness or forgiveness gain place in the

temper of that man, who, on occasion of every cala-

mity which he suffers from the ill-usage of othei's,

has no sanctuary within his own breast to which he

can make retreat from their vexations ; who is pos-

sessed of no principle which is of sufficient power to

bear down the rising tide of peevish and angry

passions ? The violence of an enemy, or the ingrati-

tude of a friend, the injustice of one man, and the

treachery of another, perpetually dwell and rankle in

his thoughts. The part which they have acted in

bringing on his distress, is frequently more grating

to him than the distress itself. Whereas he who in

every event looks up to God, has always in his view

a great and elevating object which inspires him with

magnanimity. His mind lies open to every relieving

thought, and is inclined to every suggestion of gene-

rosity. He is disposed to say with Joseph, it was

not you that sent me hither^ hut God; with David, //

is the Lord; let him do ivhat seemeth good in his eyes

;

and, with a greater personage than either of these,

the cup which my Father hath given me to drink, shall

I not drink it ? Hence arises superiority to many of

the ordinary provocations of the world. For he looks

upon the whole of his present life as part of a great

plan which is carried on under the direction of

D 2
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Heaven. In this plan he views men as acting their

several parts, and contributing to his good or evil.

But their parts he considers as subordinate ones

;

which, though they may justly merit his affection,

and may occasionally call forth his resentment, yet

afford no proper foundation to violent or malignant

passion. He looks upon bad men as only the rod

with which the Almighty chastens ; like the pesti-

lence, the earthquake, or the storm. In the midst

of their injustice and violence he can pity their blind-

ness ; and imitate our blessed Lord in praying. Fa-

ther^ foi^give them; for they hioxv not xvhat they do.



SERMON XXVII.

On the Character of Hazael.

2 Kings, viii. 12, 13.

And Hazael said. Why weepeth my Lord ? And he

ans'wered. Because I knoxo the evil that thou "wilt do

unto the ehildren of Israel. Their strong holds

wilt thou, set onjire, and tJieir young men wilt thou

slay with tJie sword, and wilt dash tJieir children, and

rip up tfieir women with child. And Hazael said.

But, xvhat, is thy servant a dog, that he shoidd do

this great thing? And Elisha answered, Tlie Lord
hath shewed me that thou shall be king over Syria.

TN the days of Joram, king of Israel, flourished the

prophet Elisha. His character was so eminent,

and his fame so widely spread, that Benhadad the

king of Syria, though an idolater, sent to consult him

concerning the issue of a distemper which threatened

his life. The messenger employed on this occasion

was Hazael, who appears to have been one of the

princes, or chief men, of the Syrian court. Charged

with rich gifts from the king, he presents himself

before the Prophet, and accosts him in terms of the

highest respect. During the conference which they

held together, Elisha fixed his eyes stedfastly on the

countenance of Hazael ; and discerning by a pro-

phetic spirit, his future tyranny and cruelty, he could

not contain himselffrom bursting into a flood of tears.

D 3
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When Hazael, in surprise, enquired into the cause

of this sudden emotion, the Prophet plainly informs

him of the crimes and barbarities which he foresaw

that hereafter he should commit. The soul of Hazael

abhorred, at this time, the thoughts of cruelty. Un-
corrupted, as yet, by ambition or greatness, his indig-

nation arose at being thought capable of such savage

actions as the Prophet had mentioned ; and, with

much warmth, he replies, But, xchat, is thy servant a

dog, that he should do this great thing ? Elisha makes

no return but to point out a remarkable change which

was to take place in his condition ; The Lord hath

shexi'ed me that thou shalt be king over Syria. In

course of time, all that had been predicted came to

pass. Hazael ascended the throne ; and ambition

took possession of his heart. He smote the children

qfIsrael in all their coasts. He oppressed them during

all the days ofking Jehoahaz * ; and from what is left

on record of his actions, plainly appears to have

proved what the Prophet foresaw him to be, a man
of violence, cruelty, and blood.

In this passage of history, an object is presented

which deserves our serious attention. We behold

a man who, in one state of life, could not look upon

certain crimes without surprise and horrour ; who
knew so little of himself, as to believe it impossible

for him ever to be concerned in committing them

;

that same man, by a change of condition, trans-

formed in all his sentiments, and, as he rose in

greatness, rising also in guilt; till at last he com-

pleted that whole character of iniquity which he

once detested. Hence the following observations

naturally arise. I. That to a mind not entirely

* 2 Kings, xiii. 32.
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corrupted, sentiments of abhorrence at guilt are

natural. II. That, notwithstanding those senti-

ments, the mind may be brought under the dominion

of the vices which it had most abhorred. III. That

this unhappy revolution is frequently owing to a

change of men's external circumstances and con-

dition in the world. These observations are to make

the subject of the present Discourse ; and will lead

us to such a view of human nature, as it is hoped,

may be of general use.

I. Sentiments of" abhorrence at guilt are natural

to the human mind. HazaePs reply to the Prophet,

shows Iiow strongly he felt them. Is thy servant a

dog, that he should do this great tiling ? Is he, or

can he ever be so base and Avretched, as to per-

petrate crimes which would render him unworthy

of bearing; the name of a man ? This is the voice

of human nature, while it is not as yet hardened

in iniquity. Some vices are indeed more odious to

the mind than others. Providence has wisely pointed

the sharpest edge of this natural aversion against

the crimes which are of most pernicious and de-

structive nature ; such as treachery, oppression, and

cruelty. But, in general, the distinction between

moral good and evil is so strongly marked, as to

stamp almost every vice with the character of tur-

pitude. Present to any man, even the most igno-

rant and untutored, an obvious instance of injustice,

falsehood, or impiety ; let him \dew it in a cool

moment, when no passion blinds, and no interest

warps him ; and you wiU find that his mind imme-

diately revolts against it, as shameful and base, nay,

as deserving punishment. Hence, in reasoning on

D 4
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the characters of others, however men may mistake

as to facts, yet they generally praise and blame

according to the principles of sound morality.

With respect to their own character, a notorious

partiality too generally misleads their judgment.

But it is remarkable, that no sinner ever avows

directly to himself, that he has been guilty of gross

and downright iniquity. Even when engaged by

his passions in the commission of the greatest crimes,

he always palliates them to his own mind by some

extenuation or apology, some pretended necessity,

or some borrowed colour of innocence. Such power,

the undeniable dignity of virtue, and the acknow-

ledged turpitude of vice, possesses over every human
heart. These sentiments are the remaining impres-

sions of that law, which was originally written on

the mind of man. They are gleams of that light

which once shone clear and strong within us

;

and which, though it be now greatly obscured, yet

continues to shoot a feeble ray athwart the darkness

of human nature. But whatever sentiments of

abhorrence at vice we may at any time entertain,

we have no reason to build upon these a presump-

tuous confidence of our continuance in virtue. For

the next instruction which the text suggests, is,

II. That such is man's ignorance of his own
character, such the frailty of his nature, that he

may one day become infamous for those very crimes

which at present he holds in detestation. This

observation is too well verified by the history of

Hazael ; and a thousand other instances might be

brought to confirm it. Though there is nothing

which every person ought to know so thoroughly
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as his own heart, yet from the conduct of men it

appears that there is nothing with which they are

less acquainted. Always more prone to flatter

themselves than desirous to discover the truth, they

trust to their being possessed of every virtue which

has not been put to the trial ; and reckon themselves

secure against every vice to which they have not

hitherto been tempted. As long as their duty hangs

in speculation, it appears so plain, and so eligible,

that they cannot doubt of performing it. The sus-

picion never enters their mind, that in the hour of

speculation, and in the hour of practice, their sen-

timents may differ widely. Theu' present disposition

they easily persuade themselves will ever continue

the same ; and yet that disposition is changing with

circumstances every moment.

The man w^ho glows with the warm feeUngs of

devotion, imagines it impossible for him to lose that

sense of the divine goodness which at present melts

his heart. He whom his friend hath lately saved

from ruin, is confident that, if some trying emer-

gency shall put his gratitude to proof, he will rather

die than abandon his benefactor. He w'ho lives

happy and contented in frugal industry, wonders

how any man can give himself up to dissolute plea-

sure. Were any of those persons informed by a

superiour spirit, that the time was shortly to come
when the one should prove an example of scandalous

impiety, the other of treachery to his friend, and

the third of all that extravagant luxury which dis-

graces a growing fortune ; each of them would

testify as much surprise and abhorrence as Hazael

did, upon hearing the predictions of the Prophet.

Sincere they might very possibly be in their expres-
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sions of indignation : for hypocrisy is not always

to be charged on men whose conduct is inconsistent.

Hazael was in earnest, when he resented with such

ardour the imputation of cruelty. The Apostle

Peter was sincere, w^hen he made the zealous pro-

fession, that though he should go to prison and to

death with his Master, he would never deny him.

They were sincere ; that is, they spoke from the

fulness of their hearts, and from the warmth of the

present moment; but they did not know them-

selves, as the events which followed plainly shewed.

So false to its principles, too frequently is the heart

of man ; so weak is the foundation of human virtue

;

so much reason there is for what the Gospel perpe-

tually inculcates concerning the necessity of dis-

trusting ourselves, and depending on Divine aid.

Mortifying, I confess, is this view of human nature

;

yet proper to be attended to by all, in order to

escape the most fatal dangers. For, merely through

unguarded conduct, and from the want of this pru-

dent suspicion of their own weakness, how many,

after the most promising beginnings, have gradually

apostatized from every principle of virtue ; until, at

last, it has become as difficult for one to believe, that

they ever had any love of goodness, as it would have

been once to have persuaded themselves that they

were to advance to such a height in wickedness

!

In such cases as I have described, what has be-

come, it may be enquired, of those sentiments of

abhorrence at guilt which were once felt so strongly ?

Are they totally erased ? or, if in any degree they

remain, how do such persons contrive to satisfy

themselves in acting a part which their minds con-
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demii ?— Here, there is a mystery of iniquity which

requires to be unfolded. Latent and secret is the

progress of corruption within the soul ; and the more

latent, the more dangerous is its growth. No man

becomes of a sudden completely wicked. Guilt

never shows its whole deformity at once ; but by gra-

dual acquaintance reconciles us to its appearance,

and imperceptibly diffuses its poisons through all the

powers of the mind. Every man has some darling

passion, which generally affords the fu'st introduction

to vice. The iiiegular gratifications into which it

occasionally seduces him, appear under the form of

venial weaknesses ; and are indulged, in the begin-

ning, with scrupidousness and reserve. But by

longer practice, these restraints weaken, and the

power of habit grows. One vice brings in another

to its aid. By a sort of natural affinity they connect

and entwine themselves together ; till their roots

come to be spread wide and deep over all the soul.

AVhen guilt rises to be glaring, conscience endea-

vours to remonstrate. But conscience is a calm

principle. Passion is loud and impetuous ; and cre-

ates a tumult which drowns the voice of reason. It

joins, besides, artifice to violence ; and seduces at

the same time that it impels. For it employs the

understanding to impose upon the conscience. It

devises reasons and arguments to justify the corrup-

tions of the heart. The common practice of the

world is appealed to. Nice distinctions are made.

Men are found to be circumstanced in so peculiar a

manner, as to render certain actions excusable, if

not blameless, which, in another situation it is con-

fessed, would have been criminal. By such a pro-

cess as this, there is reason to believe, that a great
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part of mankind advance from step to step in sin,

partly hurried by passion, and partly blinded by self-

deceit, without any just sense of the degree of guilt

which they contract. By inveterate habits their

judgment is at length perverted, and their moral

feelings are deadened. They see now with other

eyes ; and can look without pain on evil actions which

they formerly abhorred.

It is proper, however, to observe, that though our

native sentiments of abhorrence at guilt may be so

borne do^vn, or so eluded, as to lose their influence

or conduct, yet those sentiments belonging originally

to our frame, and being never totally eradicated

from the soul, will still retain so much authority,

as if not to reform, at least, on some occasions, to

chasten the sinner. It is only during a course of

prosperity, that vice is able to carry on its delusions

without disturbance. But, amidst the dark and

thoughtful situations of life, conscience regains its

rights ; and pours the whole bitterness of remorse

on his heart, who has apostatized from his original

principles. We may well believe that, before the

end of his days, HazaePs first impressions would be

made to return. In the hour of adversity, the re-

membrance of his conference with the venerable

Prophet would sting his heart. Comparing the sen-

timent which, in those his better days, he felt, with

the atrocious cruelties which he had afterwards com-

mitted, all the honours of royalty would be unable

to save him from the inward sense of baseness and

infamy.

From this view which has been exhibited of the

progress of corruption, and of the danger to which

12
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we are exposed, of falling from principles which

once appeared firmly established, let us receive

useful admonition for our own conduct. Let not

him that girdeth on his liarness, boast like him that

putteth it off. Let no man place a rash and dan-

gerous confidence in his virtue. But let him that

thinketh he standeth, take lieed lest he fall. Never
adventure on too near an approach to what is evil.

Familiarize not youi'selves with it, in the sUghtest

instances, without fear. Listen with reverence to

every reprehension of conscience ; and preserve the

most quick and accurate sensibility to right and

wrong. If ever your moral impressions begin to

decay, and your natural abhorrence of guilt to

lessen, you have ground to di'ead that the ruin of

virtue is fast approaching. While you employ all

the cii'cumspection and vigilance which reason can

suggest, let your prayers, at the same time, continu-

ally ascend to God for support and aid. Remember
that from him descendeth every good and perfect gift ;

and that to him only it belongs to keep youfromfalling,
and to present you faultless before tlie presence of his

glory xvitk exceedingjoy. I proceed now to the

Illd Observation from the Text, That the power
which corruption acquires to pervert the original

principles of man, is frequently owing to a change

of their cuxumstances and condition in the world.

How different was Hazael, the messenger of Benha-

dad, from Hazael the king ; he who started at the

mention of cruelty, from him who waded in blood

!

Of this sad and sui'prising revolution, the Prophet

emphatically assigns the cause in these few words

:

Tlie Lord liath sJiewed me that thou shall be king over
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Sijria. That crown, tliat fatal crown which is to be

set upon thy head, shall shed a malignant influence

over thy nature ; and shall produce that change in

thy character, which now thou canst not believe.

Whose experience of the world is so narrow, as

not to furnish him with instances similar to this, in

much humbler conditions of life ? So great is the

influence of a new situation of external fortune

;

such a different turn it gives to our temper and

affections, to our views and desires, that no man can

foretell what his character would prove, should Provi-

dence either raise or depress his circumstances in a

remarkable degree, or throw him into some sphere

of action widely different from that to which he has

been accustomed in former life.

The seeds of various qualities, good and bad, lie

in all our hearts. But until proper occasions ripen

and bring them forward, they lie there inactive and

dead. They are covered up and concealed within

the recesses of our nature ; or, if they spring up at

all, it is under such an appearance as is frequently

mistaken even by ourselves. Pride, for instance, in

certain situations, has no opportunity of displaying

itself, but as magnanimity, or sense of honour.

Avarice appears as necessary and laudable oeconomy.

What in one station of life would discover itself to

be cowardice and baseness of mind, passes in another

for prudent circumspection. What in the fiilness of

power would prove to be cruelty and oppression,

is reputed, in a subordinate rank, no more than the

exercise of proper discipHne. For a while, the man

is known neither by the world, nor by himself, to be

what he truly is. But bring him into a new situation

of life, which accords with his prcdominaut disposi-
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tion ; which strikes on certain latent quahties of his

soul, and awakens them into action ; and as the leaves

of a flower gradually unfold to the sun, so shall all

his true character open full to view.

This may, in one light, be.accounted not so much
an alteration of character produced by a change of

circumstances, as a discovery brought forth of the

real character, which formerly lay concealed. Yet,

at the same time, it is true, that the man himself

undergoes a change. For opjjortunity being given

for certain dispositions, which had been dormant, to

exert themselves without restraint, they of course

gather strength. By means of the ascendency which

they gain, other parts of the temper are borne down ;

and thus an alteration is made in the w^iole structure

and system of the soul. He is a truly wise and good

man, who, through divine assistance, remains supe-

riour to this influence of fortune on his character,

who having once imbibed worthy sentiments, and

established proper principles of action, continues

constant to these, whatever his circumstances be

;

maintains, throughout all the changes of his life,

one uniform and supported tenour of conduct ; and

what he abhorred as evil and wicked in the beginning

of his days, continues to abhor to the end. But how
rare is it to meet with this honourable consistency

among men, w^hile they are passing through the dif-

ferent stations and periods of life ! When they are

setting out in the w^orld, before theii' minds have

been greatly misled or debased, they glow with ge-

nerous emotions, and look with contempt on what is

sordid and guilty. But advancing farther in life,

and inured by degrees to the crooked ways of men

;

pressing through the crowd, and the bustle of the
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world ; obliged to contend with tliis man's craft,

and that man's scorn; accustomed, sometimes, to

conceal their sentiments, and often to stifle their

feelings, they become at last hardened in heart, and

familiar with corruption. Who would not drop a

tear over this sad, but frequent fall of human probity

and honour ? Who is not humbled, when he beholds

the refined sentiments and high principles on which

we are so ready to value ourselves, brought to such

a shameful issue ; and man, with all his boasted

attainments of reason, discovered so often to be the

creature of his external fortune, moulded and formed

by the incidents of his life ?

The instance of Hazael's degeneracy leads us to

reflect, in particular, on the dangers which arise

from stations of power and greatness ; especially

when the elevation of men to these has been rapid

and sudden. Few have the strength of miiid which

is requisite for bearing such a change with tem-

perance and self-command. The respect which is

paid to the great, and the scope which their condition

affords for the indulgence of pleasure, are perilous

circumstances to virtue. When men live among
their equals, and are accustomed to encounter the

hardships of life, they are of course reminded of

their mutual dependence on each other, and of the

dependence of all upon God. But when they are

highly exalted above their fellows, tliey meet with few

objects to awaken serious reflection, but with many
to feed and inflame their passions. They are apt to

separate tlieir interest from that of all around them ;

to wrap themselves up in their vain grandeur ; and,

in the laj) of indolence and selfish pleasure, to ac-
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quire a cold indifference to tlie concerns even of

those whom they call their friends. The fancied

independence into which they are lifted up, is ad-

verse to sentiments of piety, as well as of humanity,

in their heart. Taking the timbrel and the harp, and

rejoicing at the sound of the organ, they say unto

God, Departfrom us, for 'we desire not the hioxcledge

of thy ways. What is the Almighty, that we should

serve him ? or wliat profit shall we have, if we pray

unto him ?

But we are not to imagine that elevated stations

in the world furnish the only formidable trials to

which our virtue is exposed. It will be found, that

we are liable to no fewer nor less dangerous tempta-

tions, from the opposite extreme of poverty and

depression. When men who have known better days

are thrown down into abject situations of fortune,

their spirits are broken and their temper soured.

Envy rankles in their breast at such as are more
successful. The providence of Heaven is accused

in secret murmurs ; and the sense of misery is ready

to push them into atrocious crimes, in order to better

their state. Among the inferiour classes of mankind,

craft and dishonesty are too often found to prevail.

Low and penurious circumstances depress the human
powers. They deprive men of the proper means of

knowledge and improvement ; and where ignorance

is gross, it is always in hazard of engendering pro-

fligacy.

Hence, it has been generally, the opinion of wise

men in all ages, that there is a certain middle con-

dition of life, equally remote from either of those

extremes of fortune, which, though it want not also

its own dangers, yet is, on the whole, the state most

VOL. II. E
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favourable both to virtue and to happiness. For

there, luxury and pride on the one hand, have not

opportunity to enervate or intoxicate the mind, nor

want and dependence on the other, to sink and de-

base it ; there, all the native affections of the soul

have the freest and fairest exercise, the equality of

men is felt, friendships are formed, and improve-

ments of every sort are pursued with most success

;

there, men are prompted to industry without being

overcome by toil, and their powers called forth into

exertion, without being either superseded by too

much abundance, or baffled by insuperable difficul-

ties ; there, a mixture of comforts and of wants, at

once awakens their gratitude to God, and reminds

them of their dependence on his aid ; and, therefore,

in this state, men seem to enjoy life to most advan-

tage, and to be least exposed to the snares of vice.

Such a condition is recorded in the book of Proverbs,

to have been the wish and choice of one who was

eminent for wisdom. Remove Jar from me vanity

and lies. Give me neither poverty nor riches. Feed
me with food convenient for me. Lest I be full, and
deny thee and say. Who is the Lord? or lest I
he poor and steal, and take the name of my God in

vain. *

From the whole view which we have now taken

of the subject, we may, in the first place, learn the

reasons for which a variety of conditions and ranks

was established by Providence among mankind. This

life is obviously intended to be a state of probation

and trial. No trial of characters is requisite with

* Prov. XXX. 8, 9.
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respect to God, who sees what is in every heart, and

perfectly knows what part each man would act, in

all the possible situations of fortune. But on account

of men themselves, and of the world around them,

it was necessary that trial should take place, and a

discrimination of characters be made ; in order that

true vutue might be separated from false appearances

of it, and the justice of Heaven be dis2:>layed in its

final retributions ; in order that the failings of men
might be so discovered to themselves, as to afford

them proper instruction, and promote their amend-

ment; and in order that their characters might be

shown to the world in every point of view, which

could furnish either examples for imitation, or ad-

monitions of danger. The accomplishment of these

important purposes required, that human life should

not always proceed in one tenour ; but that it should

both be checquered with many revolutions, and

diversified by a variety of employments and ranks

;

in passing through which the touchstone might be

applied to the characters of men, and their hidden

virtues or vices explored. Hazael might have ap-

peared in history with a degree of reputation to

which he was not entitled, had he continued to act

in a subordinate station. At bottom, he was false

and unsound. When raised higher in life, the cor-

ruption of his heart discovered itself; and he is now
held forth with deserved infamy, as a warning to

succeeding ages.

In the second place. We learn, from what has

been said, the importance of attending with the ut-

most care to the choice which we make of our em-

ployment and condition in hfe. It has been shown,

E ^
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that our external situation frequently operates pow-

erfully on our moral character ; and by consequence

that it is strictly connected, not only with our tem-

poral welfare, but witli our everlasting happiness or

misery. He who might have passed unblamed, and

upright, through certain walks of life, by unhappily

choosing a road where he meets with temptations too

strong for his virtue, precipitates himself into shame
here, and into endless ruin hereafter. Yet how often

is the determination of this most important article

left to the chance of accidental connections, or sub-

mitted to the option of youthful fancy and humour ?

When it is made the subject of serious deliberation,

how seldom have they on whom the decision of it

depends, any further view than so to dispose of one

who is coming out into life, as that he may the soon-

est become rich, or, as it is expressed, make his way
to most advantage in the world ? Are there no other

objects than this to be attended to, in fixing the plan

of life? Are there no more sacred and important

interests which deserve to be consulted ? You would

not willingly place one whose welfare you studied

in a situation for which you were convinced that his

abilities were unequal. • These, therefore, you ex-

amine with care ; and on them you rest the ground

of your decision. Be persuaded that not abilities

merely, but the turn of the temper, and the heart,

require to be examined with equal attention in form-

ing the plan of future establishment. Every one has

some peculiar weakness, some predominant passion,

which exposes him to temptations of one kind more

than of another. Early this may be discerned to

shoot; and from its first rising its future growth

may be inferred. Anticipate its progress. Consider
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how it is likely to be affected by succeeding occur-

rences in life. If you bring one whom you are rear-

ing up into a situation where all the surrounding cir-

cumstances shall cherish and mature this fatal prin-

ciple in his nature, you become, in a great measure,

answerable for the consequences that follow. In

vain you trust to his abilities and powers. Vice and
corruption, when they have tainted the heart, are

sufficient to overset the greatest abilities. Nay, too

frequently they turn them against the possessor

;

and render them the instruments of his more speedy

ruin.

In the third place, We learn from the history

whicli has been illustrated never to judge of true

happiness, merely from the degree of men's advance-

ment in the v/orld. Always betrayed by appearances,

the multitude are caught by nothing so much as by
the show and pomp of life. They think every one

blest, who is raised far above others in rank. From
their earliest years they are taught to fix their views

upon worldly elevation, as the ultimate object of

their aims ; and of all the sources of error in con-

duct, this is the most general. — Hazael, on tlie

throne of Syria, would, doubtless, be more envied,

and esteemed by the multitude a far happier man,

than when, yet a subject, he was employed by Ben-

hadad to carry his message to Elisha. Yet, O
Hazael ! how much better had it been for thee never

to have known the name or honour of a king, than

to have purchased it at the expence of so much guilt

;

forfeiting thy first and best character j rushing into

crimes which were once thine abhorrence ; and be-

coming a Iraitor to the native sentiments and dictates
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of thy heart ! How fatal to thy repose proved that

coveted purple, which was drenched by thee in so

much innocent blood ! How much more cheerful

were thy days, and how much calmer thy nights, in

the former periods of thy life, than when, placed on

a throne, thy ears were invaded by day with the cries

of the miserable whom thou hadst ruined ; and thy

slumbers broken by night with the shocking remem-

brance of thy cruelties and crimes ? Never let

us judge by the outside of things ; nor conclude a

man to be happy, solely because he is encompassed

with wealth or grandeur. Much misery often lurks

where it is little suspected by the world. The ma-

terial enquiries respecting felicity are, not what a

man's external condition is, but with what disposition

of mind he bears it ; whether he be corrupted or

improved by it ; whether he conducts himself so as

to be acceptable to God, and approved of by good

men. For these are the circumstances which make
the real and important distinctions among the condi-

tions of men. The effects of these are to last for ever,

when all worldly distinctions shall be forgotten.

In the fourth place, From all that has been said,

we should learn never to be immoderately anxious

about our external situation, but to submit our lot

with cheerfulness to the disposal of Pleaven. To
make the best and most prudent arrangements

which we can, respecting our condition in life, is

matter of high duty. But let us remember that all

the plans which we form are precarious and uncer-

tain. After the utmost precautions taken by human
wisdom, no man can foresee the hidden dangers

which may await him in that path of life on which
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he has pitched. Providence chooses for us much
more wisely than we can choose for ourselves ; and,

from circumstances that appeared at first most un-

promising and adverse, often brings forth in the

issue both temporal and spiritual felicity. Who
knowetk what is goodfor a man in this life, all the days

ofhis vain life, xvhich he spendeth as a shadow ? AVTien

we consider the darkness of our present state, the

imbecility of human nature, and the doubtful and

ambiguous value of all that we call prosperity, the

exhortation of the Psalmist comes home with great

force on every reflecting mind. Commit thy way unto

the Lord. * Form thy measures with prudence ; but

divest thyself of anxiety about the issue. Instead of

seeking to order thine own lot, acquiesce in the ap-

pointment of Heaven, and follow without hesitation

the call of Providence, and of duty. In whatever

situation of life God shall place thee, look up de-

voutly to Him for grace and assistance ; and study

to act the part assigned thee with a faithful and up-

right heart. Thus shalt thou have peace within thy-

self, while thy course is going on ; and when it draws

towards a close, with satisfaction thou shalt review

thy conduct. For, after all the toils and labours of

life, and all the vain struggles which we maintain for

pre-eminence and distinction, we shall find at the

conclusion of the whole scene, that to fear God and
keep his commandments is the whole duty ofman,

* Psalm xxxvii. 5.
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SERMON XXVIII.

On the Benefits to be derived from the House of

Mourning.

EccLEsiASTEs, vii. 2, 3, 4.

// h letter to go to the house ofmourning, than to go
to the house offeasting ; for that is the end of all

men^ and the living will lay it to his heart. Sorrow

is better than laughter ! for by the sadness of the

countenance the heart is made better. The heart of
the wise is in the house of mourning ; but the heart

offools is in the house of mirth.

"IVTANY of the maxims contained in this book of

Ecclesiastes will appear strange sayings to the

men of the world. But when they reflect on the

character of him who delivers them, they cannot but

admit that his tenets deserve a serious and attentive

examination. For, they are not the doctrines of a

pedant, who, from an obscure retirement, declaims

against pleasures which he never knew. They are

not the invectives of a disappointed man, who takes

revenge upon the world, by satirising those enjoy-

ments which he sought in vain to obtain. They are

the conclusions of a great and prosperous prince,

who had once given full scope to his desires; who

was thoroughly acquainted with life in its most flat-
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tering scenes ; and who now, reviewing all that he

had enjoyed, delivers to us the result of long expe-

rience and tried wisdom. None of his principles

seem, at first view, more dubious and exceptionable

than those which the text presents. To assert that

sorrow is preferable to mirth, and the house ofmourn-

ing to the house offeasting ; to advise men to choose

mortification and sadness when it is in their power

to indulge in joy, may appear harsh and unreason-

able doctrines. They may, perhaps, be accounted

enemies to the innocent enjoyment of life who give

countenance to so severe a system, and thereby in-

crease the gloom which already sits sufficiently heavy

on the condition of man. But let this censure be

suspended, until we examine with care into the spirit

and meaning of the sentiments here delivered.

It is evident that the wise man does not prefer

sorrow, upon its own account, to mirth ; or represent

sadness as a state more eligible than joy. He con-

siders it in the light of discipline only. He views it

with reference to an end. He compares it with cer-

tain improvements which he supposes it to produce

;

'when the heart is made better by the sadness of the

countenance^ and the living to lay to heart *what is the

end of all men. Now, if great and lasting benefits are

found to result from occasional sadness, these, siu'e,

may be capable of giving it the preference to some

fleeting sensations of joy. The means which he

recommends in order to our obtaining those benefits,

are to be explained according to the principles of

sound reason ; and to be understood with those

limitations which the eastern style, in delivering

moral precepts, frequently requires. He bids us go

to the house of mourning; but he does not command
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US to dwell there. When he prefers sorrow to

laughter, he is not to be understood as prohibiting

all mirth ; as requiring us to wear a perpetual cloud

on our brow ; and to sequestrate ourselves from

every cheerful entertainment of social life. Such an

interpretation would be inconsistent with many other

exhortations in his own writings, which recommend

temperate and innocent joy. It would not suit with

the proper discharge of the duties which belong to

us as members of society ; and would be most oppo-

site to the goodness and benignity of our Creator.

The true scope of his doctrine in this passage is,

that there is a certain temper and state of heart,

which is of far greater consequence to real hap-

piness, than the habitual indulgence of giddy and

thoughtless mirth ; that, for the attainment and cul-

tivation of this temper, frequent returns of grave

reflection are necessary ; that, upon this account, it

is profitable to give admission to those views of

human distress which tend to awaken such reflection

in the mind ; and that thus, trom the \icissitudes of

sorrow, which we either experience in our own lot,

or sympathise with in the lot of othei's, much wisdom

and improvement may be derived. These are the

sentiments which I propose at present to justify and

recommend, as most suitable to the character of men
and of Christians ; and not in the least inconsistent

with pleasure rightly understood.

Among the variety of dispositions which are to be

found in the world, some indeed require less of this

discipline than others. There are persons whose

tender and delicate sensibility, either derived from

nature, or brought on by repeated afflictions, renders

them too deeply susceptible of every mournful im-
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pression j whose spirits stand more in need of being

supported and cheered, than of being saddened by

the dark views of human life. In such cases we are

commanded to lift up the hands which hang dorvn, and

to coTvfirm tliefeeble knees.* Biit this is far from being

the common disposition of men. Their minds are in

general inclined to levity, much more than to thought-

ful melancholy ; and their hearts more apt to be

contracted and hardened, than to relent with too

much facility. I shall therefore endeavour to show

them, what bad inclinations their compliance with

Solomon's advice would correct ; what good disposi-

tions, with respect to God, their neighbours, and

themselves, it would improve ; and how, upon the

whole, his doctrine is verified, that by the sadness of
the countenance the heart is made better.

I BEGIN by observing, that the temper recommended

in the text suits the present constitution of things in

this world. Had man been destined for a course of

undisturbed enjoyment, perpetual gaiety w^ould then

have corresponded to his state and pensive thought

have been an unnatural intrusion. But in a state

where all is chequered and mixed, where there is no
prosperity without a reverse, and no joy without its

attending griefs, where from the house of feasting all

must, at one time or other, pass into the house of

mourning, it would be equally unnatural if no admis-

sion were given to grave reflection. The mind of

man must be attempered to his condition. Provi-

dence, whose wisdom is conspicuous in all its works,

has adjusted with exact proportion the inward powers

* Isaiah, xxxv. 3. Heb. xii. 12.
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to the outward state of every rational being. It has

for this purpose implanted the serious and sympa-

thetic feelings in our nature, that they might corre-

spond with the vicissitudes of sorrow in our lot. He
who endeavours to repel their influence, or to stifle

them in unseasonable mirth, acts a violent and un-

natural part. He strives with vain effort against the

current of things, contradicts the intentions of his

Maker, and counteracts the original impulses of his

own heart.

It is proper also to observe, that as flie sadness of

the countenance has, in our present situation, a proper

and natural place ; so it is requisite to the true enjoy-

ment of pleasure. Worldly and sensual men often

remark, not till it be too late, that by the studied

efforts of constant repetition, all their pleasures fail.

They draw them off' so close to the dregs, that they

become insipid and nauseous. Hence even in laugh-

ter their heart is sorroivfid^ and the end of their mirth

is heaviness* It is only the interposal of serious and

thoughtful hours, that can give any lively sensations

to the returns of joy. I speak not of those thought-

ful hours, too well known to sinners, wliich proceed

from guilty remorse ; and which, instead of preparing

for future pleasure, damp and sicken the moment of

enjoyment ; but of those which take rise from the

mind retreating into itself, and opening to the senti-

ments of religion and humanity. Such hours of

virtuous sadness brighten the gleams of succeeding

joy. They give to the temperate enjoyments of the

pious and humane, a refined and delicate relish,

to which the hardened and insensible are entire

* Prov. xiv. 13.
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strangers. For it will be found, that in proportion as

the tender affections of the soul are kept awake, how
much soever they may sometimes distress the heart,

they preserve it open likewise to the most agreeable

sensations. He who never knew the sorrows of

friendship, never also knew its joys. He whose heart

cannot relent in the house of mourning, will, in the

most social hour of the house of feasting, partake of

no more than the lowest part of animal pleasure.—
Having premised these observations, I proceed to

point out the direct effects of a proper attention to

the distresses of life upon our moral and reUgious

character.

In the first place. The house of mourning is cal-

culated to give a proper check to our natural thought-

lessness and levity. The indolence of mankind, and

their love of pleasure, spread through all characters

and ranks some degree of aversion to Avhat is grave

and serious. They grasp at any object either of

business or amusement which makes the present

moment pass smoothly away ; which carries their

thoughts abroad, and saves them from the trouble of

reflecting on themselves. With too many this passes

into a habit of constant dissipation. If their fortune

and rank allow them to indulge their inclinations,

they devote themselves to the pursuit of amusement

through all its different forms. The skilful arrans^e-

ment of its successive scenes, and the preparatory

study for shining in each, are the only exertions

on which their understanding is employed. Such a

mode of life may keep alive, for a while, a frivolous

vivacity. It may improve men in some of those

exterior accomplishments, which sparkle in the eyes
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of the giddy and the vain ; but it must sink them

in the esteem of all the wise. It renders them

strangers to themselves ; and useless, if not perni-

cious, to the world. They lose every manly prin-

ciple. Their minds become relaxed and effemi-

nate. All that is great or respectable in the human
character is buried under a mass of trifles and

follies.

If some measures ought to be taken for rescuing

the mind from this disgraceful levity ; if some prin-

ciples must be acquired, which may give more dig-

nity and steadiness to conduct ; where, I pray you,

are these to be looked for ? Not surely in the

house of feasting, where every object flatters the

senses and strengthens the seductions to which we
are already prone ; where the spirit of dissipation

circulates from heart to heart ; and the children of

folly mutually admire and are admired. It is in the

sober and serious house of mourning that the tide of

vanity is made to turn, and a new direction given to

the current of thought. When some affecting inci-

dent presents a strong discovery of the deceitfulness

of all worldly joy, and rouses our sensibility to

human woe ; when we behold those with whom we
had lately mingled in the house of feasting, sunk by

some of the sudden vicissitudes of life into the vale

of misery ; or when, in sad silence, we stand by the

friend whom we had loved as our own soul, stretched

on the bed of death ; then is the season when the

world begins to appear in a new light ; when the

heart opens to virtuous sentiments, and is led into

that train of reflection which ought to du'ect life.

He who before knew not w^hat it was to comm^une

with his heart on any serious subject, now puts the

2*
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question to himself, For what purpose he was sent

forth into this mortal, transitory state ; what his

fate is likely to be when it concludes ; and what

judgment he ought to form of those pleasures which

amuse for a little, but which, he now sees, cannot

save the heart from anguish in the evil day ? Touched

by the hand of thoughtful melancholy, that airy edi-

fice of bliss, which fancy had raised up for him, va-

nishes away. He beholds in the place of it, the lonely

and barren desert, in which, surrounded with many
a disagreeable object, he is left musing upon himself.

The time which he has misspent, and the faculties

which he has misemployed, his foolish levity, and

his criminal pursuits, all rise in painful prospect be-

fore him. That unknown state of existence into

which, race after race, the children of men pass,

strikes his mind with solemn awe. Is there no

course by which he can retrieve his past errours ?

Is there no superiour power to which he can look up

for aid ? Is there no plan of conduct, which, if it

exempt him not from sorrow, can at least procure

him consolation amidst the distressful exigencies of

life ? Such meditations as these, suggested by

the house of mourning, frequently produce a change

on the whole character. They revive those sparks

of goodness which were nigh being quite extinguished

in the dissipated mind ; and give rise to principles

and conduct more rational in themselves, and more

suitable to the human state.

In the second place. Impressions of this nature not

only produce moral seriousness but awaken sentiments

of piety, and bring men into the sanctuary of Reli-

gion. One might, indeed, imagine that the blessings
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of a prosperous condition would prove the most na-

tural incitements to devotion ; and that when men
were happy in themselves, and saw nothing but hap-

piness around them, they could not fail gratefully to

acknowledge that God, v/ho giveth them all things

richly to enjoy. Yet such is their corruption, that

they are never more ready to forget their benefactor,

than when loaded with his benefits. The giver is

concealed from their careless and inattentive view,

by the cloud of his own gifts. When their life con-

tinues to flow in one smooth current unruffled by any

griefs ; when they neither receive in their own cir-

cumstances, nor allow themselves to receive from the

circumstances of others, any admonitions of human

instability ; they not only become regardless of Pro-

vidence, but are in hazard of contemning it. Glory-

ing in their strength, and lifted up by the pride of

life into supposed independence, that impious senti-

ment, if not uttered by the mouth, yet too often

lurks in the hearts of many, during their flourish-

ing periods. What is the Almighty that we should

serve hiyn ? and what 'profit should we have, ifwe pray

unto him ?

If such be the tendency of the house of feasting,

how necessary is it, that, by some change in their

situation, men should be obliged to enter into the

house of mourning, in order to recover a proper

sense of their dependent state ? It is there, when

forsaken by the gaieties of the world, and left alone

with God, that we are made to perceive how awful

his government is ; how easily human greatness

bends before him ; and how quickly all our designs

and measures, at his intei-jDOsal, vanish into nothing.

There, when the countenance is sad, and the affec-
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tions are softened by grief; when we sit apart, in-

volved in serious thought, looking down as from

some eminence on those dark clouds that hang over

the life of man, the arrogance of prosperity is

humbled, and the heart melts under the impressions

of religion. Formerly we were taught, but now we
see, we feel, how much we stand in need of an

Almighty Protector, amidst the changes of this vain

world. Our soul cleaves to Him who despises not,

nor abhors the affliction ofthe afflicted. Prayer flows

forth of its own accord from the relenting heart,

that he may be our God, and the God of our

friends in distress ; that he may never forsake us

while we are sojourning in this land of pilgrimage
;

may strengthen us under its calamities; and bring

us hereafter to those habitations of rest, where we,

and they whom we love, may be delivered from the

trials which all are now doomed to endure. The
discoveries of his mercy, which he has made in the

Gospel of Christ, are viewed with joy, as so many
rays of light sent down from above to dispel, in

some degree, the surrounding gloom. A Mediator

and Intercessor with the Sovereign of the universe,

appear comfortable names ; and the resurrection of

the just becomes the powerful cordial of grief. In

such moments as these, which we may justly call

happy moments, the soul participates of all the plea-

sures of devotion. It feels the power of religion to

support and relieve. It is softened, without being

broken. It is full, and it pours itself forth
; pours

itself forth, if we may be allowed to use the expres-

sion, into the bosom of its merciful Creator.

VOL. ir. F
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In the third place. Such serious sentiments pro-

duce the happiest effect upon our disposition towards

our fellow-creatures, as well as towards God. It is a

common and just observation, that they who have

lived always in affluence and ease, strangers to the

miseries of life, are liable to contract hardness of

heart with respect to all the concerns of others.

Wrapped up in themselves, and their own pleasures,

they behold with indifference the most afiecting

scenes of distress. Habituated to indulge all their de-

sires without controul, they become impatient of the

least provocation or offence ; and are ready to tram-

ple on their inferiours, as if they were creatures of a

different species from themselves. Is this an amiable

temper, or such as becomes a man ? When appearing

in others, do we not view it with much displeasure ?

When imputed to ourselves, can we avoid accounting

it a severe reproach ?

By the experience of distress, this arrogant in-

sensibility of temper is most effectually corrected ; as

the remembrance of our own sufferings naturally

prompts us to feel for others when they suffer. But

if Providence has been so kind as not to subject us

to much of this discipline in our own lot, let us

draw improvement from the harder lot of others.

Let us sometimes step aside from the smooth and

flowery paths in which we are permitted to walk, in

order to view the toilsome march of our fellows

through the thorny desert. By voluntarily going

into the house of mourning ; by yielding to the sen-

timents which it excites, and mingling our tears

with those of the afflicted, we shall acquire that

humane sensibility which is one of the highest orna-

naments of the nature of man. Perceiving how much
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the common distresses of life place us all on a level,

and render the high and the low, the rich and the

poor, companions in misfortune and mortality, we
shall learn to set no man at nought, and least of

any our afflicted brother. Prejudices wUl be extin-

guished, and benevolence opened and enlarged,

when looking around on the multitude of men, we
consider them as a band of fellow-travellers in the

valley of woe, where it ought to be the office of every

one to alleviate, as much as possible, the common
burden. While the vain and the licentious are

revelling in the midst of extravagance and riot, how
little do they think of those scenes of sore distress

which are going on at that moment throughout the

world ; multitudes struggling for a poor subsistence

to support the wife and the childi-en whom they love,

and who look up to them with eager eyes for that

bread which they can hardly procure ; multitudes

groaning under sickness in desolate cottages, un-

tended and unmourned ; many, apparently in a bet-

ter situation of life, pining away in secret with con-

cealed griefs ; families weeping over the beloved

friends whom they have lost, or, in all the bitterness

of anguish, bidding those who are just expiring the

last adieu.

May we not appeal to the heart of every good man,

nay almost to the heart of every man who has not

divested himself of his natural feelings, whether the

admission of such views of human life might not,

sometimes at least, furnish a more worthy employ-

ment to the mind, than that mirth of fools which

Solomon compares to the crackling of thorns under a

pot *
; the transient burst of unmeaning joy j the

* Eccles. vii. 6.

F 2
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empty explosion of giddiness and levity? Those

sallies of jollity in the house of feasting are often

forced from a troubled mind ; like flashes from the

black cloud, which, after a momentary effulgence, are

succeeded by thicker darkness. Whereas compas-

sionate affections, even at the time when they draw

tears from our eyes for human misery, convey satis-

faction to the heart. The gracious appointment of

Heaven has ordained that, sympathetic pains should

always be accompanied with a certain degree of plea-

sure ; on purpose that we might be more interested in

the case of the distressed, and that by this mysterious

bond, man might be linked closer to man. The

inward satisfaction which belongs to the compassionate

afiections is at the same time heightened by the

approbation which they receive from our reason ; and

by the consciousness which they afford us of feeliiig

what men and Christians ought to feeh

In the fourth place. The disposition recommended

in the text, not only improves us in piety and hu-

manity, but likewise assists us in self-government,

and the due moderation of our desires. The house

of mourning is the school of temperance and sobriety.

Every wise man will find it for his interest to enter

into it sometimes of his own accord, lest otherwise

he be compelled to take up his dwelling there. Sea-

sonable interruptions of our pleasures are necessary

to their prolongation. For, continued scenes of lux-

ury and indulgence hasten to a melancholy issue.

The house of feasting too often becomes an avenue

to the house of mourning. Short, to the licentious, is

the interval between them ; and speedy the transition

from the one to the other.
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But supposing that, by prudent management, the

men of pleasure could avoid the pernicious effects

which intemperance and dissoluteness are likely to

produce on their health or their fortune, can they

also prevent those disorders which such habits will

introduce into their minds? Can they escape that

wrath of the Almighty, which will infallibly pursue

them for their sins both here and hereafter ? For
whence, so much as from the unchecked pursuit of

pleasure, do all those crimes arise which stain the

character of men with the deepest guilt, and expose

them to the severest judgments of Heaven? Whence,
then, is the corrective of those mischiefs to be sought,

but from such discipline as shall moderate that in-

temperate admiration of the world which gave rise

to the evil ? By repairing sometimes to the house of

mourning, you would chasten the looseness of fancy,

abate the eagerness of passion, and afford scope to

reason for exerting her restraining powers. You
would behold this world stripped of its false colours,

and reduced to its proper level. Many an important

instruction you would receive from the humiliation

of the proud, the mortification of the vain, and the

sufferings of the voluptuous, which you would see

exemplified before you in the chambers of sorrow, of

sickness, and of death. You would then be taught

to rejoice as though you rejoiced not^ and to weep as

though you *weeped not ; that is, neither in joy and
in grief, to run to excess ; but to use this ivorld so as

7iot to abuse it ; contemplating the fashion thereofas

-passing axvay.

Moreover you would there learn the important

lesson of suiting your mind, beforehand, to what you
had reason to expect from the world; a lesson too

F 3
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seldom studied by mankind, and to the neglect of

which, much of their misery, and much of theii' guilt,

is to be charged. By turning away their eyes from

the dark side of life, by looking at the world only in

one light, and that a flattering one, they form their

measures on a false plan, and are necessarily deceived

and betrayed. Hence, the vexation of succeeding

disappointment and blasted hope. Hence, their

criminal impatience of life, and their bitter accus-

ations of God and man ; when, in truth, they have

reason to accuse only their own folly. Thou who
wouldst act like a wise man, and build thy house on

the rock, and not on the sand, contemplate human

life not only in the sunshine, but in the shade.

Frequent the house of mourning, as well as the house

of mirth. Study the nature of that state in which

thou art placed ; and balance its joys with its sorrows.

Thou seest that the cup which is held forth to the

whole human race is mixed. Of its bitter ingre-

dients, expect that thou art to drink thy portion.

Thou seest the storm hovering every where in the

clouds around thee. Be not surprised if on thy head

it shaD break. Lower, therefore, thy sails. Dismiss

thy florid hopes ; and come forth prepared either to

act or to suffer, according as Heaven shall decree.

Thus shalt thou be excited to take the properest

measures for defence, by endeavouring to secure an

interest in his favour, who, m the time oftrouble, can

hide thee in his pavilion. Thy mind shall adjust

itself to follow the order of his Providence. Thou
shalt be enabled, with equanimity and steadiness, to

hold thy course through life.
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In the fifth place, By accustoming ourselves to such

serious views of life, our excessive fondness for life it-

selfwill be moderated, and our minds gradually formed
to wish and to long for a better world. If we know
that our continuance here is to be short, and that

we are intended by our Maker for a more lasting state,

and for employments of a nature altogether different

from those which now occupy the busy, or amuse the

vain, we must surely be convinced that it is of the

highest consequence to prepare ourselves for so im-

portant a change. This view of our duty is frequently

held up to us in the sacred writings ; and hence
religion becomes, though not a morose, yet a grave

and solemn principle, calling off the attention of men
from light pursuits to those which are of eternal

moment. TFhai is a man profited if he shall gain the

whole worldf and lose his own soul? if he shall lead a

life of thoughtless mirth on earth, and exclude him-

self from eternal fehcity in heaven ? Worldly affec-

tion and sensual pleasure depress all our higher

powers. They form an unnatural union between the

human soul and this earth, which was only designed

for its temporary abode. They attach it too strongly

to objects from which it must shortly part. They
alienate its desires from God and heaven, and deject

it with slavish and unmanly fears of death. Whereas,

by the discipline of rehgious seriousness, it is gradu-

ally loosened from the fetters of sense. Assisted to

discover the vanity of this world, it rises above it

;

and, in the hours of sober thought, cultivates con-

nection with those divine and immortal objects among
which it is designed to dwell.

r4
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Enough has been now said to convince any think-

ing person of the justice and reasonableness of the

maxims in the text; and to show that on various

occasions, sorrow may be better than laughter,

Woiddst thou acquire the habit of recollection,

and fix the principles of thy conduct ; wouldst thou

be led up to thy Creator and Redeemer, and be
formed to sentiments of piety and devotion ; wouldst

thou be acquainted with those mild and tender affec-

tions, which delight the compassionate and humane

;

wouldst thou have the power of sensual appetites

tamed and corrected, and thy soul raised above the

ignoble love of life, and fear of death ? Go, my
brother, go— not to scenes of pleasure and riot, not

to the house of feasting and mirth— but to the silent

house of mourning ; and adventure to dwell for a

while among objects that will soften thy heart.

Contemplate the lifeless remains of what once was

fair and flourishing. Bring home to thyself the

vicissitudes of life. Recall the remembrance of the

friend, the parent or the child whom thou tenderly

lovedst. Look back on the days of former years

;

and think on the companions of thy youth, who now
sleep in the dust. Let the vanity, the mutability,

and the sorrows of the human estate, rise in full

prospect before thee ; and though thi/ countenance

may be made sad, thy heart shall be made better.

This sadness, though for the present it dejects, yet

shall in the end fortify thy spirit; inspiring thee

with such sentiments, and prompting such resolu-

tions, as shall enable thee to enjoy, with more real

advantage, the rest of life. Dispositions of this na-

liu-e form one part of the character of those mourners
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whom our Saviour hath pronounced blessed; and

of those to whom it is promised, \hdii sowing in tears,

they shall reap in joy. * A great difference there is

between being serious and melancholy ; and a melan-

choly too there is of that kind which deserves to be

sometimes indulged.

Religion hath, on the whole, provided for every

good man abundant materials of consolation and

relief. How dark soever the present face of nature

may appear, it dispels the darkness, when it brings

into view the entire system of things, and extends

our survey to the whole kingdom of God. It repre-

sents what we now behold as only a part, and a small

part, of the general order. It assures us, that though

here, for wise ends, misery and sorrow are permitted

to have place, these temporary evils shall, in the end,

advance the happiness of all who love God, and are

faithful to their duty. It shows them this mixed
and confused scene vanishing by degrees away, and
preparing the introduction of that state, where the

house of mourning shall be shut up for ever ; where
no tears are seen, and no groans heard; where no
hopes are frustrated, and no virtuous connections

dissolved ; but where, under the light of the Divine

countenance, goodness shall flourish in perpetual

felicity. Thus, though religion may occasionally

chasten our mirth with sadness of countenance, yet

under that sadness it allows not the heart of cood
men to sink ; it calls upon them to rejoice, because

the Lord reigneth who is their Rock, and the most

high God, who is tJieir Redeemer. Reason likewise

* Matth. V. 4. Psalm cxxvi. 5.
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joins her voice with that of religion ; forbidding us

to make peevish and unreasonable complaints of hu-

man life, or injuriously to ascribe it to more evil than

it contains. Mixed as the present state is, she pro-

nounces, that generally, if not always, there is more

happiness than misery, more pleasure than pain, in

the condition of man.



SERMON XXIX.

On the Divine Government of the Passions of

Men.

Psalm Ixxvi. 10.

Surehj the "wrath of man shall 'praise thee; the

remainder of wrath shall thou restrain.

T^HIS Psalm appears to have been composed on

occasion of some remarkable deliverance ob-

tained by the Jewish nation. It is generally under-

stood to have been written in the reign of Hezekiah,

and to refer to the formidable invasion of Judea by
Sennacherib ; when the angel of the Lord, in one

night, discomfited the whole Assyrian host, and smote

them with sudden destruction. To this interposition

of the Divine arm, those expressions in the context

may naturally be applied ; There brake he the arrows

of the how, tJie shield, the sword, a?id the battle. The
stout-hearted are spoiled ; they have slept their sleep :

a7id none of the men of might have found their Jiands.

At thy rebuke, O God of Jacob ! both the chariot and
the horse are cast into a dead sleep. In the text we
have the wise and religious reflection of the Psalmist

upon the violent designs which had been carried on

by the enemies of his country, and upon the issue to

which Providence had brought them. Surely the

wrath ofman shall praise thee. By the wrath ofman.
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we are to understand all that the impetuosity of

human passions can devise or execute ; the projects

of ambition and resentment, the rage of persecution,

the fury of war ; the disorders which violence pro-

duces in private life, and the public commotions

which it excites in the world. All these shall praise

God, not with their intention and design, nor by their

native tendency ; but by those wise and good pur-

poses, which his providence makes them accomplish j

from their poison extracting health, and converting

things, which in themselves are pernicious, into in-

struments of his glory, and of public benefit : So

that, though the wrath of man worketh not the

righteousness of God, it is nevertheless forced and

compelled to .minister to his praise. The Psalmist

adds, the remainder ofwrath shalt thou restrain ; that

is, God will allow scope to the wrath of man as far as

it answers his good purposes, and is subservient to his

praise ; the rest of it shall be curbed and bound up.

When it would attempt to go beyond its prescribed

limit, he says to it, as to the waters of the ocean.

Hitherto shalt thou come hut nofarther ; and here shall

thy proud xvaves be stayed.

All this shall be fully verified and declared by the

last issue of things ; when we shall be able more

clearly to trace the Divine administration through its

several steps, by seeing the consummation "of the

whole. In some cases, it may be reserved for this

period to unfold the mysterious wisdom of Heaven.

But in general, as much of the Divine conduct is at

present manifest as gives just ground for the assertion

in the text. In the sequel of this discourse, I shall

endeavour to illustrate and confirm it. I shall show

in what manner the wrath of man is made to praise

15
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the power, the wisdom, the justice, and the goodness

of God.

I BEGIN with this observation. That in order to

accomphsh the great purposes carried on by the

Government of the Universe, it is necessarj^ that the

Divine perfections be displayed before mankind in a

sensible and striking manner. We are not to con-

ceive the Supreme Being as hereby seeking praise to

himself, from a principle of ostentation or vain-glory.

Independent and self-sufficient, he rests in the enjoy-

ment of his own beatitude. His praise consists in

the general order and welfare of his creation. This

end cannot be attained, unless mankind be made to

feel the subjection under w^hich they are placed.

They must be taught to admire and adore their

Sovereign. They must be overawed by the \dew of

a high hand, which can at pleasure control their

actions, and render them subservient to purposes,

which they neither foresaw nor intended. Hence
the propriety of God's making tlie iLTath of man to

praise him. We easily conceive in what manner the

heavens and the earth are said to praise God, as they

are standing monuments of that supreme perfection

which is displayed in their creation. The virtues of

good men obviously praise him, by exhibiting his

image, and reflecting back his glory. But when
even the vices and inordinate passions of bad men
are made to praise him, in consequence of the useful

pui'poses which they are compelled to accomplish,

this, in a particular manner, distinguishes and signal-

izes a Divine hand ; this opens a more wonderful

prospect of the administration of Heaven, than if all

its subjects had been loyal and willingly obedient.
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and the course of human affairs had proceeded in a

quiet and regular tenour.

I. The wrath of man redounds to the praise of

Divine power. It brings it forth with full and awful

lustre, to the ^dew of mankind. To reign with sove-

reign command amidst the most turbulent and disor-

dered state of things, both in the natural and moral

world, is the peculiar glory of Omnipotence. Hence
God is described in Scripture as sitting on the Jiood,

riding on the xdngs ofthe wi?id, dwelling in the dark-

ness and the tempest ; that is, making the most vio-

lent powers in the universe minister to his will;

giving them scope or restraining them, according as

suits the purposes of his dominion. As he stills, at

his pleasure, the raging of the seas, and the noise of
their waves, in like manner he stills the tumults of the

people. When the passions of men are most inflamed,

and their designs just ripe for bursting into execu-

tion; often, by some unexpected interposition, he

calls upon the world to observe that there is One
higher than the highest on earth, who can frustrate

their devices in a moment, and command the earth

to be still before 'him. Proud fleets, destined to carry

destruction to neighbouring kingdoms, may cover

the ocean. He blows with his wind, and they are

scattered. Mighty armies may go forth to the field

in all the glory of human strength ; but the issues of

battle are with Him. He suspends on high the

invisible balance which weighs the fate of nations.

According as the scale inclines, he gives to some

slight event the power of deciding the contest. He
clouds the sky with darkness, or opens the windows
of heaven to let forth their flood. He dejects the
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hearts of the brave with sudden terrour, and renders

the hands of the strong, weak and iinperforming at

the critical moment. A thousand unseen ministers

stand ready to be the instruments of his power, in

humbHng the pride and checking the efforts of the

wrath of man. Thus, in the instance of haughty

Sennacherib, and that boasted tempest of wrath

which he threatened to pour upon all the Jewish

nation ; / will put my hook^ says the Almighty, iii

thy nose, and my bridle in thy lips, and I mil turn

thee back by the way by which thou earnest, * In that

night the destroying angel smote the host, and he

departed with shame offace to his own land. When
the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing;

when the kings ofthe earth set themselves, and its riders

take counsel together. He that sitteth in the heavens

shall laugh; the Lord shall hold them in derision, t

II. The wrath ofman is made to praise the wisdom

as well as the power of God. Nothing displays more
remarkably the admirable counsel of Heaven, than its

arranging the train of events in such a manner, that

the unruly passions of the wicked shall contribute to

overthrow their own designs. History abounds with

examples of their being rendered the unconscious

ministers of Providence, to accomplish purposes

directly opposite to those which they had in view.

Thus, the cruelty of the sons of Jacob, in pursuing the

destruction of their brother Joseph, became the means

of effecting his high advancement. Thus, the wrath of

Pharaoh against the Israelites, and his unjust attempts

to detain them in bondage, proved the occasion of

* 2 Kings, xix. 28. t Psalm ii. 1, 2. 4.
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bringing them forth from the land of slavery, with

signal marks of the favour of Heaven. Thus, the

inhuman plan which Haman had formed for ruining

Mordecai, and extirpating the whole Jewish nation,

paved the way for Mordecai's high promotion, and
for the triumph of the Jews over all their enemies.

After this manner the Almighty sjiareth the nicked

in the tvorks oftheir hands; and erects his own coun-

sel upon the ruin of theirs. Those events which,

viewed apart, appear as spots in the Divine admini-

stration, when considered in connection with all their

consequences, are often found to give it additional

lustre. The beauty and magnificence of the universe

are much heightened by its being an extensive and

complicated system ; in which a variety of springs

are made to play, and a multitude of different move-

ments are, with most admirable art, regulated and

kept in order. Interfering interests, and jarring

passions, are in such manner balanced against one

another ; such proper checks are placed on the vio-

lence of human pursuits ; and the wrath of man is

made so to hold his course, that how opposite soever

the several motions seem to be, yet they concur and

meet at last in one direction. While, among the

multitudes that dwell on the face of the earth, some

are submissive to the Divine authority ; some rise up

in rebellion against it j others absorbed in their plea-

sures and pursuits, are totally inattentive to it ; they

are all so moved by an imperceptible influence from

above, that the zeal of the dutiful, the wrath of the

rebellious, and the indifference of the careless, con-

tribute finally to the glory of God. All are governed

in such a way as suits their powers, and is consistent

with rational freedom
j
yet all ai-e subjected to the
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necessity of fulfilling the eternal purposes of Heaven.

This depth of Divdne \\dsdora in the administration

of the universe exceeds all human comprehension,

and affords everlasting subject of adoration and

praise.

III. The xcrath ofman praises the justice of God,

by being employed as the instrument of inflicting

punishment on sinners. Did bad men trace the

course of events in their life with attentive eye, they

might easily discover the greatest part of the dis-

asters which they suffer, to be brought upon them

by their own ungoverned passions. The succession

of causes and effects is so contrived by Providence,

that the wTath which they meant to pour forth on

others, frequently recoils, by its effects, upon them^

selves. But supposing them to escape those external

mischiefs which violent passions naturally occasion,

they cannot evade the internal misery vv'hich they

produce. The constitution of things is framed with

such profound wisdom, that the Divine laws, in

every event, execute themselves against the sinner,

and carry their sanction in their own bosom. The
Supreme Being has no occasion to unlock the prisons

of the deep, or to call down the thunder from

Heaven, in order to punish the urath of man. He
carries on the administration of justice with more
simplicity and dignity. It is sufficient that he allow

those fierce passions which render bad men the

disturbers of others, to operate on their ow-n hearts.

He delivers them up to themselves, and they become
their own tormentors. Before the v/orld, they may
disguise their sufferings ; but it is well known, that

to be inwardly torn w^ith despite, revenge, and
VOL. ir. G
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v/rathful passions, is the most intense of all misery.

In tliiis connecting the punishment with the crime,

making their oxvn xvickedness to reprove them, and

their backsUdings to correct them, the avenging hand
of a righteous governour is conspicuous ; and thus

the observation of the Psalmist is fully verified ; the

xdclced have draum out the sivord, and bent their bow,

to cast doxvn the poor and tieedy ; but their ^isoord shall

enter into their own heart. *

The wrath ofman also praises the justice of God
in the punishment of otlier criminals, as well as of

the wrathful themselves. Ambitious and lawless

men are let loose upon each other, that, without any

supernatural interposition, they m.ay fulfil the just

vengeance of Heaven in their mutual destruction.

They may occasionally be cemented together by con-

spiracy against tlie just ; but as no firm nor lasting

bond can unite them, they become at last the prey

of mutual jealousy, strife, and fraud. For a time,

they may go on, and seem to prosper. The justice

of Heaven may appear to slumber ; but it is awake,

and only w^aits till the measure of their iniquity be

full. God represents himself in Scripture as some-

times permitting wickedness to rise to an overgrown

height, on purpose that its ruin may be the greater,

and more exemplary. He says to the tyrant, of

Egypt, that for this cause he had raised him up, that

is, had allowed him to prosper and be exalted tJtat

he might show in him his jwwer ; and that his name

mioht be declared thro7ighout all the t earth. The
Divine administration is glorified in the punish-

ment contrived for the workers of iniquity, as well

* P.-^alm xxxvii. M, 15. t Exod, ix. IG.
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as in the reward prepared for the righteous. This is

the purpose which the Lord hath purposed upon all

the earth ; and this is the hand that is stretched forth

ore?* all the natiojis.
*

IV. The rvrath ofnmn is made to praise the good-

ness of God. This is the most miexpected of its

effects ; and therefore requires to be the most fully

illustrated. All the operations of the government of

the Deity may be ultimately resolved into goodness.

His power, and wisdom, and justice, all conduce to

general happiness and order. Among the means

which he uses for accomplishing this end, it will be

found, that the wrath of man, through his over-ruling

direction, possesses a considerable place.

First, It is employed by God as an useful instni-

ment of discipline and correction to the virtuous.

The storms which ambition and pride raise among
mankind, he permits with the same intention that he

sends forth tempests among the elements to clear the

atmosphere of noxious vapours, and to purify it from

that corruption which all things contract by too

much rest. When wicked men prevail in their de-

signs, and exercise the power which they have gained

with a heavy and oppressive hand, the virtuous are

apt to exclaim, in bitterness of soul. Where is the

Lord? and where the sceptre of righteousness and

truth ? Hath God forgotten to he gracious ? or doth

he indeed see, and is there knoxvledge in the Most

High ? Their oppressors are, in truth, no more

than the ministers of God to them for good. He

* Isaiah, xiv. l^G.

G ^i
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sees that they stand in need of correction, and there^

fore raises up enemies against them, in order to cure

the intemperance of prosperity ; and to produce, in

the serious hours of affliction, proper reflections upon

their duty and their past errours.

In this light the disturbers of the eailh are often

represented in Scripture, as scourges in the hand of

God, employed to inflict chastisement upon a degen^

erating people. They are commmissioned for the

execution of righteous and wise purposes, concealed

from themselves ; and when their commission is ful-

filled, they are recalled and destroyed. Of this we
have a remarkable example in the use which God
made of the king of Assyria with respect to the peo-

ple of Israel ; / liill send him against an hypocritical

nation, and against the people ofmy xvrath will I give

him a charge, to take the spoil, and to take the prey.

Ho*wbeit, he meaneth not so ; neither doth his heart

think so ; but it is in his heart to destroy, and cut off

nations not aJew. Wherefore it shall corne to pass, that

when the Lord hath performed his whole work upon

Mount Zion and on Jerusalem, I will punish thefruit

ofthe stout heart ofthe king ofAssyria, and the glory

of his high looks. * In vain, then, doth the Xirath of
man lift itself up against God. He saith, by the

strength ofmy hand I have done it, and by my xvisdom,

for I am prudent. Shall the a.re boast itself against

him that heweth therewith ? or shall the saxv magnify

itsefagainst him that shaketh it ? All things, whether

they will it or not, 7nust work together for good to

them that love God. The xt-rath of man, among the

fest, fills up the place assigned to it by the ordination

* Isaiah, x. 6, 7. 12.
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of Heaven. The violent enemy, the proud conqueror,

and the oppressive tyrant, possess only the same sta-

tion with the famine, the pestilence, and the flood.

Their triumphs are no more than the accomplishment

of God's correction ; and the i^emainder of their iiTatk

shall he restrain.

Secondly, God makes the 'wrath of man contri-

bute to the benefit of the virtuous, by rendering it

the means of improving and signalising their graces

;

and of raising them, thereby, to higher honour and

glory. Had human affairs proceeded in an orderly

train, and no opposition been made to religion and

virtue by the violence of the wicked, what room

would have been left for some of the highest and

most generous exertions of the soul of man ? How
many shining examples of fortitude, constancy, and

patience, would have been lost to the world ? What
a field of virtues peculiar to a state of discipline had

lain uncultivated ? Spirits of a higher order possess

a state of established virtue, that stands in need of

no such trials and improvements. But to us, who
are only under education for such a state, it belongs

to pass through the furnace, that our souls may be

tried, refined, and brightened. We must stand the

conflict, that we may be graced and crowned as con-

querors. The wrath ofman opens the field to glory

;

calls us forth to the most distinguished exercise of

active virtue, and forms us to all those suffering

graces which are among the highest ornaments of the

human soul. It is thus, that the illustrious band of

true patriots and heroes, of confessors and martyrs,

have been set forth to tlie admiration of all ages, as

lights of the world ; while the rage and fury of
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enemies, instead of bearing them clown, have only

served to exalt and dignify them more.

Thirdly, The xm-ath of man is often made to

advance the temporal prosperity of the righteous.

The occasional distresses which it brings upon them,

frequently lay the foundation of their future success.

The violence with which wicked men pursue their

resentment, defeats its own purpose ; and engages

the world on the side of the virtuous whom they

prosecute. The attempts of malice to blacken and

defame them, bring forth their characters with more

advantage to the view of impartial beholders. The
extremities to which they are reduced by injustice

and oppression, rouse their courage and activity

;

and often give occasion to such vigorous efforts in

their just defence, as overcome all opposition, and

terminate in prosperity and success. Even in cases

where the xvrath of man appears to prevail over the

peaceable and the just, it is frequently in its issue

converted into a blessing. How many have had

reason to be thankful, for being disappointed by

their enemies in designs which they earnestly pur-

sued, but which, if successfully accomplished, they

have afterwards seen would have occasioned their

ruin? Whoso is wisey and will observe these things,

even he shall understand the loving kindness of the

Lord. *

While the wrath of man thus praises God by the

advantages which it is made to bring to good men
afl individuals, the divine hand is equally apparent

in the similar effects which it is appointed t o produce

* Psalm crii: io.
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to nations and societies. When wars and commotions

shake the earth, when factions rage, and intestine

divisions embroil kingdoms that before were flourish-

ing. Providence seems, at first view, to have aban-

doned pubhc affairs to the misrule of human passions.

Yet from the midst of this confusion, order is often

made to spring; and from these mischiefs lasting

advantages to arise. By such convulsions, nations

are roused from that dangerous lethargy into which

flowing wealth, long peace, and growing effeminacy

of manners had sunk them. They are av/akened to

discern their true interests ; and taught to take

proper measures for security and defence against all

their foes. Inveterate prejudices are corrected

;

and latent sources of dansj-er are discovered. Public

spirit is called forth ; and larger views of national

happiness are formed. The corruptions to which

every government is liable, are often rectified by a

ferment in the political body, as noxious humours in

the animal frame are carried off by the shock of a

disease. Attempts made against a wise and well-

established civil constitution tend in the issue to

strengthen it; and the disorders of licentiousness

and faction teach men more highly to prize the

blessings of tranquillity and legal protection.

Fourthly, The wrath ofman when it breaks forth

in the persecution of religion, praises the divine

goodness, by being rendered conducive to the ad-

vancement of truth, and propagation of religion in

the world. The church of God, since the days of

its infancy, hath never been entirely exempted from

the wrath of the world ; and in tltose ages during

which it was most exposed to that wrath, it hath

c -h
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always flourished the most. In vain the policy and

the rage of men united their efforts to extinguish

this divine light. Though all the four winds blew

against it, it only shone brighter, and flamed higher.

Many xvaters could not quench it, nor all the Jloods

drown it. The constancy and fortitude of those who
suffered for the truth, had a much greater effect in

increasing the number of converts, than all the terj

rour and cruelty of persecutors in diminishing it.

By this means the wrath of man was made to turn

against itself, to the destruction of its own purpose
;

like waves, w^hich, assaulting a rock with impotent

fury, discover its immoveable stability, while they

dash themselves in pieces at its feet.

I SHALL only add one other instance of the xcrath of
man praising God, by accomplishing ends of most

extensive benefit to mankind. Never did the rage

and malice of the wicked imagine that they had ob-

tained a more complete triumph, than in the death of

Jesus Christ. When they had executed their purpose

of making liim suffer as a malefactor, they were con-

fident that they had extinguished his name, and dis-

comfited his followers for ever. Behold, how feeble

are the efforts of the wrath ofman against the decree

of Heaven ! All that they intended to overthrow,

they most effectually established. The death of

Christ was, in the councils of Heaven, the spring of

everlasting life to the faithful. The cross on which

he suffered wdth apparent ignominy, became the

standard of eternal honour to him ; the ensign under

which his followers assembled and triumphed. He
who, at his pleasure, restrains the remainder ofwrath,

suffered the rage of our Saviour'? enemies to suggest
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no Other things to them than what long before he had

determined, and his prophets had foretold. They all

conspired to render the whole scene of Christ's suffer-

ings exactly conformable to the original predicted plan

of Divine mercy and goodness ; and each of them con-

tributed his share to accomplish that great under-

taking, which none of them in the least understood

or meant to promote. So remarkable an instance

as this, fully ascertained in Scripture, of the 'wrath

of man ministering to the designs of Heaven, ought

to be frequently in our eye ;• as an exemplification of

the conduct of Providence in many other cases, where

we have not so much light afforded us for tracing its

ways.

By this induction of particulars, the doctrine con-

tained in the text is plainly and fidly verified. We
have seen that the cUsorders which the pride and pas-

sions of men occasion in the world, though they take

rise from the corruption of human nature in this

fallen state, yet are so o^'er-ruled by Providence as to

redound to his honour and glory who governs all.

They illustrate before the world the divine perfec-

tions in tlie administration of the universe. They
serve the purposes of moral and religious improvement

to the souls of men. By a secret tendency, they ad-

vance the welfare of those W'hom they appear to

threaten with evil. Surely., O God ! the 'wrath ofman
shall 2^yciise thee ; the remainder of xvrath shalt thou

restrain.— In thy hand it is ; and Tholi never lettest

it forth but in weight and in measure. It is wild and
intractable in its nature ; but Thou tamest it. It is

blind and headlong in its impulse •, but Thou directest

it. It struggles continually to break its chain 5 but
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Thou coiifinest it; Thou retrenchest all the super-

fluity of" its fury. Let us now consider, what

improvement is to be made of this meditation on the

ways of Providence.

In the first place, Let it lead us to a religious con-

templation of the hand of God in all the transactions

of the world. In the ordinary course of human
affairs, we behold a very mixed and busy scene

;

the passions of men variously agitated, and new
clianges daily taking place upon this stage of time.

We behold peace and war alternately returning;

the fortunes of private men rising and falling ; and

states and nations partaking of the same vicissitude.

In all this, if we attend only to the operation of

external causes, and to the mere rotation of events,

we view no more than the inanimate part of nature

;

we stop at the surface of things ; we contemplate

the great spectacle which is presented to us, not with

the eyes of rational and intelligent beings. The life

and beauty of the universe arises from the view of that

wisdom and goodness which animates and conducts

the whole, and unites all the parts in one great de-

sign. There is an eternal Mind who puts all those

wheels in motion ; Himself remaining for ever at rest.

Nothing is void of God. Even in the passions and

ragings of men. He is to be found ; and v»here they

imagine they guide themselves, they are guided and

controlled by his hand. What solemn thoughts and

devout affections ought this meditation to inspire

;

when, in viewing the affairs of the world, we attend

not merely to the actings of men, but to the ways

of God ; and consider ourselves, and all our concerns,

as included in his high administration.
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In the second place, The doctrine which has

been illustrated should prevent us from censuring

Providence, on account of any seeming disorders

and evils which at present take place in the w^orld.

The various instances which have been pointed out

in this discourse, of human passion and wickedness

rendered subservient to wise and useful ends, give

us the highest reason to conclude, that in all other

cases of seeming evil, the like ends are carried

on. This ought to satisfy our mind, even when the

prospect is most dark and discouraging. The plans

of Divine -wisdom are too large and comprehensive

to be discerned by us in all their extent ; and where

we see only by parts, we must frequently be at a loss

in judging of the whole. The tea?/ of God is in the

sea, and his paths in the great xcaters ; his footsteps

are not hwwfi* But although thou sayest thou canst

not see him, yetjudgment is before him, therefore trust

thou in him.f As in the natural world no real

deformity is found, nothing but what has either

some ornament or some use ; so in the moral world,

the most irregular and deformed appearances con-

tribute in one way or other, to the order of the

whole. The Supreme Being, from the most opposite

and disagreeing principles, forms universal concord
;

and adapts even the most harsh and dissonant notes

to the harmony of his praise. As he hath reared

the goodly frame of nature from various and jarring

elements, and hath settled it in peace ; so he hath

formed such an union by his providence of the more
various interests, and more jarring passions of men,

that they all conspire to his glory, and co-operate for

* Fsalm Ixxvii. 1 9. -j- Job, xxxv. 11.
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general good.—How amazing is that wisdom, which

comprehends such infinite diversities and contrarieties

within its scheme ! How powerful that hand, wdiich

bends to its own purpose the good and the bad,

the busy and the idle, the friends and the foes of

truth ; which obliges them all to hold on their

course to his glory, though divided from one

another by a multiplicity of pursuits, and differing

often from themselves ; and while they all move

at their own freedom, yet, by a secret influence,

winds and turns them at his will ! O the depth of the

riches^ both of the wisdom and knoxvledge of God

!

how unsearchable are hisjudgments^ and his ways past

finding out !
*

In the third place. We see, from what has been

said, how much reason there is for submission to the

decrees of Heaven. Whatever distresses we suffer

from the wrath of man., we have ground to believe

that they befal not in vain. In the midst of human

violence or oppression, we are not left to be the

sport of fortune. Higher counsels are concerned.

Wise and good designs are going on. God is

always carrying forward his own purposes ; and if

these terminate in his glory, which is ever the same

with the felicity of the righteous, is not this a suf-

ficient reason for our calm and cheerful acquies-

cence ?

Plence also, to conclude, arises tlie most pow-

erful argument for studying with zealous assiduity

to gain the favour and protection of the Almighty.

If his displeasure hang over our heads, all things

* Rom. xi. 33.
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around us may be just objects of terrour. For,

against him there is no defence. The most violent

powers in nature are ministers to him. Fomiidable,

indeed, may prove the urath ofman, if he be pleased

to let it forth against us. To him, but not to us, it

belongs to restrain it at pleasure. Whereas, when we
are placed under his protection, all human wrath is di-

vested of its terrours. IfHe befor its, Xi'ho, or what,

can be against us? Let us pursue the measures which

he hath appointed for obtaining his grace, by faith,

repentance, and a holy hfe, and we shall have no

reason to be afraid of evil tidings ; our hearts -will be

fxed, trusting in the Lord, When the religious fear

of God possesses the heart, it expels the ignoble fear

of man, and becomes the principle of courage and

magnanimity. The Lord is a buckler and a shield to

them that serve, him. JVhen he arisethy his enemies

shall be scattered as smoke is diiven away, and as

chaffbefore the wind. He giveth strength and tictori/

to his people ; he clotlieth them xcith salvation. The
wrath of man shall praise him, and tJie remainder oj

•wrath shall he restrain.



SERMON XXX.

On the Importance of Religious Knowledge to

Mankind.

[Preached before the Society in Scotland for propagating

Christian Knowledge.]

Isaiah, xi. 9.

They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy moun-

tain ; for the earth shall hefull of the knowledge of
the Lordy as the waters cover tJie sea,

^j^HIS passage of Scripture is understood, by all

Christian interpreters, to refer to the days of

the Gospel. The prophet describes in the context

the auspicious influence of the Messiah's reign, as

extending over all nature, and producing universal

felicity. The full accomplislnnent of this prediction

is yet future, and respects some more advanced

period of the kingdom of God, when true religion

shall iniiversally prevail, and the native tendency of

the Gospel attain its entire effect. In the prospect

of this event the prophet seems to rise above him-

self, and celebrates that happy age in the most

sublime strain of Eastern poetry. He opens a beau-

tiful view of the state of the world, as a state of

returning innocence. He represents all nature

flourisliing in peace ; discord and guile abolished

;
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the most hostile natures reconciled, and the most

savage reformed and tamed. The wolf shall dwell

with the lamb, and the leopard lie down with the lid

;

and the calf, and the yoimg lion, and the fatling to-

gether, and a little child shall lead them. The lion

shall eat straw like the o.v ; and the suckling child

sJiall play on the hole ofthe asp, and the weaned child

shall put his hand on the cockatrice den. They shall

not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain ; for the

earth shall befall ofthe knowledge of the Lord, as the

waters cover the sea.

Upon reading these words we must immediately

perceive the great encouragement which they give to

all good designs for promoting religion in the world.

When we engage in these, we have the comfort of

being engaged, not only in a good cause, but also in

one that shall undoubtedly be successful. For w^e

are here assured by the Divine promise, that truth

and righteousness shall at length prevail, and that

the increasing influence of religion shall introduce

general happiness. It is a pleasing and animating

reflection, that, in carrying on such designs, we act

upon the Divine plan ; and co-operate with God for

advancing the kingdom of the Messiah. We have no
reason to be discoiu'aged by any unfavoiu'able circum-

stances w^hich at present oppose our pious endeavours.

Though the ignorance, superstition, and corruption,

which now All so great a part of the world, have a

dark and mysterious aspect, it is not beyond the

power of that Supreme Being, who brings light out

of darkness, to clear up those perplexing appearances,

and gradually to extricate mankind from the laby-

rinth of ignorance and errour. Let us consider how
improbable it seemed, when the Gospel was first
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published, that it should extend so far, and overthrow

so much established superstition, as it has already

done. I'here is nothing in the present state of the

world to render it more unlikely that it shall one day

be universally received, and prevail in its full influ-

ence. At the rise of Christianity, the disproportion

was, at least, as great, between tiie apparent human
causes, and the effect which has actually been pro-

duced, as there is in our age, between tlie circum-

stances of religion in the world, and the effect which

we farther expect. 2'he Sun ofRighteousness having

already exerted its influence in breaking through the

thickest darkness, we may justly hope, that it is pow-

erful enough to dispel all remaining obscurity ; and

that it will ascend by degrees to that perfect day,

when healiiig shall be under its 'wings, to all the na-

tions. A little one shall become a thousand ; and a

small 07ie a strong nation. I the hord mil Jiasten it

in its time. *

Besides the prediction which the text contains of

the future success of religion, it points out also a

precise connection between the increase of religious

knowledge, and the happiness of mankind. The

hno'xledge of the Lordfiling the earth is assigned as

the cause why they shall not hurt nor destroy in all

the holy mountain of God. To this I am now to lead

your thoughts j as a subject both suited to the occa-

sion of the present meeting, and proper to be illus-

trated in times, wherein total indifference to religious

principles appears to gain ground. Whether Christian-

ity shall be propagated farther or not, is treated as a

matter of no great concern to mankind. The opinion

* Isaiah. Is. 22.
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prevails among many, that moral virtue may subsist,

with equal advantage, independent of religion. For
moral principles great regard is professed; but articles

of religious belief are held to be abstract tenets,

remote from life
;
points of mere speculation and

debate, the influence of which is very inconsiderable

on the actions of men. The general conduct, it is

contended, will always proceed upon views and prin^

ciples which have more relation to the present state

of things ; and religious knowledge can therefore

stand in no necessary connection with their happiness

and prosperity. How adverse such opinions are,

both to the profession and practice of religion, is

abundantly evident. How adverse they are to the

general welfare and real interests of mankind, I hope

to make appear to candid minds.

By the knowledge of the Lorcl^ in the text, is not

to be understood the natural knowledge of God
only. It is plain that the Prophet speaks of the age

of the Messiah, when more enlarged discoveries

should be made to mankind of the Divine perfec-

tions and government, than unassisted reason could

attain. The knowledge of the Lord, therefore,

comprehends the principles of Christianity, as well

as of natural religion. In order to discern the im-

portance of such knowledge to general happiness, we
shall consider man, I. as an individual; II. as a

member of society.

I. Considering man as an individual, let us in-

quire how far the knowledge of true religion is

important, first, to his improvement; next, to his

consolation.

VOL. II.
- H
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First, With respect to the improvement of man

;

the advancement of his nature in what is valuable

and useful, the acquisition of such dispositions and

habits as fit him for acting his part with propriety on

this stage, and prepare him for a higher state of ac-

tion hereafter ; what benefit does he receive, in these

respects, from religious knowledge and belief? It is

obvious, that all increase of knowledge is improve-

ment to tlie understanding. The more that its

sphere is enlarged, the greater number of objects

that are submitted to its view, especially wlien these

objects are of intrinsic excellence, the more must

those rational powers, which are the glory of man,

be in the course of attaining their proper strength

and maturity. But were the knowledge of religion

merely speculative, though the speculation must be

admitted to be noble, yet less could be said of its

importance. We recommend it to mankind, as

forming the heart, and directing the life. Those

pure and exalted conceptions which the Christian

religion has taught us to entertain of the Deity, as

the universal Father and righteous Governour of the

universe, the standard of unspotted perfection

;

a?id the Autlior of every good and perfect gift ; con-

ducting his whole administration with an eternal

regard to order, virtue, and truth ; ever favouring

the cause, and supporting the interests, of righteous

men ; and applying in this direction, the v.hole

might of omnipotence, and the whole council of un-

erring wisdom from the beginning to the end of

things ; such conceptions both kindle devotion, and

strengthen virtue. They give fortitude to the mind
in the practice of righteousness, and establish the

persuasion of its being our highest interest.
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All the doctrines peculiar to the Gospel are great

improvements on what the light of nature had imper-

fectly suggested. A high dispensation of Providence

is made knoA\ni, particularly suited to the exigencies of

man ; calculated for recovering him from that cor-

rupted state into which experience bears witness

that he is fallen, and for restoring him to integrity,

and favour with his Creator. The method of carry-

ing on this great plan is such as gives us the most

striking views of the importance of righteousness or

virtue, and of" the high account in which it stands

with God. The Son of God appeared on the earth,

and suffered as a propitiation for the sins of the

world, A\dth this express intention, that he might

bring in everlasting 7^ighteoiisness ; that he might

purge our consciences from dead xvorks to serve the

living God ; that he might redeem us from all

iniquitij and purify unto himself a peculiar people

zealous ofgood works. Such a merciful interposition

of the Greater of the v/orld, while it illustriously

displays his goodness, and signalizes his concern for

the moral interests of mankind, affords us at the

same time the most satisfying groimd of confidence

and trust. It offers an object to the mind on which

it can lay hold for the security of its fiiture hopes
;

when, with a certainty far beyond what any abstract

argument could peld, it appeals to a distinguished

fact ; and is enabled to say. He that spared not his

oum Son, but delivered him upfor us uall, how shall he

not with him also freely give us all things ?
*

While the Divine government is thus placed in a

light the most amiable, and most encouraging to

* Rom. viii. 32.

H 2
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every virtuous mind, there is, at the same time, some-

thing extremely awful and solemn in the whole doc-

trine of redemption. It is calculated to strike the

mind with reverence for the Divine administration.

It points at some deep malignity in sin, at some dread-

ful consequences flowing from guilt, unknown in their

causes and in their whole effects to us, which moved

the Sovereign of the world to depart from the ordi-

nary course of Providence, and to bring about the

restoration of his fallen creatures by a method so

astonishing. Mankind are hereby awakened to the

most serious reflections. Such views are opened of

the sanctity of the Divine laws, of the strictness of

the Divine justice, of the importance of the part

which is assigned them to act, as serve to prevent

their trifling with human life, and add dignity and

solemnity to virtue. These great purposes are far-

ther carried on, by the discovery which is made of

the fixed connection in which this life stands with a

future eternal state. We are represented as sowing

noxv, tvliat we are to reap hereafter ; undergoing a

course of probation and trial, which according as it

terminates in our improvement, or leaves us unre-

fonned and corrupted, will dismiss us to lasting

abodes, either of punishment or reward. Such a

discovery rises far above the dubious conjectures,

and uncertain reasonings, which mere natural light

suggests concerning the future condition of mankind.

Here we find, wliat alone can produce any consider-

able influence on practice, explicit promise and

threatening ; an authoritative sanction given to a

law, the Governour and Judge revealed ; and all the

motives which can operate on hope and fear, brought

home to the heart, with, Thus saitli the Lord ofHosts.
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In- a word, a great and magnificent plan of Divine

administration is opened to us in the Gospel of Christ

;

and nothing is omitted that can impress mankind

with the persuasion of their being all, in the strictest

sense, subjects of the moral government of God.

Though the bounds of this Discourse allow us to

take only an imperfect view of the principles of Chris-

tian doctrine, yet the hints which have been given

lay a sufficient foundation for appealing to every

impartial mind, whether the knowledge and belief of

such principles be not intimately connected with the

improvement, and, by consequence, with the happi-

ness of man ? I reason now with such as admit, that

virtue is the great source both of improvement and

happiness. Let them lay what stress they please

upon the authority of conscience, and upon the force

and evidence of its dictates ; can they refuse to allow

that the natural tendency of the principles which I

have mentioned, is to support those dictates, and to

confirm that authority ; to excite, on various occa-

sions, the most useful sentiments ; to provide addi-

tional restraints from vice, and additional motives to

every virtue ? Who dares pronounce, that there is

no case in which conscience stands in need of such

assistance to direct, where there is so much uncer-

tainty and darkness ; and to prompt, where there is

so much feebleness and irresolution, and such a fatal

proneness to vice and folly ?

But how good soever the tendency of religious

principles may be, some will still call in question

their actual significancy, and influence on life. This

tendency is by various causes defeated. Between the

belief of religious principles, and a correspondent

H S
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practice, it will be alleged that frequent experience

shews there is no necessary connection ; and that

therefore the propagation of the one, cannot give us

any assurance of proportionable improvements follow-

ing in tlie other.— This, in part, is granted to be

true ; as we admit that religious knowledge and belief

are susceptible of various degrees, before they arrive

at that real Clnistian faitli which the Scripture repre-

sents as jnir/J/jing the heart. But though tlie connec-

tion between principle and practice be not necessary

and invariable, it will not, I suppose, be denied, that

there is some connection. Here, then, one avenue

to the heart is opened. If the tendency of Religious

Knowledge be good, wisdom must direct, and duty

oblige us to cultivate it. For tendency will, at least

in some cases, rise into eflect ; and, ])robably, in more

cases than are known and observed by the world.

Besides the distinguished examples of true religion

and virtue, wliich have, more or less, adorned every

age of the Christian sera, what numbers may there be

in the more silent and private scenes of life, over-

looked by superficial observers of mankind, on whose

hearts and lives religious principles have the most

happy influence ? Even on loose and giddy minds,

where they are far from accomplishing their full

effect, their influence is frequently not altogether

lost. Impressions of religion often check vice in its

career. They prevent it from proceeding its utmost

length ; and though they do not entirely reform the

offender, they serve to maintain order in society.

Persons who are now bad, might probably liave been

worse without tliem, and tlie world have suffered more
from unrestrained licentiousness. They often sow

latent seeds of goodness in the heart, which proper
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circumstances and occasions afterwards ripen; though
the reformation of tlie offender may not be so con-

spicuous as his former enormities have been. From
the native tendency of rehgious behef, there is reason

to conchide, that those good effects of it are not so

rare as some would represent them. By its nature

and tendency, we can better judge of its effects, than

by observations di'awn from a supposed experience,

which oflen is narrow in its compass, and fallacious

in its conclusions.

The actual influence of principle and belief of

mankind admits of clear illustration from uncontested

matter of fact. They who hold tlie good effects of

Christian principles to be so inconsiderable, as to ren-

der the propagation of them of small importance, w ill

be at no loss to give us instances of corrupt principles

of belief having had the most poAverful influence on

the world. Loud complaints we hear from this

quarter of the direful effects which superstition and

enthusiasm have produced ; of their having poisoned

the tempers, and transformed the manners of men
;

of their having overcome the strongest restraints of

law, of reason, and humanity. Is this, then, the case,

that all principles, except good ones, are of such

mighty energy ? Strange ! that false religion should

be able to do so much, and true religion so little

;

that belief so powerful in the one case, should be so

impotent in the other.— No impartial inquirer,

surely, can entertain this opinion. The whole his-

tory of mankind shows that their religious tenets and

principles, of whatever nature they be, are of great

influence in forming their character, and directing

their conduct. The mischief which false principles

have done, affords a good argument to guard care-

H 1-
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fully against error ; but as it is a proof of what be-

lief can do, it gives ground to hope the more from

it, when riglitly directed. The same torrent which,

when it is put out of its natural course, overflows

and lays waste a country, adorns and enriches it,

when running in its proper channel. If it be

alleged that superstition is likely to be more power-

ful in its effects than truth, because it agrees better

with the follies and corruptions of the world, we may
oppose to this, on the other hand, that truth has the

Divine blessing and the countenance of heaven on

its side. Let us always hope well of a cause that is

good in itself, and beneficial to mankind. Truth

is miglity, and will prevail. Let us spread the in-

corruptible seed as widely as we can, and trust in

God that he will give the increase.— Having thus

shown the importance of Religious Knowledge to

mankind in the way of improvement, let us,

In the second place, Consider it in the light of

consolation ; as bringing aid and relief to us amidst

the distresses of life. Here religion incontestably

triumphs ; and its happy effects in this respect fur-

nish a strong argument to every benevolent mind

for wishing them to be farther diffused throughout

the world. For without the belief and hope afforded

by divine Revelation, the circumstances of man are

extremely forlorn. He finds himself placed here as

a stranger in a vast universe, where the powers and

operations of Nature are very imperfectly known

;

where both the beginnings and the issues of things

are involved in mysterious darkness ; where he is

unable to discover, with any certainty, whence he

sprung, or for what purpose he was brought into this
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state of existence ; whether he be subjected to the

government of a mild, or of a wrathful ruler ; what

construction he is to put on many of the dispensations

of his providence ; and what his fate is to be when
he departs hence. What a disconsolate situation to

a serious enquiring mind! The greater degree of

virtue it possesses, its sensibility is likely to be the

more oppressed by this burden of labouring thought.

Even though it were in one's power to banish all un-

easy thought, and to fill up the hours of life wdth

perpetual amusement, life so filled up would, upon
reflection, appear poor and trivial. But these are

far from being the terms upon which man is brought

into this world. He is conscious, that his being is

frail and feeble ; he sees himself beset with various

dangers ; and is exposed to many a melancholy ap-

prehension, from the evils which he may have to

encounter, before he arrives at the close of life. In

this distressed condition, to reveal to him such dis-

coveries of the Supreme Being, as the Christian reli-

gion affords, is to reveal to him a Father and a

Friend ; is to let in a ray of the most cheering light

upon the darkness of the human estate. He who
was before a destitute orphan, w^andering in the in-

hospitable desert, has now gained a shelter from the

bitter and inclement blast. He now knows to whom
to pray, and in whom to trust ; where to unbosom
his sorrows, and from what hand to look for relief.

It is certain that when the heart bleeds from some

wound of recent misfortune, nothing is of equal effi-

cacy with religious comfort. It is of powder to en-

lighten the darkest hour, and to assuage the severest

woe, by the behef of divine favour, and the prospect

of a blessed immortahty. In such hopes the mind
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expatiates with joy ; and when bereaved of its earthly

friends, solaces itself with the thought of one Friend,

who will never forsake it. Refined reasonin^fs con-

cerning the nature of the human condition, and the

improvement which philosophy teaches us to make
of every event, may entertain the mind when it is at

ease ; may perhaps contribute to soothe it when
shghtly touched with sorrow. But when it is torn

with any sore distress they are cold and feeble, com-

pared with a direct promise from the word of God.

This is an anchor to the soul both sure and stedfast.

This has given consolation and refuge to many a vir-

tuous heart, at a time when the most cogent reason-

ings would have proved utterly unavailing.

Upon the approach of death, especially when, if a

man thinks at all, his anxiety about his future inter-

ests must naturally increase, the power of religious

consolation is sensibly felt. Then appears in the

most striking light, the high value of the discoveries

made by the Gospel ; not only life and immortality

revealed, but a Mediator with God discovered

;

mercy proclaimed, through him, to the frailties of

the penitent and the humble ; and his presence pro-

mised to be with them when they are passing through

the valley of the shadow of death, in order to bring

them safe into unseen habitations of rest and joy.

Here is ground for their leaving the world with com-

fort and peace. But in this severe and trying period,

this labouring hour of nature, how shall the un-

happy man support himself, who knows not, or be-

lieves not, the discoveries of religion? Secretly

conscious to himself that he has not acted his part as

he ought to have done, the sins of his past life arise

before him in sad remembrance. He wishes to exist
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after death, and^ yet dreads that existence. The
Governor of the world is unknown. He cannot

tell whether every endeavour to obtain his mercy

may not be vain. All is awful obscurity around

him ; and in the midst of endless doubts and per-

plexities, the trembling, reluctant soul is forced away

from the body. As the misfortunes of life must, to

such a man, have been most oppressive, so its end is

bitter. His sun sets in a dark cloud ; and the night

of death closes over his head, full of misery.— Hav-

ing now shewn how important the Knowledge of the

Lord is, both to the improvement and the consolation

of man, considered as an individual, I am next to

shew,

II. How important this knowledge is to him as a

member of society. This branch of the subject is in

part anticijjated by what has been said. For all the

improvement which man receives as an individual,

redounds to the benefit of the public. Society reaps

the fruit of the virtues of all the members who com-

pose it; and in proportion as each, apart, is made
better, the whole must flourish.

But, besides this effect, Rehgious Knowledge has

a cHrect tendency to improve the social intercourse of

men, and to assist them in co-operating for common
good. It is the great instrument of civilizing the

multitude, and forming them to union. It tames the

fierceness of their passions, and softens the rudeness

of their manners. There is much reason to doubt

whether any regular society ever subsisted, or coidd

subsist, in the world destitute of all religious ideas

and principles. They who, in early times, attempted

to bring the wandering and scattered tribes of men
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from the woods, and to unite them in cities and com-

munities, ahvays found it necessary to begin with

some institution of religion. The wisest legislators

of old, through the whole progress of their systems

of government, considered religion as essential to

civil polity. If even those imperfect forms of it,

loaded with so much superstition and errour, were

important to the welfare of society, how much more

that reasonable worshijD of the true God, which is

taught by the Gospel ? True religion introduces the

idea of regular subjection, by accustoming mankind

to the awe of superiour power in the Deity, joined

with the veneration of superiour wisdom and goodness.

It is by its nature an associating principle ; and

creates new and sacred bonds of union among men.

Common assemblies for religious worship, and joint

homage offered up to one God ; the sense of being

all dependent on the same protection, and bound to

duty by the same ties, sharers in the same benefits of

heaven, and expectants of the same reward, tend to

awaken the sentiments of friendly relation and to con-

firm and strengthen our mutual connection. The
doctrine of Christianity is most adverse to all ty-

ranny and oppression, but highly favourable to the

interest of good government among men. It re-

presses the spirit of licentiousness and sedition. It

inculcates the duty of subordination to lawful supe-

riours. It requires us tofear God, to honour the king,

and not to meddle with them that are given to change.

Religious Knowledge forwards all useful and orna-

mental improvements in society. Experience shews,

that in proportion as it diffuses its light, learning

flourishes, and liberal arts are cultivated and ad-

vanced. Just conceptions of religion promote a free
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and manly spirit. They lead men to think for them-

selves ; to form their principles upon fair enquiry,

and not to resign their conscience to the dictates of

men. Hence they naturally inspire aversion to slavery

of every kind ; and promote a taste for liberty and

laws. Despotic governments have generally taken

the firmest root among nations that were blinded by

Mahometan or Pagan darkness ; where the throne of

violence has been supported by ignorance and false

religion. In the Christian world, during those cen-

turies in which gross superstition held its reign undis-

turbed, oppression and slavery were in this train.

The cloud of ignorance sat thick and deep over the

nations ; and the world was threatened with a relapse

into ancient barbarity. As soon as the true Know-
ledge of the Lord revived, at the auspicious £era of

the Reformation, learning, liberty, and arts, began to

shine forth with it, and to resume their lustre.

But the happy influence which religion exerts on

society, extends much farther than to effects of this

kind. It is not only subsidiary to the improvement,

but necessary to the preservation of society. It is

the very basis on which it rests. Religious principle

is what gives men the surest hold of one another.

That last, and greatest pledge of veracity, an oath,

without which no society could subsist, derives its

whole authority from an established reverence ofGod,
to whom it is a solemn appeal. Banish religious

principle, and you loosen all the bonds which con-

nect mankind together
; you shake the fundamental

pillar of mutual confidence and trust
; you render the

security arising from laws, in a great measure, void

and ineffectual. For human laws and human sanc-

tions cannot extend to numberless cases, in which
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the safety of mankind is deeply concerned. They

would prove very feeble instruments of order and

peace, if there were no checks upon the conduct of

men from the sense of Divine legislation ; if no belief

of future rewards and pimishments were to overawe

conscience, and to supply the defects of human

government.

Indeed, the belief of religion is of such importance

to public welfare, that the most expressive descrip-

tion we could give of a society of men in the utmost

disorder, would be to say that there was no fear of

God, left among them. Imagination would imme-

dicitely conceive them as abandoned to rapine and

violence, to perfidy and treachery ; as deceiving

and deceived ; oppressing and oppressed ; consumed

by intestine broils, and ripe for becoming a prey to

the first invader. On the other hand, in order to

form the idea of a society flourishing in its highest

glory, we need only conceive the belief of Christian

principle exerting its full influence on the hearts and

Yiyes of all the members. Instantly, the most amiable

scene would, open to our view. We should see the

causes of public disunion removed when men were

animated with that noble spirit of love and charity

which our religion breathes, and formed to the pur-

suit of those higher interests, which give no occasion

to competition and jealousy. We should see families,

neighbourhoods, and communities, living in unbroken

amity, and pursuing, with one heart and mind, the

common interests ; sobriety of manners, and simpli-

city of life, restored ; virtuous industry carrying on

its useful labours, and cheerfLd contentment every-

where reigning. Politicians may lay down what

plans they please for advancing public prosperity;

13
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but, in truth, it is the prevalency of sucli principles

of reHgion and virtue which forms the strength and

glory of a nation. Where these are totally w^anting,

no measures contrived by human wisdom can supply

the defect. In proportion as they prevail, they raise

the state of society from that sad degeneracy into

which it is at present sunk, and carry it forward, un-

der the blessing of heaven, towards that happy pe-

riod, when nations shall not lift up their sxvord against

natioUy nor learfi "dear any more.

In order to prove the importance of Religious

Knowledge to the interest of society, one consider-

ation more, deserving particular attention, remains

to be mentioned. It is, that if good sense be not

sown in the field, tares w^ill infallibly spring up.

The propension tow^ards religion is strong in the hu-

man heart. There is a natural preparation in our

minds for receiving some impressions of supernatural

belief. Upon these among ignorant and uncultivated

men, superstition or enthusiasm never fail to graft

themselves. Into what monstrous forms these have

shot forth, and what various mischiefs they have pro-

duced to society, is too well known. Nor is this the

whole of the danger. Designing men are always

ready to take advantage of this popular weakness,

and to direct the superstitious bias of the multitude

to their own ambitious, and interested ends. Super-

stition, in itself a formidable evil, threatens conse-

quences stiU more formidable when it is rendered the

tool of design and craft. Hence arises one of the

most powerful arguments for propagating with zeal,

as far as our influence can extend, the pure and un-

defiled doctrines of the Gospel of Christ j in order
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that just and rational principles of religion may fill

up that room in the minds of men, which dangerous

fanaticism will otherwise usurp.

This consideration alone is sufficient to shew the

high utility of the design undertaken by the Society

for propagating Christian Knowledge. With great

propriety, they have bestowed their chief attention

on a remote quarter of our country, where, from a

variety of causes, ignorance and superstition had gain-

ed more ground, than in any other corner of the land
;

where the inhabitants by their local situation were

more imperfectly supplied with the means of proper

education and instruction ; and at the same time ex-

posed to the seductions of such as sought to pervert

them from the truth. The laudable endeavours of

this Society in diffusing religious and useful know-

ledge through this part of the country, have already

been crowned with much success ; and more is still

to be expected from the continuance of their pious

and well-directed attention.

With such good designs, it becomes all to co-

operate, w^ho are lovers of mankind. Thus shall

they shew their just sense of the value of that bless-

ing which they enjoy in the knowledge of tlie Gospel

of Christ ; and their gratitude to Heaven for con-

ferring it upon them. Thus shall they make the

blessings of those who are now ready to perish

through lack ofknowledge^ descend upon their heads.

Thus shall they contribute their endeavours for bring-

ing forward that happy period, foretold by ancient

prophecy; when there shall he one Lord over all the

earthy and his name one ; when that name shall be

greatfrom the rising to the setting sun; when there

shall be nothing to hurt or destroy in all the holy
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mountain of God ; hut judgment shall d-ccell in the

'wilderness, and righteousness remain in the fruitful

field ; the desert shall rejoice and blossom as the rose :

and the earth shall be fidl of the knoxicledge of the

Lordy as the waters cover the sea. *

* Zech. xiy. a Malachi, i. 1 1. Isaiah, xxxii. 16.— xxxv. 1.
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SERMON XXXI.

On the True Honour of Mah.

Proverbs, iv. 8,

JE^xalt heVy and she shall promote thee ; she shall Irring

thee to honour.

T^HE love of honour is one of the strongest pas-

sions in the human heart. It shows itself in our

earliest years ; and is coeval with the first exertions

of reason. It accompanies us through all the stages

of subsequent life ; and in private stations discovers

itself no less than in the higher ranks of society.

In their ideas of what constitutes honour, men
greatly vary, and often grossly err. But of some-

what which they conceive to form pre-eminence and

distinction, all are desirous. All wish, by some

means or other, to acquire respect from those among
whom they live ; and to contempt and disgrace,

non^ are insensible.

Among the advantages which attend religion

and virtue, the honour which they confer on man
is frequently mentioned in Scriptiu'e as one of

the most considerable. Wisdom is tlie 'principal

things says Solomon, in the passage where the text

lies, therefore get wisdom ; and xvith all thy getting^

get understanding. Ea^alt hery and she shall pro-

mote thee; she shall bring thee to honour., xvhen
19'
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thou dost embrace her. She shall give to thine tiead

an ornament ofgrace ; a crouTi ofglory shall she deli-

ver to thee. It is evident that throughout all the

saci'ed writings, and particularly in the book of Pro-

verbs, by tL'isdom is to be understood a principle of

rehgion producing virtuous conduct. Thefear ofthe

Lord is said to be the heginning ofmsdom : And by
this fear of the Lord men are said to depart from
evil; to xvalh in the xvay ofgood men^ and to keep the

path ofthe righteous. * Man is then regulated by the

wisdom "iihich is from above, when he is formed by

piety to the duties of \irtue and morality ; and of the

wisdom which produces this effect, it is asserted in

the text, that it bringeth us to honour.

On this recommendation of religion it is the more
necessary to fix our attention, because it is often re-

fused to it by men of the world. Their notions of

honour are apt to run in a very different channel.

Wherever religion is mentioned, they connect it with

ideas of melancholy and dejection, or of mean and

feeble spirits. They perhaps admit that it may be

useful to the multitude, as a principle of restraint from

disorders and crimes ; and that to persons of a pecu-

liar turn of mind it may afford consolation under the

distresses of life : but from the active scenes of the

world, and from those vigorous exertions which dis-

play to advantage the human abilities, they incline

totally to exclude it. It may soothe the timid or the

sad : but they consider it as having no connection

with what is proper to raise men to honour and dis-

tinction. I shall now endeavour to remove this re-

proach from religion ; and to show that in every

* Prov. ii. 20.
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situation in human life, even in the highest stations,

it forms the honour, as well as the happiness of man.
But first let us be careful to ascertain what true re-

hgion is. I admit that there is a certain species of

religion, (if we can give it that name,) which has no
claim to such high distinction ; when it is placed

wholly in speculation and belief^ in the regularity of

external homage, or in fiery zeal about contested opi-

nions. From a superstition inherent in the human
mind, the religion of tlie multitude has always been

tinctured with too much of this spirit. They serve

God as they would serve a proud master, who may
be flattered by their prostrations, appeased by their

gifts, and gained by loud protestations of attachment

to his interest, and of enmity to all whom they sup-

pose to be his foes. But this is not that wisdom to

which Solomon ascribes in the Text such high prero-

gatives. It is not the religion which we preach, nor

the religion of Christ. That religion consists in the

love of God and the love of man, grounded on faith

in the Lord Jesus Christ, the great Redeemer of the

world, the Intercessor for the penitent, and the patron

of the virtuous ; through whom we enjoy comfortable

access to the Sovereign of the universe in the acts of

worship and devotion. It consists in justice, human-

ity, and mercy ; in a fair and candid mind, a gene-

rous and affectionate heart ; accompanied with tem-

perance, self-government, and a peqietual regard, in

all our actions, to conscience and to the law of God.

A religions, and a thoroughly virtuous character, there-

fore, I consider as the same.

By the true honour of man is to be understood,

not what merely commands external respect, but

what commands the respect of the heart ; what raises

14
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one to acknowledged eminence above others of the

same species ; what always creates esteem, and in its

highest degree produces veneration. The question

now before us is, From what cause this eminence

arises ? By what means is it to be attained ?

I SAY, first, from riches it does not arise. These,

we all know, may belong to the vilest of mankind.

Providence has scattered them among the crowd with

an undistinguishing hand, as of purpose to show of

what small account they are in the sight of God.

Experience every day proves that the possessioil of

them is consistent wdth the most general contempt.

On this point therefore I conceive it not necessary

to insist any longer.

Neither does the honour of man arise from mere

dignity of rank or office. Were such distinctions

always, or even generally, obtained in consequence

of uncommon merit, they would indeed confer

honour on the character. But, in the present state

of society, it is too well known that this is not the

case. They are often the consequence of birth alone.

They are sometimes the fruit of mere dependence

and assiduity. They may be the recompence of

flattery, versatility, and intrigue ; and so be con-

joined with meanness and baseness of character. To
persons graced with noble birth, or placed in high

stations, much external honour is due. This is what

the subordination of society necessarily requires j

and what every good member of it will cheerfully

yield. But how often has it happened that such

persons, when externally respected, are, nevertheless,

despised by men in their hearts ; nay, sometimes

I 3
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execrated by the public ? Their elevation, if they

have been unworthy of it, is so far from procuring

them true honour, that it only renders their insigni-

ficance, jDcrhaps their infamy, more conspicuous.

By drawing attention to their conduct, it discovers

in the most glaring light how little they deserve the

station which they possess.

I MUST next observe, that the proper honour of

man arises not from some of those splendid actions

and abilities which excite high admiration. Courage

and prowess, military renown, signal victories and

conquests, may render the name of a man famous,

without rendering his character truly honourable.

To many brave men, to many heroes renowned in

story, we look up with wonder. Their exploits are

recorded. Their praises are sung. They stand ^s

on an eminence, above the rest of mankind. Their

eminence, nevertheless, may not be of that sort

before which we bow with inward esteem and respect.

Something more is wanted for that purpose, than

the conquering arm and the intrepid mind. The

laurels of the warrior must at all times be dyed in

blood, and bedewed with the tears of the widow and

the orphan. But if they have been stained by rapine

and inhumanity ; if sordid avarice has marked his

cliaracter, or low and gross sensuality has degraded

his life ; the great hero sinks into a little man. What

at a distance, or on a superficial view we admire,

becomes mean, perhaps odious, when we examine it

more closely. It is like the colossal statue, whose

immense size struck tlie spectator afar off with aston-

ishment ; but when nearly viewed, it appears dispro-

portioned, unshapely, and rude.
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Observations of the same kind may be applied to

all the reputation derived from civil accomplishments

;

from the refined politics of the statesman ; or the

literary efforts of genius and erudition. These
bestow, and, within certain bounds, ought to bestow,

eminence and distinction on men. They discover

talents which in themselves are shining, and which
become highly valuable, when employed in advanc-

ing the good of mankind. Hence, they frequently

give rise to fame. But a distinction is to be made
between fame and true honour. The former is a

loud and noisy applause ; the latter a more silent

and internal homage. Fame floats on the breath of

the multitude ; Honour rests on the judgment of the

thinking. Fame may give praise while it withholds

esteem ; True honour implies esteem mingled with

respect. The one regards particular distinguished

talents ; the other looks up to the whole character.

Hence the statesman, the orator, or the poet, may
be famous ; while yet the man himself is far from

being honoured. We envy his abilities. We wish

to rival them. But we would not choose to be classed

with him who possessed them. Instances of this sort

are too often found in every record of ancient or

modern history.

From all this it follows, that, in order to discern

where man's true honour lies, we must look, not to

any adventitious circumstance of fortune ; not to any
single sparkling quality ; but to the whole of what
forms a man ; what entitles him, as such, to rank
high among that class of beings to which he belongs

;

in a word, we must look to the mind and the soul.—
A mind superiour to fear, to selfish interest and

I 4
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corruption ; a mind governed by the principles of

uniform rectitude and integrity ; the same in pros-

perity and adversity ; which no bribe can seduce, or

terror overav^'e ; neither by j^leasure melted into ef-

feminacy, nor by distress sunk into dejection ; such

is the mind which forms the distinction and eminence

of men. One, who in no situation of life is either

ashamed or afraid of discharging his duty, and acting

his proper part with firmness and constancy ; true to

the God whom he worships, and true to the faith in

which he professes to believe ; full of affection to his

brethren of mankind ; faithful to his friends, gene-

rous to his enemies, warm with compassion to the

unfortunate ; self-denying to little private interests

and pleasures ; but zealous for public interests

and happiness; magnanimous, without being proud;

humble, without bemg mean
;

just, without being

harsh ; simple in his manners, but manly in his feel-

ings ; on whose word you can entirely rely ; whose

countenance never deceives you ; whose professions

of kindness are the effusions of his heart ; one, in

fine, whom, independent of any views of advantage,

you would choose for a superiour, could trust in as a

friend, and could love as a brother : This is the

man, whom in your heart above all others, you do,

you must, honour.

Such a character, imperfectly as it has now^ been

drawn, all must acknowledge to be formed solely by

the influence of steady religion and virtue. It is the

effect of principles whicli, operating on conscience,

detennine it uniformly to pursue whatsoever things

are true^ 'whatsoever thiiigs are honesty whatsoever

things arejust, whatsoever things are pure, xvhatsoever
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things are lovelyy wJiatsoever things are ofgood report,

if there he any virtue^ and if there he any 2)raise. *

By those means, wisdom, as the text asserts, bring-

eth us to honour.

In confirmation of this doctrine it is to be observed,

that the honom* which man acquires by religion and

virtue is more independent and more complete, than

what can be acquired by any other means. It is in-

dependent of any thing foreign or external. It is

not partial, but entu'e respect which it procures.

Wherever fortune is concerned, it is the station or

rank which commands our deference. Where some
shining quality attracts admuation, it is only to a part

of the character that we pay homage. But when a

person is distinguished for eminent worth and good-

ness, it is the man, the whole man whom we respect.

The honour which he possesses is intrinsic. Place

him in any situation of life, even an obscure one

;

let room only be given for his virtues to come forth

and show themselves, and you will revere him as a

private citizen ; or as the father of a family. If in

higher life he appear more illustrious, this is not

owing merely to the respect created by rank. It is,

because there a nobler sphere of action is opened to

him ; because his virtues are brought forth into more
extended exertion ; and placed in such conspicuous

view, that he appears to grace and adorn the station

which he fills. Even in the silence of retirement, or

in the retreat of old age, such a man sinks not into

forgotten obscurity ; his remembered virtues continue

to be honoured, when theii' active exertions are over :

and to the last stage of life he is followed by public

* Philip, iv. 8.
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esteem and respect. Whereas, if genuine worth be

wanting, the applause which may have attended a

man for a while, by degrees dies away. Though for

a part of his life, he had dazzled the world, this was

owing to his deficiency in the essential qualities

having not been suspected. As soon as the impos-

ture is discovered, the falling star sinks in darkness.

— There is, therefore, a standard of independent,

intrinsic worth, to which we must bring in the end

whatever claims to be honourable among men. By
this we must measure it ; and it will always be found,

that nothing but what is essential to man has power

to command the respect of man's heart.

It is to be farther observed, that the universal

consent of mankind in honouring real virtue, is suf-

ficient to show what the genuine sense of human
nature is on this subject. All other claims of ho-

nour are ambulatory and changeable. The degrees

of respect paid to external stations vary with forms

of government, and fashions of the times. Qua-

lities which in one country are highly honoured,

in another are lightly esteemed. Nay, what in some

regions of the earth distinguishes a man above

others, might elsewhere expose him to contempt or

ridicule. But where was ever the nation on the

face of the globe who did not honour unblemished

worth, unaffected piety, stedfast, humane, and

recrular virtue? To whom were altars erected in

the Heathen world, but to those whom their merits

and heroic labours, by their invention of useful

arts, or by some signal acts of beneficence to their

country, or to mankind, were found worthy, in their

opinion, to be transferred from among men, and
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added to the number of the gods ?— Even the coun-

terfeited appearances of virtue, which are so often

found in the world, are testimonies to its praise. The
hypocrite knows that, without assuming the garb of

virtue, every other advantage he can possess is in-

sufficient to procure him esteem. Interference of

interest, or perversity of disposition, may occasion-

ally lead individuals to oppose, even to hate, the

upright and the good. But however the characters

of such persons may be mistaken or misrepresented,

yet, as far as they are acknowledged to be virtuous,

the profligate dare not traduce them. Genuine vir-

tue has a language that speaks to every heart through-

out the world. It is a language which is understood

by all. In every region, every clime, the homage
paid to it is the same. In no one sentiment were

ever mankind more generally agreed.

Finally, the honour acquired by religion and vir-

tue is honour divine and immortal. It is honour, not

in the estimation of men only, but in the sight of

God ; whose judgment is the standard of truth and

right; whose approbation confers a crown of glory

tfiat fadeth not away. All the honour we can gain

among men is limited and confined. Its circle is

narrow. Its duration is short and transitory. But

the honour, which is founded on true goodness, ac-

companies us through the whole progress of our ex-

istence. It enters with man into a future state

;

and continues to brighten throughout eternal ages.

AVhat procured him respect on earth, shall render

him estimable among the great assembly of angels

and spirits ofjust men made perfect ; where, we are

assured, they who have been eminent in righteous-
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ness shall shme as the brightness ofthefirmarnent^ and

as the stars for ever and ever.* — Earthly honours

are both short-lived in their continuance, and, while

they last, tarnished with spots and stains. On some

quarter or other, their brightness is obscured ; their

exaltation is humbled. But the honour which pro-

ceeds from God, and virtue, is unmixed and pure.

It is a lustre which is derived from heaven ; and is

likened, in Scripture, to the light of the morning

when the sun riseth^ even a morning without clouds

;

to the light which shineth more and more unto tlie

'perfect day. t Whereas the honours which the world

confers, resemble the feeble and twinkling flame of

a taper ; which is often clouded by the smoke it

sends foitli ; is always wasting, and soon dies totally

away.

Let him, therefore, who retains any sense of hu-

man dignity ; who feels within liim tliat desire of

honour which is congenial to man, aspire to tlie

gratification of this passion by methods wliich are

worthy of his nature. Let him not rest on any of

those external distinctions which vanity has con-

trived to introduce. These can procure him no

more than the semblance of respect. Let him not

be flattered by the applause which some occasional

display of abilities may have gained him. That ap-

plause may be mingled with contempt. Let liim

look to what will dignify his character as a man.

Let him cultivate those moral qualities which all

men in their liearts respect. Wisdom shall then

give to his head an ornament of grace, a crown of

' Daiiit'], xii. :). f 2 Sam. xxiii. 4. ; Piov. iv. 18.
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glory shall she deliver to km. This is an lionour to

which all may aspire. It is a prize, for which every

one, whether of high or low rank, may contend.

It is always in his power so to distinguish himself by
worthy and virtuous conduct, as to command the

respect of those around him ; and what is highest of

all, to obtain praise and honour from God.

Let no one imagine that in the reUgious part of

this character there is any thing which casts over it

a gloomy shade, or derogates from that esteem

which men are generally disposed to yield to exem-

plary virtues. False ideas may be entertained of

reHgion ; as false and imperfect conceptions of virtue

have often prevailed in the world. But to true re-

ligion there belongs no sullen gloom; no melancholy

austerity, tending to withdi'aw men from human
society, or to diminish the exertions of active virtue.

On the contrary, the reHgious principle, rightly un-

derstood, not only unites with all such virtues, but

supports, fortifies, and confirms them. It is so far

from obscuring the lustre of a character, that it

heightens and ennobles it. It adds to all the moral

virtues a venerable and authoritative dignity. It

renders the virtuous character more august. To the

decorations of a palace it joins the majesty of a

temple.

He who cU\ddes rehgion from virtue, understands

neither the one nor the other. It is the union of

the two, which consummates the human character

and state. It is their union which has distinguished

those great and illustrious men, who have shone

with so much honour in former ages ; and whose

memorv lives in the remembrance of succeeding
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generations. It is their union which forms that

liisdom "which is from above ; that wisdom to which

the text ascribes such high effects ; and to which

belongs the subhme encomium given of it by an

author of one of the apocryphal books of Scripture

:

with whose beautiful and emphatical expressions I

conclude this discourse : The memorial of virtue is

immortal. It is known with God, and with men.

When it is present, 7nen take example at it ; and

when it is gone, they desire it : It weareth a cy^own,

and triumpheth for ever ; having gotten the victo?^,

striviiig for undefled rewards. Wisdom is the bi^eath

of the power of God, and a pure infuence flowing

from the glory of the Ahnighty. Therefore can no

defied thing fall into her. She is the btightness of

the everlasting light ; tJie unspotted mirror of the

power of God; and the image of his goodness. Re-

maining hi herself she maketh all things new; and

171 all ages entering into holy souls, she maketh t/iem

friends ofGod and Prophets: For God loveth 7ione but

him that dwelleth with Wisdom. She is more beautiful

than the sun ; and above all the order of the stars.

Being compared with light, she isfound before it.
*

* Wisdom of Solomon, iv. 2, 3— vii. 25, 26,27, 28, 29.



SERMON XXXII.

On Sensibility.

Romans, xii. 15.

Rejoice with them that do rejoice, and xveep xvith than

that weep.

^T^HE amiable spirit of our holy religion appears

in nothing more than in the care it hath taken

to enforce on men the social duties of life. This is

one of the clearest characteristics of its being; a

reUgion whose origin is divine : For every doctrine

which proceeds from the Father of mercies will un-

doubtedly breathe benevolence and humanity. This

is the scope of the two exhortations in the text, to

rejoice with them that rejoice, and to weep with them

that weep; the one calculated to promote the hap-

piness, the other to alleviate the sorrows, of our

fellow-creatui'es j both concurring to form that tem-

per which interests us in tlie concerns of our

brethren ; which disposes us to feel along with them,

to take part in thek joys, and in their sorrows. This

temper is known by the name of Sensibility ; a word
which in modern times we hear in the mouth of

every one ; a quahty which every one affects to

possess, in itself a most amiable and worthy dispo-

sition of mind, but often mistaken and abused ; em-
ployed as a cover, sometimes to a capricious humour,
sometimes to selfish passions. I shall endeavour to
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explain the nature of true sensibility. I shall con-

sider its effects ; and, after showing its advantages,

shall point out the abuses and mistaken forms of this

virtue.

The original constitution of our nature with re-

spect to the mixture of selfish and social affections,

discovers in this, as in every other part of our frame,

profound and admirable wisdom. Each individual

is, by his Creator, committed particularly to himselfi

and his own care. He has it more in his power to

promote his own welfare than any other person can

possibly have to promote it. It was therefore fit, it

was necessary, that in each individual self-love should

be the strongest, and most active, instinct. This

self-love, if he liad been a being who stood solitary

and alone, might have proved sufficient for the pur-

pose both of his preservation and his welfare. But

such is not the situation of man. He is mixed

among multitudes, of the same nature. In these

multitudes, the self-love of one man, or attention to

his particular interest, encountering the self-love and

the interests of another, could not but produce

frequent opposition, and innumerable mischiefs. It

was necessary, therefore, to provide a counterbalance

to this part of his nature ; which is accordingly done

by implanting in him those social and benevolent

instincts which lead him in some measure out of him-

self, to follow the interest of others. The strength

of these social instincts is, in general, proportioned

to their importance in human life. Hence that

degree of sensibility which prompts us to iveep with

them tliat weep^ is stronger than that which prompts

us to rejoice with them that rejoice ; for this reason.
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that the unhappy stand more in need of our fellow-

feeling and assistance than the prosperous. Still,

however, it was requisite, that in each individual the

quantity of self-love should remain in a large pro-

portion, on account of its importance to the preserv-

ation of his life and well-being. But as the quantity

requisite for this purj^ose is not both to ingross his

attention, and to carry him into criminal excesses, the

perfection of his nature is measured by the due

counterpoise of those social principles which, temper-

ing the force of the selfish affection, render man
equally useful to himself, and to those with whom he

is joined in society. Hence the use and the value of

that sensibility of which we now treat.

That it constitutes an essential part of a religious

character, there can be no doubt. Not only are the

words of the Text express to this purpose, but the

whole New Testament abounds wdth passages which

enjoin the cultivation of this disposition. Being all

one body and members one of another, we are com-

manded to love our neighbour as ourself; to look

every man, not on his oum things only, but on those of
others also; to be pitiful, to be courteous, to be tender-

hearted; to bear one another^s burdens, and so tofulfil

tlie laxv of Christ.* The dispositions opposite to

sensibility are cruelty, hardness of heart, contracted

attachment to worldly interests ; which every one

will admit to be directly opposite to the Christian

character. According to the different degrees of

constitutional warmth in men's affections, sensibility

* Luke, X, 27. Philip, ii. 4-. 1 Peter, iii. 8. Ephes. iv. 23.

Galat. vi. 2.

VOL. II. K
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may, even among the virtuous, prevail in different

proportions. For all derive not from nature the

same happy delicacy, and tenderness of feeling.

With some the heart melts, and relents, in kind

emotion, much more easily than with others. But

with every one who aspires at the character of a good

man, it is necessary that the hum.ane and compassion-

ate dispositions should be found. There must be

that within him which shall form him to feel in some

degree with the heart of a brother ; and when he

beholds others enjoying happiness, or sees them sunk

in sorrow, shall bring his aflections to accord, and if

we may speak so, to sound a note in unison to theirs.

This is to rejoice xsoith them that rejoice, and to weep

with them that weep. How much this temper belongs

to the perfection of our nature, we learn from one

who exhibited that perfection in its highest degree.

When our Lord Jesus, on a certain occasion, came

to the grave of a beloved friend, and saw his re-

lations mourning around it, he presently caught the

impression of their sorrow ; he groaned in spirit, and

was troubled. He knew that he was about to remove

the cause of their distress, by recalling Lazarus to

life
;

yet, in the moment of grief, his heart sym-

pathised with theirs ; and, together with the weeping

friends, Jesus xvept. *

Let us next proceed to consider the effect of this

virtuous sensibility on our character and our state.

I shall consider it in two views ; its influence on our

moral conduct, and its influence on our happhiess.

* John, ii. 35.
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First, It powerfully influences the proper dis-

charge of all the relative and social duties of life.

Without some discharge of those duties there could

be no comfort or security in human society. Men
would become hordes of savages, perpetually ha-

rassing one another. In one way or other, therefore,

the great duties of social life must be performed.

There must be among mankind some reciprocal co-

operation and aid. In this, all consent. But let us

observe, that these duties may be performed from

different principles, and in different ways. Some-

times they are performed merely from decency and

regard to character ; sometimes from fear, and even

from selfishness, which obliges men to show kindness,

in order that they may receive returns of it. In

such cases, the exterior of fair behaviour may be

preserved. But all will admit, that when from

constraint only, the offices of seeming kindness are

performed, little dependence can be placed on them,

and little value allowed to them.

By others, these offices are discharged solely

from a principle of duty. They are men of cold

affections, and perhaps of an interested character.

But, overawed by a sense of religion, and convinced

that they are bound to be beneficent, they fulfil

the course of relative duties with regular tenor.

Such men act from conscience and principle. So

far they do well, and are worthy of praise. They
assist their friends ; they give to the poor ; they do

justice to all. But what a different complexion is

given to the same actions, how much higher flavour

do they acquire, when they flow from the sensibility

of a feeling heart? If one be not moved by af-

fection, even supposing him influenced by principle,

K 2
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he will go no further than strict principle appears

to require. He will advance slowly and reluctantly.

As it is justice, not generosity, wdiich impels him,

he will often feel as a task what he is required by

conscience to perform. Whereas to him, who is

prompted by virtuous sensibility, every office of

beneficence and humanity is a pleasure. He gives,

assists, and relieves, not merely because he is bound

to do so, but because it would be painful for him

to refrain. Hence the smallest benefit he confers

rises in its value, on account of its carrying the af-

fection of the giver impressed upon the gift. It

speaks his heart, and the discovery of the heart is

very frequently of greater consequence than all that

liberality can bestow. How often will the aflec-

tioiiate smile of approbation gladden the humble,

and raise the dejected ? How often will the look of

tender sympathy, or the tear that involuntarily falls,

impart consolation to the unhappy ? By means of

this correspondence of hearts, all the great duties

which we owe to one another are both performed to

more advantage, and endeared in the performance.

From true sensibility flow a thousand good oflfices,

apparently small in themselves, but of high import-

ance to the felicity of others ; offices which alto-

gether escape the observation of the cold and un-

feeling, who, by the hardness of their manner,

render themselves unamiable, even when they mean

to do good. How happy then would it be for man-

kind, if this affectionate disposition prevailed more

generally in the world ! How much would the sum

of public virtue and public felicity be increased, if

men were always inclined to t^cjoice "dcith them that

rejoice, aiid to xveep tiith them that weep.
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But, besides the effect of such a temper on general

virtue and happiness, let us consider its effect on the

happiness of him who possesses it, and the various

pleasures to which it gives him access. If he be mas-

ter of riches or influence, it affords him the means of

increasing his own enjoyment, by reheving the wants,

or increasing the comforts of others. If he command
not these advantages, yet all the comforts which he

sees in the possession of the deserving, become in

some sort his, by his rejoicing in the good which they

enjoy. Even the face of nature yields a satisfaction

to him which the insensible can never know'. The
profusion of goodness which he beholds poured forth

on the universe dilates his heart with the thought that

innumerable multitudes around him are blest and
happy. When he sees the labours of men appearing

to prosper, and views a country flourishing in wealth

and industry ; when he beholds the spring coming
forth in its beauty, and reviving the decayed face of

nature ; or in autumn beholds the fields loaded with

plenty, and the year crowned with all its fruits

;

he lifts his affections with gratitude to the great

Father of all, and rejoices in tlie general felicity and

joy-

It may indeed be objected, that the same sensibi-

lity lays open tlie heart to be pierced with many
wounds from the distresses which abound in the

world ; exposes us to frequent suffering from the par-

ticipation which it communicates, of the sorrows, as

well as of the joys of friendship. But let it be consi-

dered, that the tender melancholy of sympathy is ac-

companied with a sensation, which they who feel it

K 3
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would not exchange for the gratifications of the

selfish. When the heart is strongly moved by any

of the kind affections, even when it pours itself

forth in virtuous sorrow, a secret attractive charm

mingles with the painful emotion ; there is a joy in

the midst of grief Let it be farther considered, that

the griefs which sensibility introduces are counterba-

lanced by pleasures which flow from the same source.

Sensibility heightens in general the human powers, and

is connected with acuteness in all our feelings. If it

makes us more alive to some painful sensations, in

return it renders the pleasing ones more vivid and

animated. The selfish man languishes in his narrow

circle of pleasures. They are confined to what affects

his own interest. He is obliged to repeat the same

gratifications till they become insipid. But the man
of virtuous sensibility moves in a wider sphere of feli-

city. His powers are much more frequently called

forth into occupations of pleasing activity. Number-
less occasions open to him, of indulging his favourite

taste, by conveying satisfaction to others. Often it

is in his power, in one way or other, to soothe the af-

flicted heart, to carry some consolation into the house

of woe. In the scenes of ordinary life, in the domes-

tic and social intercourses of men, the cordiality of

his affections cheers and gladdens him. Every ap-

pearance, every description of innocent happiness, is

enjoyed by him. Every native expression of kind-

ness and affection among others is felt by him, even

though he be not the object of it. Among a circle

of friends, enjoying one another, he is as happy as

the happiest. In a word, he lives in a different sort

of world from what the selfish man inhabits. He
possesses a new sense, which enables him to behold
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objects which the selfish cannot see. At the same

time his enjoyments are not of that kind which

remain merely on the surface of the mind. They
penetrate the heart. They enlarge and elevate, they

refine and ennoble it. To all the pleasing emotions

of affection, they add the dignified consciousness of

virtue.—— Children of Men ! Men formed by na-

ture to live and to feel as brethren! How long

will ye continue to estrange yourselves from one

another by competitions and jealousies, when in

cordial union ye might be so much more blest?

How long will ye seek your happiness in selfish gra-

tifications alone, neglecting those purer and better

sources of joy, which flow from the affections and

the heart?

Having now explained the nature, and shown the

value and high advantages of true sensibility, I pro-

ceed to point out some of the mistaken forms, and

abuses of this virtue. In modern times, the

chief improvement of which we have to boast is a

sense of humanity. This, notwithstanding the selfish-

ness that still prevails, is the favourite and distin-

guishing virtue of the age. On general manners,

and on several departments of society, it has had con-

siderable influence. It has abated the spirit of per-

secution ; it has even tempered the horrors of war

;

and man is now more ashamed, than he was in some

former ages, of acting as a savage to man. Hence,

sensibility is become so reputable a quality, that the

appearance of it is frequently assumed when the

reality is wanting. Soilness of manners must not be

mistaken for true sensibility. Sensibility indeed tends

to produce gentleness of behaviour ; and when such

K 4
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behaviour flows from native affection, it is valuable

and amiable. But the exterior manner alone may be

learned in the school of the world ; and often, too

often, is found to cover much unfeeling hardness of

heart. Professions of sensibility on every trifling

occasion, joined with the appearance' of excessive

softness, and a profusion of sentimental language,

afford always much ground for distrust. They create

the suspicion of a studied character. Frequently,

under a negligent and seemingly rough manner, there

lies a tender and feeling heart. Manliness and sen-

sibility are so far from being incompatible, that the

truly brave are for the most part generous and humane

;

while the soft and effeminate are hardly capable of any

vigorous exertion of affection.

As sensibility supposes delicacy of feeling with re-

spect to others, they who affect the highest sensibility

are apt to carry this delicacy to excess. They are,

perhaps, not incapable of the warmth of disinterested

friendship ; but they are become so refined in all their

sensations ; they entertain such high notions of what

ought to correspond in the feelings of others to their

own ; they are so mightily hurt by every thing which

comes not up to their ideal standard of reciprocal af-

fection, as to produce disquiet and uneasiness to all

with whom they are connected. Hence, unjust sus-

picions of their friends ; hence, groundless upbraid-

ings and complaints of unkindness ; hence, a prone-

ness to take violent offence at trifles. In consequence

of examining their friends with a microscopic eye,

what to an ordinary observer would not be unpleasing,

to them is grating and disgusting. At the bottom of

the character of sucli persons there always lie much
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pride and attention to themselves. This is indeed a

false species of sensibility. It is the substitution of a

capricious and irritable delicacy, in the room of that

plain and native tenderness of heart, which prompts

men to view others with an indulgent eye, and to

make great allowances for the imperfections which

are sometimes adherent to the most amiable qualities.

There are others who affect not sensibility to this

extreme, but who found high claims to themselves

upon the degree of interest which they take in the

concerns of others. Although their sensibility can

produce no benefit to the person who is its object,

they always conceive that it entitles themselves to

some profitable returns. These, often, are persons

of refined and artful character : who partly deceive

themselves, and partly employ their sensibility as a

cover to interest. He who acts from genuine affec-

tion when he is feeling along with others in their joys

and sorrows, thinks not of any recompense to which

this gives him a title. He follows the impulse of his

heart. He obeys the dictates of his nature
;
just as

the vine by its nature produces fruit, and the foun-

tain pours forth its streams. Wherever views of

interest, and prospects of return mingle with the

feelings of affection, sensibility acts an imperfect part,

and entitles us to small share of praise.

But supposing it to be both complete and pure, I

must caution you against resting the whole merit of

your character on sensibility alone. It is indeed a

happy constitution of mind. It fits men for the pro-

per discharge of many duties, and gives them access

to many virtuous pleasures. It is requisite for our
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acceptance either with God or man. At the same

time, if it remain an instinctive feehng alone, it will

form no more than an imperfect character. Complete

virtue is of a more exalted and dignified nature. It

supposes sensibility, good temper, and benevolent

aifections ; it includes them as essential parts ; but

it reaches farther : It supposes them to be strength-

ened and confirmed by principle ; it requires them

to be supported by justice, temperance, fortitude,

and all those other virtues which enable us to act

with propriety in the trying situations of life.

It is very possible for a man to possess the kind

affections in a high degree, while at the same time

he is carried away by passion and pleasure into many
criminal deeds. Almost every man values himself

on possessing virtue in one or other of its forms. He
wishes to lay claim to some quality which will render

him estimable in his own eye, as well as in that of

the public. Hence it is common for many, especi-

ally for those in the higher classes of life, to take

much praise to themselves on account of their sensi-

bility, though it be, in truth, a sensibility of a very

defective kind. They relent at the view of misery

when it is strongly set before them. Often too,

affected chiefly by the powers of description, it is at

feigned and pictured distress, more than at real

misery, that they relent. The tears which they shed

upon these occasions they consider as undoubted

proofs of virtue. They applaud themselves for the

goodness of their hearts ; and conclude that with

such feelings they cannot fail to be agreeable to

Heaven. At the same time these transient relent-

ings make slight impression on conduct. They give

rise to few, if any, good deeds j and soon after such
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persons have wept at some tragical tale, they are ready

to stretch forth the hand of oppression, to grasp at the

gain of injustice, or to plunge into the torrent of cri-

minal pleasures. This sort of sensibility aftbrds no

more than a fallacious claim to virtue, and gives men no

ground to think highly of themselves. We must inquire

not merely howthey feel, but how their feelings prompt

them to act, in order to ascertain their real character.

I SHALL conclude with observing, that sensibility,

when genuine and pure, has a strong connection

with piety. That warmth of affection and tenderness

of heart, which lead men to feel for their brethren,

and to enter into their joys and sorrows, should

naturally dispose them to melt at the remembrance

of the Divine goodness ; to glow with admiration of

the Divine Majesty ; to send up the voice of praise

and adoration to that Supreme Being, who makes his

creatures happy. He who pretends to great sensibi-

lity towards men, and yet has no feeling for the high

objects of religion, no heart to admire and adore the

great Father of the universe, has reason to distrust the

truth and delicacy of his sensibility. He has rea-

son to suspect, that in some corner of his heart there

lodges a secret depravity, an unnatural hardness and

callousness, which vitiates his character. Let us

study to join all the parts of virtue in proper union ; to

be consistently and uniformly good
j just and upright,

as well as pitiful and courteous
; pious, as well as

sympathising. Let us pray to him who made the

heart, that he would fill it with all proper dispositions

;

rectify all its errours ; and render it the happy abode

of personal integrity and social tenderness, of purity,

benevolence, and devotion.



SERMON XXXIII.

On the Importance of Time.

Genesis, xlvii. 8.

And Pharaoh said unto Jacobs How old art thou ?

^X^IME is of so great importance to mankind that

it cannot too often employ reUgious medita-

tion. There is nothing in the management of

which wisdom is more requisite, or where mankind
display their inconsistency more. In its particular

parcels, they appear entirely careless of it ; and

throw it away with thoughtless profusion. But, when
collected into some of its greatest portions, and viewed

as the measure of their continuance in life, they be-

come sensible of its value, and begin to regard it

with a serious eye. While day after day is wasted

in a course of idleness or vicious pleasures, if some

incident shall occur which leads the most inconsi-

derate man to think of his age, or time of life ; how
much of it is gone ; at what period of it he is now
arrived ; and to what proportion of it he can with

any probability look forward, as yet to come ; he can

hardly avoid feeling some secret compunction, and

reflecting seriously upon his state. Happy if that vir-

tuous impression were not of momentary continuance,

but retained its influence amidst the succeeding

cares and pleasures of the world ! To the good old
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Patriarch mentioned in the text, we have reason to

beUeve that such impressions were habitual. The
question put to him by the Egyptian monarch pro-

duced, in his answer, such reflections as were natu-

rally suited to his time of life. And Jacob said unto

Pharaoh, the days of the years of my pilgrimage are

an hundred and thirty years : Jew and evil have tlie

days oftlie years ofmy life been, and have not attained

unto tJie days (f the yearns of the Vfe of myfathers, in

the days of their pilgrimage. But the peculiar cir-

cumstances of the patriarch, or the number of his

years, are not to be the subject of our present consider-

ation. My pui-pose is to show how we should be
affected in every period of human life, by reflection

upon our age, whether we be young or advanced in

years ; in order that the question Hoxv old art thou ?

may never be put to any of us without some good
effect. There are three different portions of our life

which such a question naturally calls to view ; that

part of it which is passed ; that which is now present;

and that to which we fondly look forward, as future.

Let us consider in what manner we ought to be

affected by attending to each of these.

I. Let us review that part of our time which is

past. According to the progress which we have

made in the journey of life, the field which past

years present to our review^ will be more or less

extensive. But to every one they will be found to

afford suflScient matter of humdiation and regret.

For where is the person who, having acted for any

time in the world, remembers not many errours and

many follies in his past behaviour? Who dares to

say, that he has improved, as he might have done.
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the various advantages which were afforded him

;

and that he recalls nothing for which he has reason

either to grieve or to blush? When we recollect

the several stages of life through which we have

passed ; the successive occupations in which we
have been engaged, the designs we have formed,

and the hopes and fears which alternately have filled

our breast ; how barren for most part is the remem-

brance ; and how few traces of any thing valuable

or important remain ? Like characters dra^vn on the

sand, which the next wave washes totally away ; so

one trivial succession of events has effaced the

memory of the preceding ; and though we have

seemed all along to be busy, yet for much of what

we have acted, we are neither w4ser nor better than

if such . actions had never been. Hence let the

retrospect of what is past produce, as its first effect,

humiliation in our own eyes, and abasement before

God. Much do human pride and self-complacency

require some correction ; and that correction is never

more effectually administered, than by an impartial

and serious review of former life.

But though past time be gone, we are not to con-

sider it as irredeemably lost. To a very profitable

purpose it may yet be applied, if we lay hold of it

while it remains in remembrance, and oblige it to

contribute to future improvement. If you have

gained nothing more by the years that are past, you
have at least gained experience ; and experience is

the mother of wisdom. You have seen the weak
parts of your character ; and may have discovered

the chief sources of your misconduct. To these let

your attention be directed ; on these, let the proper

guards be set. If you have trifled long, resolve to
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trifle no more. If your passions have often betrayed

and degraded you, study how they may be kept, in

future, under better discipline. Learn, at the same
time, never to trust presumptuously in yoiu- own
wisdom. Humbly apply to the Author of your being,

and beseech his grace to guide you safely through

those slippery and dangerous paths, in wliich experi-

ence has shown that you are so ready to err, and to

fall.

In reviewing past life, it cannot but occur, that

many things now appear of inconsiderable importance,

which once occupied and attached us, in the highest

degree. Where are those keen competitions, those

mortifying disappointments, those violent enmities,

those eager pursuits, which we once thought were to

last for ever, and on which we considered our whole

happiness or misery as suspended? We look back

upon them now, as upon a dream which has passed

away. None of those mighty consequences have

followed which we had predicted. The airy fabric

has vanished, and left no trace behind it. We smile

at our former violence j and wonder how such things

could have erver appeared so significant and great.

We may rest assured, that what hath been shall again

be. When time shall once have laid his lenient hand
on the passions and pursuits of the present moment,
they too shall lose that imaginary value which heated

fancy now bestows upon them. Hence, let them
already begin to subside to their proper level. Let
wisdom infuse a tincture of moderation into the eager-

ness of contest, by anticipating that period of cool-

ness, which the lapse of time will, of itself, certain-

ly bring. When we look back on years that are

past, how swiftly do they appear to haAe fleeted
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away ! How insensibly has one period of life stolen

upon us after another, like the successive incidents

in a tale that is told ! Before we were aware, child-

hood had grown up into youth
; youth had passed

into manhood ; and manhood now, perhaps, begins

to assume the grey hair, and to decline into old age.

"Wlien we are carrying our views forwards, months

and years to come seem to stretch through a long

and extensive space. But when the time shall arrive

of our looking back, they shall appear contracted

within narrow bounds. Time, when yet before us,

seems to advance with slow and tardy steps ; no

sooner is it past, than we discern its wings.

It is a remarkable peculiarity in the retrospect of

former life, that it is commonly attended with some
measure of heaviness of heart. Even to the most

prosperous the memory of joys that are past is

accompanied with secret sorrow. In the days of

former years, many objects arise to view, which make
the most unthinking, grave ; and render the serious,

sad. The pleasurable scenes of youth, the objects

on which our affections had been early placed, the

companions and friends with whom we had spent

many happy days, even the places and the occupa-

tions to which we have been long accustomed, but to

which M^e have now bidden farewell, can hardly ever

be recalled, without softening, nor sometimes without

piercing the heart. Such sensations, to which few,

if any, of my hearers are wholly strangers, I now
mention, as affording a strong proof of that vanity of

the human state, which is so often represented in the

sacred writings : And vain indeed must that state be,

where shades of grief tinge tlie recollection of its

brightest scenes. But, at the same time, though it
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be very proper that such meditations should some-

times enter the mind, yet on them I advise not the

gentle and tender heart to dwell too long. They are

apt to produce a fruitless melancholy ; to deject,

without making much improvement ; to thicken the

gloom which already hangs over human life, without

furnishing proportionable assistance to virtue.

Let me advise you rather to recall to view such

parts of former conduct, if any such there be, as

afford in the remembrance a rational satisfaction.

And what parts of conduct are these ? Are they the

pursuits of sensual pleasure, the riots of jollity, or

the displays of show and vanity ? No : I appeal to

your hearts, my friends, if what you recollect with

most pleasure be not the innocent, the virtuous, the

honourable parts of your past life j when you were

employed in cultivating your minds, and improving

them with useful knowledge ; when, by regular ap-

plication and persevering labour you w^re laying the

foundation of future reputation and advancement

;

when you were occupied in discharging with fidelity

the duties of your station, and acquuing the esteem

of the worthy and the good ; when, in some trying

situation, you were enabled to act your part with

firmness and honour; or had seized the happy op-

portunity of assisting the deserving, of relieving the

distressed, and bringing down upon your heads the

blessings of those that *were ready to perish.—These,

these are the parts of former life which are recalled

with most satisfaction ! On them alone, no heaviness

of heart attends. You enjoy them as a treasure

which is now stored up, and put beyond all danger

of being lost. These cheer the hours of sadness,

lighten the burden of old age, and, through the mor-

VOL. II. L
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tifying remembrance of much of the past, dart a ray

of Ught and joy.— From the review of these, and

the comparison of them with the deceitful pleasures

of sin, let us learn how to form our estimate of hap-

piness. Let us learn what is true, what is false, in

human pleasures ; and from experience of the past,

judge of the quarter to which we must in future turn,

if we would lay a foundation for permanent satisfac-

tion. After having thus reviewed the former years

of our life, let us consider,

II. What attention is due to that period of age

in whicli we are at present placed. Here lies the

immediate and principal object of our concern : For,

the recollection of the past is only as far of moment
as it acts upon the present. The past, to us, now,

is little ; the future, as yet, is nothing. Between

these two great gulphs of time subsists the present, as

an isthmus or bridge, along which we are all passing.

With hasty and inconsiderate steps let us not pass

along it; but remember well, how much depends

upon our holding a steady and properly conducted

course. Whatsoever thine hand Jindeth to do, do it

now with all thy might ; for now is the accepted time ;

noxv is tJie day of salvation. Many directions might

be given for tlie wise and religious improvement of

the present ; a few of which only I shall hint.

Let us begin with excluding those superfluous

avocations which unprofitably consmiie it. Life is

short ; much that is of real importance remains to

be done. If we suffer the present time to be wasted

either in absolute idleness or in frivolous employ-

ments, it will hereafter call for vengeance against us.

.Removing, tlierefbre, what is merely superfluous, let
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US bethink ourselves of what is most material to be
attended to at present : As, first and chief, the great

work of our salvation ; the discharge of the religious

duties which we owe to God our Creator, and to

Christ our Redeemer. God waiteth as yet to be gra-

cious ; whether he will wait longer, none of us can

tell. Now, therefore, seek tlie Lord^ while lie may he

found ; call upon him while he is near. Our spiritual

interests will be best promoted by regular perform-

ance of all the duties of ordinary life. Let these,

therefore, occupy a great share of the present hour.

Wliatever our age, our character, our profession, or

station in the world, requires us to do, in that let

each revolving day find us busy. Never delay till

to-morrow, what reason and conscience tell you
ought to be performed to-day. To-morrow is not

your's; and though you should live to enjoy it,

you must not overload it with a burden not its own.

Sivfficientfor the day will prove the duty thereof

The observance of order and method is of high con-

sequence for the improvement of present time. He
who performs every employment in its due place and

season, suffers no part of time to escape without profit.

He multiplies his days ; for he lives much in little

space. Whereas he who neglects order in the ar-

rangement of his occupations, is always losing the

present in returning upon the past, and trying, in

vain, to recover it when gone.—Let me advise you
frequently to make the present employment of time

an object of thought. Ask yourselves, about what

are you now busied ? What is the ultimate scope of

your present pursuits and cares? Can you justify

them to yourselves ? Are they likely to produce any

thing that will survive the moment, and bring forth

L "Z
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some fruit for futmity ? He, who can give no satis-

factory answer to such questions as these, has reason

to suspect that his employment of the present is not

tending either to his advantage or his honour.

Finally, let me admonish you that, while you study

to improve, you should endeavour also to enjoy the

present hour. Let it not be disturbed with ground-

less discontents, or poisoned with foolish anxieties

about what is to come ; but look up to heaven, and

acknowledge with a grateful heart, tlie actual bless-

ings you enjoy. If you must admit, that you are

now in health, peace, and safety, without any parti-

cular or uncommon evils to afflict your condition

;

what more can you reasonably look for in this vain

and uncertain world ? How little can the greatest

prosperity add to such a state ! Will any future

situation ever make you happy, if now, with so few

causes of grief, you imagine yourselves miserable ?

The evil lies in tlie state of your mind, not in your

condition of fortune ; and by no alteration of cir-

cumstances is likely to be remedied. Let us now,

III. Consider with what dispositions we ought to

look forward to those years of our life that may yet

be to come. Merely to look forward to them, is

what requires no admonition. Futurity is the great

object on which the imaginations of men are em-

ployed
J

for the sake of which the past is forgotten,

and the present too often neglected. All time is in

a manner swallowed up by it. On futurity men
build their designs ; on futurity they rest their hopes

;

and though not happy at the present, they always

reckon on becoming so at some subsequent period of

their lives. This propensity to look forward was.
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for wise purposes, implanted in the human breast.

It serves to give proper occupation to the active

powers of the mind, and to quicken all its exertions.

But it is too often immoderately indulged and grossly

abused. The curiosity which sometimes prompts
persons to inquire by unlawful methods into what is

to come, is equally foolish and sinful. Let us restrain

all desire of penetrating farther than is allowed us

into that dark and unknown region. Futurity be-

longs to God ; and happy for us is that mysterious

veil, with which his wisdom has covered it. Were
it in our power to lift up the veil, and to behold what
it conceals, many and many a thorn we should plant

in our breasts. The proper and rational conduct of

men v/ith regard to futurity is regulated by two con-

siderations : First, that much of what it contains,

must remain to us absolutely unknown ; next, that

there are also some events in which it may be cer-

tainly known and foreseen.

First, much of futurity is, and must be, entirely

unknown to us. When we speculate about the con-

tinuance of our life, and the events which are to iill

it, we behold a river which is always flowing ; but

which soon escapes out of oui' sight, and is covered

with mists and dai'kness. Some of its windings we
may endeavour to trace ; but it is only for a very

short way that we are able to pursue them. In end-

less conjectures we quickly find ourselves bewildered

;

and often, the next event that happens, baffles all

the reasonings we had formed concerning the succes-

sion of events. The consequence which follows from

this is, that all the anxiety about futurity, which

passes the bounds of reasonable precaution, is un-

profitable and vain. Certain measures are indeed
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necessary to be taken for our safety. We are not to

rush forward inconsiderate and headlong. We must

make, as far as we are able, provision for future

welfare ; and guard against dangers which apparently

threaten. But having done this, we must stop ; and

leave the rest to him who disposeth of futurity at his

will. He who sitteth in the heavens laughs at the wis-

dom and the plans of worldly men. Wherefore

boast not thyselfof to-morrow ; for thou kno'west not

what a day may bring for^th. For the same reason,

despau' not of to-morrow ; for it may bring forth

good as well as evil. Vex not yourselves with ima-

ginary fears. The impending black cloud, to which

you look up with so much dread, may pass by harm-

less ; or though it should discharge the storm, yet

before it breaks, you may be lodged in that lowly

mansion which no storms ever touch.

In the next place, there are in futurity some events

which may be certainly foreseen by us, through all

its darkness. First, it may be confidently predicted,

that no situation into which it will bring us, shall

ever answer fully to our hopes, or confer perfect*

happiness. This is as certain as if we already saw

it, that life, in its future periods, will continue to be

what it has heretofore been ; that it will be a mixed

and varied state ; a checquered scene of pleasures

and pains, of fugitive joys and transient griefs, suc-

ceeding in a round to one another. Whether we
look forward to the years of youth, or to those of

manhood and advanced life, it is all the same. The
world will be to us what it has been to generations

past. Set out, therefore, on what remains of yourjour-

ney under this persuasion. According to this measure,

estimate your future pleasures ; and calculate your

14
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future gains. Carry always along with you a modest

and a temperate mind. Let not your expectations

from the years that are to come rise too high ; and

3^our disappointments will be fewer, and more easily

supported.

Farther; this may be reckoned upon as certain,

that, in every future situation of life, a good con-

science, a well-ordered mind, and a humble trust in

the favour of Heaven, will prove the essential in-

gredients of your happiness. In reflecting upon the

past, you have found this to hold. Assure your-

selves that in future the case will be the same. The
principal correctives of human vanity and distress

must be sought for in religion and virtue. Entering

on paths which to you are new and unknown, place

yourselves under the conduct of a Divine guide.

Follow the great Shepherd of Israel^ who, amidst

the turmoil of this world, leads his flock into green

pastures^ and by the still ^waters. As you advance in

life, study to improve both in good principles and in

good practice. You will be enabled to look to futurity

without fear, if, whatever it brings, it shall find you

regularly employed in doing justly, loving mercy, and

walking humbly uith tJie Lord your God,

Lastly, Whatever other things may be dubious in

futurity, two great events are undoubtedly certain,

death and judgment. These, we all know, are to

terminate the whole course of time ; and we know
them to be not only certain, but to be approaching

nearer to us, in consequence of every day that passes

over our heads. To these, therefore, let us look for-

ward, not with the dread of children, but with that

manly seriousness which belongs to men and Chris-

tians. Let us not avert our view from them, as if

L -i
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we could place them at some greater distance by

excluding them from our thoughts. This indeed

is the refuge of too many ; but it is the refuge of

fools, who aggravate thereby the terrors they must

encounter. For he that comethj shall come, and mil

not tarry. To his coming, let us look with a steady

eye; and as life advances through its progressive

stages, prepare for its close, and for appearing before

Him who made us.

Thus I have endeavoured to point out the reflec-

tions proper to be made, when the question is put to

any of us, How old art thou ? I have shown with

what eye we should review the past years of our

life ; in what light we should consider the present j

and with what dispositions look forward to the

future : In order that such a question may always

leave some serious impression behind it; and may
dispose us so to number the years of our life, that we

may apply our hearts unto wisdom.



SERMON XXXIV.

On the Duties belonging to Middle Age.

1 Corinthians, xiii. 11.

Whe7i I became a man, Iput away childish things,

'T'O every thing, says the wise man, there is a season^

and a time to every purpose under heaven, ^ As
there are duties which belong to particular situations

of fortune, so there are duties also which result from

particular periods of human life. In every period of

it, indeed, that comprehensive rule takes place. Fear

God and keep his commandments ; for this is the *whole

duty ofmanA Piety to God, and charity to men, are

incumbent upon persons of every age, as soon as they

can think and act. Yet these virtues, in different

stages of life, assume different forms ; and when they

appear in that form which is most suited to our age,

they appear with peculiar gracefulness; they give

propriety to conduct, and add dignity to character.

In former discourses I have treated of the virtues

which adorn youth, and of the duties which especially

belong to old age.t The circle of those duties which
respect middle age is indeed much larger. As that

is the busy period in the life of man, it includes in

effect the whole compass of religion, and therefore

^ Eccles. iii. 1. f Eccles. xii. 13.

X See vol. It Sermons 11, and 12.
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cannot have its peculiar character so definitely

marked and ascertained. At the same time, during

those years wherein one is sensible that he has ad-

vanced beyond the confines of youth, but has not yet

passed into the region of old age, there are several

things which reflection on that portion of human life

suggests, or at least ought to suggest, to the mind.

Inconsiderate must he be, who, in his gradual progress

throughout middle age, pauses not, at times, to think

how far he is now receding from youth ; how near he

draws to the borders of declining age ; what part it is

now incumbent on him to act ; what duties both God
and the world have a title to expect from him. To
these I am at present to call your attention ; as what

materially concern the greatest part of those who are

now my hearers.

I. I BEGIN with observing, that the first duty of

those who are become men is, as the text expresses

it, to j)ut away childish things. The season of youth-

ful levities, follies, and passions, is now over. These

have had their reign ; a reign perhaps too long ; and

to which a termination is certainly proper at last.

Much indulgence is due to youth. Many things ad-

mit of excuse then, which afterwards become unpar-

donable. Some things may even be graceful in youth,

which, if not criminal, are at least ridiculous in per-

sons of maturer years. It is a great trial of wisdom,

to make our retreat from youth with propriety ; to

assume the character of manhood, without exposing

ourselves to reproach, by an unseasonable remainder

of juvenility on the one hand, or by precise and dis-

gustuig formality on the other. Nature has placed

certain boundaries, by which she discriminates the
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pleasures, actions, and employments that are suited

to the different stages of human life. It becomes us

neither to overleap those boundaries by a transition

too hasty and violent ; nor to hover too long on one

side of the limit, when nature calls us to pass over to

the other.

There are particularly two things in which middle

age should presei've its distinction and separation

from youth ; these are levities of behaviour and in-

temperate indulgence of pleasure. The gay spirits

of the young often prompt an inconsiderate degree

of levity, sometimes amusing, sometimes offensive

;

but for which, though betraying them occasionally

into serious dangers, their want of experience may
plead excuse. A more composed and manly beha-

viour is expected in riper years. The affectation of

youthful vanities degrades the dignity of manhood j

even renders its manners less agreeable ; and by awk-

ward attempts to please, produces contempt. Cheer-

fulness is becoming in every age. But the proper

cheerfulness of a man is as different from the levity

of the boy, as the flight of the eagle is from the flut-

tering of a sparrow in the air.

As all unseasonable returns to the levity of youth

ought to be laid aside— an admonition which equally

belongs to both the sexes,— still more are we to

guard against those intemperate indulgences of plea-

sure, to which the young are unhappily prone. From
those we cannot too soon retreat. They open the

path to ruin, in every period of our days. As long,

however, as these excesses are confined to the first

stage of life, hope is left, that when this fever of the

spirits shall abate, sobriety may gain the ascendant,

and wiser counsels have pawer to influence conduct.
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But after the season of youth is past, if its intemper-

ate spirit remain ; if, instead of Hstening to the calls

of honour, and bending attention to the eares and

the business of men, the same course of idleness and

sensuality continue to be pursued, the case becomes

more desperate. A sad presumption arises, that long

immaturity is to prevail ; and that the pleasures and

passions of the youth are to sink and overwhelm the

man. Difficult, I confess, it may prove to overcome

the attachments which youthful habits had for a long

while been forming. Hard, at the beginning, is the

task, to impose on our conduct restraints which are

altogether unaccustomed and new. But this is a trial

which every one must undergo, in entering on new
scenes of action, and new periods of life. Let those

who are in this situation bethink themselves that all

is now at stake. Their character and honour, their

future fortune and success in the world, depend, in a

great measure, on the steps they take, when first they

appear on the stage of active life. The world then

looks to them with an observing eye. It studies

their behaviour ; and interprets all their motions, as

presages of the line of future conduct which they

mean to hold. Now, therefore, put coway childish

things ; dismiss your former trifling amusements, and

youthful pleasures ; blast not the hopes which your

friends are willing to conceive of you. Higher oc-

cupations, more serious cares await you. Turn your

mind to the steady and vigorous discharge of the part

you are called to act. This leads me,

II. To point out the particular duties which open

to those who are in the middle period of life. They

are now come forward to that field of action where

13
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they are to mix in all the stir and bustle of the

world; where all the human powers are brought

forth into full exercise ; where all that is conceived

to be important in human affairs is incessantly going

on around them. The time of youth was the pre-

paration for future action. In old age our active

part is supposed to be finished, and rest is permitted.

Middle age is the season when we are expected to

display the fruits which education had prepared and

ripened. In this world, all of us were formed to be

assistants to one another. The wants of society call

for every man's labour, and require various depart-

ments to be filled up. They require that some be

appointed to rule, and others to obey ; some to de-

fend the society from danger, others to maintain its

internal order and peace ; some to provide the con-

veniences of life, others to promote the improvement
of the mind; many to work; others to contrive and

direct. In short, within the sphere of society there

is employment for every one ; and in the course of

these employments, many a moral duty is to be
performed ; many a rehgious grace to be exercised.

No one is permitted to be a mere blank in the world.

No rank, nor station, no dignity of buth, nor extent

of possessions, exempt any man from contributing

his share to public utility and good. This is the

precept of God. This is the voice of nature. This

is the just demand of the human race upon one

another.

One of the first questions, therefore, which every

man who is in the vigour of his age should put to

himself" is, " What am I doing in this world ? What
" have I yet done, whereby I may glorify God, and
" be useful to my fellows ? Do I properly fill up the
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" place which belongs to my rank and station? Will

*' any memorial remain of my having existed on the

" earth ? or are my days passing fruitless away, now
** when I might be of some importance in the system

" of human affairs ?'* Let not any man imagine

that he is of no importance, and has, upon that

account, a privilege to trifle with his days at pleasure.

Talents have been given to all ; to some ten ; to

others j^t;^; to others two. Occupy with these* till

I come, is the command of the great Master to all.

Where superiour abilities are possessed, or distin-

guished advantages of fortune are enjoyed, a wider

range is afforded for useful exertion, and the world

is entitled to expect it. But among those who fill

up the inferiour departments of society, though the

sphere of usefulness be more contracted, no one is

left entirely insignificant. Let us remember, that in

all stations and conditions, the important relations

take place, of masters and servants, husbands and

wives, parents and children, brothers and friends,

citizens and subjects. The discharge of the duties

arising from those various relations, forms a great

portion of the work assigned to the middle age of

man. Though the part we have to act may be con-

fined within a humble line, yet if it be honourably

acted, it will be always found to carry its own reward.

In fine, industry, in all its virtuous forms, ought

to inspirit and invigorate manhood. This will add

to it both satisfaction and dignity; will make the

current of our years, as they roll, flow along in a

clear and equable stream, without the putrid stagna-

tion of sloth and idleness. Idleness is the great cor-

* Luke, xix. 13.
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rupter of youth ; and the bane and dishonour of mid-

dle age. He who, in the prime of Hfe, finds time to

hang heavy on his hands, may with much reason

suspect, that he has not consulted the duties which

the consideration of his age imposed upon him

;

assuredly he has not consulted his own happiness.

But, amidst all the bustle of the world, let us not

forget,

III. To guard with vigilance against the peculiar

dangers which attend the period of middle life. It is

much to be regretted, that in the present state of

things there is no period of man's age in which his

virtue is not exposed to perils. Pleasure lays its

snares for youth ; and after the season of youtliful

follies is past, other temptations, no less formidable

to virtue, presently arise. The love of pleasure is

succeeded by the passion for interest. In tliis pas-

sion the whole mind is too often absorbed ; and the

change thereby induced on the character is of no
amiable kind. Amidst the excesses ofyouth virtuous

affections often remain. The attachments of friend-

ship, the love of honour, and the warmth of sensibi-

lity, give a degree of lustre to the character, and

cover many a failing. But interest, when it is be-

come the ruling principle, both debases the mind and
hardens the heart. It deadens the feeling of every

thing that is sublime or refined. It contracts the

affections within a narrow circle; and extinguishes

all those sparks of generosity and tenderness which

once glowed in the breast.

In proportion as worldly pursuits multiply and
competitions rise, ambition, jealousy, and envy,

combine with interest to excite bad passions, and to
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increase the corruption of the heart. At first, per-

haps, it was a man's intention to advance himself in

the world by none but fair and laudable methods.

He retained for some time an aversion to whatever

appeared dishonourable. But here, he is encoun-

tered by the violence of an enemy. There, he is

supplanted by the address of a rival. The pride of a

superiour insults him. The ingratitude of a friend

provokes him. Animosities ruffle his temper. Sus-

picions poison his mind. He finds, or imagines that

he finds, the artful and designing surrounding him

on every hand. He views corruption and iniquity

prevailing ; the modest neglected ; the forward and

the crafty rising to distinction. Too easily, from the

example of others, he learns that mystery of vice,

called the way of the world. Wliat he has learned he

fancies necessary to practise for his own defence ; and

of course assumes that supple and versatile character,

which he observes to be frequent, and which often

has appeared to him successful.

To these, and many more dangers of the same

kind, is the man exposed who is deeply engaged in

active life. No small degree of firmness in religious

principle, and of constancy in virtue, is requisite, in

order to prevent his being assimilated to the spirit

of the world, and carried away by the multitude of
evil doers. Let him, therefore, call to mind, those

principles which ought to fortify him against such

temptations to vice. Let him often recollect that,

whatever his station in life may be, he is a man ; he

is a Christian. These are the chief characters which

he has to support ; characters superiour far, if they

be supported with dignity, to any of the titles with

which courts can decorate him ; superiour to all that
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can be acquired in the strife of a busy world. Let

him think that though it may be desirable to increase

his opulence, or to advance his rank, yet what he

ought to hold much more sacred is, to maintain his

integrity and honour. If these be forfeited, wealth

or station will have few charms left. They will not

be able to protect him long from sinking into con-

tempt in the eye of an observing world. Even to his

own eye he will at last appear base and wretched.—
Let not the affairs of the world entirely engross

his time and thoughts. From that contagious air

which he breathes in the midst of it, let him some-

times retreat into the salutary shade consecrated to

devotion and to wisdom. There, conversing seriously

with his own soul, and looking up to the Father of

spirits, let him study to calm those unquiet passions,

and to rectify those internal disorders, which inter-

course with the world had excited and increased.

In order to render this medicine of the mind more

effectual, it will be highly proper,

IV. That, as we advance in the course of years,

we often attend to the lapse of time and life, and to

the revolutions which these are ever affecting. In

this meditation, one of the first reflections which

should occur is, how much we owe to that God who
hath liitherto helped us ; who hath brought us on

so far in life ; hath guided us through the slippery

paths of youth, and now enables us to flourish in the

strength of manhood. Look back, my friends, to

those who started along with yourselves in the race

of life. Think how many of them have fallen

around you. Observe how many blank spaces you

can number in the catalogue of those who were once

VOL. IL M
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your companions. If in the midst of so much de-

vastation, you have been preserved and blessed

;

consider seriously what returns you owe to the good-

ness of Heaven. Inquu'e whether your conduct

has corresponded to these obligations ; whether in

public, and in private, you have honoured, as be-

came you, the God of your fathers ; and, whether,

amidst the unknown occurrences that are yet before

you, you have ground to hope for the continued pro-

tection of the Almighty.

Bring to mind the various revolutions which you

have beheld in human affairs, since you became

actors on this busy theatre. Reflect on the changes

which have taken place in men and manners, in

opinions and customs, in private fortunes, and in pub-

lic conduct. By the observations you have made on

these, and the experience you have gained, have you

improved proportionably in wisdom? Have the

changes of the world which you have witnessed,

loosened all unreasonable attachment to it? Have
they taught you this great lesson, that, while the

fashion of the "world is ever passing away^ only in

God and in virtue stability is to be found ? Of great

use, amidst the whirl of the world, are such pauses

as these in life ; such resting-places of thought and

reflection j whence we can calmly and deliberately

look back on the past, and anticipate the future.

To the future we are often casting an eager eye,

and fondly storing it, in our imagination, with many
a pleasing scene. But if we would look to it, hke

wise men, let it be under the persuasion that it is

nearly to resemble the past, in bringing forward a

mixture . of alternate hopes and fears, of griefs and

joy. In order to be prejiared for whatever it may
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bring, let us cultivate that manly fortitude of mind,

which, supported by a pious trust in God, will

enable us to encounter properly the vicissitudes of

our state. No quality is more necessaiy than this,

to them who are passing through that stormy season

of life of which we now treat. Softness and effemi-

nacy let them leave to the young and unexperienced,

who are amusing themselves with florid prospects of
bliss. But to those who are now engaged in the

middle of their course, who are supposed to be well

acquainted with the world, and to know that they

have to struggle in it with various hardships ; firm-

ness, vigour, and resolution, are dispositions more
suitable. They must buckle on well this armour of

the mind, if they would issue forth into the contest

with any prospect of success.— Wliile we thus study

to correct the errors, and to provide against tlie dan-

gers, which are peculiar to this stage of life, let

us, also,

V. Lay foundation for comfort in old age. That
is a period which all expect and hope to see ; and to

which, amidst the toils of the world, men sometimes

look forward, not without satisfaction, as to the

period of retreat and rest. But let them not deceive

themselves. A joyless and dreary season it will

prove if they arrive at it with an unimproved or

corrupted mind. For old age, as for every other

thing, a certain preparation is requisite ; and that

preparation consists chiefly in three particulars; in

the acquisition of knowledge, of friendsj of virtue.

There is an acquisition of another kind, of which it

is altogether needless for me to give any reconv

mendation, that of riches. But though this, by
M 2
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many, will be esteemed a more material acquisition

than all the three I have named, it may be confi-

dently pronounced, that without these other requi-

sites, all the wealth we can lay up in store will prove

insufficient for making our latter days pass smoothly

away.

First, he who wishes to render his old age com-

fortable, should study betimes to enlarge and im-

prove his mind ; and by thought and enquiry, by

reading and reflecting, to acquire a taste for useful

knowledge. This will provide for him a great and

noble entertainment, when other entertainments

leave him. If he bring into the solitary retreat of

age, a vacant, uninformed mind, where no know-

ledge dawns, where no ideas rise, which has nothing

to feed upon within itselfj many a heavy and com-

fortless day he must necessarily pass. Next, When
a man declines into the vale of years, he depends

more on the aid of his friends, than in any other

period of his life. Then is the time, when he would

especially wish to find himself surrounded by some

who love and respect him ; who will bear with his

infirmities, relieve him of his labours, and cheer him

with their society. Let him therefore, now in the

summer of his days, while yet active and flourish-

ing, by acts of seasonable kindness and beneficence,

ensure that love, and by upright and honourable

conduct lay foundation for that respect, which in

old age he would wish to enjoy.—In the last place,

Let him consider a good conscience, peace with

God, and the hope of heaven, as the most effectual

consolations he can possess, when the evil days shall

come, wherein, otherwise, he is likely to find little

pleasure. It is not merely by transient acts of de-
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votion that such consolations are to be provided. The
regular tenor of a virtuous and pious life, spent in

the faithful discharge of all the duties of our station,

-svill prove the best preparation for old age, for death,

and for immortality.

Among the measures thus taken for the latter

scenes of life, let me admonish every one not to

forget to put his worldly affairs in order in due time.

Tliis is a duty which he owes to his character, to

his family, or to those, whoever they be, that are

to succeed him ; but a duty too often unwisely de-

layed, from a childish aversion to entertain any

thoughts of quitting the world. Let him not trust

much to what he will do in his old age. Sufficient

for that day, if he shall live to see it, will be the

burden thereof. It has been remarked, that as men
advance in years, they care less to think of death.

Perhaps it occurs oftener to the thoughts of the

young than of the old. Feebleness of spirit renders

melancholy ideas more oppressive ; and afiter having

been so long accustomed and inured to the world,

men bear worse with any thing which reminds them

that they must soon part with it.— However, as to

part with it is the doom of all, let us take measures

betimes for going off the stage, when it shall be our

turn to withdraw, with decency and propriety ; leav-

ing nothing unfulfilled which it is expedient to have

done before we die. To Hve long, ought not to be

our favourite wish, so much as to live well. By con-

tinuing too long on earth, we might only live to

witness a great number of melancholy scenes, and to

expose ourselves to a wider compass of human woe.

He who has served his generation faithfully in the

u 3
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world, has duly honoured God, and been beneficent

and useful to mankind ; he who in his life has been

respected and beloved ; whose death is accompanied

with the sincere regret of all who knew him, and

whose memory is honoured ; that man has sufficiently

fulfilled his course, whether it was appointed by

Providence to be long or short. For Jionourable age

is not tJiat 'which standeth in length of time^ nor that

xvhich is measured by number of years ; but xtisdom is

the grey hair to man ; and an unspotted life is old

age. *

* Wisdom, iv. 8, 9.



SERMON XXXV.

On Death.

EccLESiASTES, xii. 5.

Man goeth to his long hornet and ther mourners

go about the streets.

^T^HIS is a sight which incessantly presents itself.

Our eyes are so much accustomed to it, that it

hardly makes any impression. Throughout every

season of the year, and during the course of almost

every day, the funerals which pass along the streets

show us man going to his long home. Were death a

rare and uncommon object ; were it only once in the

course of a man's life, that he beheld one of his fellow-

creatures carried to the grave, a solemn awe would

fill him ; he would stop short in the midst of his plea-

sures ; he would even be chilled with secret horror.

Such impressions, how^ever, would prove unsuitable to

the nature of our present state. When they became

so strong as to render men unfit for the ordinary busi-

ness of life, they would in a great measure defeat the

intention of our being placed in this world. It is bet-

ter ordered by the wisdom of Providence, that they

should be weakened by the frequency of their recur-

rence ; and so tempered by the mixture of other pas-

sions, as to allow us to go on freely in acting our parts

on earth.

Yet, familiar as death is now become, it is un-

doubtedly fit that by an event of so important a

M 4«
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nature, some impression should be made upon our

minds. It ought not to pass over, as one of those

common incidents which are beheld without concern,

and awaken no reflection. There are many things

which the funerals of our fellow-creatures are calcu-

lated to teach ; and happy it were for the gay and

dissipated, if they would listen more frequently to the

instructions of so awful a monitor. In the con-

text, the wise man had described, under a variety of

images suited to the eastern style, the growing infir-

mities of old age, until they arrive at that period

which concludes them all ; when, as he beautifully

expresses it, the silver cord being loosened, and the

golden bowl broken, the pitcher being broken at the

fountain, and the wheel at the cistern, man goeth to his

long home, and the mourners go about the streets. In

discoursing from these words, it is not my purpose to

treat, at present, of the instructions to be drawn from

the prospect of our own death. I am to confine my-

self to the death of others ; to consider death as one

of the most frequent and considerable events that hap-

pen in the course of human affiiirs ; and to show in

what manner we ought to be aftected, first, by the deatli

of strangers, or indifferent persons ; secondly, by

the death of friends ; and thirdly, by the death of

enemies.

I. By the death of indifferent persons, if any can

be called indifferent to whom we are so nearly allied

as brethren by nature, and brethren in mortality.

When we observe the funerals that pass along the

streets, or when we walk among the monuments

of death, the first thing that naturally strikes us, is

the undistinguishing blow, with which that common
12
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enemy levels all. We behold a great promiscuous

multitude all carried to the same abode ; all lodged

in the same dark and silent mansions. There

mingle persons of every age and character, of every

rank and condition in life ; the young and the old,

the poor and the rich, the gay and the grave, the

renowned and the ignoble. A few weeks ago, most

of those whom we have seen carried to the grave

walked about as we do now on the earth ; enjoyed

their friends, beheld the light of the sun, and were
forming designs for future days. Perhaps, it is not

long since they were engaged in scenes of high

festivity. For them, perhaps, the cheerful company
assembled ; and in the midst of the circle they shone

with gay and pleasing vivacity. But now to them
all is finally closed. To them no more shall the

seasons return, or the sun rise. No more shall they
hear the voice of mirth or behold the face of man.
They are swept from the universe as though they

had never been. They are carried mvay, as with the

Jiood : tlie wind has passed over them, and they are
gone.

When we contemplate this desolation of the hu-

man race ; this final termination of so many hopes

;

this silence that now reigns among those who, a little

while ago, were so busy or so gay ; who can avoid

being touched with sensations at once awful and
tender ? What heart but then warms with the glow
of humanity? In whose eye does not the tear

gather, on revolving the fate of passing and short-

lived man? Such sensations are so congenial to

human nature, that they are attended with a certain

kind of sorrowful pleasure. Even voluptuaries them-
selves sometimes indulge a taste for funeral melan-
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choly. After the festive assembly is dismissed, they

choose to walk retired in the shady grove, and to

contemplate the venerable sepulchres of their an-

cestors. This melancholy pleasure arises from two

different sentiments meeting at the same time in tlie

breast; a sympathetic sense of the shortness and

vanity of life, and a persuasion that something exists

after death ; sentiments which unite at the view of

the house appointed for all living. A tomb, it has

been justly said, is a monument situated on the con-

fines of both worlds. It, at once, presents to us the

termination of the inquietudes of life, and sets before

us the image of eternal rest. There, in the elegant

expressions of Job, the mcked cease from troubling

;

and there the weary be at rest. There the prisoners

rest together; tJiey Ivear not the voice oftJie oppressor.

TJie small and the great are there; and the servant is

free from his master. It is very remarkable, that in

all languages, and among all nations, death has been

described in a style of this kind ; expressed by figures

of speech, which convey every where the same idea

of rest, or sleep, or retreat from the evils of life.

Such a style perfectly agrees with the general belief

of the souPs immortality ; but assuredly conveys no

high idea of the boasted pleasures of the world. It

shows how much all mankind have felt this life to be

a scene of trouble and care ; and have agreed in

opinion, that perfect rest is to be expected only in

the grave.

There, says Job, are tJie small and the great. There

the poor man lays down at last the burthen of his

wearisome life. No more shall he groan imder the

load of poverty and toil. No more shall he hear the

insolent calls of the master, from whom he received

11
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his scanty wages. No more shall he be raised li-om

needful slumber on his bed of straw, nor be hurried

away from his homely meal, to undergo the repeated

labours of the day. While his humble grave is pre-

paring, and a few poor and decayed neighbours are

carrying him thither, it is good for us to think that

this man too was our brother; that for him the aged

and destitute wife, and the needy children, now
weep ; that, neglected as he was by the world, he

possessed perhaps both a sound understanding and a

worthy heart; and is now carried by angels to rest

in Abraham's bosom.— At no great distance from

him, the grave is open to receive the rich and proud

man. For, as it is said with emphasis in the parable,

the rich incin also died., and was buried.* He also

died. His riches prevented not his sharing the same

fate with the poor man
;
perhaps, through luxury, they

accelerated his doom. Then, indeed, the mourners

go about the streets ; and while in all the pomp and

magnificence of woe, his funeral is prepared, his

heirs, in the mean time, impatient to examine his

will, are looking on one another with jealous eyes,

and already beginning to quarrel about the di\dsion

of his substance. One day, we see carried along

the coffin of the smiling infant ; the flower just nip-

ped as it began to blossom in the parents* . view

;

and the next day we behold a young man or young
woman, of blooming form and promising hopes, laid

in an untimely grave. While the funeral is attended

by a numerous unconcerned company, who are dis-

coursing to one another about the news of the day,

or the ordinary affairs of life, let our thoughts rather

* Luke, xvi. 22.
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follow to the house of mourning, and represent to

themselves what is going on there. There we should

see a disconsolate family, sitting in silent griefi

thinking of the sad breach that is made in their

little society ; and, with tears in their eyes, looking

to the chamber that is now left vacant, and to every

memorial that presents itself of their departed friend.

By such attention to the woes of others, the selfish

hardness of our hearts will be gradually softened,

and melted down into humanity.

Another day, we follow to the grave one who, in

old age, and after a long career of life, has in full

maturity sunk at last into rest. As we are going

along to the mansion of the dead, it is natural for us

to think, and to discourse of all the changes which

such a person has seen during the course of his life.

He has passed, it is likely, through varieties of for-

tune. He has experienced prosperity and adversity.

He has seen families and kindreds rise and fall. He
has seen peace and war succeeding in their turns; the

face of his country undergoing many alterations; and

the very city in which he dwelt, rising, in a manner,

new around him. After all he has beheld, his eyes

are now closed for ever. He was becoming a sti'anger

in the midst of a new succession of men. A race

who knew him not, had arisen to fill the earth. Thus

passes the world away. Throughout all ranks and

conditions, one generation ^iasseth, and another genera-

tion Cometh; and this great inn is by turns evacuated,

and replenished by troops of succeeding pilgrims.

O vain and inconstant world! O fleeting and

transient life ! When will the sons of men learii to

think of thee as they ought ? When will they learn

humanity from the afflictions of theii- brethren j or
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moderation and wisdom, from the sense of their own
fugitive state? But now, to come nearer to our-

selves, let us,

II. Consider the death of our friends. Want of

reflection, or the long habits either of a very busy,

or a very dissipated life, may have rendered men
insensible to all such objects as I have now described.

The stranger, and the unknown, fall utterly un-

noticed at their side. Life proceeds with them in its

usual train, without being affected by events in which

they take no personal concern. But the dissolution

of those ties which had long bound men together in

intimate and familiar union, gives a painful shock to

every heart. When a family, who, for years, had

been living in comfort and peace, are suddenly shat-

tered by some of their most beloved or respected

members being torn from them ; when the husband

or the spouse are separated for ever from the com-

panion, who, amidst every vicissitude of fortune,

solaced their life ; who had shared all their joys, and
participated in all their sorrows ; when the weeping

parent is folding in his arms the dying child whom
he tenderly loved j when he is giving his last blessing,

receiving the last fond adieu, looking for the last

time on that countenance, now wasted and faded,

which he had once beheld with much delight ; then

is the time, when the heart is made to drink all the

bitterness of human woe.— But I seek not to wound
your feelings by dwelling on these sad descriptions.

Let us rather turn our thoughts to the manner in

which such events ought to be received and improved,

since happen they must in the life of man.
Then, indeed, is the time to weep. Let not a
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false idea of" fortitude, or mistaken conceptions of re-

ligious dut}% be employed to restrain the bursting

emotion. Let the heart seek its relief^ in the free

effusion of just and natural sorrow. It is becoming

in every one to show, on such occasions, that he feels

as a man ought to feel. At the same time let moder-

ation temper the grief of a good man and a Christian.

He must not sorrow like those 'who have no hope. As
high elation of spirits befits not the joys, so continued

and overwhelming dejection suits not the grief of this

transitory world. Grief, when it goes beyond cer-

tain bounds, becomes unmanly ; when it lasts beyond

a certain time, becomes unseasonable. Let him not

reject the alleviation which time brings to all the

wounds of the heart, but suffer excessive grief to sub-

side, by degrees, into a tender and affectionate re-

membrance. Let him consider, that it is in the

power of Providence to raise him up other comforts

in the place of those he has lost. Or, if his mind,

at present, reject the thoughts of such consolation,

let it turn for relief to the prospect of a future meet-

ing in a happier world. This is indeed the chief

soother of affliction ; the most powerful balm of

the bleeding heart. It assists us to view death as

no more than a temporary separation from friends.

They whom we have loved stiU live, though not

present to us. They are only removed into a dif-

ferent mansion in the house of the common Father.

The toils of their pilgrimage are finished : and they

are gone to the land of rest and peace. They are

gone from this dark and troubled world, to join the

great assembly of the just ; and to dwell in the midst

of everlasting light. In due time we hope to be

associated with them in these l)lissful habitations.
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Until this season of reunion arrive, no principle of

religion discourages our holding correspondence of

affection with them by means of faith and hope.

Meanwhile let us respect the virtues, and cherish

the memory of the deceased. Let their little failings

be now forgotten. Let us dwell on what was amiable

in their character, imitate their worth, and trace

their steps. By this means the remembrance of those

whom w^e loved shall become useful and improving

to us, as well as sacred and dear ; if we accustom

om'selves to consider them as still speaking and ex-

horting us to all that is good ; if, in situations where

our virtue is tried, we call up their respected idea to

view, and, as placed in their presence, think of the

part which we could act before them without a blush.

Moreover, let the remembrance of the friends

whom we have lost, strengthen our affection to

those that remain. The narrower the circle becomes
of those we love, let us draw the closer together.

Let the heart that has been softened by sorrow, mel-

low into gentleness and kindness ; make liberal

allowance for the weaknesses of others ; and divest

itself of the little prejudices that may have formerly

prepossessed it against them. The greater havock that

death has made among our friends on earth, let us

cultivate connection more with God, and heaven, and
virtue. Let those noble views which man's immortal
character affords, fill and exalt our minds. Passen-

gers only through this sublunary region, let our
thoughts often ascend to that divine country, which
we are taught to consider as the native seat of the

soul. There we form connections that are never
broken. There we meet with friends who never die.

Among celestial things there is firm and lasting con-
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stancy, while all that is on earth changes and passes

away.—Such are some of the fruits we should reap

from the tender feelings excited by the death of

friends. But they are not only our friends who die.

Our enemies also must go to their lojig home : Let

us, therefore,

III. Consider how we ought to be effected, when
they from whom suspicions have alienated, or rivalry

has divided us 5 they with whom we have long con-

tended, or by whom we imagine ourselves to have

suffered wrong, are laid, or about to be laid, in the

grave. How inconsiderable then appear those broils

in which we had been long involved, those contests

and feuds which w^e thought were to last for ever

!

The awful moment that now terminates them, makes

us feel their vanity. If there be a spark of humanity

left in the breast, the remembrance of our common
fate then awakens it. Is there a man who, if he were

admitted to stand by the death-bed of his bitterest

enemy, and beheld him enduring that conflict which

human nature must suffer at the last, would not be

inclined to stretch forth the hand of friendship, to

utter the voice of forgiveness, and to wish for perfect

reconciliation with him before he left the world?

Who is there that when he beholds the remains of

his adversary deposited in the dust, feels not, in that

moment, some relentings at the remembrance of those

past animosities which mutually embittered their life ?

—" There lies the man with whom I contended so

" long, silent and mute for ever. He is fallen, and
" I am about to follow him. How poor is the ad-

" vantage which I now enjoy ! Where are the fruits

" of all our contests? In a short time we shall be
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** laid together; and no remembrance remain ot

** either of us under the sun. How many mistakes

** may there have been between us? Had not he
" his virtues and good quahties as well as I ? When
* we both shall appear before the judgment-seat of

" God, shall I be found innocent and free of blame,

" for all the enmity I have borne to him ?" My
friends, let the anticipation of such sentiments serve

now to correct the inveteracy of prejudice, to cool

the heat of anger, to allay the fierceness of I'esent-

ment. How unnatural is it for animosities so lasting

to possess the hearts of mortal men : that nothing can

extinguish them but the cold hand of death? Is

there not a sufficient proportion of evils in the short

span of human life, that we seek to increase their

number, by rushing into unnecessary contests with

one another ? When a few suns more have rolled

over our heads, friends and foes shall have retreated

together ; and theii' love and their hatred be equally

buried. Let our few days, then, be spent in peace.

While we are all journeying onwards to death, let us

rather bear one another's burdens, than harass one

another by the way. Let us smooth and cheer the

road as much as we can, rather than fill the valley

of our pilgi'image with the hateful monuments of our

contention and strife.

Thus I have set before you some of those medi-

tations which are naturally suggested by the pre^

valence of death around us; by the death of

strangers, of friends, and of enemies. Because

topics of this nature are obvious, let it not be thought

that they are without use. They require to be

recalled, repeated, and enforced. Moral and reli-

VOL. II. N
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gious instruction derives its efficacy not so much
from wliat men are taught to know, as from what

they are brouglit to feel. It is not the dormant

knowledge of any truths, but the vivid impression of

them which has influence on practice. Neither let

it be thought that such meditations are unseasonable

intrusions upon those who are living in health, in

affluence, and ease. There is no hazard of their

making too deep or painful an impression. The
gloom which they occasion is transient; and will

soon, too soon, it is probable, be dispelled by the

succeeding affairs and pleasures of the world. To
wisdom it certainly belongs that men should be im-

pressed with just views of their nature and their

state ; and the pleasures of life will always be en-

joyed to most advantage when they are tempered

with serious thought. There is a time to mourn, as

well as a time to rejoice. There is a virtuous sorrow^

which is better than laughter. There is a sadfiess oj

the countenancey by xvhicli the heart is made better.



SERMON XXXVI.

On the Progress of Vice.

1 Corinthians, xv. 33.

Be not deceived : Evil communications corrupt good

manners,

T^HOUGH human nature be now fallen from its

original honour, several good principles still

remain in the hearts of men. There are few, if any,

on whose minds the reverence for a Supreme Being

contiiuies not, in some degree, impressed. In every

breast, some benevolent affections are found, and

conscience still retains a sense of the distinction

between moral good and evil. These principles of

virtue are always susceptible of improvement ; and,

in favourable situations, might have a happy in-

fluence on practice. But such is the frailty of our

nature, and so numerous are the temptations to evil,

that they are in perpetual hazard of being either

totally effaced, or so far weakened as to produce no

effect on conduct. They are good seeds originally

sown in the heart; but which require culture, in

order to make them rise to any maturity. If left

without assistance, they are likely to be stifled by

that profusion of noxious weeds which the soil sends

forth around them.

Among the numerous causes which introduce cor-

N ^
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ruption into the heart, and accelerate its growth,

none is more unhappily powerful than that which it»

pointed out in the text, inider the description of

evil comnumieatmis ; that is, the contagion which is

diffused by bad examples, and heightened by par-

ticular connections with persons of loose principles,

or dissolute morals. Tliis, in a licentious state of

society, is tlie most common source of those vices

and disorders which so much abound in great cities

;

and often proves, in a particular manner, fatal to

the young ; even to them whose beginnings were

once auspicious and promising. It may therefore

be an useful employment of attention, to trace the

progress of this principle of corruption, to examine

the means by w^hich evil communications gradually

undermine, and at last destroy good manner's^ or

(w^hich here is the proper signification of the original

word) good morals. It is indeed disagreeable to

contemplate human nature, in this downward course

of its progress. But it is always profitable to know
our own infirmities and dangers. The consideration

of them will lead me to suggest some of the means

proper to be used, for preventing the mischiefs aiis-

ina: from evil communications.

Agreeably to what I observed of certain virtuous

principles being inherent in human nature, there are

few but v/ho set out at first in the world with good

dispositions. The warmth which belongs to youth

naturally exerts itself in generous feelings, and sen-

timents of honour ; in strong attachments to friends,

and the other emotions of a kind and tender heart.

Almost all the plans with which persons who have

been liberallv educated begin the world, are con-
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nected with honourable views. At that period they

repudiate whatever is mean or base. It is pleasing

to them to think of commanding the esteem of those

among whom they live, and of acquiring a name
among men. But, alas ! how soon does this flattering

prospect begin to be overcast ! Desires of pleasure

usher in temptation, and forward the growth of dis-

orderly passions. Ministers of vice are seldom want-

ing to encourage, and flatter the passions of the

young. Inferiours study to creep into favour, by ser-

vile obsequiousness to all their desires and humours.

Glad to find any apology for the indulgences of

which they are fond, the young too readily listen to

the voice of those who suggest to them that strict

notions of rehgion, order, and virtue, are old-fash-

ioned and illiberal ; that the restraints which they

impose are only fit to be prescribed to those who are

in the fij'st stage of pupillage ; or to be preached to

the vidgar, who ought to be kept within the closest

bounds of regularity and subjection. But the good-

ness of their hearts, it is insinuated to them, and the

liberaUty of their views, will fully justify their eman-

cipating themselves, in some degree, from the rigid

cUscipline of parents and teachers.

Soothing as such insinuations are to the youthful

and inconsiderate, the first steps, however, in vice,

are cautious and timid, and occasionally checked by

remorse. As they begin to mingle more in the w^orld,

and emerge into the circles of gaiety and pleasure,

finding these loose ideas countenanced by too gene-

ral practice, they gradually become bolder in the

liberties they take. If they had been bred to busi-

ness, they begin to tire of industry, and look with

contempt on the plodding race of citizens. If they

N S
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be of superioiir rank, they think it becomes them to

resemble their equals ; to assume that freedom of

behaviour, that air of forwardness, that tone of dis-

sipation, that easy negligence of those with w^hom

they converse, which appear fashionable in high life.

If affluence of fortune unhappily concur to favour

their inclinations, amusements and diversions suc-

ceed in a perpetual round ; night and day are con-

founded
;

gaming fills up their vacant intervals

;

they live wholly in public places ; they run into

many degrees of excess, disagreeable even to them-

selves, merely from weak complaisance, and the fear

of being ridiculed by their loose associates. Among
these associates the most hardened and determined

always take the lead. The rest follow them with

implicit submission ; and make proficiency in the

school of iniquity in exact proportion to the weak-

ness of their understandings, and the strength of

their passions.

How many pass away, after this manner, some of

the most valuable years of their life, tost in a whirl-

pool of what cannot be called pleasure^ so much as

mere giddiness and folly ? In the habits of perpetual

connection with idle or licentious company, all re-

flection is lost ; while circulated from one empty head,

and one thoughtless heart to another, folly shoots up

into all its most ridiculous forms
j

prompts the

extravagant unmeaning frolic in private ; or sallies

forth in public into mad riot ; impelled sometimes by
intoxication, sometimes by mere levity of spirits.

All the while, amidst this whole course of juvenile

infatuation, I readily admit, that much good-nature

may still remain. Generosity and attachments may
be found j nay, some awe of religion may still sub-

18
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sist, and some remains of those good impressions

which were made upon the mind in early days. It

might yet be very possible to reclaim such persons,

and to form them for useful and respectable stations

in the world, if virtuous and improving society should

happily succeed to the place of that idle crew with

whom they now associate ; if important business

should occur, to bring them into a diflerent sphere of

action ; or if some seasonable stroke of affliction

should in mercy be sent, to recall them to themselves,

and to awaken serious and manly thought. But if

youth, and vigour, and flowing fortune, continue ; if

a similar succession of companions go on to amuse
them, to ingross their time, and to stir up their

passions; the day of ruin,— let them take heed and

beware!— the day of iiTecoverable ruin begins to

draw nigh. Fortune is squandered; health is broken;

friends are offended, affronted, estranged; aged pa-

rents, perhaps, sent afflicted and mourning to the

dust.

There are certain degrees of vice which are chiefly

stamped with the character of the ridicidous and the

contemptible; and there are also certain limits, be-

yond which if it pass, it becomes odious and execra-

able. If, to other corruptions wliich the heart has

already received, be added the infusion of sceptical

principles, that worst of all the evil comiminications of

sinners, the whole of morals is then on the point of

being overthrown. For every crime can then be

palliated to conscience ; every check and restraint

which had hitherto remained, is taken away. He
who, in the beginning of his course, soothed himself

with the thought that while he indulged his desires,

he did hurt to no man ; now pressed by the necessity

N 4f
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of supplying those wants into which his expensive

pleasures have brought him, goes on without remorse

to defraud and to oppress. The lover of pleasure

now becomes hardened and cruel ; violates his trust,

or betrays his friend ; becomes a man of treachery,

or a man of blood ; satisfying, or at least endeavour-

ing all the while to satisfy himself, tliat circumstances

form his excuse ; that by necessity he is impelled

;

and that, in gratifying the passions which nature had

implanted within him, he does no more than follow

nature.

Miserable and deluded man ! to what art thou

come at the last? Dost thou pretend to follow

nature, w^hen thou art contemning the laws of the

God of nature ? when thou art stifling his voice

within thee, which remonstrates against thy crimes ?

when thou art violating the best part of thy nature,

by counteracting the dictates ofjustice and humanity?

Dost thou follow nature when thou renderest thyself

an useless animal on the earth; and not useless only,

but noxious to the society to which thou belongest,

and to which thou art a disgrace ; noxious, by the

bad example thou hast set ; noxious, by the crimes

tliou hast committed ; sacrificing innocence to thy

guilty pleasures, and introducing shame and ruin into

the habitations of peace ; defrauding of their due

the unsuspicious who have trusted thee ; involving

in the ruins of thy fortune many a worthy family

;

reducing the industrious and the aged to misery and

want; by all which, if thou hast escaped the desei-ved

sword ofjustice, thou hast at least brought on thyself

the resentment and the reproach of all the respect-

able and the worthy ?— Tremble tlien at the view of

the gulph which is opening before thee. Look with
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horror at the precipice, on the brink of which thou

standest ; and if yet a moment be left for retreat,

think how thou mayest escape, and be saved.

This brings me to what I proposed as the next

head of discourse ; to suggest some means that may
be used for stopping in time the progress of such

mischiefs ; to point out some remedies against the

fatal infection of evil communications.

The first and most obvious is, to withdraw from all

associations with bad men, with persons either of

licentious principles or of disorderly conduct. I have

shown to what issue such dangerous connections are

apt to bring men at last. Nothing, therefore, is of

more importance for the young, to whom I now
chiefly address myself, than to be careful in the

choice of their friends and companions. This choice

is too frequently made without nmch thought, or is

determined by some casual connection ; and yet very

often the whole fate of their futm'e life depends upon
it. The circumstances which chiefly attract the

liking and the friendsliip of youth, are vivacity, good
humour, engaging manners, and a cheerflil or easy

temper
;

qualities, I confess, amiable in themselves,

and useful and valuable in their place. But I intreat

you to remember that these are not all the qualities

requisite to form an intimate companion or friend.

Something more is still to be looked for ; a sound

understanding, a steady mind, a firm attachment to

principle, to \drtue and honour. As only solid bo-

dies polish well, it is only on the substantial ground

of these manly endowments, that the other amiable

qualities can receive their proper lustre. Destitute
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of these essential requisites, they shine with no more
than a tinsel brilliancy. It may sparkle for a little,

amid a few circles of the frivolous and superficial

;

but it imposes not on the discernment of the public.

The world in general seldom, after a short trial,

judges amiss of the characters of men. You may be

assured, that its character of you will be formed by
the company you frequent ; and how agreeable soever

they may seem to be, if nothing is to be found

among them but hollow qualities, and external ac-

complishments, they soon fall down into the class,

at best of the insignificant, perhaps of the worthless ;

and you sink, of course, in the opinion of the public,

into the same despicable rank.

Allow me to warn you, that the most gay and
pleasing are sometimes the most insidious and dan-

gerous companions -, an admonition which respects

both the sexes. Often they attach themselves to you

from interested motives ; and if any taint or suspi-

cion lie on their character, under the cover of your

rank, your fortune, or your good reputation, they

seek protection for themselves. Look round you,

then, with attentive eye, and weigh characters well,

before you connect yourselves too closely with any

who court your society. He that xvalketh with xvise

7)1671 shall be wise ; but a co7n2)a7iio7i offools shall be

destroyed. Wherefore, enter 7iot thou i7ito the coimcil

of the sco7mer. Walk 7iot in the xvai/ with evil 7nen ;

avoid it ; pass not by it, tutmfrom it, and pass away.*

In order to prevent the influence of evil comynuni-.

catio7is, it is farther needful that you fix to yourselves

* Prov. iv. 14. xiii. 20.
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certain principles of conduct, iind be resolved and
determined on no occasion to swerve from them.

Setting the consideration of religion and virtue aside,

and attending merely to interest and reputation, it

will be found that he who enters on active life with-

out ha\^ng ascertained some regular plan, according

to which he is to guide himself, will be unprosperous

in the whole of his subsequent progress. But when
conduct is viewed in a moral and religious light, the

effect of having fixed no principles of action, of hav-

ing formed no laudable standard of character, be-

comes more obviously fatal. For hence it is, that

the young and thoughtless imbibe so readily the poi-

son of evil commimicationSf and fall a prey to every

seducer. They have no internal guide whom they

are accustomed to follow and obey ; nothing within

themselves that can give firmness to their conduct.

They are of course the victims of momentary inclin-

ation or caprice ; religious and good by starts, when
during the absence of temptation and tempters, the

virtuous principle stirs within them ; but never long

the same, changing and fluctuating according to the

passion that chances to rise, or the instigation of those

with whom they have connected themselves. They
are sailing on a dangerous sea, which abounds with

rocks ; without compass by which to du'ect their

course ; or helm, by which to guide the vessel.

A\liereas, if they acted on a system, if their beha-

viour made it appear that they were determined to

conduct themselves by certain rules and principles,

not only would they escape innumerable dangers, but

they would command respect from the licentious

themselves. Evil doers would cease to lay their snares
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for one whom they saw moving above them, in a

higher sphere, and with a more steady course.

As a farther corrective of evil communications^ and

as a foundation to those principles which you lay

down for conduct, let me advise you sometimes to

think seriously of what constitutes real enjoyment and

happiness. Your days cannot be entirely spent in

company and pleasure. How closely soever you are

surrounded and besieged by evil companions, there

must be some intervals, in which you are left by

yourselves ; when, after all the turbulence of amuse-

ment is over, your mind will naturally assume a

graver and more pensive cast. These are precious

intervals to you if you knew their value. Seize that

sober hour of retirement and silence. Indulge the

meditations which then begin to rise. Cast your eye

backwards on what is past of your life ; look forward

to what is probably to come. Think of the part you

are now acting ; and of what remains to be acted,

perhaps to be suffered, before you die. Then is the

time to form your plans of happiness, not merely for

the next day, but for the general course of your life.

Remember, that what is pleasing to you at twenty,

will not be equally so at forty or fifty years of age ;

and that what continues longest pleasing, is always

most valuable. Recollect your own feelings in dif-

ferent scenes of life. Inquire on what occasions you

have felt the truest satisfaction ; whether days of

sobriety, and a rational employment have not left

behind them a more agreeable remembrance than

nights of licentiousness and riot. Look round you

on the world ; reflect on the different societies which

have fallen under your observation ; and think who

19
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among them appear to enjoy life to most advan-

tage ; whether they who, encircled by gay com-
panions, are constantly fatiguing themselves in quest

of pleasure, or they to whom pleasure comes unsought

in the course of an active, virtuous, and manly life.

Compare together these two classes of mankind, and
ask your own hearts, to which of them you would
choose to belong. If, in a happy moment, the light

of truth begin to break in upon you, refuse not

admittance to the ray. If your hearts secretly re-

proach you for the wrong choice you have made,

bethink yom'selves that the evil is not irreparable.

Still there is time for repentance and retreat ; and a

return to wisdom is always honourable.

Were such meditations often indulged, the evil

communications of sinners would die away before

them ; the force of their poison would evaporate

;

the world would begin to assume in your eyes a new
form and shape. Disdain not, in these solitary hours,

to recollect what the wisest have said and have written

concerning human happiness and human vanity.

Treat not their opinions as effusions merely of pee-

vishness or disappointment ; but believe them to be
what they truly are, the result of long experience,

and thorough acquaintance with the world. Consider

that the season of youth is passing fast away. It is

time for you to be taking measures for an establish-

ment in Ufe ; nay, it were wise to be looking forward

to a placid enjoyment of old age. That is a period

you wish to see ; but how miserable when it arrives,

if it }ield you nothing but the dregs of life ; and
present no retrospect, except that of a thoughtless

and dishonoured youth.
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Let me once more advise you to look forward some-

times beyond old age ; to look to a future world.

Amidst evil communications^ let your belief^ and your

character as Christians arise to your view. Think of

the sacred name in which you were baptised. Think of

the God whom your fathers honoured and worship-

ped ; of the religion in which they trained you up

;

of the venerable rites in vdiich they brought you to

partake. Their paternal cares have now ceased. They
have finished their earthly course ; and the time is

coming w^hen you must follow them. You know that

you are not to live always here ; and you surely do

not believe that your existence is to end with this

life. Into what world, then, are you next to go

;

Whom will you meet with there ? Before whose tri-

bunal are you to appear ? What account will you be

able to give of your present trifling and irregular

conduct to him who made you?—Such thoughts

may be treated as unseasonable intrusions. But in-

trude they sometimes will, whether you make them

welcome or not. Better, then, to allow them free

reception when they come, and to consider fairly to

what they lead. You have seen persons die ; at least

you have heard of your friends dying near you. Did

it never enter into your minds, to think what their

last reflections probably w^ere in their concluding

moments ; or what your own, in such a situation,

would be ? What would be then your hopes and

fears ; what part you would then wish to have acted

;

in what light your closing eyes would then view this

life, and this world.

These are thoughts, my friends, too important to

be always excluded. These. are things too solemn

and awful to be trifled with. They are superiour to
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all the ridicule of fools. They come home to every

man's bosom ; and are entitled to every man's highest

attention. Let us regard them as becomes reasonable

and mortal creatures ; and they will prove effectual

antidotes to the evil communications ofpetulant scoffers.

When vice or folly arise to tempt us under flattering

forms, let the serious character which we bear as men
come also forward to view ; and let the solemn admo-

nitions with which I conclude, sound fidl in our ears

:

Mij son, ifsinners entice theCy consent thou not. Come
out from amo7igst them, and he separate. Remember
thy Creator in the days ofthy youth. Fear the Lordy

and departfrom evil. The xvay of life is above to the

"dcise ; caul he that keepeth the commandment, keepeth

his oxen soid. *

* Prov. i. 10. 2 Corinth, vi. 17. Eccles. xii. 1. Prov. xv. 24,



SERMON XXXVIL

On Fortitude.

Psalm xxvii. 3,

Though an host should encamp against me, my heart

shall notfear.

^T^HIS world is a region of danger, in which perfect

safety is possessed by no man. Though we live

in times of established tranquillity, when there is no

ground to apprehend that an host shall, in the literal

sense, encamp against us ; yet every man, from one

quarter or other, has somewhat to dread. Riches

often make to themselves wifigs and Jlee axvay. The
firmest health may in a moment be shaken. The most

flourishing family may unexpectedly be scattered. The
appearances of our security are frequently deceitful.

When our sky seems more settled and serene, in some

unobserved quarter gathers the little black cloud, in

which tlie tempest ferments, and prepares to discharge

itself on our head. Such is the real situation of man
in this world j and he who flatters himself with an op-

posite view of his state, only lives in the paradise of

fools.

In this situation, no quality is more requisite than

constancy or fortitude of mind 5 a quality which the

Psalmist appears, from the sentiment in the text, to

have possessed in an eminent degree. Fortitude was
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justly classed, by the ancient philosophers, among the

cardinal virtues. It is indeed essential to the support

of them all ; and it is most necessary to be acquired

by every one who wishes to discharge with fidelity

the duties of his station. It is the armour of the

mind, which will fit him for encountering the trials

and surmounting the dangers, that are likely to occur

in the course of his life. It may be thought, perhaps,

to be a quality, in some measure, constitutional; de-

pendent on firmness of nerves, and strength of spirits.

Though, partly, it is so, yet experience shows that it

may also be acquired by principle, and be fortified

by reason ; and it is only when thus acquired, and

thus fortified, that it can be accounted to carry tlie

character of virtue. Fortitude is opposed, as all

know, to timidity, irresolution, a feeble and a waver-

ing spirit. It is placed, like other virtues, in the

middle between two extremes; standing at an equal

distance from rashness on tlie one hand, and from

pusillanimity on the other. In discoursing on this

subject, I propose, first, to show the importance of

fortitude or constancy; next to ascertain the grounds

on which it must rest; and lastly, to suggest some
considerations for assisting the exercise of it.

I. The high importance of fortitude will easily

appear, if Ave consider it as respecting either the

happiness of human life, or the proper discharge of

its duties.

Without some degree of fortitude there can be no

happiness; because, amidst the thousand uncertainties

of life, there can be no enjoyment of tranquillity.

The man of feeble and timorous spirit Hves under

perpetual alarm»r He foresees every distant danger

VOL. II. o
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and trembles. He explores the regions of' possibility^

to discover the dangers that may arise. Often he

creates im.aginary ones ; always magnifies those that

are real. Hence, like a person haunted by spectres,

he loses the free enjoyment even of a safe and pros-

perous state. On the fiist shock of adversity, he

desponds. Instead of exerting himself to lay hold

on the resources that remain, he gives up all for lost;

and resigns himself to abject and broken spirits.—
On the other hand, firmness of mind is the parent of

tranquillity. It enables one to enjoy the present

without disturbance; and to look calmly on dangers

that approach, or evils that threaten in future. It

suggests good hopes. It supplies resources. It

allows a man to retain the full possession of himself,

in every situation of fortune. Look into the heart

of this man, and you will find composure, cheerful-

ness, and magnanimity. Look into the heart of the

other, and you will see nothing but confusion,

anxiety, and trepidation. The one is the castle built

on a rock, w^hich defies the attacks of surrounding

waters. The other is a hut placed on the shore,

which every wind shakes, and every wave overflows.

If fortitude be thus essential to the enjoyment of

life, it is equally so to the proper discharge of all its

most important duties. He who is of a cowardly

mind is, and must be, a slave to the world. He
fashions his whole conduct according to its hopes

and fears. He smiles, and fawns, and betrays, from

abject considerations of personal safety. He is in-

capable of either conceiving, or executing any great

design. He can neither stand the clamour of the

multitude nor the frowns of the mighty. The wind
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of popular favour or the threats of power, are suffi-

cient to shake his most determined purpose. The
world always knows where to find him. He may
pretend to have principles ; but on every trying occa-

sion, it will be seen, that his pretended principles

bend to convenience and safety.—The man of vir-

tuous fortitude, again, follows the dictates of his

heart, unembarrassed by those restraints which lie

upon the timorous. Having once determined what

is fit for him to do, no threatenings can shake, nor

dangers appal him. He rests upon himself, supported

by a consciousness of inward dignity. I do not say

that this disposition alone will secure him against

every vice. He may be lifted up with pride. He
may be seduced by pleasure. He may be hurried

away by passion. But at least on one quarter he will

be safe ; by no abject fears misled into evil.

Without this temper of mind, no man can be a

thorough Christian. For his profession, as such,

requires him to be superior to that fear of man
which brmgeth a snar^e ; enjoins him for the sake

of a good conscience, to encounter every danger

;

and to be prepared, if called, even to lay down

his life in the cause of religion and truth. All who
have been distinguished as servants of God, or

benefactors of men ; all who, in perilous situations,

have acted their part with such honour as to render

their names illustrious through succeeding ages,

have been eminent for fortitude of mind. Of this

we have one conspicuous example in the apostle

Paul, whom it will be instructive for us to view in a

remarkable occurrence of his life. After having

long acted as the Apostle of the Gentiles, his mis-

sion called him to go to Jerusalem, where he knew
o 2
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that he was to encounter the utmost violence of his

enemies. Just before he set sail, he called together

the elders of liis favourite church at Ephesus, and

in a pathetic speech, which does great honour to his

character, gave them his last farewell. Deeply af-

fected by their knowledge of the certain dangers to

which he was exposing himself, all the assembly

were filled v/ith distress, and melted into tears. The
circumstances were such as might have conveyed

dejection even to a resolute mind ; and would have

totally overwhelmed the feeble. They all "wept sore,

and fell on Paulas neck, and kissed him ; sorroiviiig

most of all for the xcords 'which he spake, that they

should see his face no more. What were then the

sentiments, what was the language of this great and

good man ? Hear the words which spoke his fii'm

and undaunted mind : Behold, I go hound in the

spirit unto Jerusalem, not knoxd^ig the things that

sliall befall me there I save that the Holy Ghost xvit-

nesseth, in every city, saying, that bonds and qflictions

abide me. But none ofthese things move me ; neither

count I my life dear unto myself, so that I might

finish my course xdth joy, and the ministry xchich I
have received of the Lord Jesus, to testify the gospel

of the grace of God,*- There was uttered the voice,

there breathed the spirit, of a brave and a virtuous

man. Such a man knovv^s not what it is to shrink

from danger when conscience points out his path.

In that path he is determined to walk ; let the con-

sequences be what they will. Till I die I will not

remove my integrity from me. My righteousness I
holdfast, and rcill not let it go. My heart shall not

* Acts, XX. w, '2% 24. 37, 38.
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reproach me so long as I live. * *' For me there is a
" part appointed to act. I go to perform it. My
" duty I shall do to-day. Let to-morroiv take thought

'\for the things of itselJV Having thus shewn
the importance, I proceed,

II. To show the proper foundations of constancy

and fortitude of mind. They are principally two ; a

good conscience, and trust in God,
A corrupted and guilty man can possess no true

firmness of heart. He who, by crooked paths, pur-

sues dishonourable ends, has many things to dismay

him. He not only dreads the disappointment of his

designs, by some of those accidents to wliich aU are

exposed ; but he has also to dread the treachery of

his confederates, the discovery and reproach of the

world, and the just displeasure of Heaven. His fears

he is obliged to conceal ; but w^hile he assumes the

appearance of intrepidity before tiie world, he trem-

bles wdthin himself; and the bold and steady eye of

integrity frequently darts terrour into his heart. There

is, it is true, a sort of constitutional courage, which

sometimes has rendered men daring in the most fla-

gitious attempts. But this fool-hardiness of the rash,

this boldness of the ruffian, is altogether different

from real fortitude. It arises merely from warmth

of blood, from want of thought, and blindness to

danger. As it forms no character of value, so it

appears only in occasional sallies ; and never can

be uniformly maintained. It requires adventitious

props to support it ; and, in some hour of trial

always fails. There can be no true courage, no

* Job, xxvii. 5, 6.

o 3
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regular persevering constancy, but what is con-

nected with principle, and founded on a conscious-

ness of rectitude of intention. This, and this only,

erects that brazen wall, which we can oppose to

every hostile attack. It clothes us with an armour,

on which fortune will spend its shafts in vain.

All is sound within. There is no weak place, where

we particularly dread a blow. There is no occasion

for false colours to be hung out. No disguise is

needed to cover us. We would be satisfied if all

mankind could look into our hearts. What has he

to fear, who not only acts on a plan which his

conscience approves, but who knows that every good

man, nay, the whole unbiassed world, if they coiUd

trace his intentions, would justify and approve his

conduct ?

He knows, at the same time, that he is acting

under the immediate eye and protection of the Al-

mighty. Behold, my liitness is in heaven ; and my
record is on high. * Here opens a new source of

fortitude to every virtuous man. The consciousness

of such an illustrious spectator invigorates and ani-

mates him. He trusts, that the eternal Lover of

righteousness not only beholds and approves, but

will strengthen and assist ; will not suffer him to be

unjustly oppressed, and will reward his constancy in

the end, with glory, honour, and immortality. A
good conscience, thus supported, bestows on the

heart a much greater degree of intrepedity than it

could otherwise inspire. One who rests on an

almighty, though invisible Protector, exerts his powers

* Job, xvi. 19.
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with double force ; acts with vigour not his own.

Accordingly, it was from this principle of trust in

God, that the Psalmist derived that courage and

boldness which he expresses in the text. He had

said immediately before, The Lord is my light and
my salvation ; The Lord is the strength of my life.

The consequence which directly follows is, Ofxdiom
^hall I he afraid? Though an host should encamp

against me, my lieart shall notfear. It remains,

III. That I suggest a few considerations which

may prove auxiliary to the exercise of virtuous forti-

tude in the midst of dangers.

From what was just now said, it appears, first, that

it is of high importance to every one, who wishes to

act his part with becoming resolution, to cultivate a

religious principle, and to be inspired with trust in

God. The imperfections of the best are indeed so

numerous, as to give them no title to claim, on their

own account, the protection of Heaven. But we
are taught to believe, that the merciful God, who
made us, and who knows our frame, favours the sin-

cere and upright ; that the supreme administration

of the universe is always on the side of truth and
virtue ; and that, therefore, every worthy character,

and every just and good cause, though for a while it

shoidd be depressed, is likely to receive countenance

and protection in the end. The more firmly this

belief is rooted in the heart, its influence will be
more powerful in surmountmg the fears which arise

from a sense of its own weakness or danger. The
records of all nations afford a thousand remarkable

instances of the effect of this principle, both on

individuals, and on bodies of men. Animated by

o 4
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the strong belief of a just cause and a protecting

God, thefeeble have nmxed strongs and have despised

dangers, sufferings, and death. Handfuls of men
have defied hosts that "were encamped against tliem;

and have gone fortli, conquering and to conquer.

The sword of the Lord and of Gideon have called

forth a valour which astonished the world; and

which could have been exerted by none but those

who fought iHider a divine banner.

In the next place, let him who would preserve for-

titude in difficult situations, fill his mind with a sense

of what constitutes the true honour of man. It

consists not in the multitude of riches, or the

elevation of rank ; for experience shows that these

may be possessed by the worthless, as w^ell as by the

deserving. It consists in being deterred by no dan-

ger when duty calls us forth; in fulfilling our allotted

part, w^hatever it may be, with faithfulness, bravery,

and constancy of mind. These qualities never fail to

stamp distinction on the character. They confer on

him who discovers them, an honoiu'able superiority,

which all, even enemies, feel and revere. Let every

man, therefore, when the hour of danger comes, be-

think liimself, that now is arrived the hour of trial,

the hour which must determine, whether he is to rise,

or to sink for ever, in the esteem of all around him.

\{\ when ])ut to the test, he discovers no firmness to

maintain his ground, no fortitude to stand a shock,

he has forfeited evejy pretension to a manly mind.

He must reckon on being exposed to general con-

tempt ; and, what is worse, he will feel that he de-

serves it. In his own eyes he will be contemptible,

than which, surely, no misery can be more severe.
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But in order to acquire habits of fortitude, what

is of the highest consequence is to have formed a

just estimate of the goods and evUs of hfe, and of the

value of life itself. For here lies the chief source of

our weakness and pusillanunity. We over-value the

advantages of fortune, rank, and riches, ease and

safety. Deluded by vain opinions, we look to these

as our ultimate goods. We hang upon them with

fond attachment ; and to forfeit any hope of advance-

ment, to incur the least discredit with the world ; or

to be brought down but one step from the station we
possess, is regarded with consternation and dismay.

Hence a thousand w^eights hang upon the mind,

which depress its courage, and bend it to mean and
dishonourable compliances. What fortitude can he

possess, what worthy or generous purpose can he

form, who conceives diminution of rank,> or loss of

fortune, to be the chief evils which man can suffer ?

Put these into the balance with true honour, with

conscious integrity, with the esteem of the virtuous

and the %vise, w ith the favour of Almighty God, with

peace of mind and hope of heaven ; and then think,

whether those dreaded evils are sufficient to intimi-

date you from doing your duty. Look beyond exter-

nal appearances to the inside of things. SuiFer not

yourselves to be imposed on by that glittering var-

nish, with which the surface' of the world dazzles the

vulgar. Consider how many are contented and
happy without those advantages of fortune, on wiiich

you put so extravagant a value. Consider w^hether

it is possible for you to be happy with them, if, for

their sake, you forfeit all that is estimable in man.
The favour of the great, perhaps, you think, is at

stake; or that popularity with the multitude, on
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which you build plaus of advancement. Alas ! how
precarious are the means which you employ in order

to attain the end you have in view ; and the end it-

self, how little is it worthy of your ambition ? That
favour which you pursue, of dubious advantage when
gained, is frequently lost by servile compliance. The
timid and abject are detected, and despised even by
those whom they court ; while the firm and resolute

rise in the end to those honours, which the other

pursued in vain.

Put the case at the worst. Suppose not your for-

tune only, but youi* safety, to be in hazard
;
your life

itself to be endangered, by adhering to conscience

and virtue. Think, what a creeping and ignomini-

ous state you would render life, if when your duty

calls, you would expose it to no danger ? if by a das-

tardly behaviour, you would, at any expence, preserve

it. That life which you are so anxious to preserve,

can at any rate be prolonged only for a few years

more ; and those years may be full of woe. He, who
will not risk death when conscience requires him to

face it, ought to be ashamed to live. Consider

as a man, and a Christian, for what purpose life was

given thee by Heaven. Was it, that thou mightest

pass a few years in low pleasures and ignoble sloth
;

flying into every corner to hide thyself, when the

least danger rises to view ? No : life was given that

thou mightest come forth to act some useful and

honourable part, on that theatre w^here thou hast

been placed by Providence ; mightest glorify him that

made thee ; and, by steady perseverance in virtue,

rise in the end to an immortal state.

Son ofman, remember thy original honours ! Assert

IS
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the dignity of thy nature ! Shake off this pusillanimous

dread of death; and seek to fulfil the ends for which

thou wert sent forth by thy Creator ! The senti-

ment of a noble mind is, / count not my life dear unto

myself so that I may finish my course *with joy. To
the finishing of his coiD^se^ let every one direct his

eye ; and let him now appreciate Ufe according to the

value it will be found to have when summed up at

the close. This is the period w^hich brings every

thing to the test. Illusions may formerly have im-

posed on the world; may have imposed on the man
himself. But all illusion then vanishes. The real

character comes forth. The estimate of happiness is

fairly formed. Hence it has been justly said that no
man can be pronounced either great or happy, until

his last hour come. To that last hour, what will

bring such satisfaction or add so much dignity, as

the reflection of having surmounted with firmness all

the discouragements of the world, and having per-

severed to the end in one uniform course of fidelity

and honour? We remarked, before^ the magnani-

mous behaviour of the Apostle Paul, when he had
persecution and distress full in view. Hear now the

sentiments of the same great man, when the time of

his last suffering approached; and remark the majesty

and ease with which he looked on death. / am now
ready to he offered, and the time ofmy departure is at

hand. I havefought tJie good fight. I havefinished

my course. I have kept tlie faith. Henceforth there

is laid up for me a crown of righteousness. * How
many years of life does such a dying moment over-

balance ? Who would not chuse in this manner to go

* 2 Timothy, iv. 6, 7.
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off the stage, with such a song of triumph in his

mouth, rather than prolong his existence through a

wretched old age, stained with sin and shame ?

Animated by these considerations, let us nouiish

that fortitude of mind, which is so essential to a man
and a Christian. Let no discouragement nor danger

deter us from doing what is right. Through honour

and dishonour^ through good report and bad report,

let us preserve fidelity to our God and our Saviour.

Though an host should encamp against us, let us not

fear to discharge our duty. God assists us in the

virtuous conflict; and will crown the conqueror with

eternal rewards. Be thou faithful unto death, and I
will give thee a crown qflije. To him that overcometh,

saith our blessed Lord, / will grant to sit with me on

my thro7ie; even as I also overcame, and am set down

with my Father on his throne. *

* Rev. ii. 10 iii. 21.



SERMON XXXVIII.

On Envy.

1 Corinthians, xiii. 4.

Charity envieth not

Tj^NVY is a sensation of uneasiness and disquiet,

arising from the advantages which others are sup-

posed to possess above us, accompanied with malig-

nity towards those who possess them. This is univer-

sally admitted to be one of the blackest passions in

the human heart. In this world w^e depend much on
one another ; and were therefore formed by God to

be mutually useful and assisting. The instincts of
kindness and compassion which belong to our frame,

show how much it was the intention of our Creator

that we should be united in friendship. If any in-

fHnge this great law of nature, by acts of causeless

hostility, resentment may justly arise. No one is to

be condemned for defending his rights, and showing

displeasure against a malicious enemy. But to con-

ceive ill-will at one who has attacked none of our

rights, nor done us any injury, solely because he is

more prosperous than we are, is a disposition alto-

gether unnatural ; it suits not the human constitution,

and partakes more of the rancour of an evd spirit.

Hence, the character of an envious man is universally

odious. All disclaim it ; and they w^ho feel them-

selves under the influence of this passion, carefully

conceal it.
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But it is proper to consider, that among all our

passions, both good and bad, there are many different

gradations. Sometimes they swim on the surface of

the mind, without producing any internal agitation.

They proceed no farther than the beginnings of pas-

sion. Allayed by our constitution, or tempered by

the mixture of other dispositions, they exert no con-

siderable influence on the temper. Though the cha-

racter in which envy forms the ruling passion, and

reigns in all its force, be one too odious, I hope, to

be common
;

yet some shade, some tincture, of this

evil disposition mixes with most characters in the

world. It is, perhaps, one of the most prevailing

infirmities to which we are subject. There are few

but who, at one time or other, have found somewhat

of this nature stirring within them ; some lurking

uneasiness in their mind, when they looked up to

others, who enjoyed a greater share than had fallen

to their lot, of some advantages which they wished,

and thought themselves entitled to possess. Though
this should not embitter their disposition ; though it

should create the uneasiness only, without the ma-

lignity of en\y
; yet still it is a disturbed state of

mind ; and always borders upon, if it actually include

not, some vicious affections. In order, as far as pos-

sible, to remedy this evil, I shall now consider what

are the most general grounds of the envy which men
are apt to bear to others ; and shall examine what

foundation they afford, for any degree of this trouble-

some and dangerous passion. The chief grounds

of envy may be reduced to three ; Accomplishments

of mind ; advantages of birth, rank, and fortune
j

superior success in worldly pursuits.
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I. Accomplishments, or endowments of the mind.

The chief endowment for which man deserves to be

vahied, is virtue. This unquestionably forms the

most estimable distinction among mankind. Yet

this, which may appear surprising, never forms any

ground of envy. No man is envied for being more

just, more generous, more patient, or forgiving than

others. This may, in part, be owing to virtue pro-

ducing in every one who beholds it, that high degree

of respect and love, wliich extinguishes envy. But

probably, it is more owing to the good opinion which

every one entertains of his own moral qualities. Some
virtues, or at least the seeds of them, he finds within

his breast. Others he vainly attributes to himself.

Those in which he is plainly deficient, he undervalues,

as either not real virtues, or virtues of very inferiour

rank ; and rests satisfied that, on the whole, he is as

worthy and respectable as his neighbour.

The case is different, with regard to those mental

abilities and powers which are ascribed to others.

As long as these are exerted in a sphere of action

remote from ours, and not brought into competition

with talents of the same kind, to which we have pre-

tensions, they create no jealousy. They are viewed

as distant objects, in which we have not any concern.

It is not until they touch our own line, and appear

to rival us in what we wish to excel, that they awaken

envy. Even then envy is, properly speaking, not

grounded on the talents of others. For here, too,

our self-complacency brings us relief; from the per-

suasion that, w^ere we thoroughly known, and full

justice done to us, our abilities would be found not

inferiour to those of our rivals. What properly occa-

sions envy, is the fruit of the accomplishments of
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others ; the pre-eminence which the opinion of the

world bestows, or which we dread it will bestow, on

their talents above ours. Hence, distinguished su-

periority in genius, learning, eloquence, or any

other of those various arts that attract the notice of

the world, often become painful grounds of envy

;

not indeed to all indifferently, but to those who fol-

low the same line of pursuit. Mere rivality, inspii'ed

by emulation, would carry no reproach ; were not

that rivality joined witli obliquity, and a malignant

spirit ; did it not lead to secret detraction, and un-

fair methods of diminishing the reputation of others.

Too frequently has such a spirit tarnished the cha-

racter of tliose who sought to shine in the elegant

arts ; and who, othenvise, had a just title to fame.

Let such as are addicted to this infirmity con-

sider how much they degrade themselves. Superiour

merit, of any kind, always rests on itself. Conscious

of what it deserv'es, it disdains low competitions and

jealousies. They who are stung with envy, especially

when they allow its malignity to appear, confess a

sense of their own inferiority ; and in effect pay ho-

mage to that merit from which they endeavour to

detract.

But in order to eradicate the passion, and to cure

the disquiet which it creates, let such persons farther

consider, how inconsiderable the advantage is which

their rivals have gained, by any superiority over

them. They whom you envy, are themselves in-

feriour to others who follow the same pursuits. For

how few, how very few, have reached the summit of

excellence, in the art or study which they cultivate ?

Even that degree of excellence which they have at-

tained, how seldom is it allowed to them by the

19
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world, till after they die ? Public applause is the

most fluctuating and uncertain of all rewards. Ad-
mired as they may be by a circle of their friends,

they have to look up to others, who stand above
them in public opinion ; and undergo the same mor-

tifications which you sufter in looking up to them.

Consider what labour it has cost them to arrive at

that degree of eminence they have gained; and,

after aU their labour, how imperfect their recom-

pence is at last. Within what narrow bounds is

their fame confined ? With what a number of humili-

ations is it mixed ? To how many are they abso-

lutely unknown? Among those who know them,

how many censure and decry them? Attending

fairly to these considerations, the envious might

come in the end to discern, that the fame acquired

by any accomplishment of the mind, by all that skill

can contrive, or genius can execute, amounts to no

more than a small elevation, raises the possessor to

such an inconsiderable height above the ground, that

others may, without disquiet, sit down contented

witli their own mediocrity.

II. Advantages of fortune, superiority in birth,

rank, and riches, even qualifications of body and

form, become grounds of envy. Among external

advantages, those which relate to the body ought

certainly, in the comparative estimation of ourselves

and others, to hold the lowest place ; as in the acqui-

sition of them we can claim no merit, but must

ascribe them entirely to the gift of nature. But

envy has often showed itself here in full malignity ;

though a small measure of reflection might have dis-

covered that there was little or no ground for this

VOL. II, p
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passion to arise. It would have proved a blessing to

multitudes, to have wanted those advantages for

which they arc envied. How frequently, for instance,

has beauty betrayed the possessors of it into many
a snare ; and brought upon them many a disaster

!

Beheld with spitefol eyes by those who are their

rivals, they in the mean time glow with no less envy

against others by w^hom they are surpassed; while,

in the midst of their competitions, jealousies, and

concealed enmities, the fading flower is easily blasted

;

short-lived at the best, and trifling at any rate, in

comparison with the higher and more lasting beauties

of the mind.

But of all the grounds of envy among men, su-

periority in rank and fortune is the most general.

Hence the malignity which the poor commonly bear

to the rich, as engrossing to themselves all the com-

forts of life. Hence the evd eye, with which per-

sons of inferiour station scrutinize those w^ho are

above them in rank, and if they approach to that

rank, their envy is generally strongest against such

as are just one step higher than themselves.— Alas

!

my friends, all this envious disquietude, which

agitates the world, arises from a deceitful figure

which imposes upon the public view. False colours

are hung out: the real state of men is not what

it seems to be. The order of society requires a

distinction of ranks to take place ; but, in point of

happiness, all men come much nearer to equality

than is commonly imagined ; and the circumstances,

which form any material difference of happiness

among them, are not of that nature which renders

them grounds of envy. The poor man possesses

not, it is true, some of the conveniences and plea-
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sures of the rich; but, in return, he is free from
many embarrassments to which they are subject. By
the simplicity and uniformity of his Hfe, he is- deliver-

ed from that variety of cares, which perplex those

v/ho have great affairs to manage, intricate phms to

pursue, many enemies, perhaps, to encounter in the

pursuit. In the tranquillity of his small habitation

and private family, he enjoys a peace which is often

unknown at courts. The gratifications of nature,

v/hich are always the most satisfactory, are possessed

by him to their full extent; and if he be a stranger

to the refined pleasures of the wealthy, he is unac-

quainted also with the desire of -them, and by con-

sequence feels no want. His plain meal satisfies his

appetite, with a relish probably higher than that of

the rich man vvho sits down to his luxurious banquet.

His sleep is more sound ; his health more firm ; he

knows not what spleen, languor, or listlessness are.

His accustomed employments or labours are not

more oppressive to him, than the labour of attendance

on courts and the great, the labours of di'ess, the

fatigue of amusements, the very weight of idleness,

frequently are to the rich. In the mean time, all

the beauty of the face of nature, all the enjoyments

of domestic society, all the gaiety and cheerfulness

of an easy mind, are as open to him as to those of

the highest rank. The splendoiu' of retinue, the

sound of titles, the appearances of high respect, are

indeed soothing, for a short time, to the great.

But, become familiar, they are soon forgotten.

Custom effaces their impression. They sink into

the rank of those ordinary things which daily recur,

without raising any sensation of joy. Cease, there-

fore, from looking up with discontent and envy to

p 2
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those whom birth or fortune have placed above you.

Adjust the balance of happiness fairly. When you

think of the enjoyments you want, think also of the

troubles from which you are free. Allow their just

value to the comforts you possess; and you will find

reason to rest satisfied, with a very moderate, though

not an opulent and splendid, condition of fortune.

Often, did you know tlie whole, you would be in-

clined to pity the state of those whom you now
envy.

III. SuPERiouR success in the course of worldly

pursuits is a frequent ground of envy. Among all

ranks of men competitions arise. ^VTierever any

favourite object is pursued in common, jealousies

seldom fail to take place among those who are equally

desirous of attaining it; as in that ancient instance of

envy recorded of Joseph' ei brethren, who hated their

brother, because their father loved him more than all

the rest.* "I could easily bear," says one, "that
" some others should be more reputable or famous,
*' should be richer or greater than I. It is but just,

'" that this man should enjoy the distinction to which
" his splendid abilities have raised him. It is natural

*' for that man, to command the respect to which he
** is entitled by his birth or his rank. But when I,

" and another, have started in the race of life upon
** equal terms, and in the same rank ; that he, witli-

" out any pretension to uncommon merit, should

" have suddenly so far outstripped me ; should have
** engrossed all that public favour to which I am no
" less entitled than he; this is what I cannot bear;

'* my blood boils, my spirit swells with indignation,

* Gen. xxxvii. 4.
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" at this undeserved treatment I have sufiered from
" the Avorld.'* Complaints of this nature are often

made, by them who seek to justify the envy which

they bear to their more prosperous neighbours. But

if such persons wish not to be thought unjust, let me
desire them to inquire, whetlier they have been alto-

gether fair in the comparison they have made of their

o\\Ti merit with that of their rivals ? and whether they

have not themselves to blame more than the world,

for being left behind in the career of fortune ? The
world is not always blind or unjust, in conferring its

favours. Instances, indeed, sometimes occur, of de-

sen'ing persons prevented, by a succession of cross

incidents, from rising into public acceptance. But
in the ordinary course of things, merit, sooner or

later, receives a reward, while the greater part of

men's misfortunes and disappointments can, generally,

be traced to some misconduct of their own. Wisdom
bringeth to honour : The hand of the diligent maketh

rich ; and, it has been said, not altogether without

reason, that, of his own fortune in life, every man is

the chief artificer. If Joseph was preferred by the

father to all his brethren, his subsequent conduct

showed how well he merited the preference.

Supposing, however, the world to have been un-

just in an uncommon degree, ^^dth regard ta you,

this will not \ indicate malignity and envy towards a

more prosperous competitor. You may accuse the

world ; but what reason have you to bear iU-will to

him, who has only improved the favour which the

world showed him ? If by means that are unfair he

has risen, and, to advance himself, has acted inju-

riously by you, resentment is justifiable ; but, if you
cannot accuse him of any such improper conduct, his

p 3
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success alone gives no sanction to your envy. You,

perhaps, preferred the enjoyment of your ease, to the

stirs of a busy, or to the cares of a thoughtful, life.

Retired from the world, and following your favourite

inclinations, you were not always attentive to seize

the opportunities which offered for doing justice to

your character, and improving your situation. Ought
you then to complain, if the more active and labori-

ous have acquired what you were negligent to gain ?

Consider, that if you have obtained less preferment,

you have possessed more indulgence and ease. Con-

sider, moreover, that the rival to whom you look up

with repining eyes, though more fortunate in the

world, may perhaps, on the whole, not be more

happy than you. He has all the vicissitudes of the

world before him. He may have much to encounter,

much to suffer, from which you are protected by the

greater obscurity of your station. Every situation

in life has both a bright and a dark side. Let not

your attention dwell only on what is bright on the

side of those you envy, and dark on your own. But,

bringing into view both sides of your respective con-

ditions, estimate fairly the sum of felicity.

Thus I have suggested several considerations for

evincing the unreasonableness of that disquietude

which envy raises in our breasts ; considerations,

which tend at least to mitigate and allay the workings

of this malignant passion, and which, in a sober mind,

ought totally to extinguish it. The scope of the

whole has been to promote, in every one, content-

ment with his own state. Many arguments of a dif-

ferent nature may be employed against envy ; some

taken from its sinful and criminal nature ; some from

the mischiefs to wliich it gives rise in the world;

2*
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others, from the misery which it produces to him who
nourishes this viper in his bosom. But, undoubtedly,

the most efficacious arguments are such as show that

the circumstances of others, compared with our own,

afford no ground for envy. The mistaken ideas which

are entertained of the high importance of certain

worldly advantages and distinctions, form the princi-

pal cause of our repining at our own lot, and envying

that of others. To things light in themselves, our

imagination has added undue weight. Did we allow

reflection and wisdom to correct the prejudices which

we have imbibed, and to disperse those phantoms of

our own creating, the gloom which overcasts us would

gradually vanish. Together with returning content-

ment, the sky would clear up, and every object

brighten around us. It is in the sullen and dark

shade of discontent, that noxious passions, like ve-

nomous animals, breed and prey upon the heart.

Envy is a passion of so odious a nature, that not

only is it concealed as much as possible fi'om the

world, but every man is glad to dissemble the appear-

ances of it to his own heart. Hence it is apt to grow

upon him unperceived. Let him who is desirous to

keep his heart chaste and pure from its influence,

examine himself strictly on those dispositions which

he bears towards his prosperous neighbours. Does

he ever view, with secret uneasiness, the merit of

others rising into notice and distinction ? Does he

hear their praises with unwilling ear ? Does he feel

an inclination to depreciate what he dares not openly

blame ? When obliged to commend, does his cold and

awkward approbation insinuate his belief of some un-

known defects in the applauded character? From

such symptoms as these he may infer that the disease

p 4
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of envy is forming ; that the poison is beginning to

spread its infection over his heart.

The causes that nourish envy are principally two

;

and two which, very frequently, operate in con-

junction ; these are, pride and indolence. The
connection of pride with envy, is obvious and direct.

The high value which the proud set on their own
merit, the unreasonable claims which they form on

the world, and the injustice which they suppose to

be done to them by any preference given to others,

are perpetual sources, first of discontent, and next of

envy. When indolence is joined to pride, the dis-

ease of the mind becomes more inveterate and

incurable. Pride leads men to claim more than

they desei've. Indolence prevents them from ob-

taining what they might justly claim. Disappoint-

ments follow ; and spleen, malignity, and €nvy, rage

within them. The proud and indolent are always

envious. Wrapt up in their own importance, they

sit still, and repine, because others are more pros-

perous than they ; while, with all their high opinion

of themselves, they have done nothing either to

deserve, or to acquire prosperity. As, therefore,

we value our virtue, or our peace, let us guard

against these two evil dispositions of mind. Let us

be modest in our esteem, and, by diligence and in-

dustry, study to acquire the esteem of others. So

shall we shut up the avenues that lead to many a

bad passion ; and shall learn, in tvliatsoever state we
are, therewith to be content.

Finally, in order to subdue envy, let us bring

often into view tliose religious considerations which
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regard us particularly as Christians. Let us remem-
ber how unworthy we are in the sight of God ; and

how much the blessings which each of us enjoy, are

beyond what we deserve. Let us nourish reverence

and submission to that Divine Government, which
has appointed to every one such a condition in the

world as is fittest for him to possess. Let us recollect

how opposite the Christian spirit is to envy ; and
what sacred obligations it lays upon us, to walk in

love and charity towards one another. Indeed, when
we reflect on the many miseries which abound in

human life ; on the scanty proportion of happiness

which any man is here allowed to enjoy ; on the

small difference which the diversity of fortune makes
on that scanty proportion ; it is surprising that envy
should ever have been a prevalent passion among
men, much more that it should have prevailed

among Christians. Where so much is suffered in

common, little room is left for envy. There is more
occasion for pity and sympathy, and inclination to

assist each other. To our own good endeavours for

rectifying our dispositions, let us not forget to add
serious prayers to the Author of our being, that he

who made the heart of man, and knows all its infir-

mities, would thorouglily purify our hearts from a

passion so base and so crimiminal, as envy. Create

in 7ne, O God, a clean heart ; and renew a right spirit

isoithin me. Search me, and know my Jieart, Try me,

and know my thoughts. See if there be any wicked

*Lmy in me, and lead me in the way everlasting.*

* Psalm li. 10.— cxxxix. 23, 24.



SERMON XXXIX.

On Idleness.

Matthew, xx. 6.

Wk^ stand ye here all the day idle ?

T is an observation which naturally occurs, and has

been often made, that all the representations of

the Christian life in Scripture are taken from active

scenes ; from carrying on a warfare, running a race,

striving to enter in at a straight gate ; and, as in this

context, labouring in a vineyard. Hence the con-

clusion plainly follows, that various active duties are

required of the Christian ; and that sloth and indo-

lence are inconsistent with his hope of heaven.

But it has been sometimes supposed, that industry,

as far as it is matter of duty, regards our spiritual

concerns and employments only ; and that one might

be very busy as a Christian, who was very idle as a

man. Hence, among some denominations of Chris-

tians, an opinion has prevailed, that the perfection

of rehgion was to be found in those monastic retreats

where every active function of civil life was totally

excluded, and the whole time of life filled up with

exercises of devotion. They who hold such opinions

proceed on the supposition, that religion has little or

no concern with the ordinary affairs of the world

;

that its duties stand apart by themselves, and mingle
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not in the intercourse which men have with one

another. The perfect Christian was imagined to hve

a sort of" angelic life, sequestered from the business

or pleasures of this contemptible state. The Gospel,

on the contrary, represents the religion of Christ, as

intended for the benefit of human society. It assumes

men as engaged in the business of active life ; and

directs its exhortations accordingly, to all ranks and
stations ; to the magistrate and the subject, to the

master and the servant, to the rich and the poor, to

them that buy and them that sell, them that use and
them that abuse the world. Some duties, indeed,

requii'e privacy and retreat. But the most important

must be performed in the midst of the world, where

w^e are commanded to sh'me as lights^ and by our good
ivo7^ks to glorify our Father which is in heaven. This

world, as the context represents it, is God's \dneyard,

where each of us has a task assigned him to perform.

In every station, and at every period of life, labom is

required. At the third, the sixth, or the eleventh

hour, we are commanded to work, if we would not

incur, from the great Lord of the \'ineyard, this

reproof, Why stand ye liere all the day idle? We
may, I confess, be busy about many things, and yet

be found negligent of the One thing needful. We
may be very active, and withal, very ill employed.

But though a person may be industrious without

being rehgious, I must at the same time admonish
you that no man can be idle without being sinful.

This I shall endeavour to show in the sequel of the

discourse ; wherein I purpose to reprove a vice which
is too common among aU ranks of men. Superiours

admonish theii' inferiours, and parents teU their chil-

dren, that idleness is the mother of every sin, while,
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in their own practice, they often set the example of

what they reprobate severely in others. I shall study

so s!iow, that the idle man is, in every view, both

foolish and criminal ; that he neither lives to God j

nor lives to the world j nor Hves to himself.

I. He lives not to God. The great and wise

Creator certainly does nothing in vain. A small

measure of reflection might convince every one that

for some useful purpose he was sent into the world.

The nature of man bears no mark of insignificancy,

or neglect. He is placed at the head of all things

here below. He is fiuiiished with a great prepar-

ation of faculties and powers. He is enlightened by

reason with many important discoveries ; even taught

by revelation to consider himself as ransomed, by the

death of Christ, from misery ; and intended to rise,

by gradual advances, to a still higher rank in the

universe of God. In such a situation, thus distin-

guished, thus favoured and assisted by his Creator,

can he hope to be forgiven, if he aim at no improve-

ment, if he piu'sue no useful design, live for no other

purpose but to indulge in sloth, consume the fruits

of the earth, and to spend his days in a dream of

vanity ? Existence is a sacred trust ; and he who
thus misemploys and squanders it away, is treacherous

to its Author. Look around you, and you will

behold the whole universe full of active powers.

Action is, to speak so, [the genius of nature. By
motion and exertion, the system of being is preserved

in vigour. By its different parts always acting in

subordination one to another, the perfection of the

whole is carried on. The heavenly bodies perpetualy

revolve. Day and jn'ght incessantly repeat their
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appointed course. Continual operations are going

on in the earth, and in the waters. Nothing stands

still. All is alive and stirring throughout the uni-

verse.—In the midst of this animated and busy scene,

is man alone to remain idle in his place ? Belongs it

to him to be the sole inactive and slothful being in

the creation, when he has so much allotted him to do;

when in so many various ways he might improve his

own nature ; might advance the glory of the God
who made him ; and contribute his part to the gene-

ral good ?

Hardly is there any feeling of the human heart

more natural, or more universal, than that of our

being accountable to God. It is what the most pro-

fligate can never totally erase. Almost all nations

have agreed in the belief, that there is to come some
period when the Almighty will act as the Judge of

his creatures. Presentiments of this work in every

breast. Conscience has already erected a tribunal,

on which it anticipates the sentence which at that

period shall be passed. Before this tribunal let us some-

times place ourselves in serious thought, and consider

what account we are prepared to give of our conduct

to Him who made us. '* I placed you," the great

Judge may then be supposed to say, " in a station

where you had many occasions for action, and
many opportunities of improvement. You were
taught, and you knew your duty. Throughout a

course of years I continued your life. I sur-

rounded you with friends to whom you might be

useful. I gave you health, ease, leisure, and various

advantages of situation. AVhere are the fruits

of those talents which you possessed ? AVhat good
have you done with them to yourselves? What
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" good to Others ? How have you filled up your
" place, or answered your destination in the world ?

*' Pi'oduce some evidence, of your not having ex-

" isted altogether in vain." Let such as are

now mere blanks in the world, and a burden to the

earth, think what answer they will give to those

awful questions.

II. The idle live not to the world, and their fellow-

creatures around them, any more than they do to

God. Had any man a title to stand alone, and to be
independent of his fellows, he might then consider

himself as at liberty to indulge in solitary ease and

sloth, without being responsible to others for the

manner in which he chose to live. But on the face

of the earth, there is no such person, from the king

on his throne, to the beggar in his cottage. We are

all connected with one another by various relations

;

which create a chain of mutual dependence, reach-

ing from the highest to the lowest station in society.

The order and happiness of the world cannot be

maintained, without perpetual circulation of active

duties and offices, which all are called upon to per-

form in their turn. Superiours are no more independ-

ent of their inferiours, than these inferiours are of

them. Each have demands and claims upon the

other ; and he who, in any situation of life, refuses to

act his part, and to contribute his share to the general

stock of felicity, deserves to be proscribed from so-

ciety as an unworthy member. If any man *will not

work, says the Apostle Paul, neither should he * eat.

If he will do nothing to advance the purposes of

* 2 Thess. iii. 10.
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society, he has no title to enjoy the advantages

of it.

It is sometimes supposed, that industry and dili-

gence are duties required of the poor alone, and that

riches confer the privilege of being idle. This is so

far from being justified by reason, how often soever

it may obtain in fact, that the higher one is raised

in the w^orld, his obligation to be useful is propor-

tionably increased. The claims upon him from

various quarters multiply. The sphere of his active

duties widens on every hand. Even supposing him

exempted from exerting himself in behalf his in-

feriours, supposing the relation between superiours and

inferiours abolished, the relation among equals must

still subsist. If there be no man, however high in

rank, who stands not frequently in need of the good

offices of his friends, does he think that he owes

nothing to them in return ? Can he fold his arms in

selfish indolence, and expect to be served by others,

if he will not exert himself in doing service to any?

Were there no other call to industry, but the

relation in which every one stands to his own family,

the remembrance of this alone should make the man
of idleness blush. Pretends he to love those with

whom he is connected by the dearest ties, and yet

will he not bestir himself for their guidance, their

support, or their advancement in the world ?— How
immoral, and cruel, is the part he acts, who slumbers

in sensual ease, while the wants and demands of a help-

less family cry aloud, but cry in vain for liis vigorous

exertions ? Is this a husband, is this a father, that

deserves to be honoured with those sacred names ?

How many voices will be lifted up against him at the

last day! Let such persons remember the awful
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words in Scripture, and tremble. It is written in the

First epistle to Timothy, the fiftli chapter and eighth

verse, Ifany 'provide not for his oxni, and especially

for those of his oum housCy he hath denied the faith,

and is xvorse than an infidel,

III. The idle man lives not to himself with any

more advantage than he lives to the world. It is in-

deed on a supposition entirely opposite, that persons

of this character proceed. They imagine that, how
deficient soever they may be in point of duty, they

at least consult their own satisfaction. They leave

to others the drudgery of life ; and betake themselves,

as they think, to the quarter of enjoyment and ease.

Now, in contradiction to this, I assert, and hope to

prove, that the idle man, first, shuts the door against

all improvement ; next, that he opens it wide to

every destructive folly ; and lastly, that he excludes

himself from the true enjoyment of pleasure.

First, he shuts the door against improvement of

every kind, whether of mind, body, ox fortune. The
law of our nature, the condition under which we are

placed from our birth, is, that nothing good or great

is to be acquired without toil and industry. A price

is appointed by Providence to be paid for every thing

;

and the price of improvement is labour. Industry

may, indeed, be sometimes disappointed. Tlie race

may not be always to tJie swift, nor the battle to the

strong. But at the same time it is certain that, in

the ordinary course of things, without strength, the

battle cannot be gained ; without swiftness, the race

cannot be run with success. In all labour, says the

wise man, there is profit ; but the sold of the sluggard
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dtsireth and hath nothing. * If we consult either the

improvement of the mind, or the health of the body,

it is well known that exercise is the great instnunent

of promoting both. Sloth enfeebles equally the bo-

dily and the mental powers. As in the animal sys-

tem it engenders disease, so on the faculties of the

soul it brings a fatal rust, which corrodes and wastes

them ; which, in a short time, reduces the brightest

genius to the same level with .the meanest under-

standing. The great differences which take place

among men, are not owing to a distinction that na-

ture has made in their original powers, so much as

to the superiour diligence with which some have im-

proved these powers beyond others. To no purpose

do we possess the seeds of many great abilities, if

they are suffered to lie dormant within us. It is not

the latent possession, but the active exertion of them,

which gives them merit. Thousands whom indolence

has sunk into contemptible obscurity, might have

come forward to the highest distinction, if idleness

had not frustrated the effect of all their powers.

Instead of going on to improvement, all things go
to decline with the idle man. His character falls

into contempt. His fortune is consumed. Disorder,

confusion, and embarrassment, mark his whole situ-

ation. ' Observe in w^hat lively colours the state of

his affairs is described by Solomon. / zce?it hy the

Jield of the slothful^ and hy the vineyard of the man
void of understanding : and lo ! it teas all grown over

with thoiiis; and nettles had covered tJieJace thereof;

and the sto?ie wall thereofwas broken down. Then I
saw and considered it well : I looked upon it, and re-

* Prov. xiv. 23.^— xiii. 4.

VOL. II. Q
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ceived instruction.* In the midst, too, of those dis-

tresses which idleness brings on its votaries, tliey

must submit to innumerable mortifications, which

never fail to attend their shameful conduct. They
must reckon on seeing themselves contemned by the

virtuous and wise, and slighted by the thriving part

of mankind. They must expect to be left behind by

every competitor for rank or fortune. They will be

obliged to humble themselves before persons, now
far their superiours in the world, whom, once, they

would have disdained to acknowledge as their equals.

Is it in this manner that a man lives to himself?

Are these the advantages which were expected to be

found in the lap of ease? The down may at first

have appeared soft : But it will soon be found to

cover thorns innumerable. Hoiv long wilt thou sleep,

O sluggard ? Wheii xvilt thou arise out of thy sleep ?

Yet a little sleep, yet a little slumber, a little folding

ofthe hands to sleep. So shall thy poverty come as one

that travelleth ; and thy want as an armed 7nan.i

But this is only a small part of the evils which persons

of this description bring on themselves : For,

In the second place, while in this manner they

shut the door against every improvement, they open

it wide to the most destructive vices and follies.

The human mind cannot remain always unemployed.

Its passions must have some exercise. If we supply

them not with proper employment, they are sure

to run loose into riot and disorder. While we are

unoccupied by what is good, evil is continually at

hand ; and hence it is said in Scripture, that as soon

as Satan found the house empty, he took possession,

'* Prov. xxiv. 30, 31, 32. f Prov. xxiv. 33, 34.
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and filled it with evil spirits. * Every man who re-

collects his conduct, may be satisfied, that his hours

of idleness have always proved the hours most dan-

gerous to virtue. It was then that criminal deskes

arose; guilty pursuits were suggested; and designs

were formed, which, in their issue, have disquieted

and embittered his whole life. If seasons of idleness

be dangerous, what must a continued habit of it

prove ? Habitual indolence, by a silent and secret

progress, undermines every virtue in the soul. More
violent passions run their course, and terminate.

They are like rapid torrents, which foam, and swell,

and bear down every thing before them. But after

having overflowed their banks, their impetuosity sub-

sides. They return by degrees into their natural

channel ; and the damage which they have done

can be repaired. Sloth is like the slowly-flowing

putrid stream, which stagnates in the marsh, breeds

venomous animals, and poisonous plants ; and in-

fects with pestilential vapours the whole country

round it. Having once tainted the soul, it leaves

no part of it sound; and at the same time gives not

those alanns to conscience, which the eruptions of

bolder and fiercer emotions often occasion. The
disease which it brings on is creeping and insi-

dious ; and is, on that account, more certainly

mortal.

One constant eftect of idleness is, to nourish the

passions, and, of course, to heighten our demands
for gratification; while it unhappily withdraws from

us the proper means of gratifying these demands. If

the desires of the industrious man be set upon

* Matt. xii. 44.

Q 2
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opulence or rank, upon the conveniences or the

splendour of life, he can accomplish his desires by

methods which are fair and allowable. The idle

man has the same desires with the industrious, but

not the same resources for compassing his ends by

honourable means. He must therefore turn him-

self to seek by fraud, or by violence, what he cannot

submit to acquire by industry. Hence the origin

of those multiplied crimes to which idleness is daily

giving birth in the world; and which contribute so

much to violate the order, and to disturb the

peace of society.— In general the children of idle-

ness may be ranked under two denominations or

classes of men ; both of whom may, too justly,^

be termed. The children of the devil. Either in-

capable of any effort, they are such as sink into

absolute meanness of character, and contentedly

wallow with the drunkard and debauchee, among the

herd of the sensual ; until poverty overtake them,

or disease cut them off: Or they are such as, re-

taining some remains of vigour, are impelled, by

their passions, to venture on a desperate attempt for

retrieving their ruined fortunes. In this case, they

employ the art of the fraudulent gamester to ensnare

the unwary. They issue forth with the highwayman

to plunder on the road ; or with the thief and the

robber, they infest the city by night. From this

class, our prisons are peopled ; and by them the

scaffold is furnished with those melancholy admoni-

tions, which are so often delivered from it to the

crowd. Such are frequently the tragical, but well-

known consequences of the vice against which I now
warn you.
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In the third, and last place, how dangerous soever

idleness may be to virtue, are there not pleasures,,

it may be said, which attend it ? is there not ground

to plead, that it brings a release from the oppressive

cares of the world j and soothes the mind with a

gentle satisfaction, which is not to be found amidst

the toils of a busy and active life ? This is

an advantage which, least of all others, we admit

it to possess. In behalf of incessant labour, no

man contends. Occasional release from toil, and in-

dulgence of ease, is what nature demands, and virtue

allows. But what we assert is, that nothing is so

great an enemy to the lively and spirited enjoyment

of life, as a relaxed and indolent habit of mind. He
who knows not what it is to labour, knows not what

it is to enjoy. The felicity of human life depends

on the regular prosecution of some laudable purpose

or object, which keeps awake and enlivens all our

powers. Our happiness consists in the pursuit^

much more than in the attainment, of any temporal

good. Rest is agreeable ; but it is only from pre-

ceding labours that rest acquires its true relish.

When the mind is suffered to remain in continued

inaction, all its powers decay. It soon languishes

and sickens ; and the pleasures which it proposed to

obtain from rest, end in tediousness and insipidity.

To this, let that miserable set of men bear witriess,

who, after spending great part of their life in active

industry, have retired to what they fancied was to

be a pleasing enjoyment of themselves in wealthy

inactivity, and profound repose. Where they ex-

pected to find an elysium, they have found nothing

but a dreary and comfortless waste. Their days

have dragged on, in uniform languor; with the

melancholy remembrance often retiu'niiig, of th^

Q 3
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cheerful hours they passed, when they were engaged

m the honest business and labours of the world.

We appeal to every one who has the least know-

ledge or observation of life, whether the busy, or

the idle, have the most agreeable enjoyment of

themselves ? Compare them in their families. Com-
pare them in the societies with which they mingle

;

and remark which of them discover most cheerfulness

and gaiety ; which possess the most regular flow of

spirits ; whose temper is most equal ; whose good

humour most unclouded. While the active and

diligent both enliven and enjoy society, the idle are

not only a burden to themselves, but a burden to

tliose with whom they are connected ; a nuisance to

all whom they oppress with their company. On
whom does time hang so heavy, as on the slothful

and lazy? To whom are the hours so lingering?

Who are so often devoured with spleen,, are obliged

to fly to every expedient which can help them to get

rid of themselves ? Instead of producing tranquil-

lity, indolence produces a fretful restlessness of

mind
;
gives rise to cravings which are never satis-

fied ; nourishes a sickly effeminate delicacy, which

sours and corrupts every pleasure.

Enough has now been said to convince every

thinking person, of the folly, the guilt, and the

misery, of an idle state. Let these admonitions stir

us up to exert ourselves in our different occupations,

with that virtuous activity which becomes men and

Christians. Let us arise from the bed of sloth

;

distribute our time with attention and care j and

improve to advantage the opportunities which Provi-

dence has bestowed. The material business in which

our several stations engage us, may often prove not
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sufficient to occupy the whole of" our tmie and atten-

tion. In the hfe even of busy men, there are fre-

quent intervals of leisure. Let them take care, that

into these, none of the vices of idleness creep. Let

some secondary, some subsidiary employment, of a

fair and laudable kind, be always at hand to fill up

those vacant spaces of life, which too many assign,

either to corrupting amusements, or to mere inaction.

We ought never to forget, that entire idleness always

borders either on misery or on guilt.

At the same time, let the course of our employ-

ments be ordered in such a manner, that in carrying

them on, we may be also promoting our eternal

interest. With the business of the world, let us

properly intermix the exercises of devotion. By
rehgious duties and virtuous actions, let us study to

prepare ourselves for a better world. In the midst

of our labours for this life, it is never to be forgotten,

that we must first seek the kingdom of God, and his

7^ighteousness ; and give diligence to make our calling

and election sure. "Otherwise, how active soever we
may seem to be, our whole activity will prove only

a laborious idleness : We shall appear, in the end,

to have been busy to no purpose, or to a purpose

worse than none. Then only we fulfil the proper

character of Christians, when we join that pious zeal

which becomes us as the servants of God, with that

industry which is required of us as good members

of society; when, according to the exhortation of

the Apostle, v/e are found not slothful in business,

and, at the same time, fervent in spirit, serving the

Lord,*
* Rom. xii. IL
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SERMON XL.

On the Sense of the Divine Presence.

Psalm Ixxiii. 23.

/ am continually with thee.

Tl/'E Uve in a world which is full of the Divine

presence and power. We behold every where
around us the traces of that supreme goodness which
enlivens and supports the universe. Day uttereth

speech of it to day ; and night sheweth knowledge of it

to night. Yet, surrounded as we are with the per-

fections of God, meeting him wherever we go, and
called upon by a thousand objects to confess his

presence, it is both the misfortune and the crime of a

great part of mankind that they are strangers to Him,
in whose world they dwell. Occupied with nothing

but their pursuits of interest and pleasure, they pass

through this world, as though God were not there.

The virtuous and reflecting are particularly distin-

guished from the giddy and dissolute, by that habitual

sense of the Divine presence which characterizes the

former. To them, nothing appears void of God.

They contemplate his perfections in the works of

nature; and they trace his Providence in the inci-

dents of life. When retired from the world, he often

employs their meditation. When engaged in action,

he always influences tlieir conduct. Wherever a

pious man is, or whatever he does, in the style of the

text, he is continually with God.
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The happy effect of this senthnent on the heart,

is fully displayed in the context. We see it allaying

all the disquiet Avhich the Psalmist, in the preceding

verses, describes himself to have suffered on account

of the prosperity of the wicked. The first reflection

which restored tranquillity to his mind, was the

remembrance of the presence of God. Nevertheless,

I am continualljj with thee ; thou hast holden me by

my right hand. He became sensible, that whatever

distresses the righteous might suffer for a time, they

could not fail of being compensated in the end, by
that Almighty Protector, whose propitious presence

ever continued to surround them. Whereupon fol-

low those memorable expressions of his trust and joy

in God. Thou shalt guide me mth thy counsel; and

afterwards receive me to glory. Whom have I in

heaven hut thee ? and there is none upon earth I
desire besides tliee.

There are principally two effects, which the sense

of the Divine presence is fitted to produce upon men.

One is, to restrain them from \dce ; the other, to en-

courage their virtue. Its operation, as a check upon
the sinner, is obvious. The perpetual presence of so

powerful and venerable a witness, is one of the most

awful considerations which can be addressed to the

dissolute. It removes all the security which secresy

can be supposed to give to crimes. It aggravates the

guilt of them, from being committed in the face of

the Almighty ; and has power to strike terrour into

the heart of the greatest criminal, in the midst of his

misdeeds. While this principle of religion thus

checks and terrifies the sinner, it produces also another

effect, that of strengthening and comforting the good
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man in the practice of his duty. It is the influence

of the Divine presence on good men which, in con-

sequence of tiie Psalmist's sentiment, I propose to

consider. To their character it belongs to be conti-

nually with God. I shall endeavour to show the high

benefit and comfort which they derive from such a

habit of mind ; and shall, for tliis end, first consider

their internal moral state ; and next view them as

they are affected by several of the external accidents

and situations of life.

Let us begin with considering them in their inter-

nal state. The belief of the Divine presence acts

upon them here, first, as an incitement to virtue.

The presence of one whom we highly esteem and re-

vere, of a sovereign for instance, a father, or a friend,

whose approbation we are solicitous to gain, is always

found to exalt the powers of men, to refine and im_

prove their behaviour. Hence it has been given as

a rule by ancient moralists, that in order to excel in

virtue, we should propound to ourselves some person

of eminent and distinguished worth ; and should ac-

custom ourselves to act as if he were standing by, and

beholding us. To the esteem and approbation of

their fellow-creatures, none are insensible. There

are few who, in the conspicuous parts of their life,

when they know the eyes of the public to be fixed

on them, act not their part with propriety and de-

corum. But what is the observation of the public ;

what is the presence of the greatest or wisest men on

earth, to that presence of the Divinity which con-

stantly surrounds us ? The man who realizes to his

mind this august presence, feels a constant incentive

for acquitting himself with dignity. He views him-

18
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self as placed on an illustrious theatre. To have the

Almighty for the spectator and witness of his conduct

is more to him than if the whole world were assembled

to observe him. Men judge often falsely, always

imperfectly, of what passes before them. They are

imposed on by specious appearances ; and the artful

carry away the praise which is due to the deserving.

Even supposing them to judge fairly, we may want

the opportunity of doing justice to our character, by
any proper display of it in the sight of the world.

Our situation may bury in obscurity those talents and

virtues which were entitled to command the hisrhest

esteem. But He, in whose presence the good man
acts, is both an impartial and an unerring, judge of

worth. No fallacious appearances impose on him.

No secret virtue is hidden from him. He is attentive

equally to the meanest and the greatest ; and his ajj-

probation confers eternal rewards. The man, there-

fore, who sets the Lord always before him, is prompted
to excel in virtue by motives which are pecuhar to

himself) and which engage, on the side of duty, both

honour and interest. / have kept thy precepts and thy

testimonies ; for all my ivays are before thee,*

Supposing, however, his virtuous endeavours to

be faithfid, many imperfections will attend them. A
faultless tenor of unblemished life is beyond the reach

of man. Passions will sometimes overcome him ; and

ambition or interest, in an unguarded hour, v.ill turn

him aside into evil. Hence he will be ashamed of

himself, and disquieted by a sense of guilt and folly.

In this state, to which we are often reduced by the

* Psalm cxix. 168.
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weakness of human nature, the belief of God's con-

tinual }Diesence brings relief to the heart. It acted

before as an animating principle : it now acts as a

principle of comfort. In the midst of many imper-

fections, a virtuous man appeals to his Divine Witness,

for the sincerity of his intentions. He can appeal to

him who knows hisframe, that in the general train of

his conduct, it is his study to keep the law of God.

Mere law, among men, is rigid and inflexible.

As no human law-giver can look into the hearts of

his subjects, he cannot, even though he were ever

present with them, estimate their character exactly.

He can make no allowance for particular situations.

He must prescribe the same terms to all whom he

rules J
and treat all alike, according to their outward

actions. But every minute diversity of character,

temper, and situation, is known to God. It is not

only from what his servants do, but from what they

seek to do, that he forms his judgment of them.

He attends to all those circumstances which render

the trial of their virtue, at any time, peculiarly

hard. He hears the w^hisper of devotion as it rises

in the soul. He beholds the tear of contrition

which falls in secret. He sees the good intention

strugghng in its birth ; and pursues it, in its pro-

gress, through those various obstacles which may

prevent it from ripening into action. Good men,

therefore, in their most humbled and dejected state,

draw some consolation from his knowledge of their

heart. Though they may sometimes have erred

from the right path, they can look up to Him who

is ever with them, and say, as an apostle, who had

grievously offended, once said to his great Master^
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Lordf thou kiiowest all things ; thou knowest that I
love thee. *

Appealing thus to their omniscient witness, they

are naturally soothed and encouraged by the hope

of his clemency. At the same time, it is the pe-

culiar advantage of this sentiment of the Divine

presence, that it prevents such hope from flattering

them too much, or rising into undue presumption.

For while it encourages, it tends also to humble, a

pious man. If it encourage him by the reflection on
all his good dispositions being known and attended

to by God, it humbles him by the remembrance,

that his secret sins also are ever in the light of the

Divine countenance. So that, by dwelling under the

sense of God being continually with us, we keep

alive the proper temper of a Christian in the soul

;

humility without dejection ; fear mingled with hope.

We are cheered, without being lifted up. We feel our-

selves obnoxious to the all-observing eye of justice

;

but are comforted with the thoughts of that mercy
which, through Jesus Christ, the discerner of all

hearts, holds forth to the sincere and penitent.

Such are the blessed effects which this principle of

religion produces upon the inward moral state of a

good man. Let us now,

In the second place, consider his external cir-

cumstances ; and examine the influence which the

same principle has upon his happiness, in several dif-

ferent situations of life. ^

Let us first view him in what the world calls

prosperity; when his circumstances are easy or

* John, xxi, 17.
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affluent, and his life flows in a smooth untroubled

stream. Here it might be thouglit, that a sense of

the Divine presence could operate upon him only,

or chiefly, for promoting temperance, and restraining

the disorders incident to a prosperous state. Valuable

effects, indeed, these are ; and most conducive to

the true enjoyment of all that is agreeable in life.

But though it, doubtless, does exert this salutary in-

fluence, yet it stops not there. It not only preserves

the virtue of a good man amidst the temptations of

pleasure, but it gives to his prosperity a security,

and a peculiar relish, which to others is unknown.

He who is without a sense of God upon his mind,

beholds in human affairs nothing but a perpetual

fluctuation, and vicissitude of events. He is sur-

rounded with unknown causes, which may be work-

ing his destruction in secret. He cannot avoid per-

ceiving that there hangs over him the irresistible

arm of that Providence, whose displeasure he has

done nothing to stay or avert. But he who, in

the days of prosperity, dwells with God, is delivered

from those disquieting alarms. He dwells as with a

friend and protector, from whence he conceives his

blessings to proceed. He can appeal to him for the

thankfulness with whicli he receives them ; and for

his endeavours to employ them well. He trusts that

the God whom he serves will not forsake him ; that

the goodness which he has already experienced, will

continue to bless him; and though he believes him-

self not exempted from the changes of the world,

yet, in the midst of these, he has ground to hope,

that sources of comfort and happiness shall always

be left open to him.

Moreover, the pleasures of life, while they last.
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are unspeakably heightened by the presence of tliat

Benefactor who bestows them. The pleasing emo-

tion of gratitude to the giver, mingles with the

enjoyment of the gift. While to the mere worldly

man, the whole frame of nature is only a vast irre-

gular fabric ; and the course of human affairs no

more than a confused succession of fortuitous events

:

all nature is beautified, and every agreeable incident

is enlivened to him who beholds God in all things.

Hence arise a variety of pleasing sensations, to fill

up those solitary hours, in which external prosperity

supplies him with no entertainment. In the smiling

scenes of nature, he contemplates the benignity of

its Author. In its sublime objects, he admires his

majesty. In its awful and terrible ones, he adores

his power. He dwells in this world as in a magni-

ficent temple ; which is full of the glory of its

founder ; and every where views nature offering up

its incense to him, from a thousand altars. Such
ideas exalt, and ennoble the human mind ; and

reflect an additional lustre on the brightness of

prosperity.

From the prosperous, let us next turn to the

afflicted condition of a good man. For as prosperity

may, affliction certainly will, at one time or other,

be his lot. It enters into the appointed trial of his

virtue ; and, in one degree or other, is the doom of all.

Here we sliall find various situations occur, in which
no relief is equal to what a virtuous and holy man de-

rives from a sense of the perpetual presence of God.
Is he, for instance, thrown into an obscure con-

dition in the world, without friends to assist him, or

any to regard and consider his estate ? He enjoys
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the satisfaction of thinking, that though he may be

neglected by men, he is not forgotten of God. In-

considerable as he is in himself^ he knows that he

will not be overlooked by the Almighty, amidst the

infinite variety of being, or lost in the immensity of

his works. The poor man can, with as much encou-

ragement as the rich or great, lift up his eyes to

heaven, and say. Nevertheless, O Lord, I am con-

tinually Xiith thee : Thou holdest me hy my right

hand. The gracious presence of that Supreme

Being is affected by no diversity of rank or fortune.

It imparts itself alike to all the virtuous and up-

right ; like its glorious image, the sun in the firma-

ment, which sheds its rays equally upon the humble

cottage, and upon the palace of kings. In the pre-

sence of the great Lord of heaven and earth, all the

distinctions which vanity has contrived to make

among men totally disappear. All ranks are on one

level. The rich and the poor here indeed meet toge-

ther; without any other distinction than what arises

from the heart and the soul. The sense of this lifts

the poor man above contempt ; supports his spirits

when apt to be dejected ; and bestows dignity on the

part which he acts. How inconsiderable soever that

part may appear in the estimation of an injudicious

world, it is ennobled, when virtuously performed,

by the approbation of his Divine Witnesss. He can

bear with indifference the scorn of the proud, as long

as he knows that there is one higher than the

highest to regard him. He can enjoy himself with

pleasure in his mean habitation, because he believes

that God dwells with him there. The Divine pre-

sence cheers to him the most lonely retreat. It

accompanies his steps to the most distant regions of
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the earth. If he should be driven into exile from

all his friends, and obliged to dwell in the uttermost

parts of the sea^ even there God's hand uvuld hold

hhuj and his right hand "ucoidd guide him. Though
left without companion or fiiend, he never thinks

himself desolate, as long a,s he can say, / am still

"with God.

But though raised above obscurity or poverty,

yet, in any situation of fortune, calumny and re-

proach may be the lot of the servant of God. His

good intentions may be misconstrued ; his character

unjustly traduced ; and, to the open reviling of ene-

mies, the more bitter unkindness of friends may some-

times be joined. In this situation, when wounded
in spirit, and, perhaps, unable to make his innocence

appear, to whom shall he have recourse for defence,

to whom make his last appeal, but to that God who
is ever present \\ith him, and who knoweth his heart ?

How frequently, amidst the injustice and oppression

of the world, has distressed innocence had no other

relief but this ; " God is my witness. God is my
" avenger. He hath seen it, and he will repay ?"

A good conscience, it is true, is of itself a powerful

support. But God is Lord of the conscience ; and

it is only when connected with a sense of Divine

presence and approbation, that a good conscience

becomes a steady principle of fortitude in the mind,

under all discouragements. Hence, a virtuous man
possesses a high degree of independence, both on

the praise and on the censure of the world. It is

enough to him if, when undergoing the same re-

proaches which Job suffered from his mistaken

friends, he can say with him. Behold my xvitness is

VOL. II. R
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hi heaven, and mij record is on Jtigh. * He affects

not to divulge liis good deeds to the world. He is

without concern whether the world be acquainted

with them or not. He knoweth that his Father

"ivhich is in heaven seeth in secret ; and that his prayers

and his alms come up in grateful memot^ial before him.

With me it is a small thing to bejudged of you, or of

man's judgment; he that judgeth me is the '\ Lord.

He shcdl bring forth my righteoiiS7iess, at last, as the

light, and my judgment, as the noon day. In this

consciousness of integrity he looks down with indif-

ference, as from a superiour station, upon the harsh

censures of a giddy and ignorant world. The sense

of being continually with God diffuses over his soul

a holy calm, which unjust reproach cannot disturb.

In the presence of that august and venerable witness,

all the noise and clamours of men, like the murmur-

ings of a distant storm, die away.

Lastly, Supposing the character of a good man
to be untainted by reproach, supposing also his

external situation to be opulent or distinguished

;

many, notwithstanding, and severe are the distresses

to which we may be exposed. Secret griefs may be

preying upon him ; and his heart left to feed in

silence on his own bitterness. He may labour under

sore disease, and discern his earthly frame gradually

moidder into dust. He may be deprived of those

friends and relatives who had been the chief com-

forts of his state ; or may be obliged to prepare

himself for taking farewell of them for ever. In the

midst of these various afflicting scenes of human life,

* Job, xvi. 19. t 1 Cor.iv. 3, 4.
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no consolation can be more powerful than what

arises from the presence of a Divine protector and

guardian, to whom our case, "with all its sorrows, is

perfectly known. To liim^ says the Psalmist, I'poured
out my complaint. I showed before him my trouble*

I looked on my right hand and viewed ; but^ behold^

there was no man who caredfor my soid. I said unto

thee, O Lord, thou art my refuge, Whe?i my spirit

was ove7'whehned within me, then thou knewest my
path.*

We all know that to communicate our grief to a

fiiithful friend often gives ease and relief to the bur-

dened heart. Such communication we are encour-

aged to make, and such relief we may expect to find,

in pouring out our heart before that God, in whom
compassions flow. We may have no earthly friend

to whom we can with full confidence disclose all our

sorrows ; or we may want words in which to express

them. But God is the searcher of all hearts ; and

the hearer of all prayers. To the secret anguish of

the soul, he is no inattentive witness. Every groan

which is heaved from the labouring bosom, though

heard by no human ear, reaches his throne. As he

knows our frame, so he remembers we are dust; and

thence light arises to the upright in darkness. For

the hope naturally springs, that this beneficent Being

will pity them as afather pitieth his children; and in

the midst of those distresses which the present cir-

cumstances of man render unavoidable, will send

them helpfrom his saiwtuary. Surrounded with this

compassionate presence of the Almighty, good men
never view themselves as left in this vale of tears, \o

bear, solitary and alone, the whole weight of human
* Psalm cxlii. 2, S, 4-.
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woe. In their dark, as well as in their brighter hours,

God is with them. Even in that valley of the sha-

dow of" death, where no friend, no comforter, can go

along to aid them, he is with them still. In the last

extremity of nature, the rod and staffofthe shepherd

ofIsrael support them.

Thus I have shown, though in an imperfect man-

ner, what benefits holy men derive from an habitual

sense of the Divine presence. It animates and

strengthens their virtue. It enlivens and brightens

their prosperity. Under various forms of adversity,

it affords them consolation and relief. — Such consi-

derations, undoubtedly, form a strong argument in

favour of a devout spirit, and a virtuous life. But

they are considerations which may, probably, be re-

garded, by some, as ideal and visionary ; requiring

aid fi-om a heated, or an enthusiastic, fancy, in order

to give them force. I readily admit that, amidst

the hurry and turbulence of the world, it may be

difficult to bring these religious sentiments as fully

into view as is necessary for their making a just im-

pression on the soul. This requires the effort of an

intelligent and feeling mind ; and therefore cannot

be expected to be commonly found. To the unre-

flecting crowd, nothing appears real, but what is

exposed to sense. Wliat is invisible, is the same to

them, as if it had no existence. But by the gross-

ness of their own conceptions, they have no title to

measure those of others. While they affect to treat

all considerations, taken from the sense of the Divine

presence, as visionary and enthusiastic, it can, on the

contrary, be clearly shown, that they are founded on
the most certain and unquestionable principles of
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reason. They essentially belong not to revealed only

but to natural religion. Their reality can be denied

by none but those who deny that God exists, or that

he governs the world. For if he exists, he must un-

doubtedly pervade and inspect the world which he

governs. He must know what is going on tlu'ough-

out his own universe ; and especially must know
what passes within the liearts which he has made,

and of" which he is to judge. To be every where

present, is the attribute of his nature, which, of all

others, is the most necessary to his administration of

the universe. This, accordingly, is an attribute

wliich all rehgions have ascribed to him. All nations

have believed in it. All societies appeal to it, in the

solemnities of an oath, by which they determine con-

troversies. This attribute being once admitted to

belong to the Deity, the consequences which I have

deduced from it plainly and naturally follow : And
every good man has ground to say, O Lord, I am
contlmiallj/ with thee.

R 3



SERMON XLI.

On Patience.

Luke, xxi. 19.

In your Patience possess ye your souls.

nnHE possession of our souls is a very emphatical

expression. It describes that state in which a

man has both the full command, and the undisturbed

enjoyment, of himself; in opposition to his under-

going some inward agitation which discomposes his

powers. Upon the least reflection it must appear,

how essential such a state of mind is to happiness.

He only who thus possesses his soul is capable of

possessing any other thing with advantage ; and in

order to attain and preserve this self-possession, the

most important requisite is, the habitual exercise of

patience.

I know that patience is apt to be ranked, by many,

among the more humble and obscure virtues ; be-

longing chiefly to those who groan on a sick bed, or

who languish in a prison. If their situation be,

happily, of a different kind, they imagine that there

is no occasion for the discipline of patience being

preached to them. But I hope to make it appear,

that, in every circumstance of life, no virtue is more
important, both to duty and to happiness ; or more
requisite for forming a manly and worthy character.

It is not conflned to a situation of continued adver-
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sity. It principally, indeed, regards the disagreeable

circumstances which are apt to occur. But in our

present state, the occurrence of these is so frequent

that in every condition of life, patience is incessantly

called forth. Prosperity cannot be enjoyed, any

more than adversity supported, without it. It must

enter into the temper, and form the habit of the soul,

if we would pass tlu'ough the world with tranquillity

and honour. What I propose is to point out some of

the chief occasions on which patience is required;

and to recommend and enforce the exercise of it, in

order to our possessing our souls.

I. Patience under provocations. The wide circle

of human society is diversified by an endless variety

of characters, dispositions, and passions. Uniformity

is, in no respect, the genius of the world. Every
man is marked by some peculiarity which distinguishes

him from another ; and no where can two individuals

be found who are exactly, and in all respects, alike.

Where so much diversity obtains, it cannot but hap-

pen, that, in the intercourse which men are obliged

to maintain, their tempers shall often be ill adjusted

to that intercourse ; shall jar, and interfere with each

other. Hence, in every station, the highest as well

as the lowest, and in every condition of life, public,

private, and domestic, occasions of irritation fre-

quently arise. We are provoked sometimes by the

folly and levity of those with whom we are connected

;

sometimes by their indifference, or neglect ; by the

incivility of a friend, the haughtiness ofa superiour,

or the insolent behaviour of one in lower station.

Hardly a day passes, without somewhat or other

occurring, which serves to ruffle the man of impatient

R 4
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spirit. Of course, such a man lives in a continual

storm. He knows not what it is to enjoy a train of

good humour. Sei*vants, neighbours, friends, spouse,

and children, all, through the unrestrained violence

of his temper, become sources of disturbance and

vexation to him. In vain is affluence ; in vain are

health and prosperity. The least trifle is sufficient

to discompose his mind, and poison his pleasures.

His very amusements are mixed with turbulence and

passion.

I would beseech this man to consider, of what

small moment the provocations which he receives, or

at least imagines himself to receive, are really in

themselves ; but of what great moment he makes

them, by suffering them to deprive him of the pos-

session of himselfl I would beseech him to consider,

how many hours of happiness he throws away, which

a little more patience would allow him to enjoy ; and

how much he puts it in the power of the most insig-

nificant persons to render him miserable. " But who
" can expect," we hear him exclaim, " that he is to

" possess the insensibility of a stone? Plow is it

" possible for human nature to endure so many re-

*' peated provocations ? or to bear calmly with such
" unreasonable behaviour ?"— My brother ! if you

can bear with no instances ofunreasonable behaviour,

withdraw yourself from the world. You are no
longer fit to live in it. Leave the intercourse of men.
Retreat to the mountain and the desert ; or shut

yourself up in a cell. For here, in the midst of

society, offences must come. You might as well ex-

pect, when you beheld a calm atmosphere, and a

clear sky, that no clouds were ever to rise, and no
winds to blow, as that your life was long to proceed
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without receiving provocations from human frailty.

The careless and the imprudent, the giddy and the

fickle, the ungrateful and the interested, every where

meet us. They are the briers and the thorns, with

which the paths of human life are beset. He only

who can hold his course among them with patience

and equanimity, he who is prepared to bear what he

must expect to happen, is worthy of the name of

man.

Did you only preserve yourself composed for a

moment, you would perceive the insignificancy of

most of those provocations which you magnify so

highly. When a few suns more have rolled over

your head, the storm will have, of itself, subsided

;

the cause of your present impatience and disturbance

will be utterly forgotten. Can you not, then, anti-

cipate this hour of calmness to yourself; and begin

to enjoy the peace which it will certainly bring ?

If others have behaved improperly, leave them to

their own folly, without becoming the victim of their

caprice, and punishing yourself on their account.

Patience, in this exercise of it, cannot be too

much studied by all who wish their life to flow in a

smooth stream. It is the reason of a man, in oppo-

sition to the passion of a child. It is the enjoyment

of peace, in opposition to uproar and confusion.

He that hath no rule over his own spirit^ is like a city

that is hrolien doxvn and xvithout walls.*—The next

important exercise of patience is,

II. Patience under disappointments. These will

often happen to the best and wisest men : sometimes

* Prov. XXV. 28.
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to the wisest and best-concerted plans. They may
happen, too, not through any imprudence of those

who have devised the plan, not even through the

malice or ill design of others ; but merely in conse-

quence of some of those cross incidents of life which

could not be foreseen. On such occasions, persons of

a warm and sanguine temper are presently in a fer-

ment. They had formed their hopes, as they think,

upon the justest grounds. They had waited long

for success ; and borne with many delays. But

when their designs are brought to so unexpected an

issue ; when, without any fault of their own, they

find their hopes finally blasted, all patience forsakes

them ; they no longer possess their souls ; the most

passionate exclamations break forth. " To whom,
" except to them, could such a disappointment have

" happened ? Since the creation of the world, was
" such a combination of disastrous incidents ever

" beheld? Why are they doomed to be so unfor-

" tunate beyond all others?" Alas! how un-

skilfully have you calculated the course of human
events ! How rashly and presumptuously have you

trusted to success ! To whom was it ever given, to

guard against all the vicissitudes which the fluctu-

ating fashion of the *world is incessantly bringing

about ? If one friend, to whom you looked up, has

died, or another has lost his influence and power,

if the opinion of the public is changed, and its favour

has been withdrawn ; if some mistakes have occurred

to lessen the good-will of a patron on whom you de-

pended ; if through the concurrence of these, or

such like circumstances, a more fortunate rival has

prevailed against you ; what is there in all this, that

differs from the ordinary lot of man ? Arc we not.
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each in his turn, doomed to experience the uncer-

tainty of worldly pursuits? Why, then, aggravate

our misfortunes by the unreasonable violence of an

impatient spirit ? If our designs have failed through

I'ashness or misconduct, let us blame ourselves. If

they have failed through circumstances which we
could not prevent, let us submit to the fate of man

;

and wait with patience, till a more favourable op-

portunity shall occur of regaining success.

Meanwhile let us turn to the other side of the

prospect; and calmly consider how dubious it was,

whether the success which we longed for would

have proved a blessing. Who knomoeth what is good

for man in this life? Perhaps the accomplishment

of our designs might have been pregnant with misery.

Perhaps from our present disappointment, future

prosperity may rise. Of such unlooked-for issues,

we all know there have been many examples. Who
can tell, whether our case may not add one to the

number?—At any rate, let us recollect, that there

is a Supreme Ruler, who disposes of the affairs of

men j under whom, all second causes work only as

subordinate agents. Looking up to that irresistible

arm which is stretched over our heads, let us be

calm ; let us submit and adore. Either to despair,

or to rage, under disappointments, is sinful. By the

former we injure ourselves, by the latter we insult

Providence, and provoke its displeasure to continue.

To possess our souls in 'patience is, at once our wisdom

as men, and our duty as Christians. The benefits of

this virtue are so often repeated in this world, that

good policy alone would recommend it to every think-

ing man. Disappointments derange, and overcome

vulgar minds. The patient and the wise, by a
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proper improvement, frequently make them con-

tribute to their high advantage. Let me next

recommend,

III. Patience under restraints. Numerous are the

restraints imposed on us, by the nature of the human
condition. To the restraints of authority and law,

all must submit. The restraints of education and dis-

cipline lie on the young. Considerations of health

restrain the indulgence of pleasure. Attentions to

fortune restrain expence. Regard to friends, whom
we are bound to please ; respect to established cus-

toms, and to the opinions of society, impose restraint

on our general behaviour. There is no man, in any

rank of life, who is always at liberty to act according

as he would incline. In some quarter or other, he is

limited by circumstances, that either actually confine,

or that ought, at least, to confine and restrain him.

These restraints, the impatient are apt to scorn.

They will needs burst the barriers which reason had

erected, or their situation had formed ; and, without

regard to consequences, give free scope to their pre-

sent wish. Hence, many dangerous excesses flow

;

much confusion and misery are produced in human

life. Had men the patience to submit to their con-

dition, and to wait till it shoidd allow them a freer

indulgence of their desires, they might, in a short

time, obtain the power of gratifying them with safety.

If the young, for instance, would undergo, with pa-

tience, the labours of education, they would rise, at

a proper period, to honours, riches, or ease. If the

infirm would, with patience, bear the regulations

which their constitution demands, they might regain

the comforts of health. If persons of straitened for-

18
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tune had patience to conform themselves to their cir-

cumstances, and to abridge their pleasures, they

might, by degrees, improve and advance their state.

Whereas, by eagerness of temper, and precipitancy

of indulgence, they forfeit all the advantages which

patience would have procured ; and incur the oppo-

site evils to their full extent.

In the present state of human affairs, no lesson is

more necessary to be learned by all, to be inculcated

on the young, and to be practised by the old, than

that of patient submission to necessity. For under

the law of necessity, we are all inevitably placed. No
man is, or can be, always his own master. We are

obliged, in a thousand cases, to submit and obey.

The discipline of patience preserves our minds easy,

by conforming them to our state. By the impetu-

osity of an impatient and unsubmitting temper,

we fight against an unconquerable power, and aggra-

vate the evils we must endure.— Another important

exercise of the virtue concerning w^hich we dis-

course, is,

IV. Patience under injuries and wrongs. To
these, amidst the present confusion of the world, all

are exposed. No station is so high, no powder so great,

no character so unblemished, as to exempt men from

being attacked by rashness, malice, or envy. To
behave under such attacks with due patience and

moderation, is, it must be confessed, one of the most

trying exercises of virtue. But, in order to prevent

mistakes on this subject, it is necessary to observe

that a tame submission to wrongs is not required by

religion. We are by no means to imagine that reli-
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gion tends to extinguish the sense of honour, or to

suppress the exertion of a manly spirit. It is under

a false apprehension of this kind, that Christian pa-

tience is sometimes stigmatized in discourse as no

other than a different name for cowardice. On the

contrary, every man of virtue ought to feel what is

due to his character, and to suppojt properly his own
rights. Resentment of wrong, is an useful principle

in human nature ; and for the wisest purposes, was

implanted in our frame. It is the necessary guard

of private rights, and the great restraint on the inso-

lence of the violent, who, if no resistance were made,

would trample on the gentle and peaceable.

Resentment, however, if not kept within due

bounds, is in hazard of rising into fierce and cruel

revenge. It is the office of patience, to temper re-

sentment by reason. In this view, it is most properly

described in the text, by a ma.n*s possessing his soul;

acting the part which self-defence, which justice, or

honour require him to act, without being transported

out of himself by the vehemence of anger, or insist-

ing on such degrees of reparation as bear no propor-

tion to the wrong that he has suffered. What pro-

portion, for instance, is there between the life of a

man, and an affront received by some rash expression

in conversation, which the wise would have slighted;

and which, in the course of a few weeks, would

have been forgotten by every one ? How fantastic,

then, how unjustifiable, are those supposed laws of

modern honour, which, for such an affront, require

no less reparation than the death of a fellow-creature

;

and which, to obtain this reparation, require a man
to endanger his own life ? Laws which, as they have

no foundation in reason, never received the least
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sanctron from any of the wise and polished nations

of antiquity, but were devised in the darkest ages of

the world, and are derived to us from the ferocious

barbarity of Gothic manners.

Nothing is so inconsistent with self-possession as

violent anger. It overpowers reason ; confounds

our ideas ; distorts the appearance, and blackens

the colour of every object. By the storm which it

raises within, and by the miscliiefs which it occasions

without, it generally brings, on the passionate and

revengeful man, greater misery than he can bring

on his enemy. Patience allays this destructive tem-

pest, by making room for the return of calm and

sober thought. It suspends the blow which sudden

resentment was ready to inflict. It disposes us to

attend to the alleviating circumstances which may
be discovered in the midst of the wrongs we sup-

pose ourselves to have suffered. Hence it naturally

inclines to the moderate and gentle side ; and while

it allows all proper measures to be taken, both for

safety and for just redress, it makes way for return-

ing peace. Without some degree of patience exer-

cised under injuries, human life would be rendered

a state of perpetual hostility ; offences and retali-

ations w^ould succeed to one another in endless

train ; and the world would become a field of blood.

It now remains to recommend,

V. Patience under adversity and affliction. This

is the most common sense in which this virtue is

understood ; as it respects disease, poverty, old age,

loss of friends, and the other calamities which are

incident to human life. Though a mem live many
years, and rejoice in them all, yet let him remember the
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daj/s of darkness^ Jar they shall he many, * The
various duties to which patience, under this view,

gives rise, afford a larger subject to discourse than I

am at present to pursue. In general, tliere are two

chief exercises of patience under adversity ; one

respecting God, and another respecting men.

Patience, with respect to God, must, in the days

of trouble, suppress the risings of a murmuring and

rebellious spirit. It must appear in that calm resign-

ation to the will of Heaven, which is expressed in

those pious sentiments of ancient good men ; / "was

dumb ; I opened not my mouthy because thou didst it.

It is the hordy let him do 'what seemeth good in his

eyes. Shall we receive good at the hands of the

Lord, and shall *we not receive evil also ? This is

loyalty to the great Governour ofthe universe. This

is that reverence which so well becomes creatures

who know they are dependent, and who must con-

fess themselves to be sinful. Such a spirit is fitted

to attract the favour of Heaven, and to bring the

severe visitation sooner to a close. Whereas the stub-

born and impatient, who submit not themselves to

the decrees of the Most High, require to be hum-

bled and subdued by a continuance of chastisement.

Patience in adversity, with respect to men, must

appear by the composure and tranquillity of our

behaviour. The loud complaint, the querulous

temper, and fretful spirit, disgrace every character.

They show a mind tluit is luimanned by misfor-

tunes. We weaken thereby the sympathy of others
;

and estrange them from the offices of kindness and

comfort. The exertions of pity will be feeble, when

* Eccles. xi. 8.
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it is mingled with contempt. At the same time by
thus weakly yielding to adversity, we allow its weight

to bear us dov.n with double pressure. Patience,

by preserving composure within, resists the impres-

sion which trouble makes from without. By leaving

the mind open to every consolation, it naturally tends

to alleviate our burden. To maintain a steady

and unbroken mind, amidst all the shocks of the

world, forms the highest honour of a man. Patience,

on such occasions, rises to magnanimity. It shows a

great and noble mind, which is able to rest on itself,

on God, and a good conscience ; which can enjoy

itself amidst all evils ; and v/ould rather endure the

greatest hardships, than submit to what was disho-

nourable in order to obtain relief. This gives proof of

a strength that is derived from Heaven. It is a beam
of the immortal light, shining on the heart. Such

patience is the most complete triumph of religimb

and virtue ; and accordingly it has ever characterised

those whose names have been transmitted with ho-

nour to posterity. It has ennobled the hero, the saint,

and the martyr. JVe are troubled on every side, yet

not distressed ; xve are 'perplexed, hut not in despair ;

persecuted, but not forsaken ; caM do'-.vn, but not de-

stroyed, *

Thus I have traced Patience through several of

its most important operations in different circum-

stances of life ; under provocations ; under disap-

pointments ; under restraints ; under injuries ; and

under afflictions. We now see that it is a virtue of

universal use. No man, in any condition, can pass

* 2 Cor. iv. 8, 9.
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his days with tolerable comfort who has not learned

to practise it. His prosperity will he continually dis-

turbed ; and his adversity will be clouded with dou-

ble darkness. He will be uneasy and troublesome

to all with whom he is connected ; and will be more

troublesome to himself than to any other. Let

me particularly advise those who wish to cultivate so

necessary a virtue, to begin their cultivation of it,

on occasions when small offences and provocations

arise. It is a great, but common error, to imagine,

that we are at liberty to give loose reins to temper

among the trivial occurrences of life. No excuse for

irritation and impatience can be worse than what is

taken from the person being inconsider^able, or the

incident being slight, which threw us off our guard.

With inconsiderable persons we are surrounded. Of
slight incidents the bulk of human life is composed.

In the midst of these the ruling temper of the mind

is formed. It is only by moderation and self-com-

mand then acquired, that we can inure ourselves to

patience, when the great conjunctures of life shall

put it to a severer trial. If neglected then, we shall

afterwards solicit its return in vain. I/'thou hast 7^n

with footmen and they have xvearied thee^ how canst

thou contend xvith horses ? And ifin the land ofpeace

wherein thou trustesty they wearied thee^ then how wilt

thou do in the swellings ofJordan ? *

In order to assist us in the acquisition of this grace,

let us often contemplate that great model of it,

which is displayed in the whole life of our Saviour

Jesus Christ. Whose temper was e\'er tried by more

* J-er. xii..^.
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frequent provocations, more repeated disappoint-

ments, more flagrant injuries, or more severe dis-

tress ? Yet amidst them all, we behold him patiently

enduring the contradiction of sinners ; to their rude-

ness opposing a mild and unruffled, though firm,

spirit ; and, in the cause of mankind, generously

bearing with every indignity. Well might he say,

Learn of me^ for I am meek, and lowly in lieart,*

Having such a high example before our eyes, let us

be ashamed of those sallies of impatience which we
so often suffer to break forth in the midst of prospe-

rity. By a more manly tranquillity and self-com-

mand, let us discover to the world, that, as men, and

as Christians, we have learned in patience to possess

our soids,

* Matt. xl. 29.
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SERMON XLII.

On Moderation.

Philippians, iv. ,5.

Let your Moderation be known unto all men.

npHE present state of man is neither doomed to
"* constant misery, nor designed for complete hap-

piness. It is, in general, a mixed state of comfort

and sorrow, of prosperity and adversity ; neither

brightened by uninterrupted sunshine, nor overcast

with perpetual shade ; but subject to alternate suc-

cessions of the one, and the other. While such a

state forbids despair, it also checks presumption. It

is equally adverse to despondency of mind, and to

high elevation of spirits. The temper which best

suits, is expressed in the text by rnoderafion ; which,

as the habitual tenour of the soul, the apostle exhorts

us to discover in our whole conduct ; let it he known

unto all men. This virtue consists in the equal

balance of the soul. It imports such proper govern-

ment of our passions and pleasures as shall prevent

us from running into extremes of any kind ; and

shall produce a calm and temperate frame of mind.

It chiefly respects our conduct in that state which

comes under the description of ease, or prosperity.

Patience, of which I treated in the preceding dis-

course, directs the proper regulation of the mind,

under the disagreeable incidents of life. Moderation

determines the bounds within which it should remain.
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when circumstances are agreeable or promising.

What I now purpose is, to point out some of the

chief instances in which moderation ought to take

place, and to show the importance of preserving it.

I. Moderation in our wishes. The active mind

of man seldom or never rests satisfied with its present

condition, how prosperous soever. Originally formed

for a wider range of objects, for a higher sphere of

enjoyments, it finds itself, in every situation of

fortune, straitened and confined. Sensible of defi-

ciency in its state, it is ever sending forth the fond

desire, the aspiring wish after something beyond

what is enjoyed at present. Hence, that restlessness

which prevails so generally among mankind. Hence,

that disgust of pleasures which they have tried ; that

passion for novelty ; that ambition of rising to some

degree of eminence or felicity, of which they have

formed to themselves an indistinct idea. All which

may be considered as indications of a certain native,

original greatness in the human soul, swelling beyond

the limits of its present condition, and pointing at

the higher objects for which it was made. Happy
if these latent remains of our primitive state served

to direct our wishes towards their proper destination,

and to lead us into the path of true bliss !

But in this dark and bewildered state, the aspiring

tendency of our nature unfortunately takes an oppo-

site direction, and feeds a very misplaced ambition.

The flattering appearances which here present them-

selves to sense j the distinctions which fortune con-

fers ; the advantages and pleasures which we imagine

the world to be capable of bestowing, fill up the ulti-

mate wish of most men. These are the objects which

5 3
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engross their solitary musings, and stimulate their

active labours ; which warm the breast of the young,

animate the industry of the middle-aged, and often

keep alive the passions of the old, until the very close

of life. Assuredly there is nothing unlawful in our

wishing to be freed from whatever is disagreeable,

and to obtain a fuller enjoyment of the comforts of

life. But when these wishes are not tempered by

reason, they are in danger of precipitating us into

much extravagance and folly. Desires and wishes

are the first springs of action. When they become

exorbitant, the whole character is likely to be tainted.

If we suffer our fancy to create to itself worlds of

ideal happiness ; if we feed our imagination with

plans of opulence and splendour far beyond our rank
;

if we fix to our wishes certain stages of high advance-

ment or certain degrees of uncommon reputation or

distinction, as the sole stations of felicity ; the assured

consequence will be, that we shall become unhappy

in our present state ; unfit for acting the part, and

discharging the duties that belong to it; we shall

discompose the peace and order of our minds, and

foment many hurtful passions. Here, then, let

Moderation begin its reign ; by bringing within

reasonable bounds the wishes that Me form. As soon

as they become extravagant, let us check them by

proper reflections on the fallacious nature of those

objects which the world hangs out to allure desire.

You have strayed, my friends, from the road which

conducts to felicity; you have dishonoured the

native dignity of your souls, in allo^ving your wishes

to terminate on nothing higher than worldly ideas of

greatness or happiness. Your imagination roves in

a land of shadows. Unreal forms deceive you. It
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is no more than a phantom, an illusion of happincvss

which attracts your fond admiration ; nay, an illu-

sion of happiness which often conceals much real

misery. Do you imagine, that all are happy, who
have attained to those summits of distinction, to-

wards wliich your wishes aspire ? Alas ! how fre-

quently has experience showed, that where roses

were supposed to bloom, nothing but briers and

thorns grew ? Reputation, beauty, riches, grandeur,

nay, royalty itself, would, many a time, have been

gladly exchanged by tlie possessors, for that more

quiet and humble station, with which you are now
dissatisfied. With all that is splendid and shining

in the world, it is decreed that there should mix

many deep shades of woe. On the elevated situ-

ations of fortime, the great calamities of life chiefly

fall. There the storm spends its violence, and there

the thunder breaks j while safe and unhurt the in-

habitant of the vale remains below.-— Retreat, then,

from those vain and pernicious excursions of extra-

vagant desire. Satisfy yourselves with what is ra-

tional and attainable. Train your minds to moderate

views of human life and human happuiess. Re-

member and admire the wisdom of Agur's wish.

Remove farjrom iiie vanity and lies. Give nie neither

poverty nor riches. Feed me withfood convenientJbr
me : Lest I be full, and deny thee, and say. Who is

the Lord ? or lest I be poor^ and steal, and take the

name of my God in vain.*— Let me recommend,

II. Moderation in om* pursuits. Wishes and

desires rest within. If immoderate, and improper,

^ Piov. XXX. y, 9.
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dioiigh they taint the heart, yet society may not be

affected by them. The obscure and harmless in-

dividual may indulge his dreams, without disturbing

the public peace. But when the active pursuits in

which we engage rise beyond moderation, they fill

the world with great disorder ; often with flagrant

crimes. This admonition chiefly respects the am-

bitious men of the world. I say not that all ambi-

tion is to be condemned ; or that high pursuits

ought, on every occasion, to be checked. Some men
are formed by nature for rising into conspicuous

stations of life. In following the impulse of their

minds, and properly exerting the talents with which

God has blessed them, there is room for ambition to

act in a laudable sphere, and to become the instru-

ment of much public good. But this may safely

be pronounced, that the bulk of men are ready to

over-rate their own abilities, and to imagine them-

selves equal to higher things than they were ever

designed for by nature. Be sober, therefore, in fixing

your aims, and planning your destined pursuits.

Beware of being led aside from the plain path of

sound and moderate conduct, by those false lights

which self-flattery is always ready to hang out. By
aiming at a mark too high, you may fall short of

what it was within your power to have reached.

Instead of attaining to eminence, you may expose

yourselves to derision; nay, may bring upon your heads

manifold disasters. I say to every man that is among
youy Tiot to think ofhimselfmor^e highly than he ought

to thinky hut to think soberly. *

Whatever your aims be, there is one exercise of

* Rom. xii. 3.
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moderation which must be enjoined to those of the

greatest abiHties, as well as to others ; that is, never

to transgress the bounds of moral duty. Amidst

the warmth of pursuit, accustom yourselves to sub-

mit to the restraints which religion and virtue,

which propriety and decency, with regard to re-

putation and character impose. Think not, that

there are no barriers which ought to stop your pro-

gress. It is from a violent and impetuous spirit that

all the evils spring, which are so often found to ac-

company ambition. Hence, in private life, the laws

of truth and honour are violated. Hence, in public

contest, the peace and welfare of nations have been

so often sacrificed to the ambitious projects of the

great. The man of moderation, as he is temperate

in his wishes, so in his pursuits he is regulated by
virtue. A good conscience is to him more valuable

than any success. He is not so much bent on the

accomplishment of any design, as to take a dis-

honourable step in order to compass it. He can

have patience. He can brook disappointments. He
can yield to insurmountable obstacles ; and, by
gentle and gradual progress, is more likely to suc-

ceed in the end, than others are, by violence and

impetuosity. In his highest enterprise, he wishes

not to have the appearance of a meteor, which fires

the atmosphere ; or of a comet, which astonishes the

pubUc by its blazing eccentric course; but rather

to resemble those steady luminaries of heaven, which

advance in their orbits with a silent and regular

motion. He approves himself thereby to the vir-

tuous, the wise, and discerning ; and, by a temperate

and unexceptionable conduct, escapes those dangers
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which persons of an opposite description are per-

petually ready to incur.

III. Be moderate in your expectations. When
your state is flourishing, and the course of events

proceeds according to your wish, suffer not your

minds to be vainly lifted up. Flatter not yourselves

with high prospects of the increasing favours of the

world, and the continuing applause of men. Say not

within }^our hearts, My mountain stmids slrongy and
sludl ?iever be movedy I shall 7iever see adversity. To-

morrow shall be as this day^ and inore abundantly.—
You are betraying yourselves

;
you are laying a sure

foundation of disappointment and misery, when you

allow your fancy to soar to such lofty pinnacles of

confident hope. By building your house in this airy

region, you are preparing for yourselves a great and

cruel fall. Your trust is the spidefs web. You may
lean on your house; but it shall not stand. You may
hold it fast ; but it shall not endure. For, to man on

earth it was never granted to gratify all his hopes; or to

persevere in one track of uninterrupted i)rosperity.

Unpleasing vicissitudes never fail to succeed those that

were grateful. The fashion of the worlds how gay or

smiling soever, passethy and often passeth suddenly,

axvay.

By want of moderation in our hopes, we not only

increase dejection when disappointment comes, but

we accelerate disaj)pointment ; we bring forward,

with greater speed, disagreeable changes in our state.

For the natural consequence of })resumptuous ex-

pectation, is rashness in conduct. He who indulges

confident security, of" course neglects due precautions

against the dangers that threaten him j and his fall

1*
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will be foreseen and predicted. He not only exposes

liimself unguarded to dangers, but he multiplies them

against himself. By presumption and vanity, he

either provokes enmity or incurs contempt.

The arrogant mind, and the proud hope, are

equally contrary to religion, and to prudence. The
world cannot bear such a spirit; and Providence

seldom fails to check it. The Almighty beholds with

displeasure those Avho, intoxicated with prosperity,

forget their dependence on that supreme Power which

raised them up. His awful government of the world

has been in nothing more conspicuous than in bring-

ing loxv the Iqftij looks of many a?id scattering the

proud in the imagmations of their minds.— Is not

this the great Babylon xvhich I have built by the might

ofmy powery and for the honour of my Majesty ? *

Thus exclaimed the presumptuous monarch in the

pride of his heart. But lo ! when the word was 3'^et

in his mouth, the visitation from Heaven came, and

the voice was heard ? O Nebuchadnezzar ! to thee it

is spoken ; thy kingdom is departed fro7n thee.—
He that exalteth himself shall be humbled; and lie

that humbleth himself, sJiall be exalted, t A temperate

spirit, and moderate expectations, are the best safe-

guard of the mind in this uncertain and changing

state. They enable us to pass through life with most

comfort. ^V^len we rise in the world, they contribute

to our elevation ; and if we must fall, they render

our fall the lighter.

IV. Moderation in our pleasures is an important

exercise of the virtue which we are now considering.

It is an invariable law of our present condition, that

^ Daniel, iv. 30. 31. f Luke, xiv. 11.
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every pleasure which is pursued to excess, converts

itself into poison. What was intended for the cordial

and refreshment of human Hfe, tlnougli want of mo-

deration, we turn to its bane. In all the pleasures

of sense, it is apparent, that, only when indulged

wdthin certain limits, they confer satisfaction. No
sooner do we pass the line which temperance has

drawn, than pernicious effects come forward and show

themselves. Coidd I lay open to your view the monu-

ments of death, they would read a lecture in favour

of moderation, much more ])owerful than any that

the most eloquent preacher can give. You would be-

hold the graves peopled with the victims of intem-

perance. You would behold those chambers of dark-

ness hung round, on every side, with the trophies of

luxury, drunkenness, and sensuality. So numerous

would you find those martyrs of iniquity, that it may
safely be asserted, where war or pestilence have slain

their thousands, intemperate pleasure has slain its ten

thousands.

While the want of moderation in pleasure brings

men to an untimely grave, at the same time, until

they arrive there, it pursues and afflicts them with

evils innumerable. To what cause so much as to this,

are owing faded youth, and premature old age ; an

enervated body, and an enfeebled mind ; together

with all that long train of diseases which the indul-

gence of appetite and sense have introduced into the

world ? Health, cheerfulness, and vigour, are known

to be the offspring of temperance. The man of mo-

deration brings to all the natural and innocent pleasure

of life, that sound, uncorrupted relish, which gives

him a much fuller enjoyment of them, than the palhd

and vitiated appetite of the voluptuary allows him to

2*
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know. He culls the flower of every allowable grati-

fication, without dwelling upon it until the flavour be

lost. He tastes the sweet of every pleasure, without

pursuing it till the bitter dregs rise. Whereas the

man of opposite character dips so deep, that he never

fails to stir an impure and noxious sediment, which

lies at the bottom of the cup.—-— In the pleasures,

besides, which are regulated by moderation, there is

always that dignity which goes along with innocence.

Xo man needs to be asham.ed of them. They are

consistent with honour ; with the favour of God, and

of man. But the sensualist, vv^ho disdains all restraint

in his pleasures, is odious in the public eye. His

vices become gross ; his character contemptible ; and

he ends in being a burden both to himself and to so-

ciety. Let me exhort you once more,

V. To Moderation in all your passions. This exer-

cise of the virtue is the more requisite, because there

is no passion in human nature but what has, of itseltj

a tendency to run into excess. For all passion im-

plies a violent emotion of mind. Of course it is apt

to derange the regular course of our ideas ; and to

produce confusion within. Nothing, at the same
time, is more seducing than passion. During the time

when it grows and swells, it constantly justifies to our

apprehension the tumult which it creates, by means of

a thousand false arguments which it forms, and brings

to its aid. Of some passions, such as anger and re-

sentment, the excess is so obviously dangerous, as

loudly to call for moderation. .He who gives himself

up to the impetuosity of such passions, without re-

straint, is universally condemned by the world ; and

hardlv accounted a man of sound mind. Biit, what
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is less apt to be attended to, some even of those pas-

sions which are reckoned innocent, or wliose ten-

dency to disorder and evil is not apparent, stand,

nevertheless, in need of moderation and restraint

as well as others. For such is the feebleness of our

nature, that every passion which has for its object

any worldly good, is in hazard of attaching us too

strongly, and of transporting us beyond the bounds

of reason. If allowed to acquire the full and unre-

strained dominion of the heart, it is sufficient, in va-

rious situations, to render us miserable ; and almost

in every situation, by its ingrossing power, to render

us negligent of duties which, as men or Christians,

we are bound to perform.

Of the insidious growth of passion, therefore, we
have great reason to beware. We ought always to

have at hand considerations, which may assist us in

tempering its warmth and in regaining possession of

our souls. Let us be persuaded, that moments of

passion are always moments of delusion ; that no-

thing truly is, what it then seems to be ; tliat all the

opinions wliich we then form, are erroneous ; and

all the judgments which we pass, are extravagant.

Let moderation accustom us to wait until the fumes

of passion be spent; until the mists which it has

raised begin to be dissipated. We shall then be

able to see where truth and right lie ; and reason

shall, by degrees, resume the ascendant. On no

occasion let us imagine, that strength of mind is

shown by violence of passion. Tliis is not the

strength of men, but the impetuosity of children.

It is the strength of one who is in the delirium of a

fever, or under the disease of madness. The strength

of such a person is indeed increased. But it is an'
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luinatiiral strength; which, being under no proper

guidance, is directed towards objects that occasion,

his destruction. True strength of mind is shown in

governing and resisting passion ; not in giving it

scope ; in restraining the wild beast within ; and

acting on the most trying occasions, according to the

dictates of conscience, and temperate reason.

Thus I have pointed out in several instances, how
moderation ought to be displayed ; moderation in

our wishes ; moderation in our pursuits ; moderation

in our hopes ; moderation in our pleasures y moder-

ation in our passions. It is a principle which should

habitually influence our conduct, and form the reign*

jng temperature of the soul.

The great motive to this virtue is suggested by the

words immediately following the text j the Lord is

at hand. The judge is coming, who is to close this

temporary scene of things, and to introduce a higher

state of existence. The day is at hand, which will

place the great concerns of men in a point of view

very different from that in which they are at present

beheld ; will strip the world of its false glory ; will de-

tect the vanity of earthly pursuits ; and disclose ob-

jects which have the proper title to interest a rational

mind. Objects acquire powder to engage our pas-

sions only in proportion as they are conceived to be

great. But great, or little, are no more than terms

of comparison. Those things which appear great to

one who knows nothing greater, will sink into a dimi-

nutive size, when he becomes acquainted with ob-

jects of a higher nature. Were it oflener in our

thoughts that the Loj^d is at hand^ none of those
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things which now discompose and agitate worldly

men would appear of sufficient magnitude to raise

commotion in our breasts. Enlarged views of the

future destination of man, and of tlie place wliich he

may hope to possess in an eternal world, naturally

give birth to moderation of mind. They tend to

cool all misplaced ardour about the advantages of

this state ; and to produce that calm and temperate

frame of spirit, which becomes men and Christians.

They give no ground for entire disregard of earthly

concerns. While we are men, we must feel and act

as such. But they aftbrd a good reason why they

who believe the Lord to he at hand^ should let theis

vioderation appear and ho, known unto all men^



SERMON XLIir.

On the Joy, and the Bitterness of the Heart.

Proverbs, xiv. 10.

Tlie heart hioweth his own bitterness, and a stranger

doth not intermeddle with hisjoy.

TT is well known that men have always been much
inclmed to place their happiness in the advan-

tages of fortune, and the distinctions of rank.

Hence these have been pursued by the multitude

with such a^ddity, that every principle of lionour,

probity, and virtue, have been sacrificed to the at-

tainment of them. At the same time, many circum-

stances might have convinced men, that supposing

them to be successful in the pursuit, it by no means

followed that happiness was to be the reward. For

if happiness be, in truth, essentially connected with

splendid fortune, or exalted rank, how comes it to

pass, that many, in the inferiour stations of life, visibly

spend then- days with more comfort, than they who
occupy the higher departments of the world ? Why
does the beggar sing while the king is sad ? A
small measure of reflection on our nature might

satisfy us, that there are other principles of happiness

or misery, too often overlooked by the world, which

immediately affect the heart, and operate there with

greater force and power than any circumstances of

VOL. II. T
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rank or fortune. This is the observation of the wise

man in the text ; and what I now purpose to illus-

trate. 1 shall take a view of the chief sources of

that bitterness 'which the lieart Imordoeth^ and of that

joy with which a stranger doth not intermeddle ; and

then shall point out the proper improvements to be

made of the subject.

If we inquire carefully into the sources of the joy

or bitterness of the heart, we shall find that they are

chiefly two ; that they arise either from a man's own
mind and temper ; or from the connection in which

he stands with some of his fellow-creatures. In

other words, the circumstances which most essen-

tially affect every man's happiness are, his personal

character and his social feelings.

I. Every man's own mind and temper is neces-

sarily to himself a source of much inward joy or

bitterness. For every man, if we may be allowed

the expression, is more connected with himself than

with any external object. He is constantly a com-

panion to himself in his own thoughts ; and what

he meets with there, must, of all things, contribute

most to his happiness, or iiis disquiet. Whatever

his condition in the world be, whether high or low,

if he find no cause to upbraid himself for his beha-

viour ; if he be satisfied that his conduct proceeds

upon a rational plan ; if, amidst the failings incident

to humanity, his conscience be, in the main, free

from reproach, and his mind undisturbed by any

dismal presages of futurity ; the foundation is laid

for a placid and agreeable tenor of life. If to this

you add a calm and cheerful temper, not easily

16
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fretted or disturbed, not subject to eiivy, nor prone
to violent passion, much of that joy will be pro-

duced, wliich it is said in the text, a stranger

intermeddleth not xvith. For this is an intrinsic joy,

independent of aU foreign causes. The upright

many as it is written, is satisfied frwn himself. Un-
disturbed by the vexations of folly, or the remorse

of guilt, his nights will be peaceful, and his days

serene. His mind is a kingdom to itself. A good

conscience, and good temper, prepare, even in the

midst of poverty, a continualfeast.

But how sadly will the scene be reversed, if the

first thoughts which occur to a man concerning

himself, shall be of a gloomy and threatening kind

;

if his temper, instead of calmness and self-enjoy-

ment, shall yield him nothing but disquiet and
painful agitation! In any situation of fortune, is

it possible for him to be happy, whose mind is in

this troubled state? The spirit of a man rvill sus-

tain his infirmities; hut a ^wounded spirit "who can,

hear ? Vigour of mind may enable a man to sustain

many shocks of adversity. In his spirit, as long as

it is sound, he can find a resource, when other

auxiliaries fail. But if that which should sustain

him be enfeebled and broken ; if that to which he

has recourse for the cure of other sorrows, become
itself the wounded part ; to what quarter can he turn

for rehef ?

The wounds which the spirit suffers are owing

chiefly to three causes : to folly, to passion, or to

guilt. They frequently originate from folly ; that is,

from vain and improper pursuits, which though not

directly crmiinal, are unsuitable to a man's age, cha-

racter, or condition, in the world. In consequence

T 2
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of these he beholds himself degraded and exposed

;

and suffers the pain of many a mortifying reflection,

and many a humbling comparison of himself with

others. The distress occasioned by a sense of folly,

is aggravated by any violent passion being allowed

to take possession of the heart. Even though it be

of the class of those which are reckoned innocent,

yet if it have entirely seized and overpowered a man,

it destroys his tranquillity, and brings his mind into

a perturbed state. But if it be a passion of the black

and vicious kind, it is sufficient to blast the most

flourishing condition, and to poison all his joys. If

to those woimds inflicted by folly, or by passion, you

add the wound of guilt, the remorse and fear pro-

duced by criminal deeds, you fill up the measure of

pain and bitterness of heart. Often have the terrours

of conscience occasioned inward paroxysms, or vio-

lent ao-itations of mind. A dark and threateninff

cloud seems, to the conscious sinner, to be hanging

over his head. He who believes himself despised, or

hated, by men, and who dreads at the same time an

avenging God, can derive little pleasure from the

external comforts of life. The bitterness of his heart

infuses itself into every draught which pleasure offers

to his lips.

The external misfortunes of life, disappointments,

poverty and sickness, are nothing in comparison of

those inward distresses of mind, occasioned by folly,

by passion, and by guilt. They may indeed prevail

in different degrees, according as one or other of

those principles of bitterness is predominant. But

they are seldom parted far asunder from one another
;

and when, as it too often happens, all the three are

complicated, they complete the misery of man.. The
15
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disorders of the mind, having then arisen to tlieir

height, become of all things the most dreadful. The
shame of folly, the violence of passion, and the

remorse of guilt, acting in conjunction, have too

frequently driven men to the last and abhorred

refuge, of seeking relief in death from a life too

embittered to be any longer endured. I proceed to

consider,

II. Other troubles and other joys of the heart,

arising from sources different from those that I have

now described ; founded in the relations or connec-

tions which we have with others, and springing from

the feelings which these occasion. Such causes of

sorrow or joy are of an external nature. Religion does

not teach that all the sources of inward pleasure or

pain are derived from our temper and moral be-

haviour. These are indeed the principal springs of

bitterness or joy. In one way or other, they affect

all the pleasures and pains of life ; but they include

not, within themselves, the whole of them. Our
Creator did not intend, that the happiness of each

individual should have no dependence on those who
are around them. Having connected us in society

by many ties, it is his decree, that these ties should

prove, both during their subsistence, and in their

dissolution, causes of pleasure or pain, immediately,

and often deeply affecting the human heart. My
doctrine, therefore is not, that the bitterness "which

the hem^t knoiweth^ as its oum, and thejoy mth "ivhich

a stranger intermeddleth not is independent of every

thing external. What I assert is, that this bitterness

and this joy depend much more on other causes,

than on riches or poverty, on high or low stations

t 3
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in the world ; that equally in the conditions of ele-

vated fortune and of private life, the most material

circumstances of trouble or felicity, next to the state

of our own mind and temper, are the sensations and

affections which arise from the connections we have

with others.

In order to make this appear, let us suppose a man
in any rank or condition of life, happy in his family

and his friends ; soothed by the cordial intercourse

of kind affections which he partakes with them

;

enjoying the comfort of doing them good offices, and

receiving in return their sincerest gratitude ; expe-

riencing no jealousy nor envy, no disquiet or alien-

ation of affection, among those with whom he is

connected ; how many, and how copious sources

of inw^ard joy open to such a man ! How smooth

is the tenor of a life that proceeds in such a course

!

What a smiling aspect does the love of parents and

children, of brothers and sisters, of friends and rela-

tions, give to every surrounding object, and every

returning day ! With what a lustre does it gild even

the small habitation where such placid intercourse

dwells ; where such scenes of heartfelt satisfaction

succeed uninterruptedly to one another I

But let us suppose tliis joyful intercourse to be

broken off, in an untimely hour, by the cruel hand

of the last foe ; let us imagine the family, once so

happy among themselves, to beh'^ld the parent, the

child, or the spouse, to whom their hearts were at-

tached by the tenderest ties, stretched on the cold bed

of death; then what bitterness does the heart know!
This, in the strictest sense, is its oum bitterness;

from which it is not in the power of any external cir-
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cumstance whatever to afford it relief. Amidst those

piercing griefs of the heart, all ranks of life are

levelled ; all distinctions of fortune are forgotten.

Unavailing are the trophies of splendid woe with

which riches deck the fatal couch, to give the least

comfort to the mourner. The prince, and the pea-

sant, then equally feel their owii bitterness. Dwell-

ing on the melancholy remembrance of joys that are

past and gone, the one forgets his poverty, the other

despises the gilded trappings of his state ; both in

that sad hour, are fully sensible, that on the favours

of fortune it depends not to make man happy in this

world.

But it is not only the death of friends, which, in

the midst of a seemingly prosperous state, is able to

bring distress home to the heart. From various fail-

ures in their conduct when living, arises much of the

inward uneasiness we suffer. It will, in general, be

found, that the behaviour of those among whom we
live in near connection, is, next to personal character

and temper, the chief source either of the pleasures,

or of the disquietudes, of every man's life. As
when their behaviour is cordial and satisfactory, it is

of all external things the most soothing to the mind ;

so, on the other hand, their levity, their inattention,

or occasional harshness, even though it proceed to no
decided breach of friendship, yet ruffles and frets

the temper. Social life, harassed with those petty

vexations, resembles a road which a man is doomed
daily to travel ; but finds it rugged, and stony, and
painful to be trod.

The case becomes much worse, if the base and
criminal conduct of persons whom we have once

loved, dissolve all the bonds of amity, and show that

T 4
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our confidence has been abused. Then are opened

some of the deepest springs of bitterness in the hu-

man heart. Behold the heart of the parent, torn

by the unworthy behaviour and cruel ingratitude of

the child, whom he had trained up with the fondest

hopes ; on whom he had lavished his whole affection

;

and for whose sake he had laboured and toiled

through the course of a long life. Behold the en-

dearments of the conjugal state changed into black

suspicion, and mistrust; the affectionate spouse, or

the virtuous husband, left to mourn, with a broken

heart, the infidelity of the once-beloved partner of

their life. Behold the unsuspecting friend betrayed

in the hour of danger, by the friend in whom he

trusted ; or in the midst of severe misfortune, meet-

ing nothing but cold indifference, perhaps scorn and

contempt, where he had expected to find the kindest

sympathy.— Are these, let me ask, uncommon
scenes in the world? Are such distresses peculiar

to any rank or station ? Do they chiefly befall per-

sons in humble life, and have the great any prerogative

which affords them exemption ? When the heart is

sorely wounded by the ingratitude or faithlessness of

those on whom it had leaned with the whole weight

of affection, where shall it turn for relief? Will it

find comfort in the recollection of honours and titles,

or in the contemplation of surrounding treasures ?—
Talk not of the honours of a court. Talk not of the

wealth of the East. These, in the liours of heart-

bitterness, are spurned as contemptible and vile

;

perhaps cursed, as indirect causes of the present

distress. The dart has made its way to the heart.

There, there it is fixed. The very seat of feeling is

assailed j and in proportion to the sensibihty of the
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sufferer's heart, and the tenderness of his affections,

such, unfortunately, will be his degree of anguish.

A good conscience, and hope in God, may indeed

bring him consolation. But under such distresses of

the heart as I have described, fortune, be it as

flourishing as you will, is no more than an empty

pageant. It is a feeble reed, which affords no sup-

port. It is a house of straw, which is scattered be-

fore the wind.

Thus, you see this doctrine meeting us, from many
quarters, that the heart knows a bitterness and joy

of its own, altogether distinct from the uneasiness or

the pleasure that is produced by the circumstances

of external fortune ; arising either from personal

character, and the state of a man's own mind; or

from the affections excited by the relations in which

he stands to others. This joy and this bitterness are

each of them of so much greater consequence than

any distinctions of fortune, that, blessed with the

former, one may be happy, as far as human happiness

goes, in a cottage ; and afflicted with the latter, he

must be miserable in a palace.— Let us now proceed

to an important part of the subject, the practical

improvement to which this doctrine leads.

First, Let it serve to moderate our passion lor

riches, and high situations in the world. It is well

known that the eager pursuit of these is the chief

incentive to the crimes that fill the world. Hence,

among the middle and lower ranks of men, all the

fraud, falsehood, and treachery with which the com-

petition for gain infests society. Hence, in the

higher stations of the world, all the atrocious crimes
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flowing from ambition, and the love of power, by

which the peace of mankind has so often been broken,

and the earth stained with blood. Had these coveted

advantages, the power, when obtained, of ensuring

joy to the heart, and rendering it a stranger to bitter-

ness, some apology might be offered for the violence

to which they have given occasion. The prize might

be supposed worthy of being acquired at a high ex-

pence, when so much depended on the attainment.

But I have shown, I hope with satisfactory evidence,

that the contrary is the truth. I say not, that the

advantages of fortune deserve no regard from a wise

or a good man. Poverty is always distressmg. Opu-

lence and rank are both attended with many com-

forts, and may be rendered subservient to the most

valuable pui-poses. But w hat I say is, that it is a great

errour to rate them beyond their just value. Secondary

advantages, inferiour assistances to felicity, they are

;

and no more. They rank below every thing that

immediately affects the heart, and that is a native

source ofjoy or bitterness there. If a man be either

unhappy in his dispositions, or unhappy in all his

connections, you heap upon him, in vain, all the

treasures, and all the honours which kings can

bestow. Divest these things, then, of that false glare

which the opinions of the multitude throw around

them. Contemplate them with a more impartial eye.

Pursue them wdth less eagerness. Above all, never

sacrifice to the pursuit any degree of probity or moral

worth, of candour or good affection ; if you would

not lay a foundation for that bitterness of heart,

which none of tlie goods of fortune can either com-

pensate or cure.
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Secondly, Let the observations which have been

made, correct our mistakes, and check our complaints,

concerning a supposed promiscuous distribution of

happiness in this world. The charge of injustice,

which so often, on this account, hath been brought

against Providence, rests entirely on this ground, that

the happiness and misery of men may be estimated

by the degree of their external prosperity. This is

the delusion under which the multitude have always

laboured ; but which a just consideration of the

invisible springs of happiness that affect the heart is

sufficient to correct. If you would judge whether a

man be really happy, it is not solely to his houses and

his lands, to his equipage and his retinue, you are to

look. Unless you could see farther, and discern what
joy, or what bitterness, his heart feels, you can pro-

nounce nothing concerning him. That proud and

wicked man whom you behold surrounded with state

and splendour, and upon whom you think the favours

of Heaven so improperly lavished, may be a wretch,

pining away in secret with a thousand griefs unknown
to the world. That poor man, who appears neglected

and overlooked, may, in his humble station, be par-

taking of all the moral and all the social joys that

exhilarate the heart j may be living cheerful, con-

tented and happy. Cease then to murmur against

dispensations of Providence, which are, to us, so

imperfectly known. Envy not the prosperity of
sinners. Judge not of the real condition of men,,

from what floats merely on the surface of their state.

Let us rather.

Thirdly, Turn our attention to those internal

sources of happiness or misery, on which it hath
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been shown that so much depends. As far as the

bitterness or joy of the heart arises from the first

of those great springs whicli I assigned to it, our

own conduct and temper, so far our happiness is

placed, in some measure, in our own hands. What
is amiss or disordered within, in consequence of

folly, of passion, or guilt, may be rectified by due

care, under the assistance of divine grace. He who
thereby attains to a tranquil and composed state of

heart, free from ill-humour and disgust, from violent

passions, and from vexing remorse, is laying a found-

ation for enjoyment of himself, much surer and

broader than if he were amassing thousands to in-

crease his estate..

With regard to the other spring of joy or bitter-

ness of heart, arising from our connections with

others, here, indeed, we are more dependent on

things not within our power. These connections

are not always of our own forming ; and even when

they have been formed by choice, the wisest are

liable to be disappointed in their expectations.

Yet here too it will be found, that the proper

regulation of the heart is of the utmost importancCj

both for improving the joys which our situation

affords, and for mitigating the griefs which our con-

nections may render unavoidable. As far as the

choice of friends or relatives depends on ourselves,

let their virtue and worth ever direct that choice, if

we look for any lasting ffelicity from it. In all the

habits and attachments of social life, after they are

formed, let it be our study to fulfil properly our own
part. Let nothing be wanting on our side, to nourish

that mutual harmony and affectionate friendship

which, in every situation of life, has been shown is
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of SO great consequence to our peace and satisfaction.

It is not, indeed, in our power to preserve always

alive those friends in whom oiu' hearts delight. It is

often not in our power to prevent tlie ingratitude

and unworthy behaviour of other friends, from whom
we once expected comfort. But under those afflict-

ing incidents of life, much may be done by proper

employment of tlie thoughts, and direction of the

affections for obtaining relief. To a purified and

well-regulated heart, reason and religion can bring

many aids for healing its wounds and restoring its

peace ; aids which, to the negligent and vicious, are

wholly unknown. The greater experience we have

of the vicissitudes of human life, wdth more weight

will that precept of the wise man always come home
to our remembrance ; Keej) thy heart xvith all dili-

gejice ; for out ofit are tlie issues of life:* Hence
arises,

In the fourth and last place, another instruction,

that is of the utmost importance to us all, frequently

to look up to Him who made the human heart ; and

to implore his assistance in the regulation and go-

vernment of it. Known to him are all the sources

of bitterness and joy by which it is affected. On
him it depends, to let them forth, or to shut them
up ; to increase, or to diminish them at his pleasure.

In a study so infinitely important to happiness, as

that of the preservation of inward peace, we cannot

be too earnest in beseeching aid from the great

Father of Spirits, to enable us to keep our hearts

free from distress and trouble. Besides the

assistance which we may hope to derive from divine

* Prov. iv. 23.
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grace, the employments of devotion themselves fonn

one of the most powerful means of composing and

tranquillizing the heart. On various occasions, when

the soiu'ces of heart-bitterness have been most over-

flowing, devotion has been found the only refuge of

the sufferer. Devotion opens a sanctuary to which

they whose hearts have been most deeply wounded,

can always fly. Within that quiet and sacred retreat,

they have often found a healing balsam prepared.

When grieved by men, they have derived, from the

ascent of the mind towards God, and celestial ob-

jects, much to soothe them at present, and much to

hope for in future. Let us, therefore, neglect no

mean with w^hich religion can furnish us, for promot-

ing the joys, and assuaging the bitterness of the

heart. Amidst the frailties of our nature, the incon-

stancy of men, and the frequent changes of human

life, we shall find every assistance that can be pro-

cured, Uttle enough for enabling us to pass our few

days with tolerable comfort and peace.



SERMON XLIV.

On Characters of Imperfect Goodness.

Mark, x. 21.

Tfien Jesus, beholding him, loved him.

^T^HE characters of men wliich the world presents

to us are infinitely diversified. In some, either

the good or the bad qualities are so predominant as

strongly to mark the character ; to discriminate one

person as a virtuous, another as a vicious man. In

others these qualities are so mixed together, as to

leave the character doubtful. The light and the

shade are so much blended, the colours of virtue

and vice run in such a manner into one another,

that we can hardly distinguish where the one ends,

and the other begins ; and we remain in suspence

whether to blame or to praise. While we admire

those who are thoroughly good, and detest the grossly

wicked, it is proper also to bestow attention on those

imperfect characters, where there may be much to

praise, and somewhat to blame ; and where regard to

the commendable part shall not hinder us from re-

marking what is defective or faulty. Such attentions

wiU be found the more useflil, as characters of this

mixed sort are more frequently than any other

exhibited to us in the commerce of society.

It was one of this sort, which gave occasion to the
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incident recorded in the text. The incident seems

to have been considered as remarkable, since it is

recounted by three of the evangelical writers ; and

by them all, with nearly the same circumstances.

The person to whom the history relates was a ruler

;

one of higher rank and station than those who
usually resorted to Jesus. He was a rich man : He
was a young man. His whole beha\iour was pre-

possessing and engaging. He appears to have con-

ceived a high opinion of our Lord. He addressed

him with the utmost respect; and the question

whicii he put to him was proper and important. He
kneeled to h'lm^ and said. Good Master^ \schat shall I
do that I may inherit eternal life ? His conduct in

the world had been regular and decent. He could

protest, that he had hitherto kept himself free from

any gross vice ; and in his dealings with others, had

observed the precepts of God. Our Lord, beholding

him, is said to have loved him; whence we have

reason to conclude, that he was not hypocritical in

his professions ; and that his countenance carried the

expression of good dispositions, as his speech and

his manners were altogether complacent and gentle.

Yet this person, amiable as he was, when his virtue

was put to the test, disappointed the hopes which

he had given reason to fonn. Attached, in all prcm

bability, to the indulgence of ease and pleasure, he

w^anted fortitude of mind to part with the advan-

tages of the world, for the sake of religion. When
our Lord required him to fulfil his good intentions

by relinquishing his fortune, becoming one of his

followers, and preparing himself to encounter suf-

ferings, the sacrifice appeared to him too great.

Lnpressions of virtue, however, still remained on his
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mind. He was sensible of what he ought to have

done ; and regretted his want of courage to do it.

He was sorroicfid : He was grieved: Yet he xvent

away.

Persons of a character somewhat resembUng this,

all of us may have met with ; especially among the

young; among those who have been liberally edu-

cated, and polished by a good society. They abhor

open vice, and crimes that disturb the world. They
have a respect for religion. They are willing to re-

ceive instruction for their conduct. They are modest
and unassuming ; respectful to their superiours in age

or station
; gentle in their address ; inoffensive and

courteous in their whole behaviour. They are fond

of obUging every one ; unwilling to hmt or displease

any : — Such persons we cannot but love. We gladly

promise well of them ; and are disposed to forward

and assist them
; yet such is the weakness of our na-

ture, that at the bottom of this character there may
lie, as we see exemphfied in the instance before

us, some secret and material defects. That vigour

of mind, that firmness of principle, may be wanting,

which is requisite for enabling them to act with pro-

priety, when their virtue is put to a decisive trial.

The softness of their nature is unfavourable to a

steady perseverance in the course of integrity. They
possess the amiable qualities ; but there is ground to

suspect, that in the estimable ones they are deficient.

While, therefore, we by no means class them among
the bad, we dare not give them the full praise of vir-

tue. When they set out in the world, we cannot

pronounce with confidence, what confirmed features

their character will assume ; nor how far they can be

VOL. II. u
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depended upon in future life. Allov/ me now to

point out the dangers which such persons are most

likely to incur; and to show what is requisite for them

farther to study, in order to their fulfilling the part

of good men and true Christians.

L Persons of this description are not qualified for

discharging aright many duties, to which their situ-

ation in life may call them. In certain circumstances,

tliey behave with abundance of propriety. When all

is calm and smooth around them ; when nothing

occurs to agitate the mind, or to disturb the tenor of

placid life, none of their defects come forward. They

are beloved; and tliey are useful. They promote

the comfort of human society ; and, by gentleness

and courtesy of manners, serve to cement men to-

gether in ao:reeable union. But to sail on the tran-

quil surface of an unruffled lake, and to steer a safe

course through a troubled and stormy ocean, require

different talents : and, alas ! human life oftener resem-

bles the stormy ocean, than the unruffled lake. We
shall not have been long embarked, without finding

the resemblance to hold too closely.

Amidst the bustle of tiie world, amidst the open

contentions and secret enmities which prevail, in

every society, mildness and gentleness alone are not

sufficient to carry us with honour through the duties

of our difterent stations; as heads of families, citizens,

subjects, magistrates, or as engaged in the pursuits

of our several callings. Disturbances and trials arise,

which demand vigorous exertions of all the moral

powers ; of patience, vigilance, and self-denial ; of

constancy and fortitude, to supi)ort us under danger

and reproach ; of temperance to restrain us from

18
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being carried away by pleasure ; of fii*m and deter-

mined principle, to make us despise the bribes of sin.

These manly dispositions of mind are indispensably

necessary to prepare one for surmounting the dis-

couragements of ^^rtue, and for struggling honour-

ably through the hardships of life. Unless he be thus

armed and fortified, whatever good intentions have

been in his heart, they are likely to be frustrated in

action. Nothing that is great, can be undertaken.

Nothing that is difficult or hazardous, can be accom-

plished. Nor are we to imagine, that it is only in

times of persecution, or war, or civil commotions,

that there is occasion for those stronger efforts, those

mascuHne virtues of the soul, to be displayed. The
private, and seemingly quiet stations of life, often

call men forth, in the days of peace, to severe trial

of firmness and constancy. The life of very few pro-

ceeds in so uniform a train, as not to oblige them to

discover, in some situation or other, what proportion

they possess of the estimable qualities of man. Hence
it sometimes happens, that persons whose manners

were much less promising and engaging than those

of others, have, nevertheless, been brought to act a

part in critical circumstances, and performed that part

with more unsullied honour and iii'mer integrity than

they.

II. Persons of the character I have described are

ill fitted, not only for discliarging the higher duties

of life, but also for resisting the common tem.ptations

to vice. With good dispositions in their mind, \rith

a desire, like the young ruler, in the text, to know
what they shall do, in order fo inherit eternal life;

yet when the terms required of them interfere with

u 2
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any favourite enjoyment, like him, they are sorrow-

Jiilf and go axvay. The particular trial to which he

was put, may appear to be a hard one, and to exceed

the ordinary rate of virtue. Our Lord, who dis-

cerned his heart, saw it to be necessary, in his case,

for bringing his character to the test. But in cases,

where trials of much less difficulty present themselves,

they who partake of a character similar to his, are

often found to give way. The good qualities which

they possess, border on certain weaknesses of the

Tuind ; and these weaknesses are apt to betray them

insensibly into vices with which they are connected.

Good-nature, lor instance, is in danger of running

into that unlimited complaisance, which assimilates

men to the loose manners of those whom they find

around them. Pliant and yielding in their temper,

they have not force to stand by the decisions of their

own minds, with regard to right and wrong. Like

the animal which is said to assume the colour of

every object to which it is applied, they lose all pro-

per character of their own ; and are formed by the

characters of those with whom they chance to associ-

ate. The mild are a})t to sink into habits of indolence

and sloth. The cheerful and gay, when warmed by

pleasure and mirth, lose that sobriety and self-denial,

which is essential to the support of virtue.—Even
modesty and submission, qualities so valuable in

themselves, and so highly ornamental to youth,

sometimes degenerate into a vicious timidity ; a timi-

dity which restrains men from tloing their duty with

firmness ; which cannot stand the frown of the great,

the reproach of the multitude, or even the ridicide

and sneer of the scorner.

Nothing can be more amiable than a constant de-
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jsire to please, and an unwillingness to offend or hurt.

Yet in characters where this is a predominant feature,

defects are often found. Fond always to oblige, and

afraid to utter any disagreeable truth, such persons

are sometimes led to dissemble. Their love of truth

is sacrificed to their love of pleasing. Their speech

and their manners assume a studied courtesy. You
cannot always depend on their smile ; nor, when
they promise, be sure of the performance. They
mean and intend well, but the good intention is tem-

porary. Like wax, they yield easily to every im-

pression ; and the transient friendship contracted

with one person, is effaced by the next. Undistin-

guishing desire to oblige, often proves, in the present

state of human things, a dangerous habit. They who
cannot, on many occasions, give a firm and steady

denial, or who cannot break off a connection, which

has been hastily and improperly formed, stand on

th6 brink of many mischiefs. They will be seduced

by the corrupting, ensnared by the artful, betrayed

by those in whom they had placed their trust. Un-
suspicious themselves, they were flattered with the

belief of having many friends around them. Elated

with sanguine hopes and cheerful spirits, they

reckoned, that to-morrow would be as this day, a7id

more abundant. Injudicious liberality, and thought-

less profusion, are the consequence ; until in the

end, the straits to which they are reduced, bring

them into mean or dishonourable courses. Through
innocent, but unguarded weakness, and from want
of the severer virtues^ they are, in process of time,

betrayed into downright crimes. Such may be the

conclusion of those, who, like the young ruler before

u S
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US, with many amiable and promising dispositions,

had begun their career in Hfe.

III. Such persons are not prepared for sustaining,

with propriety and dignity, the distresses to which

our state is liable. They were equipped for the

season of sunshine and serenity ; but when the sky

is overcast, and the days of darkness come, then*

feeble minds are destitute of shelter, and ill provided

for defence. Then is the time, when m.ore hardy

qualities are required; when courage must face

danger, constancy support pain, patience possess itself

in the midst of discouragements, magnanimity display

its contempt of threatenings. If those high virtues

be altogether strangers to the mind, the mild and

gentle will certainly sink under the torrent of disas-

ters.— The ruler in the text could plead, that his

behaviour to others, in the course of social life, had

been unexceptionable. So far, the reflection on his

conduct would afford him comfort amidst adversity.

But no man is without failings. In the dejecting

season of trouble it will occur to every one, that he

has been guilty of frequent transgression ; that much
of what ought to have been done, was neglected

;

and that much of what has been done, had better

have been omitted. In such situations, when a

tliousand apprehensions arise to alarm conscience,

nothing is able to quiet its uneasiness, except a well-

grounded trust in the mercy and acceptance of Hea-

ven. It is firm religious principle, acting upon a

manly and enlightened mind, that gives dignity to

the character, and composure to the heart, under all

the troubles of the world. This enables the brave

and virtuous man, with success to buffet the storm.
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While he, who had once sparkled in society with all

the charms of gay vivacity, and had been the delight

of every circle in which he was engaged, remains

dispirited, overwhelmed, and annihilated, in the evil

day.

Such are the failings incident to persons of mixed
and imperfect goodness ; such the defects of a cha-

racter formed merely of the amiable without the

estimable qualities of man.

It appears from this, that we must not place too

much trust in the fair appearances, which a character

may at first exhibit. In judging of others, let us

always think the best, and employ the spirit of charity

and candour. But in judging of om'selves, we ought

to be more severe. Let us remember him whom our

Lord beheld, and loved ; and who yet fell short of

the kingdom of heaven. Let us not forget, that

something more than gentleness and modesty, than

complacency of temper and affability of manners, is

requisite to form a worthy man or a true Christian.

To a high place in our esteem, these qualities are

justly entitled. They enter essentially into every

good man's character. They form some of its most

favourable distinctions. But they constitute a part

of it ; not the whole. Let us not, therefore, rest on

them entirely, when we conceive an idea of what

manner of persons we ought to be.

Let piety form the basis of firm and established

virtue. If this be wanting, the character cannot be

sound and entire. Moral virtue will always be en-

dangered, often be overthrown, when it is separated

from its surest support. Confidence in God, strength- '

u 4
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ened by faith in the great Redeemer of mankind, not

only amidst the severer trials of virtue, gives con-

stancy to the mind ; but, by nourishing the hope of

immortality, adds warmth and elevation to the affec-

tions. They whose conduct is not animated by re-

ligious principle, are deprived of the most powerful

incentive to worthy and honourable deeds.

Let such discipline, next, be studied as may form

us to the active and manly virtues. To natural good
affections, we can never entirely trust our conduct*

These, as has been shown, may sometimes be warped

into what is wrong ; and often will prove insufficient

for carrying us rightly through all the duties of life.

Good affections are highly valuable ; but they must

be supported by fixed principles, cultivated in the

understanding, and rooted in the heart. Habits

must be aequii'ed of temperance and self-denial, that

we may be able to resist pleasure, and endure pain,

when either of them interfere with our duty ; that

we may be prepared to make a sacrifice of any worldly

interest, when the voice of God and conscience de-

mand it. Let us always remember, that without

fortitude of mind, ther^ is no manhood ; there can be

no perseverance in virtue. Let a sacred and inviol-

able regard for truth reign in our whole behaviour.

Let us be distinguished for fidelity to every promise

we have made ; and for constancy in every worthy

friendship we have formed. Let no weak complai-

sance, no undue regard to the opinions of men, ever

make us betray the rights of conscience. What we
have once, upon due consideration, adopted as rules

of conduct, to these let us adhere unshaken. How-
ever the world may change around us, let it find us

the same in prosperity and adversity ; faithful to God
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and virtue ; faithful to tlie convictions of our own
heart. What our lot in the world may be, is not ours

to foresee or determine. But it is ours to resolve,

that, whatever it shall be, it shall find us persevering

in one line of uprightness and honour.

By such discipline, such attentions as these, we
are to guard against those failings, which are some-
times found to stain the most engaging characters.

Joinuig in proper union the amiable and the estim-

able quahties, by the one we shall attract the good

;

and by the other, command respect from the bad.

We shall both secure our own integrity, and shall

exhibit to others a proper view of what virtue is, in

its native grace and majesty. In one part of our

character, we shall resemble the flower that smiles

in spring; in another, the firmly-rooted tree, that

braves the winter storm. For remember we must,

that there is a season of winter, as Avell as of spring

and summer, in human life ; and it concerns us to be
equally prepared for both.

A HIGHER and more perfect example of such a
character as I now recommend, cannot be found,

than what is presented to us in the life of Jesus
Christ. In him we behold all that is gentle, united

with all that is respectable. It is a remarkable ex-

pression which the Apostle Paul employs concernino-

him ; / beseech you by the meekness and gentleness of
Christ. * Well might these qualities be singled out,

as those for which he was known and distin^-uished.

We see him in his whole behaviour aflfable, courteous,

and easy of access. He conversed familiarly with all

*' 2 Cor. X. i.
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who presented themselves ; and despised not the

meanest. With all the infirmities of his disciples, he

calmly bore ; and his rebukes were mild, when their

provocations were great. He wept over the calamities

of his country, which persecuted him j and apologised

and prayed for them who put him to death. Yet the

same Jesus we behold awfid in the strictness of his

virtue, inflexible in the cause of truth ; uncomplying

with prevailing manners when he found them corrupt

;

setting his face boldly against the hypocritical leaders

of the people ; overawed by none of their threaten-

ings ; in the most indignant terms reproving their

vices and stigmatising their characters. We behold

him gentle, without being tame ; firm, without being

stern ; courageous, without being violent. Let this

mind be in us, xchich was also in Jesus Christ; and we
shall attain to honour both with God and with man.



SERMON XLV.

On the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper, as a

Preparation for Death.

[Preached at the Celebration of the Sacrament of the

Lord's Supper.]

Matthew, xxvi. ^9.

But I say unto you, I will not drink henceforth ofthis

fruit ofthe vine, until that day tvhen I drink it new

with you in my Father^s kingdom.

"VM^'ITH these words of our Blessed Lord the

EvangeUst concludes his account of the insti-

tution of the sacrament of the Supper. It is an

institution which, solemn and venerable in itself, is

rendered still more so by the circumstances which

accompanied it. Our Lord had now, for about three

years, continued to appear in his public character in

the land of Judea. He had, all along, been watched

with a jealous eye, by his enemies; and the time

was come when they were to prevail against him.

A few friends he had, from the beginning, selected,

who, in every vicissitude of his state, remained faith-

fully attached to him. With these friends he was

now meeting for the last time on the very evening

in which he was betrayed and seized. He perfectly

knew all that was to befall him. He knew that this

was the last meal in which he was to join with those

who had been the companions of all his labours, the
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confidants of all his griefs ; among whom he had

passed all the quiet and private moments of his life^

He knew that within a few hours he was to be torn

from this loved society, by a band of ruffians ; and

by to-morrow, was to be publicly arraigned as a

malefactor. With a heart melting with tenderness,

he said to the tw^elve apostles, as he sat down with them

at table. With desire I have desired to eat thispassover

xdth you before I suffer. * And then, having gratified

himself for the last time in their society, and having

instituted that commemoration of his death, which

was to continue in the Christian church until the

end of ages, he took a solemn and affectionate fare-

well of his friends, in the words of the text ; / say

unto yoUy that I wilt not drink henceforth of thisfruit

of tJie vine, until that day wJwn I drink it new with

you in my FatJier^s kingdom.

As these words were uttered by our Lord, in the

prospect of his sufferings ; w^hen preparing himself for

death, and looking forward to a future meeting with

his friends in heaven ; let us, under this view, consi-

der the sacrament, which he then instituted, as a pre-

paration for all the sufferings of life, and especially,

a preparation for death. It is fit and proper, that

such solemn prospects should enter into the service

which we are this day to perform. We have no rea-

son to imagine that they will render it a gloomy

service. A good and wise man is often disposed to

look forward to the termination of life. The num-

ber of our days is determined by God ; and certainly

it will not tend to shorten their number, that we

employ ourselves in preparing for death. On the

contrary, while our days last, it will tend to make

* Luke, xxii. 15.
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US pass them more comfortably and more wisely.

Let us now, then, as if for the last time we were to

partake of this sacrament, consider how it may serve

to prepare us for the dying hour. ^ i

I. It is a high exercise of all those dispositions

and affections, in which a good man would wish to

die. He would surely wish to leave this world in

the spirit of devotion towards God, and of fellow-

ship and charity with all his brethren on earth.

Now these are the very sentiments which the sacra-

ment of the Lord's Supper inspires into the heart

of every pious communicant. It includes the highest

acts of devotion of which human nature is capable.

It imports a lively sense of the infinite mercies of

Heaven ; of the gratitude we owe to that God who,

by the death of his Son, hath restored the forfeited

happiness and hopes of the human race. It imports

the consecration of the soul to God ; the entire re-

signation of ourselves, and all our concerns, into his

hands ; as to the God whom we sen^e and love
;

the guardian in whom we confide. To thee, O
Lordy do I lift up my soul. I will go to the altar

of God, to God my exceeding joy. I xvill come into

thy house in the multitude of thy mercy ; and in thy^

fear I mil worshij) towards thy holy temple.* '^w

These devout affections towards God are, on this

occasion, necessarily accompanied with benevolent

dispositions towards men. Our communion is not

only with God, but with one another. In this solemn

service, the distinction of ranks is abolished. We
assemble in common before our great Lord, profes-

sing ourselves to be all members of his family and
* Psalm xUii. 4s—'V. 7.
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children of the same Fatlier. No feud, nor strife,

nor enmity, is permitted to approach the sacred table.

All within that hallowed space breathes peace,

and concord, and love. If thou bring thy gift to the

altar, and there r^ememberest that thy brother hath

aught against thee; leave there thy gift before the

altari and go thy xvay ; first be reconciled to thy bro-

ther, and then come and offer' thy gift* What can

be more becoming men and Christians, than such

sentiments of piety to the great Father of the uni-

verse
;
gratitude to the merciful Redeemer of man-

kind ; and charity and forgiveness towards all our

brethren ? Is not this the temper in which a good

man would wish to live j more especially is not this

the frame of mind which will give both dignity and

peace to his last moments ? How discomposed and

embittered will these important moments prove, if,

with a mind soured by the remembrance of unfor-

given injuries, with a breast rankled by enmity, with

a heart alienated firom God, and insensible to devo-

tion, one be forced away from life ?

Contemplate the manner in which our blessed

Lord died ; which the service of this day brings par-

ticularly into your view. You behold him, amidst

the extremity of pain, calm and collected within

himself; possessing his spirit with all the serenity

which sublime devotion and exalted benevolence

inspire. You hear him, first, lamenting the fate of

his unhappy country ; next, when he was fastened

to the cross, addressing words of consolation to his

afflicted parent; and, lastly, sending up prayers

* Matthew, V. 23, 24.
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mixed with compassionate apologies for tliose who
were shedding his blood. After all those exercises

of charity, you behold him, in an act of devout

adoration and trust, resigning his breath : Father,

into thy hands I commeml my spirit. — Can any

death be pronounced unhappy, how distressful

soever its circumstances may be, which is thus sup-

ported and dignified ? Wliat could we wish for

more in our last moments, than with this peaceful

frame of mind, this calm of all the affections, this

exaltation of heart towards God, this diffusion of

benevolence towards men, to bid adieu to the

w^orld ? J

If, in such a spirit as this, w^e would all wish to

die, let us think that now is the time to prepare

for it, by seasonably cultivating this spirit while

we live ; by imbibing, in particular, from the holy

sacrament, those dispositions and affections which

we would wdsh to possess at our latest period. It

is altogether vain to imagine, that when the hour

of death approaches, w^e shall be able to form our-

selves into the frame of mind w^iich is then most
proper and decent. Amidst the struggles of nature,

and under the load of sickness or pain, it is not

time for unaccustomed exertions to be made, or for

new reformations to be begun. Sufficient, and more
than sufficient, for that day is the evil thereof. It

will be too late to assume then the hero, or the saint,

if we have been totally unacquainted with the cha-

racter before. The sentiments we would display, and
the language we would utter, will be alien and
strange to us. They will be forced and foreis^n to

the heart. It is only in consequence of habits ac-

quired in former and better days, that a temper of
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piety and charity can grow u\^ into such strength

as to confer peace and magnanimity on the con-

chiding hours of Hfe. PecuHarly favourable to the

acquisition of such a temper, are the devotions of this

day. In this view, let us perform them ; and study

to be, at the table of the Lord, what we would wish

to be when the summons of death shall come.

II. This Sacrament becomes a preparation for

death, by laying a foundation for peace with God.
What is important at the close of life, is not only

the temper in which we leave the world, but the

situation in which we stand with respect to that

great Judge before whom we are about to appear.

This view of our situation is apt to escape us during

the ordinary course of life. Occupied with the af-

fairs and concerns of this world ; flattered by those

illusive colours of innocence, and virtue, in which

self-love dresses up our character, apprehensions of

guilt create little uneasiness to the multitude of

men. But, on the approach of death, their ideas

change. As the inquisition of the Supreme Judge

draws nigh, remembered transgressions crowd upon

the mind. Guilt becomes strongly realized to the

imagination ; and alarms, before imknown, begin to

arise. Hence that anxiety in the prospect of a future

invisible world, which is so often seen to attend the

bed of death. Hence those various methods which

superstition has devised for quieting this anxiety
;

the trembling mind eagerly grasping every feeble

plank on which it can lay hold, and flying for pro-

tection to the most unavailing aid. The stoutest

spirits have been tlien known to bend ; the proudest

hearts to be humbled. They who arc now most
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thouglitless about their spiritual concerns, may, per-

haps, be in this state before they die.

The dispensation of grace discovered in the gos-

pel, affords the only remedy against those terrours,

by the promise of pardon, extended to the penitent,

through tJie merits of our Lord Jesus Christ. It is

the very essence of this sacrament, to exhibit this

promised grace to mankind ; Mi/ body which teas

broken for you ; my blood shed for many for the re-

mission of sins. Here shines from above the ray of

hope. Divine justice, we are assured, is not in-

exorable. Divine mercy is accessible to all who
believe and repent. The participation of this sacra-

ment, therefore, naturally imparts comfort to the

worthy communicant; as it supposes, on his part, a

cordial compliance with those terms, on which par-

don is offered by the gospel to mankind.
;=l

I mean not to say, that the participation of this

sacrament, how pious and proper soever our dis-

positions at that time may be, is, of itself, sufficient

to ensui'e us of comfort at death. It were unwar-

rantable to flatter Christians with hopes to this ex-

tent. No sins'le act of the most fervent devo.tion

can afford assured hopes of peace with Heaven,

until these hopes be confirmed by the succeeding

tenor of a good life. But what may safely be as-

serted is, that communicating in a proper manner

makes way for such hopes. It is an introduction to

that state of reconciliation with God, which will

give you peace in death. It is the beginning of a

good course, which, if duly pursued, will make your

latter end blessed. It is the entrance of the path of
the just ; the morning of that light "which shineth

more and more unto the perfect day. For this holy

VOL. II. X
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Sacrament is a professed renunciation of the vices

and corruptions of the world. It is a professed

dereliction of former evil habits ; a solemn return,

on our part, to God and virtue, under the firm trust

that God will, through Jesus Christ, show mercy to

the frailties of tlie penitent. If you continue to

support the character wliich you this day assume,

the invisible world will no longer present to you a

scene of terrours. You will be comforted with the

view of goodness and compassion, as predominant

in the administration of the universe. After having

finished a virtuous course, you will be able to look

up to that God whom you have worshipped, and to

say, / know in whom I have trusted. Though I
walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will

fear no evil ; for thou art with me. Thij rod and thy

staff shall comfort me.

III. This Sacrament prepares us for a happy

death, by strengthening the connection between

Christians and Christ their Saviour. This is a con-

nection which, in various ways, redounds to their

benefit; and will be found particularly consolatory

at the hour of death. The awful Majesty of Heaven
is in danger of overwhelming the mind, in the feeble

moment of departing life. The reverence it inspires

is mingled with sensations of dread, which might

be too strong for us then to bear. When we look

up to it, through a Mediator and Intercessor, that

Majesty assumes a milder aspect, and appears to

invite our approach. Whatever, therefore, forms a

connection with this great Mediator, this powerful

friend and patron of the human race, must be most

desirable to every one, especially to the dying man.
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Now, this Sacrament unites us closely with him. It

is the oath of our allegiance. It is the act of en-

listing ourselves under the banner of this Divine

Leader. Of course it strengthens our faith in him,

as our guide through life, and our guardian and

protector in death. It gives us a title to look up
to him, under the confidence of that reciprocal en-

gagement, which fidelity on the one hand is alw^ays

understood to imply, of protection on the other.

His participation of our nature conveys a degree

of encouragement which we could derive from no

being altogether celestial, how gracious or benign

soever. In our utmost extremity, w^e can have re-

course to his sympathising aid, who had experience

both of the distresses of life, and of the terrours of

death. We behold in the text, with what firm tran-

quillity he looked forward to his approaching suf-

ferings. Sincere attachment to our great Master

may be expected to infuse into us some degree of

the same happy composition of mind. It is owing

to our losing out of view this perfect model ; to our

following the crowd, and adopting the common
spirit of the world, that we become mean-spirited

and base ; servilely attached to life, and afraid to

die. Did we, according to our engagements at the

Lord's table, keep our eye fixed on our Divine

Leader, and study to follow his steps, a portion of

his spirit would descend upon us at the hour of

death. It would be as the mantle of Elijah, falling

on a chosen disciple j and would enable us, as it did

Ehsha of old, to smite and divide the waters.

We believe our Saviour now to rule in the world of

spirits. The grave, therefore, bars not his followers

from access to him. In the grave, for our sake he
X 2
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once lay clown, that he might dispel the gloom

wliich appears to us to cover that formidable man-

sion. In a short time he rose from it, in order to

assure us, that the dark and narrow house was not to

confine his followers for ever. By his death, he con-

quered death, and him that had the power of it;

and his voice to us is. Because I live, ye shall live

also. Hence, as long as we preserve that attachment

to him which we this day profess, we are furnished

with a variety of considerations proper for sup-

porting us in the prospect of our dissolution. This

leads me to observe,

IV. That the Sacrament of which we are to par-

take, prepares us for death, by confirming and enliven-

ing our hope of immortality. In this sacrament,

my friends, you act for both worlds. As inhabitants

of the eartli, you are on this day to look forward,

with care, to your future behaviour in it. For you

are not, by any means disengaging yourselves totally

from this life and its concerns. On the contrary,

you are forming, and even strengthening, those con-

nections, which virtue requires you to maintain with

your friends and fellow creatures around you. At
the same time, you are not to consider yourselves as

citizens of earth only, but also as citizens of Heaven.

You are to recognize, on this occasion, your relation

to a higher and better country, with which you are

connected by the most sacred ties ; and from which

you derive those comforts and hopes that will both

purify your life, and render your death happy. The
sacrament of the supper is, in this view, an ascent of

the mind above terrestrial things. At the Lord's

table we associate ourselves, in some degree, with
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spirits of a more exalted order. We declare that we
are tending towards their society ; and have fixed

our final rest within the veil. This view of the insti-

tution, so comfortable to the last period of life, is

plainly given us in the words of the text. For it is

worthy of particular observation, that as soon as

our Lord had instituted this Sacrament, he straight-

way leads the thoughts of his disciples to a state of

future existence. Emj)loying that metaphorical style,

w^hich the occasion naturally suggested, he tells them,

that though he was not henceforth to drink of the

fruit of the vine on earth, yet a day was coming,

when he w^as again to drink it with them ; to drink it,

ifi his Father^s kingdom. Two distinct ideas are, in

these words, presented unto us. One is, the abode into

which our Saviour was to remove ; his Father*s king-

dom. The other, the society which he was there to

enjoy; with you in my Father's kingdom. These
correspond to the two views under which death is

most formidable to men ; both of which he intended

to banish, by the institution of this Sacrament ; first,

that death is a transition to a new and unknown
world ; and next, that it is a final separation from all

the friends whom we have loved on earth.

First ; If death terminates our existence here,

the abode to which it translates the faithful follow^ers

of Christ, is the kingdom of his Father. The insti-

tution of this sacrament dispels all the gloomy ideas

of annihilation, of non-existence, of total darkness,

which our imagination is ready to associate wdth the

grave. We are here assured that to good men, death

is not the close of being, but a change of state ; a

removal, from a distant and obscure province oii

X 3
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the universe, into the city of God, the chief seat

of their Father's kingdom. They have every reason

to beheve, that the' objects which are to meet them

there, how new and unknown soever, shall all be

propitious and friendly. For into the kingdom of

his Father, their Lord has declared that he is entered

as their forerunner. I go to my Father, and your

Father ; to my God, and your God. In my Father's

house are many ma7isions. Igo to prepare a placefor

you. I will come again and receive you to myself, that

Inhere I am, there ye may be also. What reasonings,

what speculations, can have power to impart so much
peace to the dying man, as a promise so direct and

explicit, coming from him, who is truth itself, and

cannot lie. If it were not so, I woidd have told you. *

The prospect becomes still more cheering and reliev-

ing, when we include

The other circumstances mentioned in the text ; the

society to be enjoyed in that future state of being.

With you I shall drifik of the fruit of the vine in my
Father's kingdom. In how amiable a light does our

Saviour here appear, looking forward to a future re-

union with those beloved friends, whom he was now
leaving, as to a circumstance which should increase

both his own felicity and theirs, when they met again

in a happier world ! Thus, in a most affectionate man-

ner, cheering their drooping and dejected spirits

;

and by a similar prospect providing for the comfort

of his followers in future generations, when they

should be about to leave the world.

The expressions in the text plainly suggest a joyful

intercourse among friends, who had been separated

* John xiv. 2.
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by death, and therefore seem to give much confirm-

ation to what has always been a favourite hope ofgood

men ; that friends shall know and recognise each

other, and renew their former connections, in a future

state of existence. How many pleasing prospects

does such an intimation open to the mind! How
much does it tend to compensate the vanity of life,

and to mitigate the sorrows of death ! For it is not to

be denied, that one of the most bitter circumstances

attending death, is, the final separation from beloved

friends. This is apt equally to wring the hearts of

the dying, and the surviving ; and it is an anguish of

that sort, which descends most deeply into the vir-

tuous and worthy breast. When, surrounded with an

affectionate family, and weeping friends, a good man
is taking his last adieu of all whom he held most dear

on earth ; when, with a feeble voice, he is giving

them his blessing, before he leaves them for ever

;

when, for the last time, he beholds the countenance,

he touches the hand, he hears the voice, of the per-

son nearest his heart ; who could bear this bitterness

of grief, if no support were to be ministered by reli-

gious hope ? if there were no voice to whisper to our

spirits, that hereafter we, and those whom we love,

shall meet again in a more blissful land ? What
higher view can possibly be given of the benefit re-

dounding from this divine institution, than its afford-

ing us consolation in such situations of extreme dis-

tress by realising to our souls the belief of an immortal

state, in which all the virtuous and worthy shall be

re-united in the presence of their common Lord?

Thus I have set before you many considerations,

arising from the sacrament of our Lord's Supper,

X 4
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\vliich render it a proper preparation not only for a

good life, but for a comfortable and happy death.

The great improvement to be made of the subject is

to bring to the altar of God such dispositions of heart,

as may give us ground to hope for this blessed effect.

Let us approach to the sacrament with the same seri-

ousness of frame, as if it were the last time we were

ever to partake of it ; as ifwe were now making provi-

sion for a journey to that land whence none return ; as

if w^e were never to drmk, in this manner, ofthejruii

ofthe vinef until that day when we drink it with those

whom we have loved in our Father's kingdom.

God only know s to whom this may be truly spoken !

God knows who, of this assembly, shall never have

opportunity to approach again to the sacred table,

and to meet with their brethren, on such an occasion,

in the courts of the Lord's house !— Whatever our

doom is to be, whether w^e are appointed for life or

for death, such is the frame of mind which now best

becomes, and will most improve us in partaking of

the holy sacrament.

Let me caution you, before 1 conclude, against

judging of the propriety of your disposition, in this

solemn act of worship, solely by the warmth of your

affections, and the fervour of your devotion. This

state of heart, how desirable soever it may be, cannot

be at all times possessed. It depends, in some mea-

sure, on natural sensibility. All are not equally en-

dowed with warm and tender feelings. Even they

who are susceptible of the highest degrees of pious

and virtuous sensibility, cannot, on every occasion,

command that happy temperature of mind. We are

not, thcrefbrej to judge unfavourably ^^ ourselves.
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if this be not always the priv^ilege of our devotions.

It is chiefly a sedate and composed frame of spirit,

that we must study to cultivate ; arising from grave

and sober thoughts ; from serious and penitent recol-

lection of past erroui's ; from good pui-poses for the

future ; and from a deep sense of the approaching

events of death and immortality. Penetrated with

such dispositions, you have ground to come to the

altar of God with humble trust and joy ; under the

beUef, that you are aiDproaching through the great

Redeemer, to that merciful Creator, to whom, hi the

high and holy place ofeternity^ the devout aspirations

of his servants on earth are ever acceptable and
pleasing.



SERMON XLVI.

On the Use and Abuse of the World.

1 Corinthians, vii. 31.

— Theij that use this world, as not abusing it.—
^T^HE world is always represented in Scripture as

the great scene of trial to a Christian. It sets

before him a variety of duties, which are incumbent

on him to perform ; and, at the same time, surrounds

him with many dangers, against which he has to

guard. The part which is proper for him to act, may
be comprised in these two expressive words of the

text ; using the xvorld, and not abusing it ; the signi-

ficancy and extent of which, I propose now to ex-

plain. The subject is of the higher importance, as

in the world we must live : and according as we use,

or abuse' it, it will prove either our friend or our

greatest foe.

It is natural to begin with observing, that the

Christian is here supposed to use tJie world ; by which

we must certainly understand the Apostle to mean,

maintaining intercourse and connection with the

world ; living in it, as one of the members of human

society; assuming that rank which belongs to his

station. No one can be said to use the xcorld who

lives not thus. Hence it follows, that sequestration

from the world is no part of Christian duty ; and it

appears strange, that even among those who approve
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not of monastic confinement, seclusion from the plea-

sures of society should have been sometimes consi-

dered, as belonging to the character of a religious

man. They have been supposed to be the best

servants of God, who, consecrating their time to the

exercises of devotion, mingle least in the ordinary

commerce of the world ; and especially who abstain

most rigidly from all that has the appearance of

amusement. But how pious and sincere soever the

intentions of such persons may be, they certainly

take not the properest method, either for improving

themselves, or for advancing religion among others.

For, this is not using the world, but relinquishing it.

Instead of making the Hght of a good example shine

with useful splendour throughout the circle of society,

they confine it within a narrow compass. According

to the metaphor employed by our Saviour, after the

candle is lighted, they put it under a bushel. Instead

of recommending religion to the world, they exhibit

it under the forbidding aspect of unnecessary aus-

terity. Instead of employing their influence to

regulate and temper the pleasures of the world, by a

moderate participation of those that are innocent,

they deliver up all the entertainments of society into

the hands of the loose and giddy.

The various dangers which the world presents to

one who is desirous of maintaining his piety and

integrity, have given rise to the scrupulous caution

concerning the use of the world; and, so far, the

principle is commendable. But we must remember,

that the virtue of a Christian is to be shown, in

surmounting dangers which he is called to encounter.

Into the post of danger we were ordered by Provi-

dence when we were brought into this world. We
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were placed as soldiers, on the field of battle. It is

there that our fidelity to our great commander must

appear. The most signal virtues which adorn and

improve the human character, are displayed in active

life. There, the strength of the mind is brought

forth and put to the test. There, all the amiable

dispositions of the heart find their proper exercise :

humanity is cultivated
;
patience, fortitude, and self-

denial, come forward in all their forms ; and the

light of good men's works so shine before others as

to lead them to glorify their Father xvhich is in heaven.

It may be assumed, therefore, as a principle justi-

fied by the text, and by the whole strain of Scripture,

that to use^ and in a certain degree to enjoy, the ivorld,

is altogether consistent with religion. According to

the rank which men possess in society, according to

their age, their employment, and connections, their

intercourse with the world will be more or less ex-

tended. In private life, they use the world with

propriety, who are acti\e and industrious in their

callings
;
just and upright in their dealings ; sober,

contented, and cheerful in their stations. When the

circumstances of men allow them a wider command

of the enjoyments of the world, of those enjoyments

they may freely partake, within the bounds of tem-

perance, moderation, and decency. The highest

situations of rank and opulence ought to be distin-

guished by dignity of character ; by extensive bene-

ficence, usefulness, and public spirit ; by magnificence,

without ostentation, and generous hospitality, without

profusion.

We shall have a clearer view of the proper use of

the world, when we contrast it with that abuse of the

world, which we loo often observe. Those abuses
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manifest tliemselves in various forms ; but in general

may be classed under three great heads.

I. They are abusers of the world, who intemper-

ately give themselves up to its pleasures, and lead a

life of licentiousness, riot, and dissipation. Amidst

the w^ealth and luxury of the present age, it will be

admitted, that persons of this description are not

unfrequent, who, being opulent in fortune, and per-

haps high in rank, think themselves entitled to pass

their days in a careless manner, without any other

object in view, than the gratification of their senses

and passions. It shall be granted, that they are not

obliged to that exact economy and attention in their

manner of living, which the state of fortune may
require of others. Gaiety shall be permitted to them;

change of scene and variety of amusements. But

let them not forget that as men and members of

society, not to say professors of the Christian faith,

they are bound to stop short in their career of plea-

sure, as soon as it becomes disgraceful to themselves

and hurtful to the world. By the train of life which

they lead, they defeat every purpose for which Pro-

vidence bestowed on them the blessings of prosperity.

They sink every talent which they possess, into useless

insignificancy. They corrupt the public manners,

by their example, and diffuse among others the spirit

of extravagance and folly. They behave in a manner

altogether unsuitable to the condition of the world in

which we live ; where we are exposed to so much
change, surrounded with so much distress, and daily

behold so many affecting scenes, as ought to awaken
serious reflection, and chasten dissolute mirth.
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Witli indignant eyes, the sober and thinking part

of mankind view the luxury and riot of those abusers

of the world. To them are owing the discontents of

the poor, their disaffection to their superiours, their

proneness to disturb the peace of the world. When
the poor behold wealth properly used, they look up

with respect to them who possess it. They rest

contented in their station, and bless the just and the

generous, from whose munificence they receive em-

ployment and reward. But when they behold those

men of pleasure dissipating, in vice and folly, the

fortune which their forefathers had honourably

earned ; when they behold them oppressing all their

dependants merely that they may revel in luxurious

extravagance, then their hearts swell within them
;

with murmurs of sullen grief, they eye their own

mean habitation and needy family ; and become pre-

pared for robbery, tumult, sedition, and every evil

work.

The conduct of such abusers of the world is not

only pernicious to the welfare of society, and to

the interests of virtue ; it is equally ruinous to

themselves. I shall not insist on the loss of repu-

tation, the waste of fortune, the broken health, and

debilitated frame, whicli are the well-known conse-

quences of a life of intemperate pleasure. I sliall

not recount all the better and more substantial

enjoyments which they forfeit. Amidst the tur-

bulence of riot, and the fumes of intoxication, un-

known to them are the rational entertainments of

regular life ; the enjoyment of the face of nature
;

the pleasures of knowledge, and an improved mind
j

the pleasiu'es of private friendship, and domestic

15
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society ; the conscious satisfaction which accompanies

honourable labours, and the justly acquired esteem

of those who surround them. All these they have

thrown away; and in their room have substituted,

what they think more high and vivid pleasures. But
of what nature are those pleasures ? Even hi laughter

the heart is sorrouful^ and the end of that mirth is

heaviness. *

At the bottom of the hearts of all men, there lies a

secret sense of propriety, virtue, and honour. This

sense may be so far blunted, as to lose its influence

in guiding men to what is right, while yet it re-

tains its power of making them feel that they are

acting wrong. Hence remorse often gnaw^s the

heart, which affects to appear light and gay before

the world. Among the crowd of amusements, the

voluptuary may endeavour to stifle his uneasiness
;

but through all his defences it will penetrate. A
conscious sense of his own insignificance, when he

sees others distinguished for acting a manly and

worthy part ; reflection on the time he has wasted,

and the contempt he has incurred; the galling

remembrance of his earlier and better days, w^hen

he gave the fair promise of accomplishments, which

now are blasted ; have frequently been found to

sadden the festive hour. The noise of merriment

may be heard ; but hea\dness lies at the heart.

Wliile the tabret and the viol play, a melancholy

voice sounds in his ears. The w^asted estate, the

neglected halls, and ruined mansions of his father,

rise to view. The angry countenances of his

friends seem to stare him in the face. A hand

* Prov. xiv. 13.
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appears to come forth on the wall, and to write his

doom.

Retreat, then, from yoiu' dishonourable courses,

ye who by licentiousness, extravagance, and vice,

are abusers of the world ! You are degrading, you

are ruining yourselves. You are grossly misemploy-

ing the gifts of God ; and the giver will not fail to

punish. Awake to the pursuits of men of virtue and

honour. Break loose from that magic circle, within

which you are at present held. Reject the poisoned

cup which the enchantress Pleasure holds up to your

lips. Draw aside the veil which she throws over your

eyes. You will then see other objects than you now
behold. You will see a dark abyss opening below

your feet. You will see virtue and temperance mark-

ing out the road which conducts to true felicity. You
will be enabled to discern, that the world is enjoyed

to advantage, by none but such as follow those divine

guides ; and who consider pleasure as the seasoning,

but not as the business, of life.

II. The world is abused, not only by an intem-

perate pursuit of its pleasures, but by a sordid attach-

ment to its gains. This respects a set of men of very

different description from the former, more decent

in their carriage, and less flagrant in their vices ; but

corrupted by the world in no less a degree. For the

world is often abused by the men of business, as much
as by the men of pleasure. When worldly success

becomes the sole object of their life ; when the ac-

cumulation of fortune so engrosses them as to harden

their heart against every feeling of moral obligation

;

when it renders them insensible to the calls of affec-

tion, and to the impressions of piety and religion ;
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they then come under the class of the covetous,

whom it is said, the Lord abhorreth. *

The world, with its advantages, is a lawful object

of pursuit to a Christian. He may seek, by fair in-

dustry, to render his circumstances affluent. With-

out reproof, he may aim at distinction and consider-

ation in the world. He may bestow a considerable

portion of his time and attention on the successful

management of his worldly interest. All this is with-

in the limits of that allowable use of the world, to

which religion gives its sanction. But to a wise and

good man, the world is only a secondary object. He
remembers there is an eternity beyond it. His care

is, not merely to amass and possess, but to use his

possessions well, as one who is accountable to God.
He is not a slave, either to the hopes or the fears of

the world. He would rather forfeit any present ad-

vantage, than obtain it at the expence of violating

the divine law, or neglecting his duty. This is using

the world hke a good man. This is living in it, as a

subject of God, and a member of the great commu-
nity of mankind. To such a man, riches are a bless-

ing. He may enjoy them with magnificence, but he

will use them with liberality. They open a wide

field to the exercise of his virtue, and allow it to

shine with diffusive lustre.

Very opposite to this is the character oi the

worldly-minded. To them, the mere attainment of

earthly possessions is an ultimate aim. They camiot

be said to 2ise the "jcoj^ld; for to possess, not to use

or enjoy, is their object. They are emphatically

said in scripture, to load themselves with thick t clay.

* Psalm X. 3. f Habukkuk, ii. 6.
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Some sort of apology may be framed for them who
seek to extract from the world, pleasure of one kind

or other. But for those who know no pleasure, far-

ther than adding house to house, and Jield to field,

and calHng them their own, it is hardly possible to

frame any apology. Such persons are idolaters of

the worst kind ; for they have made the world their

God. They daily worship and bow down before it;

and hold nothing to be mean or base, which can pro-

mote the enlargement of their fortune. He is an

abuser of the world, let his possession of it be ever so

ample, who knows nothing higher than the gains of

the world. He is an abuser of the world, who sacri-

fices probity, virtue, or humanity, to its interests.

He is an abuser of" the world, who cannot occasion-

ally retreat from it, to consider what character he

bears in the sight of God ; and to what issue his con-

duct will bring him at last. In a word, the world is

then properly used, when it is generously and bene-

ficially enjoyed ; neither hoarded up by avarice, nor

squandered by ostentation,

in. The world is abused, by those who employ its

advantages to the injury or oppression of their

brethren. Under this class are included the worst

and most criminal abuses of the world; who turn

against their fellow-creatures those advantages with

which it has pleased Heaven to distinguish them.

It is a class which comprehends the sovereign who
tyrannises over his people ; the great man who de-

presses his dependants ; the master who is cruel to

his servants : every one, in fine, who renders his su-

periority of any kind, whether of wealth or power,

unnecessarily grievous to those who are his inferiours

;
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whose superciliousness dejects the modest; whose

insolence tramples on the poor ; whose rigour makes

the widow and the orphan weep. Persons of this

character, while thus abusing the advantages of the

world, may, for a while, enjoy their triumph. But
let them not think their triumph is always to last.

Their turn shall come to be hmubled as low as those

whom they now oppress. For there is a vigilant eye

in the heavens, attentive to observe their procedure.

There is an impartial ear which listens to every just

complaint preferred against them. There is an irre-

sistible arm stretched over their heads, whose weight

they shall one day feel. The sovereign of the uni-

verse characterises himself in the sacred writings, as

peculiarly an adversary to the insolent and haughty.

For the oppression of the poor^for the sighing oftlie

needy^ now will I arise, saith the Lord ; I will set him

in safety from him that puffeth at him,* I will come

near to you injudgment ; and I will he a swift witness

against those that oppress the hireling in his wageSy

tJie widow, and the fatherless, and that turn aside the

stranger from his right, t He that oppresseth the

poor, reproacheth his Maker. X The Lord xvill plead

tlieir cause; and spoil the soul of those that spoiled

tliem. §

After hearing these awful words, is it not strange,

O men, at once infatuated and cruel ! that you can-

not use the world without abusing it to the distress

of your brethren ? Even supposing no punishment

to be threatened, no arm to be lifted up against you,

is there nothing within you that relents at the cir-

* Psalm xii. 5. t Malachi, iii. 5.

% Prov. xiv. 31. § Prov. xxii. 23.
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cumstances of those below you in the world ? Is it

not enough, that they suffer their own hard fate,

without its being aggravated by your severity and

oppression ? Why must the aged, the poor, and the

friendless, tremble at your greatness ? Cannot you

be happy, unless you make them eat their scanty

morsel in bitterness of heart? You happy!— pro-

fane not the word— what is such happiness as

yours, compared with that of him who could say,

When the ear heard me, then it blessed me; and when

tJie eye saw me, it gave ivitness to me : because I de-

livered the poor tluit cried, and thefatJierless, and him

that had 7ione to help him. I was afatlier to thepoor.

The blessing ofhim that was readi/ to perish came ujjon

me; and I caused the widow's heart to si?igJbr*joj/?

How properly did such a man use the world, and

with what just honour did he flourish in it! Unto

me men gave ear; they kept silence, and waitedfor my
counsel. The princes refrained talking. The aged

rose and stood up. My root was spt^ead out by the

waters, arid the dew lay upon my branch. Not

only unknown to you are such pleasures of virtuous

prosperity ; but even previous to prepared punish-

ment, be assured, that remorse is approaching to

wring your hearts. Of the world, which you now
abuse, in a short time nothing shall remain, but the

horror arising from remembered crimes. The
wages you have detained, the wealth you have

squeezed from the needy, shall lie heavy on your

souls. The stately buildings which your pride has

erected, by means of violence and oppression, shall

seem haunted by injured ghosts. The stone shall cry

* Job, xxix. 9.— 21.
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out of the wall; and the beam out of tJie timber shall

answer it. * When you lie on the bed of death, the

poor wliom you have oppressed, shall appear to you
as gathered together; stretching forth their hands,

and lifting up tlieir voices against you, at the tribu-

nal of Heaven. / have seen the wicked great in power,

and spreading himself like a greefi bai/-tree. But he

passed away, and was not. I sought him, but he could

7iot befound. They are brought down to desolation in

a moment^ and utterly co?isumed with terrors. As a

dream when one awakethy so, O Lord, wJien thou

awakest, tliou shall despise their image, f

Thus I have shown what it is to tcse and what to

abuse the world. When, according to our different

stations, we enjoy the advantages of the world with

propriety and decency ; temperate in our pleasures
j

moderate in our pui*suits of interest ; mindful of our

duty to God, and at the same time, just, humane,

and generous to our brethren ; then, and then only,

we iise the world, as becomes men and Christians.

Within these limits, we may safely enjoy all the com-

forts which the world affords, and our station allows.

But if we pass beyond these boundaries, into the

regions of disorderly and vicious pleasures, of debas-

ing covetousness or of oppressive insolence, the world

will then serve only to corrupt our minds, and to

accelerate our ruin. The licentious, the avaricious,

and the insolent, form the three great classes of the

abusers of the world.

Let not those who are in wealthy and flourishing

circumstances, complain of the restraints which reU-

* Habak. ii. 11. f Psalm xxvii. 35.— Ixxiii. 19.
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gious doctrine attempts to impose on their enjoy-

ments. For, to what do these restraints amount?
To no more than this, that, by their pleasures, they

would neither injure themselves, nor injure others.

We call not on the young, to relinquish their gaiety

;

nor on the rich, to forego their opulence ; nor on

the great, to lay aside their state. We only call on

them, not to convert gaiety into licentiousness ; nor

to employ opulence in mere extravagance ; nor to

abuse greatness for the oppression of their inferiours

:

While they enjoy the world, not to forget that they

are the subjects of God, and are soon to pass into

another state. Let the motive by which the Apostle

enforces the exhortation in the text, present itself

to their thought ; Use this *world as not abusing it;

for the foshion of the world passeth away. Its pomp
and its pleasures, its riches, magnificence, and glory,

are no more than a transient show. Every thing

that we here enjoy, changes, decays, and comes to

an end. All floats on the surface of a river, which,

with swift current, is running towards a boundless

ocean. Beyond this present scene of things, above

those sublunary regions, we are to look for what is

permanent and stable. The world passes away;

but God, and heaven, and virtue, continue unchange-

ably the same. We- are soon to enter into eternal

habitations ; and into these, our works shall follow

us. The consequences shall for ever remain of the

part which we have acted as good or bad men ; as

faithful subjects of God, or as servants of a vain

world.



SERMON XLVIl.

On Extremes in Religious and Mokal Conduct.

Proverbs, iv. 27-

Turn not to the right handy nor to the lefi.

J WILL behave myself wisely^ said the Psalmist

David, in a perfect way, * Wisdom is no less ne-

cessary in religious, and moral, than in civil conduct.

Unless there be a proper degree of light in the un-

derstanding, it will not be enough that there are good

dispositions in the heart. Without regular guidance,

they will often err from the right scope. They will

be always wavering and unsteady ; nay, on some

occasions, they may betray us into evil. This is

too much verified by that propensity to run into

extremes, which so often appears in the behavioui*

of men. How many have originally set out with

good principles and intentions, who, through want

of discretion in the application of their principles,

have in the end injured themselves, and brought

discredit on religion ? There is a certain temperate

mean, in the observance of which piety and virtue

consist. On each side there lies a dangerous ex-

treme. Bewildering paths open, by deviating into

which, men are apt to forfeit all the praise of their

* Psalm ci. 2.
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good intentions ; and to finish with reproach, what

they had begun with honour. This is the ground

of the wise man's exhortation in the text. Let thine

eyes look right on, and let thine eye-lids look straight

before tliee. Ponder the path of thy feet, and let all

thy ways be established. Turn not to the right hand

nor to the left ; remove thyfootfrom evil. In discours-

ing from these words, I propose to point out some

of the extremes into which men are apt to run in

reHgion and morals ; and to suggest directions for

guarding against them.

With regard to reUgious principle in general, it

may perhaps be expected, that I should warn you of

the danger of being, on one hand, too rigid in ad-

hering to it, and on the other hand, too easy in relax-

ing it. But the distinction between these supposed

extremes, I conceive to have no foundation. No man
can be too strict in his adherence to a principle of

duty. Here, there is no extreme. All relaxation of

principle is criminal. What conscience dictates is to

be ever obeyed. Its commands are universally sacred.

Even though it should be misled, yet as long as we
conceive it to utter the voice of God, in disobeying

it we sin. The errour, therefore, to be here avoided,

is not too scrupulous or tender regard to conscience,

but too little care to have conscience properly en-

lightened, with respect to what is matter of duty and

of sin. . u.. Receive not, without examination, what-

ever human tradition has consecrated as sacred.

Recur, on every occasion, to those great fountains

of light and knowledge, which are opened to you in

the pure word of God. Distinguish, with care, be-

tween the superstitious fancies of men, and the ever-
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lasting commandments of God. Exhaust not on

trifles that zeal which ought to be reserved for the

weightier matters of the law. Overload not con-

science, with what is frivolous and unnecessary. But

when you have once drawn the line with intelligence

and precision between duty and sin, that line you

ought on no occasion to transgress.

Though there is no extreme in the reverence due

to conscience, there may undoubtedly be an extreme

in laying too much stress, either on mere principle,

or on mere practice. Here we must take particular

care not to turn to the right hand, nor to the left

;

but to hold faith and a good conscience united, as

the scripture, with great propriety, exhorts * us.

The errour of resting wholly on faith, or wholly on

works, is one of those seductions which most easily

mislead men ; under the semblance of piety on the

one hand, and of virtue on the other. This is not

an errour peculiar to our times. It has obtained in

every age of the Christian church. It has run

through all the different modes of false religion. It

forms the chief distinction of all the various sects

which have divided, and which still continue to

divide, the church ; according as they have leaned

most to the side of belief, or to the side of morality.

Did we hsten candidly to the voice of scripture,

it would guard us against either extreme. The
Apostle Paul every where testifies, that by no works

of our own we can be justified ; and that without

faith it is impossible to please God. The Apostle

James as clearly shows, that faith, if it be unproduc-

* 1 Timothy, i, 19.
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tive of good works, justifies no man. Between those

sentiments there is no opposition. Faith without

works is nugatory and insignificant. It is a found-

ation, without any superstructure raised upon it.

It is a fountain which sends forth no stream ; a tree

which neither bears fruit, nor affords shade. Good
works again, without good principles, are a fair but

airy structure ; without firmness or stability. They
resemble the house built on the sand ; the reed

which shakes with every wind. You must join the

two in full union, if you would exhibit the character

of a real Christian. He who sets faith in opposition

to morals, or morals in opposition to faith, is equally

an enemy to the interests of religion. He holds up

to view an imperfect and difigured form, in the

room of what ought to command respect from all

beholders. By leaning to one extreme, he is in

danger of falling into vice j by the other, of running

into impiety.

Whatever the belief of men be, they generally

pride themselves in the possession of some good

moral qualities. The sense of duty is deeply rooted

in the human heart. Without some pretence to vir-

tue, there is no self-esteem ; and no man wishes to

appear, in his own view, as entirely wortliless. But

as there is a constant strife between the lower and

higher parts of our nature, between inclination and

principle, this produces much contradiction and

inconsistency in conduct. Hence arise most of the

extremes into which men run in their moral beha-

viour ; resting their whole worth on that good qua-

lity, to which, by constitution or temper, they are

most inclined.
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One of the first and most common of those ex-

tremes is that of placing all virtue, either in justice,

on the one hand; or in generosity, on the other.

The opposition between these is most discernible

among two different classes of men in society. They
who have earned their fortune by a laborious and

industrious Hfe, are naturally tenacious of what they

have painfully acquii'ed. To justice they consider

themselves as obliged; but to go beyond it in acts

of kindness, they consider as superfluous and extra-

vagant. They will not take any advantage of others,

which conscience tells them is iniquitous ; but nei-

ther will they make any allowance for their neces-

sities and wants. They contend, with rigorous

exactness, for what is due to themselves. They
are satisfied, if no man suffer unjustly by them.

That no one is benefited by them, gives them little

concern. Another set of men place their whole

merit in generosity and mercy ; while to justice and
integrity they pay small regard. These are persons

generally of higher rank, and of easy fortune. To
them, justice appears a sort of vulgar virtue, requisite

chiefly in the petty transactions which those of infe-

riour station carry on with one another. But humanity
and liberality, they consider as more refined virtues,

which dignify their character, and cover all their

failings. They can relent at representations of dis-

tress ; can bestow with ostentatious generosity ; can

even occasionally share their wealth with a compa-
nion of whom they are fond; while, at the same
time, they withhold from others what is due to them

;

are negligent of their family and their relations;

and to the just demands of their creditors give no
attention.
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Both these classes of men run to a faulty extreme.

They divide moral virtue between them. Each takes

that part of it only which suits his temper. Without

justice, there is no virtue. But without humanity
and mercy, no virtuous character is complete. The
one man leans to the extreme of parsimony : the

other to that of profusion. The temper of the one is

unfeeling: the sensibility of the other is thought-

less. The one you may in some degree respect ; but

you cannot love. The other may be loved ; but

cannot be respected : and it is difficult to say, which

character is most defective.—We must undoubtedly

begin with being just, before we attempt to be gener-

ous. At the same time, he who goes no farther

than bare justice, stops at the beginning of virtue.

We are commanded to do justly^ but to love mercy.

The one virtue regulates our actions ; the other im-

proves our heart and affections. Each is equally

necessary to the happiness of the world. Justice is

the pillar that upholds the whole fabric of human
society. Mercy is the genial ray which cheers and

warms the habitations of men. The perfection of

our social character consists, in properly tempering

the two with one another ; in holding that middle

course, which admits of our being just, without

being rigid j and allows us to be generous, without

being unjust.

We must next guard against either too great

severity, or too great facility of manners. These are

extremes of which we every day behold instances in

the world. He who leans to the side of severity, is

harsh in his censures, and narrow in his opinions.

He cannot condescend to others in things indifferent.
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He has no allowance to make for human frailty ; or

for the difference of age, rank, or temper, among
mankind. With him, all gaiety is sinful levity ; and

every amusement is a crime. To this extreme, the

admonition of Solomon maybe understood to belong:

Be not righteous overmuch; neither make thyself over

wise. Why shouldest thou destroy thyself? * When
the severity of manners is hypocritical, and assumed

as a cloak to secret indulgence, it is one of the worst

prostitutions of religion. But I now consider it, not

as the effect of design, but of natural austerity of

temper, and of contracting maxims of conduct. Its

influence upon the person himself, is to render him
gloomy and sour ; upon others, to alienate them both

from his society, and his counsels ; upon religion, to

set it forth as a morose and forbidding principle.—
The opposite extreme to this is, perhaps, still more

dangerous ; that of too great facility, and accommo-
dation to the ways of others. The man of this

character, partly from indolent weakness, and partly

from softness of temper, is disposed to a tame and

universal assent. Averse either to contradict or to

blame, he goes along with the manners that prevail.

He views every character with indulgent eye ; and

with good dispositions in his breast, and a natural

reluctance to profligacy and vice, he is enticed to the

commission of evils which he condemns, merely

through want of fortitude to oppose others.

Nothing, it must be confessed, in moral conduct,

is more difficult, than to avoid turning here, either

to the right hand or to the left. One of the greatest

trials both of wisdom and virtue is, to preserve a just

* Eccles. vii. 16.
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medium between that harshness of austerity, wliich

disgusts and alienates mankind, and that weakness

of good-natiu'e, which opens the door to sinful excess.

The one separates us too much from the world. The
other connects us too closely with it ; and seduces

us to follow the multitude in doing evil. One who is

of the former character, studies too little to be agree-

able, in order to render himself useful. He who is

of the latter, by studying too much to be agreeable,

forfeits his innocence. If the one hurt religion, by
clothing it in the garb of unnecessary strictness ; the

other, by unw^arrantable compliance, strengthens the

power of corruption in the world. The one borders

on the character of the Pharisee ; the other, on that

of the Sadducee. True religion enjoins us to stand

at an equal distance from both ; and to pursue the

difficult, but honourable aim, of uniting good-nature

with fixed religious principle ; affable manners, with

untainted virtue.

Farther ; we run to one extreme, when we con-

temn altogether the opinions of mankind ; to another,

when we court their praise too eagerly. The former

discovers a high degree of pride and self-conceit.

The latter betrays servility of spirit. We are formed

by Nature and Providence, to be connected with one

another. No man can stand entu'ely alone, and in-

dependent of all his fellow-creatures. A reasonable

regard, therefore, for their esteem and good opinion,

is a commendable principle. It flows from humanity,

and coincides with the desire of being mutually use-

ful. But if that regard be carried too far, it becomes

the source of much corruption. For, in the present

state of mankind, the praise of the world often inter-

im
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feres with our acting that steady and conscientious

part which gains the approbation of God. Hence
arises the difficulty of drawing a proper line, between

the allowable regard for reputation, and the excessive

desire of praise. On the one side, and on the other,

danger meets us : and either extreme will be perni-

cious to virtue.

He who extinguishes all regard to the sentiments

of mankind, suppresses one incentive to honourable

deeds ; nay, he removes one of the strongest checks

on vice. For where there is no desire of praise,

there will be also no sense of reproach and shame ;

and when this sense is destroyed, the way is paved

to open profligacy. On the other hand, he who is

actuated solely by the love of human praise, en-

croaches on the higlier respect which he owes to con*

science, and to God. Hence, virtue is often coun-

terfeited ; and many a splendid appearance has been

exhibited to the world, which had no basis in real

principle, or inward affection. Hence rehgious

truths have been disguised, or unfairly represented,

in order to be suited to popular taste. Hence the

Scribes and Pharisees rejected our blessed Lord,

because they loved tlie praise of men more tlian the

praise of God. — Tui'ii, therefore, neither to the

right hand nor to the left. Affect not to despise what

the world thinks of your conduct and character ; and

yet, let not the sentiments of the world entirely rule

you. Let a desire of esteem be one motive of your

conduct ; but let it hold a subordinate place. Mea-
sure the regard that is due to the opinions ofmen, by

the degree in which these coincide with the law of

God.
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Allow me next to suggest the danger of running

to the extreme of anxiety about worldly interests on

the one hand, and of negligence on the other. It is

hard to say which of these extremes is fraught with

most vice and most misery. Industry and diligence

are unquestionable duties, strictly enforced on all

Christians ; and he who fails in making suitable pro-

vision for his household and family, is pronounced

to be wot^se than an hifidel. But there are bounds,

within which our concern for worldly success must

be confined. For anxiety is the certain poison of

human life. It debases the mind ; and sharpens all

the passions. It involves men in perpetual distrac-

tions, and tormenting cares ; and leads them aside

from what ought to be the great scope of human
action. Anxiety is in general the effect of a covetous

temper. Negligence is commonly the offspring of

licentiousness, and always the parent of universal dis-

order. By anxiety you render yourselves miserable.

By negligence, you too often occasion the ruin of

others. The anxious man is the votary of riches ;

the negligent man the votary of pleasure. Each

offers his mistaken worship at the shrine of a false

deity ; and each shall reap only such rewards as an

idol can bestow ; the one sacrificing the enjoyment

and improvement of the present to vain cares about

futurity, the other so totally taken up in enjoying

tlie present, as to store the future with certain miseiy.

True virtue holds a temperate course between

these extremes ; neither careless of to-morrow, nor

taking too much thought for it; diligent, but not

anxious
;

prudent, but not covetous ; attentive to

provide comfortable accommodation on earth, but

chiefly concerned to lay up treasures in Heaven.
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I SHALL only warn you farther against the extreme

of engaging in a course of life too busy and hurried,

or of devoting yourselves to one too retired and un-

employed. We are formed for a mixture of action,

and retreat. Our connections with society, and the

performance of duties which we owe to one another,

necessarily engage us in active life. What we owe

to ourselves requires occasional retirement. For he

who lives always in the bustle of the world, cannot,

it is to be feared, always preserve his virtue pure.

Sentiments of piety will be deprived of that nourish-

ment and support which they would derive from

meditation and devotion. His temper will be

often ruffled and disturbed. His passions will be

kept too much on the stretch. From the contagious

manners which every where abound, he will not be

able to avoid contracting some dangerous infection.

On the other hand, he who flies to total retreat,

in order either to enjoy ease, or to escape from the

temptations of the world, will often find disquiet meet-

ing him in solitude, and the worst temptations arising

from within himself Unoccupied by active and

honourable pursuits, unable to devote his whole time

to improving thoughts, many an evil passion will

start up and occupy the vacant hour. Sullenness

and gloom will be in danger of overwhelming him.

Peevish displeasure, and suspicions of mankind, are

apt to persecute those who withdraw themselves

altogether from the haunts of men.— Steer therefore

a middle course, between a life oppressed with busi-

ness on the one hand, and burdened, for the burden

is no less, with idleness on the other. Provide for

yourselves matter of fair and honest pursuit, to afford

a proper object to the active powers of the mind,

VOL. II. z
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Temper business with serious meditation ; and en-

liven retreat by returns of action and industry.

Thus, I have pointed out some of those extremes

into which men are apt to run, by forsaking the hne

which rehgion and wisdom have drawn. Many more,

I am sensible, might be suggested ; for the field is

wide, and hardly is there any appearance of piety,

virtue, or good conduct, but what the folly of men is

apt to push into undue excess, on one or other side.

What I have mentioned, will be sufficient to show

the necessity of prudent circumspection, in order to

escape the dangers which beset us in this state of

trial. Let us study to attain a regular, uniform, con-

sistent character ; where nothing that is excessive or

disproportioned shall come forward to view ; which

shall not plume itself with a fair show on one side

only, while in other quarters it remains unadorned

and blemished ; but where the different parts of

worth and goodness shall appear united, and each

shall exert its proper influence on conduct. Thus,

turning neither^ to the right hand nor to the left^ we
shall, as far as our frailty permits, approach to the

perfection o^ the human character ; and shall have

reason not to he ashamed xvJien we have equal respect

to all God*s commandments.



SERMON XLVIII.

On Scoffing at Religion.

2 Peter, hi. S.

— There shall come in the last days scoffers.—

\ S the Christian religion is adverse to the inclina-

tions and passions of the corrupted part of man-

kind, it has been its fate, in every age, to encounter ^

the opposition of various foes. Sometimes, it has

undergone the storms of violence and persecution.

Sometimes, it has been attacked by the arms of false

reasoning and sophistry. When these have failed of

success, it has at other times been exposed to the

scoffs of the petulant. Men of light and frivolous

minds, who had no comprehension of thought for

discerning what is great, and no solidity ofjudgment

for deciding on what is true, have taken upon them

to treat religion with contempt, as if it were of no

consequence to the world. They have affected to

represent the whole of that venerable fabric which

has so long commanded the respect of mankind,

which for ages the learned have supported, and the

wise have admired, as having no better foundation

than the gloomy imagination of fanatics and ^ision-

aries. Of this character were those scoffers, pre-

dicted by the Apostle to arise in the last days; a

prediction which we have seen too often fulfilled.

As the false colours which such men throw on religion,

are apt to impose on the weak and unwary, let us

z 2
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now examine whether reUgion affords any just

grounds for the contempt or ridicule of the scoffer.

They must be either the doctrines or the precepts

of rehgion, which he endeavours to hold forth to .

contempt.

The doctrines of the Christian rehgion are rational

and pure. All that it has revealed concerning the

perfections of God, his moral government and laws,

the destination of man, and the rewards and punish-

ments of a future state, is perfectly consonant to the

most enlightened reason. In some articles which

transcend the limits of our present faculties, as in w^hat

relates to the essence of the Godhead, the fallen state

of mankind, and their redemption by Jesus Christ,

its doctrines may appear mysterious and dark. Against

these the scoffer has often directed his attacks, as if

whatever could not be explained by us, ought upon

that account to be exploded as absurd.

It is unnecessary to enter at present on any par-

ticular defence of these doctrines, as there is one

observation, which, if duly weighed, is sufficient to

silence the cavils of the scoffer. Is he not compelled

to admit, that the whole system of nature around him

is full of mystery? What reason, then, had he to

suppose that the doctrine of revelation, proceeding

from the same author, were to contain no mysterious

obscurity ? All that is requisite for the conduct of life,

both in nature and in religion. Divine Wisdom has

rendered obvious to all. As natuie has afforded us

sufficient information concerning what is necessary

for our food, our accommodation, and our safety ; so

religion has plainly instructed us in our duty towards

God and our neiglibour. But as soon as we attempt
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to rise towards objects that lie beyond our immediate

sphere of action, our curiosity is checked ; and dark-

ness meets us on every side. What the essence is of

those material bodies which we see and handle ; how
a seed grows up into a tree ; how man is formed in

the womb ; or how the mind acts upon the body, af-

ter it is formed, are mysteries of which we can give

no more account, than of the most obscure and diifi-

cult parts of revelation. We are obliged to admit the

existence of the fact, though the explanation of it

exceeds our faculties.

After the same manner in natural religion, questions

arise concerning the creation of the world from no-

thing, the origin of evil under the government ofa per-

fect Being, and the consistency of human liberty with

Divine prescience, which are of as intricate nature,

and of as difficult solution as any questions in Chris-

tian theology. We may plainly see, that we are not

admitted into the secrets of Providence, any more

than into the mysteries of the Godhead. In all his

ways, the Almighty is a God that hideth himself. He
maketh darkness his pavilion. He holdeth back the

face of his throne ; and spreadeth a thick cloud upon

it.— Instead of its being any objection to Revelation

that some of its doctrilies are mysterious, it would be

much more strange and unaccountable, if no such

doctrines were found in it. Had every thing in the

Christian system been perfectly level to our capacities,

this might rather have given ground to a suspicion oi

its not proceeding from God ; since it would have

been then so unlike to what we find both in the sys-

tem of the universe, and in the system of natural re-

ligion. Whereas, according as matters now stand,

the Gospel has the same features, the same general

z 3
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character, with the other two, which are acknow-

ledged to be of divine origin
j plain and comprehen-

sible, in what relates to practice ; dark and mysteri-

ous, in what relates to speculation and belief. * The
cavils of the scoffer, therefore, on this head, are so

far from having any just foundation, that they only

.discover his ignorance and the narrowness of his

views.

Let us next proceed to what relates to practice,

or the preceptive part of religion. The duties which

religion enjoins us to perform towards God, are those

which have oftenest furnished matter to the scoffs of

the licentious. They attempt to represent these as

so idle and superfluous, that they could owe their

birth to nothing but enthusiasm.—For is not the

Deity so far exalted above us, as to receive neither

advantage nor pleasure from our worship ? What are

our prayers, or our praises, to that infinite mind, who,

resting in the full enjoyment of his own beatitude, be-

holds all his creatures passing before him, only as the

insects of a day ? What but superstitious terrors could

have dictated those forms of homage, and those dis-

tinctions of sacred days, in which vulgar minds de-

light, but which the liberal and enlarged look upon

with scorn ?

Now, in return to such insults of the scoffer, it

might be sufficient to observe, that the united senti-

ments of mankind, in every age and nation, are

against him. Thoughtless as the bulk of men are,

* See this argument fully pursued, and placed in a strong light

by the masterly hand of Bishop Butler, in his Analogy of Natural

and Revealed Religion.
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and attached only to objects which they see around

them ; this principle has never been extinguished in

their breasts, that to the great Parent of the human
race, the universal, though invisible, benefactor of

the world, not only internal reverence, but external

homage, is due. Whether he need that homage or

not, is not the question. It is what, on our part, we
undoubtedly owe ; and the heart is, with reason,

held to be base, which stifles the emotions of grati-

tude to a benefactor how independent soever he may
be ofany returns. True virtue always prompts a pub-

lic declaration of the grateful sentiments which it

feels ; and glories in expressing them. Accordingly,

over all the earth, crowds of worshippers have assem-

bled to adore, in various forms, the Ruler of the

world. In these adorations, the philosopher, the

savage, and the saint, have equally joined. None
but the cold and unfeeling can look up to that bene-

ficent Being, who is at the head of the universe,

without some inclination to pray, or to praise. In

vain, therefore, would the scoffer deride, what the

loud voice of nature demands and justifies. He erects

himself against the general and declared sense of the

human race.

But, apart from this consideration, I must call on
him to attend to one of a still more serious and awful

nature. By his licentious ridicule of the duties of

piety, and of the institutions of divine worship, he is

weakening the power of conscience over men j he is

undermining the great pillars of society; he is giving

a mortal blow to public order and public happiness.

All these rest on nothing so much, as on the general

belief of an all-seeing witness, and the general vener-

ation of an Almiglity Governor. On this belief and
z 4
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this veneration, is founded the whole obligation of an

oath ; without which government could not be ad-

ministered, nor courts of justice act ; controversies

could not be determined, nor private property be

preserved safe. Our only security against innumer-

able crimes, to which the restraints of human life can-

not reach, is the dread of an invisible avenger, and

of those future punishments which he hath prepared

for the guilty. Remove this dread from the minds of

men, and you strengthen the hands of the wicked, and

endanger the safety of human society.

But how could impressions so necessary to the pub-

lic welfare be preserved, if there were no religious

assemblies, no sacred institutions, no day set apart

for divine worship, in order to be solemn remem-
brances to men of the existence and the dominion of

God, and of the future account they have to give of

their actions to him ? To all ranks of men, the senti-

ments which public religion tends to awaken, are

salutary and beneficial. But with respect to the in-

ferior classes it is well known, that the only princi-

ples which restrain them from evil are acquired in the

religious assemblies which they frequent. Destitute

of the advantages of regular education ; ignorant, in

great measure, of public laws ; unacquainted with

those refined ideas of honour and propriety, to which

others of more knowledge have been trained ; were

those sacred temples deserted to which they now re-

sort, they would be in danger of degenerating into a

ferocious race, from whom lawless violence was per-

petually to be dreaded.

He, therefore, who treats sacred things with any

degree of levity and scorn, is acting the part, perhaps

without his seeing or knowing it, of a public enemy
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to society. He is precisely the madman described in

the book of Proverbs*, ivho castethjirehrands^ arrows^

and death; and saith^ Am I not in sport ? We shall

hear him, at times, complain loudly of the undutiful-

ness of children, of the dishonesty of servants, of the

tumults, and insolence of the lower ranks ; while he

himself is, in a great measure, responsible for the

disorders of which he complains. By the example

which he sets of contempt for religion, he becomes

accessary to the maniibld crimes, which that con-

tempt occasions among others. By his scoffing at

sacred institutions, he is encouraging the rabble to

uproar and violence ; he is emboldening the false

witness to take the name of God in vain ; he is, in

effect, putting arms into the hands of the highway-

man, and letting loose the robber on the streets by
night.

We come next to consider that great class of duties

which respect our conduct towards our fellow-crea-

tures. The absolute necessity of these to general

welfare is so apparent, as to have secured them, in a

great degree, from the attacks of the scoffer. He
who would attempt to turn justice, truth, or honesty,

into ridicule, would be avoided by every one. To
those who had any remains of principle, he would be

odious. To those who attended only to their inter-

est, he would appear a- dangerous man. But though

the social virtues are treated in general as respectable

and sacred, there are certain forms and degrees of

them which have not been exempted from the scorn

of the unthinking. That extensive generosity and

* Prov. xxvi. 18, 19.
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high pubUc spirit, which prompt a man to sacrifice

his own interest, in order to promote some great

general good ; and that strict and scrupulous inte-

grity, which will not allow one, on any occasion, to

depart from the truth, have often been treated with

contempt by those who are called men of the world.

They who will not stoop to flatter the great, who
disdain to comply with prevailing manners, when

they judge them to be evil ; who refuse to take the

smallest advantage of others, in order to procure the

greatest benefit for themselves ; are represented as

persons of romantic character and visionary notions,

unacquainted with the world, and unfit to live in it.

Such persons are so far from being liable to any

just ridicule, that they are entitled to a degree of

respect, which approaches to veneration. For they

are, in truth, the great supporters and guardians of

public order. The authority of their character over-

awes the giddy multitude. The weight of their

example retards the progress of corruption ; checks

that relaxation of morals, which is always too apt to

gain ground insensibly, and to make encroaclnnents

on every department of society. Accordingly, it is

this high generosity of spirit, this inflexible viitue,

this regard to principle, superiour to all opinion,

which has ever marked the characters of those who

have eminently distinguished themselves in public

life ; who have patronized the cause ofjustice against

powerful oppressors ; who in critical times have sup-

ported the falling rights and liberties of men ; and

have reflected honour on their nation and country.

Such persons may have been scoffed at by some

among whom they lived; but posterity has done

them ample justice; and they are the persons whose
*1
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names are recorded to future ages, and who are

thought and spoken of with adrnkation.

The mere temporizer, the man of accommodating

principles, and inferiour virtue, may support a plaus-

ible character for a while among his friends and

followers ; but as soon as the hollowness of his prin-

ciples is detected, he sinks into contempt. They
who are prone to deride men of inflexible integrity,

only betray the littleness of their minds. They show

that they understand not the sublime of virtue ; that

they have no discernment of the true excellence of

man. By affecting to throw any discouragement on

purity and strictness of morals, they not only expose

themselves to just contempt, but propagate sentiments

very dangerous to society. For, if we loosen the

regard due to virtue in any of its parts, we begin to

sap the whole of it. No man, as it has been often

said, becomes entirely profligate at once. He de-

viates, step by step, from conscience. If the loose

casuistry of the scoflfer were to prevail, open dis-

honesty, falsehood, and treachery, would speedily

grow out of those complying principles, those relax-

ations of virtue, which he would represent to be

necessary for every man who knows the world.

The last class of virtues I am to mention, are

those which are of a personal nature, and which

respect the government to be exercised over our

pleasures and passions. Here the scoffer has always

considered himself as having an ample field. Often,

and often, have such virtues as sobriety, temperance,

modesty, and chastity, been made the subject of

ridicule, as monkish habits which exclude men from

the company of the fashionable and the gay ; habits.
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which are the effect oflow education, or ofmean spirits,

or of mere feebleness of constitution ; while scoffers,

walking, as it is too truly said of them by the Apos-

tle, after their lusts, boast of their own manners as

liberal and free, as manly and spirited. They fancy

themselves raised thereby much above the crowd

;

and hold all those in contempt, who confine them-

selves within the vulgar bounds of regular and or-

derly life.

Infatuated men ! who see not that the virtues of

which they make sport, not only derive their author-

ity from the laws of God, but are moreover essen-

tially requisite both to public and to private happi-

ness. By the indulgence of their licentious pleasures

for a while, as long as youth and vigour remain, a

few passing gratifications may be obtained. But

what are the consequences ? Suppose any individual

to persevere unrestrained in this course, it is certainly

to be followed by disrepute in his character, and dis-

order in his affairs ; by a wasted and broken consti-

tution ; and a speedy and miserable old age. Suppose

a society to be wholly formed of such persons as the

scoffers applaud ; suppose it to be filled with none

but those whom they call the sons of pleasure ; that

is, with the intemperate, the riotous, and dissolute,

among whom all regard to sobriety, decency, and

private virtue was abolished ; what an odious scene

would such a society exhibit ? How unlike any civil-

ized or well ordered state, in which mankind have

chosen to dwell ? What turbulence and uproar, what

contests and quarrels, would perpetually reign in it ?

What man of common understanding would not

rather chuse to dwell in a desert, than to be asso-

ciated for life with such companions? Shall, then.
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the scofier presume to make light of those virtues,

without wliich there could be neither peace, nor

comfort, nor good order, among mankind ?

Let him be desired to think of his domestic situ-

ation and connections. Is he a father, a husband,

or a brother? Has he any friend or relation, male

or female, in whose happiness he is interested ?

Let us put the question to him, whether he" be willing

that intemperance, unchastity, or dissipation of any
kind, should mark their character? Would he re-

commend to them such excesses ? Would he chuse

in their presence, openly, and without disguise, to

scoff at the opposite virtues, as of no consequence

to their welfare ?— If even the most Hcentious shud-

der at the thought; if in the midst of his loose

pleasures, he be desirous that his own family should

remain untainted ; let this teach him the value of

those private viitues, which in the hours of dissipa-

tion, in the giddiness of his mind, he is ready to

contemn. Banish sobriety, temperance, and purity,

and you tear up the foundations of all pubUc order,

and all domestic quiet. You render every house a

divided and miserable abode, resounding with terms

of shame, and mutual reproaches of infamy. You
leave nothing respectable in the human character.

You change the man into a brute.

The conclusion from all the reasoning which we
have now pursued is, that religion and virtue, in all

their forms, either of doctrine or of precept ; of
piety towards God, integrity towards men, or

regularity in private conduct ; are so far from afford-

ing any grounds of ridicule to the petulant, that

they are entitled to our highest veneration j they are
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names which shoiikl never be mentioned, but with

the utmost honour. It is said in Scripture, Fools

make a mock at sin, * They had better make a mock
at pestilence, at war, or famine. With one who
should chuse these public calamities for the subject

of his sport, you would not be incUned to associate.

You would fly from him, as worse than a fool ; as a

man of distempered mind, from whom you might be

in hazard of receiving a sudden blow. Yet certain

it is, that, to the great society of mankind, sin is a

greater calamity, than either pestilence, or famine,

or war. These operate, only as occasional causes of

misery. But the sins and vices of men are perpetual

scourges of the w^orld. Impiety and injustice, fraud

and falsehood, intemperance and profligacy, are daily

producing mischief and disorder ; bringing ruin on

individuals ; tearing families and communities in

pieces ;
giving rise to a thousand tragical scenes on

this unhappy theatre. In proportion as manners

are vicious, mankind are unhappy. The perfection

of virtue which reigns in the world above, is the

chief source of the perfect blessedness wliich pre-

vails there.

When, therefore, we observe any tendency to

treat religion or morals with disrespect and levity, let

us hold it to be a sure indication of a perverted un-

derstanding, or a depraved heart. In the seat of the

scorner let us never sit. Let us account that wit

contaminated, which attempts to sport itself on sa-

cred subjects. When the scoffer arises, let us main-

tain the honour of our God, and our Redeemer ; and

resolutely adhere to the cause of virtue and good-

* Prov. xiv. 9.
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ness. The lips of the wise utter hiowledge ; hut the
viouth of thefoolish is near to destruction. Him that

honoureth God, God mil ho?iour. The fear of the

Lord is the beginning of wisdom r and he that keepeth
the commandmerit, keepeth his oxm souL



SERMON XLIX.

On the Creation of the World.

Genesis, i. 1.

In the beginning God created the heaven and the

earth.

^^UCH is the commencement of the history of man-

kind ; an aera, to which we must ever look back

with solemn awe and veneration. Before the sun

and the moon had begun their course ; before the

sound of the human voice was lieard, or the name of

man was known ; in the beginning God created the

heaven and the earth, To a beginning of the

world, we are led back by every thing that now
exists ; by all history, all records, all monuments of

antiquity. In tracing the transactions of past ages,

we arrive at a period, which clearly indicates the

infancy of the human race. We behold the world

peopled by degrees. We ascend to the origin of all

those useful and necessary arts, without the know-

ledge of which mankind could hardly subsist. We
discern society and civilization arising from rude be-

ginnings in every corner of the earth j and gradually

advancing to the state in which we now find them :

All which afford plain evidence, that there was a

period, when mankind began to inhabit and cultivate

the earth. What is very remarkable, the most

authentic chronology and history of most nations,

coincides with the account of Scripture ; and makes
the period during which the world has been inha-
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bited by the race of men, not to extend beyond six

thousand years.

To the ancient philosophers, creation from nothing

appeared an unintelhgible idea. They maintained

the eternal existence of matter, which they supposed

to be modelled by the sovereign mind of the universe

into the form which the earth now exhibits. But

there is nothing in this opinion which gives it any

title to be opposed to the authority of Revelation.

The doctrine of two self-existent, independent prin-

ciples, God and matter, the one active, the other

passive, is a h}^othesis which presents difficulties to

human reason at least as great as the creation of

matter from nothing. Adhering then to the testi-

mony of Scripture, we believe, that in the heginning

God created^ or from non-existence brought into

being, the heaven and the earth.

But though there w'as a period when this globe,

with all that we see upon it, did not exist, wt have

no reason to think that the wisdom and power of

the Almighty w^ere then without exercise or employ-

ment. Boundless is the extent of his dominion.

Other globes and worlds, enlightened by other suns,

may then have occupied, they still appear to occupy,

the immense regions of space. Numberless orders

of beings, to us unknown, people tlie wide extent of

the universe, and afford an endless variety of objects

to the ruling care of the great Father of all. At
length in the course and progress of his government,

there arrived a period, when this earth was to be

called into existence. When the signal moment,

predestined from all eternity, was come, the Deity

arose in his might; and with a word created the

world.— What an illustrious moment was that,

VOL. II. A A
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when, from non-existence there sprang at once into

being this mighty globe, on which so many milHons

of creatures now dwell ! No preparatory mea-

sures were required. No long circuit of means was

employed. He spake ; aiid it was done : He com-

manded ; and it stood fast. The earth was, at first,

without form^ and void ; and darkness was upon the

face of the deep. The Almighty surveyed the dark

abyss ; and fixed bounds to the several divisions of

nature. He said, Let there be light ; and there was

light. Then appeared the sea and the dry land.

The mountains rose : and the rivers flowed. The
sun and moon began their course in the skies.

Herbs and plants clothed the ground. The air,

the earth, and the waters, were stored with their

respective inhabitants. At last, man was made after

the image of God. He appeared, walking with

countenance erect ; and received his Creator's bene-

diction, as the Lord of this new world. The
Almighty beheld his work when it was finished

;

and pronounced it good. Superiour beings saw with

wonder this new accession to existence. TJie morn-

ing stars sang togetJier ; and all the sons of God
shoutedfor joy. *

But on this great work of Creation, let us not

merely gaze w^ith astonishment. Let us consider how
it should affect our conduct, by presenting the divine

perfections in a light which is at once edifying, and

comforting to man. It displays the Creator as

supreme in power, in wisdom, and in goodness.

I. As supreme in powei". When we consider with

* Job, xxxviii. 7.
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how much labour and difficulty humin power per-

forms its inconsiderable works ; what time it costs

to rear them ; and how easily, when reared, they

are destroyed ; the very idea of creating power

overwhelms the mind with awe. Let us look around,

and survey this stupendous edifice, which we have

been admitted to inhabit. Let us think of the Ex-

tent of the different climates and regions of the

earth ; of the magnitude of the mountains, and of

the expanse of the ocean. Let us conceive that

immense globe which contains them, launched at

once from the hand of the Almighty ; made to re-

volve incessantly on its axis, that it might produce

the vicissitudes of day and night ; thrown forth, at

the same time, to run its annual course in perpetual

circuit through the heavens : after such a meditation,

where is the greatness, where is the pride of man ?

Into what total annihilation do we sink before an

omnipotent Being ! Who is not disposed to exclaim,

Lordy what is man^ that thou art mindful of him ; or

tJie son of man^ that thou shouldest visit him ! When
compared with thee, all men are vanity : their Works

are nothing. Reverence, and humble adoration,

ought spontaneously to arise. He who feels no pro-

pensity to worship and adore, is dead to all sense of

grandeur and majesty ; has extinguished one of the

most natural feelings of the human heart. Know
the Lordj that he is God, we are all his people ; the

workmanship of his hands. Let us worship and how

down. Let us kneel before the Lord our Maker.

Of alj titles to legislation and rule, none is so

evident and direct as that of a Creator. The con-

viction is felt in every breast, that he who gave us

being hath an absolute right to regulate our conduct.

A A 2
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This gives a sanction to the precepts of God, which

the most hardened dare not controvert. When it is

a Creator and a Father that speaks, who would not

hsten and obey? Are justice and humanity his

declared laws ; and shall we, Avhom but yesterday he

called from the dust, and whom to-morrow he can

reduce into dust again, presume, in contempt of him,

to be unjust or inhuman ? Are there any little

interests of our own, which we dare to erect, in

opposition to the pleasure of him who made us ?

Fear ye not me? saith the Lord ; will ye not tremble

at my 'presence^ who have placed the sand for the

bound ofthe sea, by a perpetual decree, that it cannot

pass it ; who stretchforth my liand over the earth, and

none hindereth I

At the same time, the power of a Creator is en-

couraging, as well as awful. While it enforces duty,

it inspires confidence under affliction. It brings to

view a relation, which imports tenderness and com-

fort ; for it suggests the compassion of a father. In

the time of trouble, mankind are led, by a natural

impulse, to fly for aid to Him, who knows the

weakness of the frame which he has made ; who
remembers we are dust ; and sees the dangers with

which we are environed. "I am thine ; for thou
" hast made me : forsake not the work of thine

" own hands,'* is one of the most natural ejacula-

tions of the distressed mind.—How blessed are the

virtuous, who can rest under the protection of that

powerful arm, which made the earth and the

heaven? The omnipotence which renders God so

awful, Is to them a source of joy. In the whole

compass of nature, nothing is formidable to them,

who firmly repose their trust in the Creator, To
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them, every noxious power can be rendered harm-
less ; every threatened e\il, if not averted, can be
transformed into good. In the Author of nature,

they find not only the author of their being, but
their protector and defender, the lifter up of their

heads. Happy is he that hath the God of Jacob for
Ms help ; xchose hope is in the Lord his God ; which

made heaven and earth; tlw sea and all that tlierein is;

which keepeth truthfor ever, *

II. The work of creation is the display of su-

preme wisdom. It carries no character more con-

spicuous than this. If, from the structure and
mechanism of some of the most complicated w^orks

of human art, we are led to high admiration of the

wisdom of the contriver, what astonishment may fill

our minds, when we think of the structure of the

universe? It is not only the stupendous building

itself which excites admiration, but the exquisite

skill with which the endless variety of its parts are

adapted to their respective purposes : insomuch that

the study of nature, which, for ages, has employed
the lives of so many learned men, and which is still

so far from being exhausted, is no other than the

study of divine wisdom displayed in the creation.

The farther our researches are carried, more striking

proofs of it every where meet us. The provision

made for the constant regularity of the universe, in

the disposition of the heavenly bodies, so that in the

course of several thousand years, nature should

ever exhibit the same useful and grateful variety in

the returns of light and darkness, of summer and

* Psalm cxlvi. 5, 6.
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winter ; and ever furnish food and habitation to all

the animals that people the earth ; must be a lasting

theme of wonder to every reflecting mind.

But they are not only the heavens that declare the

glory ofGod, and thejirmament tJiat sho'wethforth his

handy-work. In the most inconsiderable, as well as

in the most illustrious works of the Creator, consum-

mate art and design appear. There is not a creature

that moves, nor a vegetable that grows, but when
minutely examined furnishes materials of the highest

admiration. The same wisdom that placed the sun

in the centre of the system, and arranged the several

planets around him in their order, has no less shown

itself in the provision made for the food and dwelling

of every bird that roams the air, and every beast that

wanders in the desert ; equally great, in the smallest,

and in the most magnificent objects; in the star,

and in the insect ; in the elephant, and in the fly,

in the beam that shines from heaven, and in the grass

that clothes the ground. Nothing is overlooked.

Nothing is carelessly performed. Every thing that

exists is adapted, with perfect symmetry, to the end

for which it was designed. All this infinite variety

of particulars must have been present to the mind of

the Creator ; all beheld with one glance of his eye

;

all fixed and arranged, from the beginning, in his

great design, when he formed the heavens and the

earth. Justly may he exclaim with the Psalmist,

How excellent, O Lord, is thy name in all the earth /

How manifold are thy works ! In wisdom hast thou

made them all. No man can find out the work that

God makePli, from the beginning to the end. Such

knowledge is too wonderful for us. It is high; we
cannot attain unto it.,
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This wisdom displayed by the Almighty in the

creation, was not intended merely to gratify curiosity,

and to raise wonder. It ought to beget profound

submission, and pious trust in eveiy heart. It is not

uncommon for many who speak with rapture of
creating wisdom, to be guilty at the same time, of

arraigning the conduct of Providence. In the struc-

ture of the universe, they confess that all is goodly

and beautiful. But in the government of human
affairs, they can see nothing but disorder and confu-

sion. Have they forgotten, that both the one

and the' other proceed from the same author ? Have
they forgotten, that he w^ho balanced all the heavenly

bodies, and adjusted the proportions and limits of

nature, is the same who hath allotted them their

condition in the world, who distributes the measures

of their prosperity and adversity, andJij:es the bounds

oftheir habitation ? If theii' lot appear to them ill-

sorted, and their condition hard and unequal, let

them only put the question to their own minds.

Whether it be most probable that the great and wise

Creator hath erred in his distribution of human things,

or that they have erred in the judgment which they

form concerning the lot assigned to them ? Can they

believe, that the divine artist, after he had contrived

and finished this earth, the habitation of men, with

such admirable wisdom, would then throw it out of

his hands as a neglected work? would suffer the

affairs of its inhabitants to proceed by chance j and

would behold them, without concern, run into mis-

rule and disorder? Where w-ere then that consist-

ency of conduct, which we discover in all the w^orks

of nature, and which we cannot but ascribe to a per-

fect Being ? My brother ! when thy plan3 are

A A 4
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tlisappoiiited, and thy heart is ready to despair; when
virtue is oppressed, and the wicked prosper around

thee ; in those moments of disturbance, look up to

Him who created the heaven and the earth ; and

confide, that he who made Hght to spring from

primaeval darkness, will make order at last to arise

from the seeming confusion of the world.

Had any one beheld the earth in its state of chaos;

when the elements lay mixed and confused ; when

the earth xvas xdthout form^ and void; and darkness

was on the face of the deep; would he have believed,

that it was presently to become so fair and well-

ordered a globe as we now behold ; illumined with

the splendour of the sun, and decorated with all the

beauty of nature ? The same powerful hand which

perfected the work of creation, shall, in due time,

disembroil the plans of Providence. Of creation, we
can judge more clearly, because it stood forth at

once ; it was perfect from the beginning. But the

course of Providence is progressive. Time is required

for the progression to advance, and before it is finished,

we can form no judgment, or at least a very imper-

fect one concerning it. We must wait until the

great a?ra arrive, when the secrets of the universe

shall be unfolded ; when the divine designs shall be

consunnnated ; when Providence shall be brought to

the same completion which creation has already at-

tained. Then we have reason to believe, that the

wise Creator shall appear, in the end, to have been

the wise and just ruler of the world. Until that pe-

riod come, let us be contented and patient ; let us

submit and adore. Although thmi sayest thou.shalt not

see him, yet judgment is before him : therefore trust
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thou him. * This exiiortation will receive more force,

when we,

III. Consider creation as a display of supreme

goodness no less than of wisdom and power. It is

the communication of numberless benefits to all w^ho

live, together with existence. Justly is the earth

said to hefull of the goodness of the Lord. Through-

out the whole system of things we behold a manifest

tendency to promote the benefit either of the ra-

tional, or the animal creation. In some parts of

nature this tendency may be less obvious than in

others. Objects, which to us seem useless or hurt-

ful, may sometimes occur ; and strange it Avere, if in

so vast and complicated a system, difficulties of this

kind should not occasionally present themselves to

beings, whose \dews are so narrow and limited

as ours. It is well known, that in proportion as the

knowledge of nature has increased among men, these

difficulties have diminished. Satisfactory accounts

have been given of many perplexing appearances.

Useful and proper pm-poses have been found to be

promoted by objects which were, at first, thought un-

profitable or noxious.

Malignant must be the mind of that person ; with

a distorted eye he must have contemplated creation,

who can suspect, that it is not the production of

infinite benignity and goodness. How many clear

marks of benevolent intention appear every where

around us ? What a provision of beauty and orna-

ment is poured forth on the face of nature ? What a

magnificent spectacle presented to the view of man ?

* Jobj XXXV. 14.
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What supply contrived for his wants? What a

variety of objects set before him, to gratify his senses,

to employ his understanding, to entertain his ima-

gination, to cheer and gladden his heart? Indeed,

the very existence of the universe is a standing me-

morial of the goodness of the Creator. For nothing

except goodness could originally prompt creation.

The Supreme Being, self-existent and all-sufficient,

had no wants which he could seek to supply. No
new accession of felicity or glory was to result to him
from creatures whom he made. It was goodness

communicating and pouring itself forth, goodness

delighting to impart happiness in all its forms, which

in the beginning created the heaven and the earth.

Hence those innumerable orders of living creatures

with which the earth is peopled ; from the lowest

class of sensitive being to the highest rank of reason

and intelligence. Wherever there is life, there is

some degree of happiness ; there are enjoyments

suited to the different powers of feeling ; and earth,

and air, and water, are with magnificent liberality

made to teem with life.

Let those striking displays of creating goodness

call forth, on our part, responsive love, gratitude,

and veneration. To this great Father of all existence

and life, to Him who hath raised us up to behold the

light of day, and to enjoy all the comforts which his

world presents, let our hearts send forth a perpetual

hymn of praise. Evening and morning let us cele-

brate Him who maketh the morning and the evening

to rejoice over our heads ; who ope7ieth his hand and

satisfieth the desire of every living thing. Let us

rejoice, that we are brought into a world, which is

the production of infinite goodness, over which a
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Supreme Intelligence presides; and where nothing

happens, that was not planned and arranged, from

the beginning, in his decree. Convinced that he

hateth not the works which he hath made, nor hath

brought creatures into existence merely to suffer

unnecessary pain, let us even in the midst of sorrow,

receive with calm submission whatever he is pleased

to send; thankful for what he bestows; and satis-

fied, that without good reason he takes nothing

away.

Such, in general, are the effects which meditation

on the creation of the w^orld ought to produce. It

presents such an astonishing conjunction of power,

wisdom, and goodness, as cannot be beheld without

rehgious veneration. Accordingly, among all na-

tions of the earth, it has given rise to religious beHef

and worship. The most ignorant and savage tribes,

when they looked round on the earth and the heavens,

could not avoid ascribing their origin to some invi-

sible designing cause, and feehng a propensity to adore.

They are, indeed, the awful appearances ofthe Creator's

power, by which, chiefly, they have been impressed,

and which have introduced into theii' worship so

many rites of dark superstition. When the usual

course of nature seemed to be interrupted, when
loud thunder rolled above them in the clouds, or

earthquakes shook the ground, the multitude fell on

their knees, and, with trembling horror, brought

forth the bloody sacrifice to appease the angry di-

vinity. But it is not in those tremendous appearances

of power merely, that a good and well-instructed

man beholds the Creator of the world. In the con-

stant and regular working of his hands, in the silent
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operations of his wisdom and goodness, ever going

on throughout nature, he dehghts to contemplate

and adore him.

This is one of the chief fruits to be derived from

that more perfect knowledge of the Creator, which

is imparted to us by the Christian revelation. Im-

pressing our minds with a just sense of his attributes,

as not wise and great only, but as gracious and mer-

ciful, let it lead us to view every object of calm and

undisturbed nature, with a perpetual reference to its

Author. We shall then behold all the scenes which

the heavens and the earth present, with more refined

feelings, and sublimer emotions, than they who re-

gard them solely as objects of curiosity or amusement.

Nature will appear animated and enlivened, by the

presence of its Author. When the sun rises or sets

in the heavens, when spring paints the earth, when

summer shines in its glory, when autumn pours forth

its fruits, or winter returns in its awful forms, we
shall view the Creator manifesting himself in his

works. We shall meet his presence in the fields.

We shall feel his influence in the cheering beam.

We shall hear his voice in the wind. We shall behold

ourselves every where surrounded with the glory of

that universal spirit, who fills, pervades, and upholds

all. We shall Hve in the world as in a great and

august temple, where the presence of the divinity

who inhabits it inspires devotion.

Magnificent as the fabric of the world is, it was

not, however, intended for perpetual duration. It

was erected as a temporary habitation for a race of

beings, who, after acting there a probationary part,

were to be removed into a higher state of existence.

As there was an hour fixed firom all eternity ibr its
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creation, so there is an hour fixed for its dissokition
;

when the heavens and the earth shall pass away,

and their place shall know them no more. The
consideration of this great event, as the counterpart

to the work of creation, shall be the subject of the

following Discourse.



SERMON L.

On the Dissolution of the World.

2 Peter, iii. 10.

But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the

night; in which the heavens shall pass away with a

great ?ioise, and the elements shall melt with fervent

heat; the earth alsOf and the works that are therein,

shall be burnt up,

npHESE words present to us an awful view of the

final catastrophe of the world. Having treated

in the preceding Discourse, of the commencement,

let us now contemplate the close, of all human

things. The dissolution of the material system is an

article of our faith often alluded to in the Old Tes-

tament, clearly predicted in the New. It is an arti-

cle of faith so far from being incredible, that many

appearances in nature lead to the belief of it. We
see all terrestrial substances changing their form.

Nothing that consists of matter, is formed for per-

petual duration. Every thing around us is impaired

and consumed by time, waxes old by degrees, and

tends to decay. There is reason, therefore, to be-

lieve, that a structure so complex as the world, must

be liable to the same law ; and shall, at some period,

undergo the same fate. Through many changes,

the eartli has already passed; many shocks it has

received, and is still often receiving. A great por-

18
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tion of what is now dry land appears, from various

tokens, to have been once covered with water. Con-

tinents bear the marks of having been violently rent,

and torn asunder from one another. New islands

have risen from the bottom of the ocean ; thrown up

by the force of subterraneous fire. Formidable earth-

quakes have in divers quarters shaken the globe

;

and at this hour terrify with their alarms many parts

of it. Burning mountains have, for ages, been dis-

charging torrents of flame ; and from time to time

renew their explosions in various regions. All these

circumstances show, that in the bowels of the earth

the instruments of its dissolution are formed. To
our view, who behold only its surface, it may appear

firm and unshaken ; while its destruction is preparing

in secret. The ground on which we tread is under-

mined. Combustible materials are stored. The train

is laid. When the mine is to spring, none of us can

foresee.

Accustomed to behold the course of nature pro-

ceeding in regidar order, we indulge meanwhile our

pleasures and pursuits with full security ; and such

awful scenes as the convulsion of the elements, and
the dissolution of the world, are foreign to our

thoughts. Yet as it is certain that some generation

of men must witness this great catastrophe, it is fit

and proper that we should sometimes look forward to

it. Such prospects may not, indeed, be alluring to

the bulk of men. But they carry a grandeur and so-

lemnity w^hich are congenial to some of the most dig-

nified feelings in our nature ; and tend to produce

elevation of thought. Amidst the circle of lenities

and follies, of little pleasures and little cares whicli

fill up the ordinary round of life, it is necessary that
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we be occasionally excited to attend to what is serious

and great. Such events as are now to be the subject

of our meditation, awake the slumbering mind; check

the licentiousness of idle thought ; and bring home
our recollection to what most concerns us, as men
and Christians.

Let us think what astonishment would have filled

our minds, and what devout emotions would have

swelled our hearts, if we could have been spectators

of the creation of the world ; if we had seen the earth

when it arose at first, ^withoutform^ and void^ and be-

held its parts arranged by the divine word ; if we had

heard the voice of the Almighty, calling light tq

spring forth from the darkness that was 07i theface of

the deep ; if we had seen the sun rising, for tlie first

time, in the east with majestic glory ; and all natur^-,

instantly beginning to teem with life. This wonder-

ful scene, it was impossible that any human eye could

behold. It was a spectacle afforded only to angels^

and superiour spirits. But to a spectacle no less as-

tonishing, the final dissolution of the world, we know
there shall be many human witnesses. The race of.

man living in that last age, shall see the presages of.

the approaching fatal day. There shall be signs in

the Sim, as the Scripture informs us, and signs in the >

moon and stars ; upon the earth, distress of nations,,

'with perplexity ; the sea and the waves * roaring.
,

They shall clearly perceive that universal nature is

tending to ruin. They shall feel the globe shake

;

shall behold their cities fall ; and the final conflagra-

tion begin to kindle around them. Realising then

this awful scene ; imagining ourselves to be already

spectators of it \ let us,

* MkQ, xxi. 25- ^ , , ^^^.
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I. Contemplate the Supreme Being directing the

dissolution as he directed the original formation of

the world. He is the great agent in this wonderful

transaction. It was by him foreseen. It was by him in-

tended
J

it entered into his plan from the moment of

creation. This world was destined from the begin-

ning to fulfil a certain period ; and then its duration

was to terminate. Not that it is any pleasure to the

Almighty to display his omnipotence in destroying

the works which he has made ; but as for wise and

good purposes the earth was formed, so for wise and

good ends it is dissolved, when the time most proper

for its termination is come. He who, in the coun-

sels of his Providence, brings about so many revolu-

tions among mankind j zvho changeth the times and

the seasons; who raises up empires to rule in succes-

sion among the nations, and at his pleasure puts an

fend to their glory ; hath also fixed a term for the earth

itself, the seat of all human greatness. He saw it

meet, that after the probationary course was finished

which the generations of men were to accomplish,

their present habitation should be made to pass away.

Of the seasonableness of the period when this change

should take place, no being can judge, except the

Lord of the universe. These are counsels into which

it is not ours to penetrate. But amidst this great

revolution of nature, our comfort is, that it is a revo-

lution brought about by Him, the measures of whoso

government are all founded in goodness.

It is called in the Text, the day of the Lord : a

day peculiarly his, as known to him only ; a day in

which he shall appear with uncommon and tremen-

dous majesty. But though it be the day of the

terrours of the Lord, yet from these terrours, his up-

VOL. If. B B
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right and faithful subjects shall have nothing to

apprehend. They may remain safe and quiet spec-

tators of the threatening scene. For it is not to be

a scene of blind confusion j of universal ruin brought

about by undesigning chance. Over the shock of

the elements, and the wreck of matter, Eternal

Wisdom presides. According to its direction the

conflagration advances which is to consume the

earth. Amidst every convulsion of the world, God
shall continue to be as he was from the beginning,

the dwelling-place of his servants to all generations.

The world may be lost to them ; but the Ruler of"

the world is ever the same, unchangeably good and

just. This is the high tower to which they can fly,

and be safe. The righteous Lord loveth righteous-

ness ; and, under every period of liis government,

his countenance beholdeth the upright.

II. Let us contemplate the dissolution of the

world as the end of all human glory. This earth

has been the theatre of many a great spectacle, and

many a high achievement. There, the wise have

I'uled, the mighty have fought, and conquerors have

triumphed. Its surface has been covered with

proud and stately cities. Its temples and palaces have

raised their heads to the skies. Its kings and poten-

tates, glorying in their magnificence, have erected

pyramids, constructed towers, founded monuments,

which they imagined were to defy all the assaults of

time. Their inward thought was, that their houses

were to continuefor ever, and their dwelling-places to

all generatio7is. Its philosophers have explored the

secrets of nature ; and flattered themselves, that the

fame of their discoveries was to be immortal. —
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Alas ! all this was to be no more than a transient

show. Not only the fashion of tJie worlds but the

world itself, passeth away. The day cometh, when
all the glory of this world shall be remembered only

as a dream when one awaheth. No longer shall the

earth exhibit any of those scenes which now delight

our eyes. The whole beautiful fabric is thrown

down, never more to arise. As soon as the de-

stroying angel has sounded the last trumpet, the

everlasting mountains fall ; the foundations of the

world are shaken ; the beauties of nature, the deco-

rations of art, the labours of industry, perish in one

common flame. The globe itself shall either return

into its ancient chaos, without formy and void ; or,

like a star fallen from the heavens, shall be effaced

from the universe, and its place sliall know it no

more.

This day of the Lord, it is foretold in the text,

will come as a thief in the night ; that is, sudden and

unexpected. Mankind, notwithstanding the presages

given them, shall continue to the last in their wonted

security. Our Saviour tells us, that as in the days of
Noah before the floods they were eating and drinking^

marrying and giving in marriage^ until the flood came,

and took them all away^ so shall also tJie coming of the

Son of Man he, * How many projects and de-

signs shall that day suddenly confound ? What long-

contiived schemes of pleasure shall it overthrow?

What plans of cunning and ambition shall it utterly

blast ? How miserable they, whom it shall overtake

in the midst of dark conspiracies, of criminal deeds,

or profligate pleasures ? In what strong colours is

* Matthew, xxiv. 38, 39.
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their dismay painted, when they are represented, in

the book of Revelations, as calHng to the hills and

mountains to fall on them a?id eover them ? Such
descriptions are apt to be considered as exaggerated.

The impression of' those awful events is weakened by
the great distance of time at which our imagination

places them. But have not we had a striking image

set before us, in our own age,, of the terrours which
the day of the Lord shall produce, by those partial

ruins of the world, which the visitation of God has

brought on countries well known, and not removed
very far from ourselves ? When, in the midst of peace,

opulence, and security, suddenly the earth was felt

by the terrified inhabitants to tremble, with violent

agitation, below them y when their houses began to

shake over their heads, and to overwhelm them with

ruins ; the flood, at the same time, to rise from its

bed, and to swell around tliem ; when encompassed

with universal desolation, no friend could aid another

;

no prospect of escape appeared ; no place of refuge

remained ; how similar were such scenes of destruc-

tion to the terrours of the last day ? What similar

sensations of dread and remorse, and too late repent-

ance, must they have excited among the guilty and
profane?.

To such formidable convulsions of nature, we, in

these happy islands, through the blessing of heaven,

are strangers ; and strangers to them may we long

continue ! But however we may escape partial ruins

of the globe, in its general and final ruin we also must
be involved. To us must come at last that awful

day when the sun shall for the last time arise, to

perform his concluding circuit round the world.

They how blest, whom that day shall find employed
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in religious acts, or virtuous deeds ; in the conscien-

tious discharge of the duties of hfe ; in the exercise

of due preparation for tlie conchision of human
things, and for appearing before the great Judge of
the world ! Let us now,

III. Contemplate the soul of man, as remaining

unhurt in the midst of this general desolation, when
the whole animal creation perishes, and the whole
frame of nature falls into ruins. What a high idea

does this present, of the dignity pertaining to the

rational spirit ! The world may fall back into chaos

;

but, superiour to matter and independent of all the

changes of material things, the soul continues the

same. When ffie heavens pass mvay with a great

noise, and the elements melt with ferveni heat, the soul

of man, stamped for immortality, retains its state

unimpaired ; and is capable of floiuishing in unde-

caying youth and vigour. Very different indeed the

condition of human spirits is to be, according as

their different qualities have marked, and prepared

them, for different future mansions. But for futurity

they are all destined. Existence, still, is theirs.

The capacity of permanent felicity they all possess

;

and if they enjoy it not, it is owing to themselves.

Here, then, let us behold what is the true honour

and excellence of man. It consists not in his body

;

which, beautiful or vigorous as it may now seem, is

no other than a fabric of dust, quickly to return to

dust again. It is not derived from any connection

he can form with earthly things ; which, as we have

seen, are all doomed to perish. It consists in that

thinking part which is susceptible of intellectual

impro^'ement and moral worth, which was formed

BBS
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after the image of God ; which is capable of per-

petual progress in drawing nearer to his nature ; and

shall partake of the divine eternity when time and

the world shall be no more. This is all that is

respectable in man. By this alone he is raised above

perishable substances, and allied to those that are

celestial and immortal. This part of our nature,

then, let us cultivate with care ; and, on its improve-

ment, rest our self-estimation. It\ on the contrary,

suffering ourselves to be wholly immersed in matter,

plunged in the dregs of sensuality, Ave behave as if

we were only made for the body and its animal plea-

sures, how degenerate and base do we become?

Destined to survive this whole material system, sent

forth to run the race of immortality and glory, shall

we thus abuse our Maker's goodness, degrade our

original honour, and sink ourselves into deserved

misery ? It remains that,

IV. We contemplate the dissolution of the world,

as the introduction to a greater and nobler system, in

the government of God. We, according to his pro-

misCi look for new heavens and a new earth, wherein

dwelleth righteousness* Temporal things are now
to give place to things eternal. To this earthly habit-

ation is to succeed the city of the living God. The
earth had completed the purpose for which it was
created. It had been employed as a theatre on which

the human generations were successively to come
forth, and to fulfil their term of trial. As long as

the period of trial continued, much obscurity was of

course to cover the counsels of Providence. It was

* 2 Feter, iii. 13. ,
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appointed that all th'mgs should appear as coming alike

to all ; that the righteous should seem often neglected

by Heaven, and the wicked be allowed externally to

prosper, in order that virtue and piety might undergo

a proper test ; that it might be shown who were

sincere adherents to conscience, and who were mere
followers of fortune. The day which terminates the

duration of the world, terminates all those seeming

disorders. The time of trial is concluded. The final

discrimination of characters is made. When the

righteous go into everlasting happiness, and the

wicked are dismissed into the regions of punishment,

the whole mystery of human affairs is unravelled, and

the conduct of Providence is justified to man.

Suited to a condition of trial was the state and

form of the world which we now inhabit. It was

not designed to be a mansion for innocent and happy

spirits ; but a dwelling for creatures of fallen nature

and of mixed characters. Hence, those mixtures of

pleasure and pain, of disorder and beauty, with which

it abounds. Hence, some regions of the earth, pre-

senting gay and pleasing scenes ; others, exhibiting

nothing but ruggedness and deformity ; the face of

nature sometimes brightened by a serene atmosphere

and a splendid sun ; sometimes disfigured by jarring

elements, and overcast with troubled skies. But far

unlike shall be the everlasting habitations of the just.

Though how they are formed, or what objects they

contain, is not given us now to conceive ; nor, in all

probability, would our faculties be equal to the con-

ception
J

the emblematical descriptions of them in

Scripture are calculated to excite high ideas of mag-
nificence and glory. This one particular we know
with certainty, that therein dwelleth righteousness.^

B B 4
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that is, complete virtue and eternal order ; and

wherever these are found, the most perfect sources

are opened of joy and bliss. This earth was never

intended for more than the outer court, the porch,

through which the righteous were to pass into the

temple and sanctuary of the Divinity. When that

which is perfect is come, that which is in part shall be

done away.

The inference which follows from what has been

said on this subject, cannot be so well expressed as

in the words of the Apostle, in the verse immediately

following the text. Seeing that all these things shall

be dissolvedy wJiat manner of persons ought we to be

in all holy conversatioti and godliness? Ought not

the important discoveries which have, been made to

us of the designs of the Almighty, and of the des-

tiny of man, to exalt our sentiments, and to purify

our life from what is vicious or vain? While we
pursue tlie business and cares of our present station,

and partake of the innocent pleasures which the

world affords, let us maintain that dignity of charac-

ter, which becomes immortal beings ; let us act with

that circumspection which becomes those who know
they are soon to stand before the judgment-seat of

the Son of God : in a word, let us study to be what

we would wish to be found, if to us the day of the

Lord should come. i^iioa^s

1 KNOW it will occur, that the prospect of that day

cannot be expected to have much influence on the

present age. The events of which I ha^'e treated,

must needs, it will be said, belong to some future

race of men. Many prophecies yet remain to be
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fulfilled. Many preparatory events must take place,

before the world is ripe for final judgment. —
Whether this be the case or not, none of us with

certainty know. But allow me to remind you,

that to each of us an event is approaching, and not

far distant, which shall prove of the same effect with

the coming of the day of the Lord. The day of

death is, to every individual, the same as the day of

the dissolution of the world. The sun may continue

to shine ; but to them who are laid in the grave, his

light is finally extinguished. The world may remain

active, busy, and noisy ; but to them all is silence.

The voice which gives the mandate. Return again to

your dust, is the same with the sound of the last

trumpet. Death fixes the doom of every one, finally

and irrevocably. This surely is an event which none
of us can remove in our thoughts to a remote age.

To-morrow, to-day, the fatal mandate may be issued.

Watch therefore ; he sober, be vigilmrt ; ye know not

at wliat iiour the So7i of Man cometh.

Having now treated both of the creation and dis-

solution of the world, I cannot conclude without

calling your thoughts to the magnificent \dew which
these events give us, of the kingdom and dominion

of the Almighty. With re\^erence we contemplate

his hand in the signal dispensations of Providence

among men ; deciding the fate of battles ; raising

up, or overthrowing empires ; casting down the

proud, and lifting the low from the dust. But what
are such occurrences to the power and wisdom which
He displays in the higher revolutions of the universe

;

by his word, forming or dissolving worlds ; at his

pleasure, transplanting his creatures from one world
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to another, that he may carry on new plans of wisdom

and goodness, and fill all space with the wonders of

creation ? Successive generations of men have arisen

to possess the earth. By turns they have passed

away and gone into regions unknown. Us he hath

raised up, to occupy their room. We too shall shortly

disappear. But human existence never perishes.

Life only changes its form, and is renewed. Creation

is ever filling, but never full. When the whole in-

tended course of the generations of men shall be

finished, then as a shepherd leads his flock from one

pasture to another, so the great Creator leads forth

the souls which he hath made, into new and prepared

abodes of life. They go from this earth to a new

earth, and new heavens ; and still they remove, only

from one province of the divine dominion to another.

Amidsts all those changes of nature, the Great Rider

himself remains "without variableness or shadow of

turiiing. To him, these successive revolutions of

being are but as yesterday when it is past. From his

eternal throne, he beholds worlds rising and passing

away; measures out, to the creatures who inhabit

them, powers and faculties suited to their state ; and

distributes among them rewards and punishments,

proportioned to their actions. What an astonish-

ing view do such meditations afford of the kingdom

of God; infinite in its extent; everlasting in its

duration ; exhibiting, in every period, the reign of

perfect righteousness and wisdom ! Who by searching

can find out God? xvho can find out the Almighty to

perfiectio7i ? Great and marvellous are all thy xvorks.

Lord God Almighty ! Just and true are all thy ways,

thou King ofisaints !



SERMON LI.

On the Causes of Men's being weary of Life.

Job, X. 1.

Mij soul is "iveary ofmy life.

TOB, in the first part of liis days, was the greatest

of all the men of the East. His possessions were
large ; his family was numerous and flourishing ; his

own character was fair and blameless. Yet this man
it pleased God to visit with extraordinary reverses of

fortune. He was robbed of his whole substance. His

sons and daughters all perished; and he himself,

fallen from his liigh estate, childless, and reduced to

poverty, was smitten with sore disease. His friends

came about him, seemingly with the purpose of

administering comfort. But from a harsh and ill-

founded construction of the intention of Providence

in his disasters, they only added to his sorrows by
unjust upbraiding. Hence those many pathetic la-

mentations with which this Book abounds, poured

forth in the most beautiful and touching strain of

Oriental poetry. In one of those hoius of lamenta-

tion, the sentiment in the text was uttered ; Mi/ soul

is lioeary ofmy life ; a sentiment, which surely, if any

situation can justify it, was allowable in the case of

Job.

In situations very different from that of Job, under

calamities far less severe, it is not uncommon to find
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such a sentiment working in the heart, and some-

times breaking forth from the hps of men. Many,
very many there are, who, on one occasion or other,

have experienced this weariness of life, and been

tempted to wish that it would come to a close. Let

us now examine in what circumstances this feeling

may be deemed excusable ; in what it is to be held

sinful ; and under what restrictions we may, on any

occasion, be permitted to say. Mi/ soul is *weary of
my life.

' T SHALL consider the words of the text in three

lights : as expressing, First, The sentiment of a

discontented man : Secondly y The sentiment of an

afflicted man : Thirdly, The sentiment of a devout

man.

I. Let us consider the text as expressing the sen-

timent of a discontented man ; with whom it is the

effusion of spleen, vexation, and dissatisfaction with

life, arising from causes neither laudable nor justifi-

able. There are chiefly three classes of men who are

liable to this disease of the mind ; the idle ; the luxu-

rious ; the criminal.

First, This weariness of life is often found among
the idle

;
persons commonly in easy circumstances

of fortune, who are not engaged in any of the labo-

rious occupations of the world, and who are at the

same time without energy of mind to call them forth

into any other line of active exertion. In this lan-

guid, or rather toi*pid state, they have so many vacant

hours, and are so much at a loss how to fill up their

time, that their spirits utterly sink ; they become
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burdensome to themselves, and to every one around

them ; and drag with pain the load of existence.

What a convincing proof is hereby afforded, that

man was designed by his Creator to be an active

being, whose happiness is to be found not merely in

rest, but in occupation and pursuit! The idle are

doomed to suffer the natural punishment of then*

inactivity and folly; and from their complaints of

the tiresomeness of life there is no remedy but to

awake from the dream of sloth, and to fill up with

proper employment the miserable vacancies of their

days. Let them study to become useful to the world,

and they shall soon become less burdensome to them-

selves. They shall begin to enjoy existence ; they

shall reap the rewards which Providence has annexed

to virtuous activity j and have no more cause to say,

My soul is xveaiy ofmy life.

Ne.vtt The luxurious and the dissipated form an-

other class of men, among whom such complaints are

still more frequent. With them they are not the fruit

of idleness. These are men who have been busied

enough ; they have run the whole race of pleasure

;

but they have run it with such inconsiderate speed,

that it terminates in weariness and vexation of spirit.

By the perpetual course of dissipation in which they
are engaged ; by the excesses which they indulge

;

by the riotous revel, and the midnight, or rather

morning, hours to wliich they prolong their festivity
;

they have debihtated their bodies, and worn out their

spirits. Satiated with the repetition of their accus-

tomed pleasures, and yet unable to find any new ones

in their places ; wandering round and round their

former haunts ofjoy, and ever returning disappointed^
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weary of themselves, and of all things about them,

their spirits are oppressed with a deadly gloom, and

the complaint bursts forth of odious life and a miser-

able world. Never are these complaints more fre-

quent than at the close of rounds of amusement, and

after long repetition of festal pleasures; when the

spirits which had been forced up, as by some intoxi-

cating drug, to an unnatural height, subside into

profound dejection. What increases the evil is, that

it is not among the infirm, and the aged, but among

the young, the gay, and the prosperous, who ouglit

to be reputed the happiest men, that this distaste of

life most frequently prevails.

When persons of this description, in their peevish

and splenetic hours, exclaim. Mi/ soul is "weary ofmy

life^ let them know, let them be assured, that this is

no other than tlie judgment of God overtaking them

for their vices and folhes. Their complaints of misery

are entitled to no compassion ; nay, they are sinful,

because they arise from a sinful cause ; from a mind

broken and debased by luxury and corruption. They

are the authors of their own misery, by having thrown

away on the follies of the world those powers which

God had bestowed on them for nobler ends.— Let

them return to the duties of men and Christians.

Let them retreat from frivolity, and abstain from ex-

cess. Let them study temperance, moderation, and

self-command. By entering on a virtuous and manly

course of action, and applying to the honourable dis-

charge of the functions of their station, they will ac-

quke different views. They will obtain more real

enjoyment of life, and become more willing to pro-

long it. But, after the warnings which God has

given them of their misbeltaviour by the inward misery

16
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they suffer, if they still continue to run the same in-

temperate round, and to drain pleasure to the last

dregs, it shall come to pass, that they who now con-

temn life, and are impatient of its continuance, shall

be the persons most eager to prolong it. When they

behold it in reality drawing towards a close, and are

obliged to look forward to what is to come after it,

they shall be rendered awfully sensible of its value.

They will then grasp eagerly at the flying hours;

anxious to stop them if they could, and to employ

every moment that remains in repairing their past

errours, and in making their peace, if possible, with

God and heaven. According as they have sonson,

they now reap. They are reduced to eat the fruit

of their owji waj/s, and to he filed mth their own

devices.

There remains still a third class of those wiio from

discontent are become weary of life; such as have

embittered it to themselves by the consciousness of

criminal deeds. They have been, perhaps, unna-

tural to their parents, or treacherous to their friends;

they have violated their fidelity; have ensnared and
ruined the innocent; or have occasioned the death of

others. There is no wonder that such persons should

lose their relish for life. To whatever arts they may
have recourse for procuring a deceitful peace, con-

science wdll at times exert its native power, and
shake over them its terrific scourge. The internal

misery they endure has sometimes arisen to such a

height, as had made them terminate, with their own
hands, an existence which they felt to be insupport-

able.—To the complaints of such persons no remedy
can be furnished, except what arises from the bitter-
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ness of sincere and deep repentance. We can do no

more than exhort them to atone as much as is in their

power for the e\'ils they ha\'e committed; and to fly

to the divine mercy through Jesus Christ for pardon

and forgiveness. Let us now,

II. Turn to persons of another description, and

consider the sentiment in the text as extorted by

situations of distress. These are so variously multi-

pUed in the world, and often so oppressive and

heavy, that assuredly it is not uncommon to hear the

afflicted complain that they are weary of life. Their

complaints, if not always allowable, yet certainly are

more excusable than those whicli flow from the

sources of dissatisfaction already mentioned. They

are sufferers, not so much through their own miscon-

duct, as through the appointment of Providence; and

therefore to persons in this situation it may seem

more needful to offer consolation, than to give ad-

monition. However, as the evils which produce this

impatience of hfe are of diflerent sorts, a distinction

must be made as to the situations which can most

excuse it.

Sometimes, the exclamation in the text may be

occasioned by deep and overwhelming grief. When
they whom we had most affectionately loved, and in

whom we had placed the felicity of our days, are

taken away, our connection with life appears to be

dissolved. *' Why should we survive those to whom
" our souls were tied? Would to God we had died

<' before them ! Now when they are gone, all plea-

" sure and hope is gone as to us. To us the sun no

*< longer shines with its usual brightness. No longer

19
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" cheerfulness invests the face of Nature. On every
** object a sad gloom appears to rest; and every

" employment of life is become an oppressive bur-

" den." With the feelings of those who are thus

distressed we naturally sympathise. They are fre-

quently the feelings of the most \T.rtuous and amiable

minds : And yet such persons must be told, that

grief may be indulged so far as to become immoder-

ate and improper. There are bounds which are

prescribed to it both by reason and by religion. A
Christian ought not to mourn like those 'who have no

hope. While he feels his sorrows as a man, he should

also study to bear them like a man, with fortitude

;

and not abandon himself to feeble and fruitless me-

lancholy. Let him have recourse to a strenuous

discharge of the duties of his station, and consider it

as incumbent on him to make the best improvement

that he can of those comforts which Providence has

still left in his possession.

"'?

Again; it sometimes happens that, apart from

grief, great reverses of worldly fortune give rise to

the lamentation in the text. This w^as the case with

Job himself. A sudden fall from opulence into indi-

gence and want ; some undeserved disgrace incurred,

or some unexpected cloud thrown over former repu-

tation and fame ; the unkindness and desertion of

friends, or the insolent triumph of enemies, are apt

to overwhelm the minds of men with gloom, and to

reduce them to be weary of life. To persons underi.

such calamities, sympathy is due. That sympathy,

however, will be proportioned to the degree in which

we consider them as free from blame in the misfor-,j

tunes which they suffer. As far as, through theirj,

VOL. II. c^^^
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own misconduct and vice, they have been the authors

to themselves of those misfortunes, we withdraw

our pity. The burden which they have brought on

themselves, we leave them to bear as they can ; and

with Httle concern we hear them exclaim that their

souls are tsceary of life. Not only so, but even in

cases where calamities have fallen on the innocent, to

the pity which we feel for them will be joined a se-

cret contempt, if we perceive that together with their

prosperity, their courage and fortitude have also for-

saken them. To abandon themselves to dejection,

carries no mark of a great or a w orthy mind. Instead

of declaring that his soul is *weary of his life, it be-

comes a brave and a good man, in the evil day, with

firmness to maintain his post j to bear up against the

storm 5 to have recourse to those advantages which,

in the worst of times, are always left to integrity and

virtue ; and never to give up the hope that better

days may yet arise.

It is good for persons in such situations to remark

that, though Job was for a long while severely tried

by a variety of distresses, yet his condition was not

left finally unhappy. On the contrary, the goodness

of that God whom he had served returned at last

to shine upon him with greater brightness than ever.

His riches were restored to him twofold. The losses

in his family were repaired by a new offspring. His

name became again renowned in the East, and the

latter end of Job, we are told, xvas more blessed than

the beginning.

But still, it may be asked, wiU not the continu-

ance of long and severe disease justify the exclam-

ation in the text, My soul is "weary of my life ^ To
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persons who are forsaken by all the blessings of

health, and who have no prospect left, but that of

lingering under sickness or pain, Job's complaint

may assuredly be forgiven more than to any others.

Though it might be suggested to them, that even in

old age and sickness, except in very extreme cases,

some resources are always left, of which they may
avail themselves for relief; yet it must be admitted,

that lawfully they may wdsh their sufferings to be

brought to an end. Still, however, they must re-

member, that resignation to the pleasure of Heaven
continues to be their duty to the last. As long as

any part remains to be acted, as long as their con-

tinuance in the world can serve any valuable pur-

pose, it is more honourable to bear the load with

magnanimity, than to give w^ay to a querulous and

dejected spirit. It remains,

III. To address myself to another order of men,

among whom, though more rarely than among those

whom I have described, the sentiment of the text

is to be found. They are persons who have no

particular complaint to make of the injustice of the

world, or the afflictions of their state. But they

are tired of the vanity of the world, of its insipid

enjoyments, and its perpetually revolving circle of

trifles and follies. They feel themselves made for

something greater and nobler. They are disgusted

and hurt with the scenes of wickedness that are

often passing before their eyes. Their hearts are

warmed wdth the thoughts of a purer and more per-

fect existence designed for man ; and in the mo-

ments of aspiration after it, the exclamation breaks

forth, My soul is iiceary ofmij life.— Oh ! that I had

c e 2
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wings like a dove ! for then I would Jly away and he

at rest, Lo ! then I would wander afar offy and re-

main in the wilderness. I woidd hasten my escape

from the windy storm and tempest. For I have seen

violence and strife in the city. Wickedness is in the

midst thereof; deceit and guile depart not from her

streets.* In this view the sentiment in the text

may sometimes be that of a devout man. But such

persons I must admonish, that their devotion, how-

ever sincere, is not altogetlier of a rational and

chastened kind. It v\'as from this temper that, in

former ages of the church, the numerous race sprung

of anchorets, hermits, and all the various orders

who voluntarily abandoned the world, to people the

lonely deserts and the monastic retreat. The or-

dinary course of things seemed below them as can-

didates for heaven. The concerns of the world

appeared unworthy of their attention, and dangerous

to their virtue. Breathing after a higher state, they

imagined that they could not abstract themselves

too much from every earthly amusement, as long as

they were forced to remain in this place of exile.

Let us beware of all such imaginary refinements

as produce a total disrelish of our present condition.

They are, for the most part, grafted either on disap-

pointed pursuits, or on a melancholy and splenetic

cast of mind. They are far from contributing to

happiness, and are inconsistent with all the active

virtues of man. This life deserves not indeed to

be put in competition with that blessed immortality

to which God has raised our hopes. But such as it is,

it is the gift of God. It is the sphere in which his

wisdom has placed us, and appointed us to act our

parts. As long as it lasts, we must neither slight

* Psalm Iv. 6—11.
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the duties which it requires, nor undervalue the inno-

cent enjoyments which it offers. It belongs to a man
to live among men as his brethren ; which he who de-

clares himself weary of life is not qualified to do with

propriety.

Thus I have placed before you, in various views,

the sentiments in the text ; and have shown in what

circumstances, and from what causes, that disrelish

of life arises which is often found among mankind.

On a review ofthe whole we cannot but acknowledge,

that it is oftener to be ascribed to our own vices and

folUes, than to any other cause. Among the multi-

tudes in the world, to whom at this day life is burden-

some, the far greater number is of those who have

rendered it so themselves. Then- idleness, their lux-

ury and pleasures, their criminal deeds, their immo-

derate passions, their timidity and baseness of mind,

have dejected them in such a degree, as to make them

weary of their existence. Preyed upon by discon-

tent of their own creating, they complam of life when
they ought to reprehend themselves.

Various afflictions there doubtless are in the world

;

many persons with whom we have cause to sympa-

thise, and whom we might reasonably forgive for wish-

ing death to close their sorrows. But ofthe evils which

imbitter life, it must be admitted, that the greater

part is such as we have brought on ourselves j or at

least such as, if we were not wanting to ourselves,

might be tolerably supported. When we compute

the numbers of those who are supposed to say. My
soul is weari/ ofmy life, some there are to whom this

sentiment is excusable ; but many more among whom
it is in no way justifiable. I admit that among the

ceo
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worthiest and the best, there may be dark moments

in which some feehng of this nature may be apt to in-

trude upon their minds. But with them they are only

moments of occasional and passing gloom. They soon

recall the vigour of their minds ; and return with sa-

tisfaction to the discharge of the duties, and to a par-

ticipation of the enjoyments of life.

One great cause of men's becoming weary of life

is grounded on the mistaken views of it which they

have formed, and the false hopes which they have en-

tertained from it. They have expected a scene of

enjoyment ; and when they meet with disappointments

and distresses, they complain of life as if it had cheated

and betrayed them. God ordained no such posses-

sion for man on earth as continued pleasure. For the

wisest purposes he designed our state to be chequered

with pleasure and pain. As such let us receive it, and

make the best of what is doomed to be our lot. Let

us remain persuaded, that simple and moderate plea-

sures are always the best ; that virtue and a good con-

science are the surest foundations of enjoyment ; that

he who serves his God and his Saviour with the purest

intentions, and governs his passions with the greatest

care, is likely to lead the happiest life. Following

these principles, we shall meet with few^er occasions

of being weary of life j we shall always find some sa-

tisfactions mixed with its crosses ; and shall be en-

abled to wait with a humble and contented mind till

the Almighty, in his appointed time, finish our state

of trial, and remove us to a more blessed abode.



SERMON LII.

On Charity as the End of the Commandment,

1 Timothy, i. 5.

Now the end of the commandment is charity^ out of a

pure heart, and of a good co?iscience, and offaith

unfeigned.

"IT appears from this chapter, that one design of

the Apostle, in writing to Timothy, was to guard

him against certain <:orrupters of Christian doctrine,

who had ah'eady arisen in the church. To their

false representations of religion, he opposes that

general view of it which is given in the text. Such

summaries of rehgion frequently occur in the sacred

writings ; and are extremely useful. By the com-

prehensive energy with which they express the great

lines of our duty, they both imprint them on our

memory, and bring them home to our conscience

with force. In the progress of this discourse, I hope

to make it appear, that the words of the text afford

a most enlarged and instructive view of religion in

all its chief parts.

The Apostle pronounces charity to be the end or

scope of the commandment, that is, of the law of God.

At the same time, in order to prevent mistakes on

this most important subject, he subjoins to charity

certain adjuncts, as necessary to qualify it, and to

c c i
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render the Christian character complete. These are

thepure heart^ ihegood conscience, B.ndJcnt/1 unfeigned.

In treating of these, I shall show the nature of their

connection with charity, and the importance of their

being always united with it.

The end of the commandment is charity. Charity

is the same with benevolence or love ; and is the

term uniformly employed, in the New Testament, to

denote all the good affections which we ought to

bear towards one another. It consists not in specu-

lative ideas of general benevolence floating in the

head, and leaving the heart, as speculators too often

do, untouched and cold. Neither is it confined to

that indolent good-nature, which makes us rest

satisfied with being free from inveterate malice, or

ill-will to our fellow-creatures, without prompting us

to be of service to any. True charity is an active

principle. It is not properly a single virtue, but a

disposition residing in the heart ; as a fountain whence

all the virtues of benignity, candour, forbearance,

generosity, compassion, and liberality flow, as so

many native streams. From general good-will to

all, it extends its influence particularly to those with

whom we stand in nearest connection, and who are

directly within the sphere of our good offices. From
the country or community to which we belong, it

descends to the smaller associations of neighbour-

hood, relations, and friends ; and spreads itself over

the whole circle of social and domestic life. I mean
not that it imports a promiscuous undistinguishing

affection, which gives every man an equal title to

our love. Charity, if we should endeavour to carry

it so far, would be rendered an impracticable virtue,

and would resolve itself into mere words, without
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affecting the heart. True charity attempts not to

shut our eyes to the distinction between good and

bad men ; nor to warm our hearts equally to those

who befriend and those who injure us. It reserves

our esteem for good men, and our complacency for

our friends. Towards our enemies it inspires for-

giveness and humanity. It breathes universal can-

dour, and liberality of sentiment. It forms gentle-

ness of temper, and dictates aifability of manners.

It prompts corresponding sympathies with them who
rejoice and them who weep. It teaches us to slight

and despise no man. Charity is the comforter of

the afflicted, the protector of the oppressed, the re-

conciler of differences, the intercessor for offenders.

It is faithfulness in the friend, public spirit in the

magistrate, equity and patience in the judge, moder-

ation in the sovereign, and loyalty in the subject.

In parents it is care and attention ; in children it is

reverence and submission. In a word, it is the soul

of social life. It is the sun that enlivens and cheers

the abodes of men. It is like the dew of Hermoriy

says the Psalmist, and the dew that descendeth on the

mountains of Zion, where the Lord commanded the

blessing, even lifefor evermore, *

Such charity, says the text, is the end of the com-

mandment. This assertion of the Apostle is undoubt-

edly consonant to all that reason can suggest on the

subject of religion. For on considering the nature

of the Supreme Being, reason gives us much ground

to believe, that the chief design of all the command-
ments which he has given to men, is to promote

their happiness. Independent and self-sufficient, that

* Psalm cxxxiii. 3.
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Supreme Being has nothing to exact from us for his

own interest or feHcity. By our services lie cannot

be benefited, nor by our offences injured. When
he created the world, it was benevolence that moved
him to confer existence. When he made himself

known to his creatures, benevolence in like manner

moved him to give them laws for their conduct.

Benevolence is the spring of legislation in the Deity,

as much as it was the motive of creation. He issued

his commands on earth on purpose that, by obedience

to them, his creatures might be rendered happy

among themselves in this life, and be prepared for

greater happiness in another. Charity, especially

when joined with purity, good conscience, and faith,

is obviously the great instrument for this purpose

;

and therefore must needs possess the chief and pri-

mary place in the laws of God.

Accordingly, throughout the New Testament, it is

uniformly presented to us in the same light in which

it is placed by the text. This is known to all who
have any acquaintance with the sacred books. Cha-

rity is termed tJiefulfilling of the law, and tlie bond of

perfectness. It was assumed by our Blessed Lord as

the characteristical distinction of his disciples j and

in that magnificent eulogium which the apostle Paul

pronounces upon it, in the thirteenth chapter of the

first epistle to the Corinthians, it is expressly prefer-

red by him to faith and hope. This deserves to be

seriously considered by those who are apt to under-

value charity as an appendage of what they con-

temptuously call Morality ; while they confine true

religion to some favourite tenets and observances of

their own, which they consider as comprehending the

sum of what is acceptable to God, fSuch persons
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show themselves profoundly ignorant of the nature of

religion, and may too often be suspected of being

strangers to its influence. For, as the apostle John

reasons. He that loteth not Ms brother xvhom he hath

seen, how cayi he love that God whom he hath not seen ? *

At the same time, while I ascribe to charity that

high place in the system of religion, which justly be-

longs to it, I am not to be understood as confining

all religion to this disposition alone. With much
wisdom and propriety, the text hath annexed to it

certain adjuncts, without which neither the character

of a good man can be completed, nor charity itself

exercised to advantage. To the consideration of

these I now proceed ; and I enter the more readily

on this branch of the subject, as there is ground to

believe, that many pretend to possess charity, without

properly understanding its nature and efficacy. There

has been always an unhappy tendency among men to

run to extremes, on one side or other, in matters of

religion. As one set of men, who employ all their

zeal on right belief, are prone to undervalue good
practice ; so another set, who wish to be esteemed

rational Christians, are inclined to rest the whole of

their duty on charitable deeds, while they overlook

certain dispositions and habits which ought always to

accompany them. It is therefore of importance that

the mistakes of both these classes of men should be

rectified, in order that religion may be held forth to

the world in its complete form, and in its full and

undiminished lustre.

The first qualification of charity pointed out in the

r 1 John; iv. 20.
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text is purity ; charity out of a pure heart. Purity

includes the virtues which belong to the individual,

considered in himself^ and with respect to the govern-

ment of his desires and pleasures. It hath its seat in

the heart ; but extends its influence over so much of

the outward conduct, as to form a great and material

part of the character. They are only the pure in

hearty we are told by our Saviour, "who can see God.*

It is also true, that they are only the pure in heart

who can properly discharge their duties towards

mankind. Inordinate love ofpleasure, intemperance,

sensuality, and a course of irregidar life, are incon-

sistent, not only with the general character of a good

man, but also with the peculiar exercises of charity

and benevolence. For nothing is more certain than

that habits of licentious indulgence contribute to

stifle all the good affections ; to harden the heart

;

to nourish that selfish attachment to our own vicious

pleasures which render us insensible to the circum-

stances and wants of others. A profligate man is

seldom found to be a good husband, a good father,

or a beneficent neighbour. How many young persons

have at first set out in the world with excellent dis-

positions ofheart; generous, charitable, and humane;

kind to their friends, and amiable among all with

whom they had intercourse? And yet how often

have we seen all those fair appearances unhappily

blasted in the progress of life, merely through the

influence of loose and corrupting pleasures; and

those very persons who promised once to be the

blessings to the world, sunk down in the end to be

the burden and nuisance of society ! The profusion

* Matth. V. 8.
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of expence which their pleasures occasion, accounts

in a great measure for the fatal reverse that takes place

in their character. It not only drains the sources

whence the streams of beneficence should flow, but

often obliges them to become oppressive and cruel to

those whom it was their duty to have patronised and

supported.

Purity of heart and conduct must therefore be
held flmdamental to charity and love, as well as to

general piety and virtue. The licentious, I know, are

ready to imagine, that their occasional deeds ofbounty

and Hberality will atone for many of their private dis-

orders. But besides that such plans of compensation

for vices, by some supposed \ii*tues, are always falla-

cious, the licentious may be assured, that it is an ap-

pearance only of charity, not the reality of it, to which
they can lay claim. For that great virtue consists

not in occasional actions of humanity, in fits of kind-

ness or compassion, to which bad men may be prompt-

ed by natural instinct ; but in the steady and regular

exercise of those good affections, and the discharge of

those important duties towards others, for which the

licentious are in a great measure disqualified. Their

criminal propensities direct their inclinations to very

different objects and pursuits ; and often determine

them to sacrifice the just rights of others, sometimes

to sacrifice the peace and the reputation of the inno-

cent, to the gratification of their passions. Such is

the pernicious influence which the love of pleasure

has on the good qualities of its devoted votaries. The
impure heart is like the stagnant and putrefjdng lake

which sends forth its poisonous exhalations to corrupt

and wither every plant that grows on its banks.
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The second qualification annexed to charity in the

text is, that it be ofa good conscience. By this I un-

derstand the Apostle to mean, that charity be in full

consistency with justice and integrity ; that the con-

science of the man, who purposes to perform actions of

benevolence, be free from the reproach of having ne-

glected the primary duties of equity. For, undoubt-

edly, justice is a virtue piimary to charity ; that is, it

must go before it in all its exertions. One must first

dojustly before he can pretend that he loves mercy,—
Religion, my friends, in order to render it useful to

mankind, must be brought down by its teachers from

the sublimity of speculation to the functions and oc-

cupations of ordinary life. It is my duty to admonish

you, that you must, in the first place, be fair in all yoiu*

dealings with others
j
you must discharge the debts

you owe
;
you must pay the wages due to your ser-

vants and dependants
;
you must provide for your

own family, and be just to the claims of relations

;

then, and tlien only, you can^Jrom a good consciencCy

as the text enjoins, perform acts of generosity and

mercy.

This leads to a reflection which here deserves our

attention ; that in order to fulfil that chariiy xsolnch is

the end of the commcindment, oeconomy, and good or-

der in private life, ought to be carefully studied by

all Christians. This is more closely connected with

a good conscience, than many seem inclined to admit.

(Economy, when prudently and temperately con-

ducted, is the safeguard of many virtues ; and is in

a particular manner favourable to the exertions of

benevolence. He who by inconsiderate conduct is

injuring his circumstances, will probably in time lose

the inclination, and certainly is depriving himself of

13
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the means of being serviceable to his brethren. Some
important exertions, indeed, there are of charity,

which have no connection with giving or bestowing.

Candour, forgiveness, gentleness, and sympathy, are

due to our brethren at all times, and in every situa-

tion of oui' own fortune. The poor have opportuni-

ties for displaying these virtues, as well as the rich.

They who have nothing to give can often afford relief

to others, by imparting what they feel. But, as far

as beneficence is included in charity, we ought always

to remember, that justice must, in the first place, be

held inviolably sacred.

The wisdom of Scripture remarkably appears, in

the connection pointed out by the text, between

charity and good conscience, or integrity ; a connec-

tion which I apprehend is often not attended to so

much as it deserves. Among the frugal and indus-

trious, great regard is commonly paid to justice.

They will not defraud. Tliey will not take any un-

lawful advantage in their dealings : And, satisfied

with tliis degree ofgood conscience, they are strangers

to that charity which is the end of the commandment.

They are hard and unfeeling. They are rigid and

severe in their demands. They know nothing of hu-

manity, forgiveness or compassion.— Among another

class of men, who have been more liberally educated,

and who are generally of a higher rank in life, justice

is apt to be considered as a virtue less noble than cha-

rity ; and which may, on some occasions, be dis-

pensed with. They are humane, perhaps, and tender

in their feelings. They are easy to their depend-

ants. They can be liberal, even to profusion.

While, at the same time, they are accumulating

debts, which they know themselves unable to dis-
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charge. Their affairs are allowed to run into confii-

sion. CEconomy and good order are neglected. The
innocent, in great numbers, suffer materially through

their mismanagement : And all the while they assume

to themselves the praise of being generous and good-

hearted men. This surely is not that charity which
the Gospel enjoins ; and which, in its very essence,

involves good conscience and integrity. He, who pre-

tends to do good to his brethren without first doing

them justice, cannot be accounted their real friend.

True charity is not a meteor, whicli occasionally

glares ; but a luminary, which, in its orderly and regu-

lar course, dispenses a benignant influence.

The third and last adjunct connected in the text

with charity is, that it be offaith unfeigned. Faith,

in the Scripture sense of it, includes the whole of

religious principles respecting God, and respecting

Christ. Good principles, without good practice, I

confess, are nothing; they are of no avail in the sight

of God, nor in the estimation of wise men. But
practice not founded on principle, is likely to be al-

ways unstable and wavering; and, therefore, the

faith of religious principles enters, for a very consi-

derable share, into the proper discharge of the duties

of charity.

It will be admitted that, without faith, our duties

towards God cannot be properly performed. You
may be assured that your duties towards men will al-

ways greatly suffer from the want of it. Faith, when
pure and genuine, supplies to every part of virtue,

and in particular to the virtue of charity, many
motives and assistances, of which the unbeliever is des-

titute. He who acts from faith, acts upon the high

18
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principle of regard to the God wlio hath made him,

and to the Saviour who redeems liim ; which will

often stimulate him to his duty, when other principles

of benevolence become faint and languid, or are

crossed by opposite interests. When he considers

himself as pursuing the approbation of that Divine

Being, from whom love descends, a sacred enthusiasm

both prompts and consecrates his charitable disposi-

tions. Regardless of men, or of human recompence,

he is carried along by a higher impulse. He acts

with the spirit of a follower of the Son of God, who
not only has enjoined love, but has enforced it by the

example of laying down his life for mankind. What-
ever he does in behalf of his fellow-creatures, he con-

siders himself as doing, in some degree, to that Divine

Person, who hath said, Inasmuch as ye have done it

unto ofie of tlie least of these mij hrethreUy ye have

done it unto me, * Hence charity is with him not

only a moral virtue, but a Christian grace. It acquires

additional dignity and energy from being connected

with tlie heavenly state and tlie heavenly inhabitants.

He mingles with beings of a higher order, while he

is discharging his duty to liis fellow-creatures on earth

;

and, by joining faith and piety to good works, he

completes the character of a Christian.

Thus I have endeavoured to explain the full sense

of that comprehensive view of religion which is given

in the text. I have shown in what respects charity,

joined with the pure heart, the good conscience, and

faith unfeigned, forms the end of the commandment.

Let us ever keep in view those essential parts of a

virtuous character, and preserve them in their proper

* Matt. XXV. 10.
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union. Thus shall our religion rise into a regular and

well-proportioned edifice, where each part gives firm-

ness and support to another. If any one of those

material parts be wanting in the structure ; if, out of

our system of charity, either purity, or justice, or

faith, be left, there will be cracks and flaws in the

building which prepare its ruin.

This is indeed one of the greatest and most frequent

errors of men, in their moral conduct. They take

hold of virtue by pieces and corners only. Few are

so depraved as to be without all sense of duty, and all

regard to it. To some moral qualities, which appear

to them amiable or estimable, almost all men lay

claim ; and on these they rest their worth, in their

own estimation. But these scattered pieces of virtue,

not uniting into one whole, nor forming a consistent

character, have no powerful influence on their general

habits of life. From various unguarded quarters they

lie open to temptation. Their lives are full of con-

tradiction, and perpetually fluctuate between good

and evil. Virtue can neither rise to its native dignity,

nor attain its proper rewards, until all its chief parts

be joined together in our character, and exert an

equal authority in regulating our conduct.



SERMON LIII.

On our Lives being in the Hand of God.

[Preached at die Beginning of a New Year. *]

Psalm xxxi. 15.

My times are in thy hand.

npHE sun that rolls over our heads, the food

that we receive, the rest that we enjoy, daily

admonish us of a superior power, on whom the

inhabitants of the earth depend for light, life,

and subsistence. But as long as all things proceed

in their ordinary course; when day returns after

day with perfect similarity; when our life seems
stationary, and nothing occurs to warn us of any
approaching change, the religious sentiments of de-

pendence are apt to be forgotten. The great

revolutions of time, when they come round in their

stated order, have a tendency to force some impres-

sions of piety even on the most unthinking minds.

They both mark our existence on earth to be ad-

vancing towards its close, and exhibit our condition

as continually changing ; while each returning year

brings along with it new events, and at the same
time carries us forwards to the conclusion of all.

* January 6th, 1793.
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We cannot, on such occasions, avoid perceiving,

that there is a Supreme Being, who holds in his

hands the Hne of our existence, and measures out to

each of us our allotted portion of that line. Be-

yond a certain limit, we know tliat it cannot be

extended; and long before it reach that limit, it

may be cut asunder by an invisible hand, which is

stretched forth over all the inhabitants of the world.

Then naturally arises the ejaculation of the text,

My times, O God, are m thy hand. ** My fate

" depends on thee. The duration of my life, and
*' all the events which in future days are to fill it,

" are entirely at thy disposal."— Let us now, when
w^e have just seen one year close, and another

begin, meditate seriously on this sentiment. Let

us consider what is implied in our times being i?i

the hand of God ; and to what improvement this

meditation leads.

The text evidently implies, first, that our times

are not in our own hand ; that, as oiu' continuance

in life depends not on ourselves, so the events which

are to happen while life remains, are unknown to

us, and not under our own direction. Of this we
may behold many a proof when w^e look back on

the transactions of the year which is just finished.

Recollection will readily present to us a busy period,

filled up with a mixtiu'e of business and amusement,

of anxieties and cares, ofjoys and sorrows. We have

talked, perhaps, and acted much. We have formed

many a plan ; in public or in private life, we have

been engaged in a variety of pursuits. Let me now

ask, how small a proportion of all that has happened

could have been foreseen, or foretold by us ? How
19
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many things have occurred, of which we had ho
expectation ; some, perhaps, that have succeeded

beyond our hopes ; many, also, that have befallen us

contrary to our wish ? How often were each of Us

admonished that there are secret wheels, w^hich, un-

seen by us, bring about the revolutions of human
affairs ; and that, while man was devising his way,

Providence was directing the event ?

That scene is now closed. The tale of that year

has been told. We look forward to the year which
is beginning ; and what do we behold there ?— All,

my brethren, is a blank to our view : A dark

ilnknown presents itself. We are entering on art

untried, undiscovered country, where as each suc-

ceeding month comes forward, new scenes may
open ; new objects may engage our attention

j

changes at home or abroad, in public or in private

affairs, may alter the whole state of our fortune.

New connections may be at hand to be formed, or

old ones just about to be dissolved; perhaps, we
may have little more to do with this world, or with

any of its connections ; we may be standing on the

verge of time and life, and on the point of passing

into a new region of existence. In short, the pros-

pect before us is full of awful uncertainty. Life and
death, prosperity and adversity, health and sickiiess,

joy and trouble, lie in one undistinguishable mass,

where our eye can descry nothing through the

obscurity that Wraps them up.

While it is thus certain that oiir times sit'e not at

our own disposal, we are taught by the text, that

they are in the hand ofGod, This may be considered

in two views. Our times are in the hand of God, as

D D 3
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a supreme Disposer of events. They are in the hand

of God, as a Guardian and a Father.

Our times, I say, are in the hand of God as a

supreme irresistible Ruler. All that is to happen to

us in this and the succeeding years of our life,— if,

any succeeding years we shall be allowed to see,—
has been foreknown and arranged by God. The
first view under which human affairs present them-

selves to us, is that of confused and irregular succes-

sion. The events of the world seem thrown together

by chance, like the billows of the sea, tumbling and

tossing over each other, without rule or order. All

that is apparent to us, is the fluctuation of human
caprice, and the operation of human passions. We
see the strife of ambition, and the efforts of strata-

gem, laboiuing to accomplish their several purposes

among the societies of men. But it is no more

than the surface, the outside of things that we behold.

Higher counsels, than it is in our power to trace,

are concerned in the transactions of the world. If

we believe in God at all, as the Governour of the

universe, we must believe tliat, without his provi-

dence, nothing happens on earth. He over-rules, at

his pleasure, the passions of men. He bends all

their designs into subserviency to his decree. He
77iakes the wrath of man to praise him; and restrains

y

in what measure he thinks fit, the remainder of

'isyrath.'*' He brings forth in their course all the

generations of men. When the time is come for

their entering into light, they appear on the stage

;

and when the time fixed for theu' dismission arrives,

he changes their countenance^ and sends them away.

* Psiilm Ixxvi. 10.
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The time of our appearing is now come, after our

ancestors had left their place, and gone down to the

dust. We are at present permitted to act our part

freely and \vithout constraint. ^STo violence is done

to our inclination or choice. But assuredly there is

not a day of our life, nor an event in that day, but

was foreseen by God. That succession of occur-

rences, which to us is full of obscurity and darkness,

is all light and order in his view. He sees, from the

beginning to the end ; and brings forward every

thing that happens in its due time and place.

Our thnes are altogether in his hand. Let us

take notice, that they are not in the hands either

of our enemies or of our friends. It is not in

the power of man to shorten or to prolong our life,

more or less than God has decreed. Enemies may
employ craft or violence in their attacks ; friends

may employ skill and vigilance for the preservation

of our health and safety ; but both the one and the

other can have effect only as far as God permits.

They work in subserviency to his purpose. By him

they are held in invisible bonds. To the exertions

of all human agents he says, Hitherto shall thou come,

and no farther.

We are to observe next, that our times are in tlie

Imnd of God, not only as an almighty Disposer, but

as a merciful Guardian and Father. We are by no

means to imagine, that from race to race, and from

year to year, God sports with the lives of succeeding

generations of men, or in the mere wantonness of

arbitrary power, brings them forth, and sends them

away. No ; if we have any confidence in what either

the light of nature suggests to all men, or what

D D 4
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the revelation of the Gospel has confirmed to Chris-

tians, we have full ground to believe that the ad-

ministration ofhuman affairs is conducted with infinite

wisdom and goodness. The counsels of the Al-

mighty are indeed too deep for our limited under-

standings to trace. His i^atJi may, often, as to us,

be in tfie sea, and his footsteps in the mighty waters ;

while, nevertheless, all his paths a?^e mercy and

truth. He who, from the benignity of his nature,

erected this world for the abode of men ; He who
furnished it so richly for oiu' accommodation, and

stored it with so much beauty for our entertain-

ment ; He who, since first we entered into life, hath

followed us with such a variety of mercies, surely

can have no pleasure in our disappointment and dis-

tress. He knotcs our frame ; He remembers ive are

dust ; and looks to frail man, we are assured, with

such pity as a father beareth to his children,^ To
him we may safely commit ourselves, and all out

concerns, as to one who is best qualified, both to

direct the incidents proper to happen to us in this

world, and to judge of the time when it is fit for us

to be removed from it.

Even that ignorance of oiu' future destiny in Yife,

of which we sometimes complain, is a signal proofof

his goodness, He hides from us the view of futurity,

because the view would be dangerous and over-

powering. It would either dispirit us with visions of

terrour, or intoxicate us by the disclosure of success.

The veil which covers from our sight the events of

this and of succeeding years, is a veil woven by the

hand of mercy. Our times are in his hand ; and we

* Psalm ciii, 13, H. ,
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have reason to be glad that in his hand they are kept,

shut out from our view. Submit to his pleasure as

an Almighty Ruler we must, because we cannot

resist him. Equal reason there is for trusting in

him as a Guardian, under whose disposal we are

safe.

Such is the import of the text, that our times m^e

in the hand of God. Our times are unknown to us,

and not under our own direction. They are in the

hands of God as a Governour and Ruler; in the hands

of God as a Guardian and Father. These separate

views of the text require, on our part, separate im-

provements.

Seeing our times are not in our own hand, seeing

futurity is unknown to us, let us, first, check the

vain curiosity of penetrating into what is to come*

Conjecture about futurity we often must ; but upon

all conjectures of what this year is to produce, let

us lay a proper restraint. Let us wait till God shall

bring forward events in their proper course, without

wishing to discover what he has concealed ; lest, if

the discovery were granted, we should see many
things which we would wish not to have seen.

The most common propensity of mankind is td

store futurity with whatever is agreeable to theiti;

especially in those periods of life when imagination

is lively, and hope is ardent. Looking forward to

the year now beginning, they are ready to promise

themselves much from the foundations of prosperity

which they have laid ; from the friendships and con-

nections which they have secured ;^ from the plans

of conduct which they have formed, Alas ! how d«-
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ceitful do al] these dreams of happiness often prove!

While many are saying in secret to their hearts,

To-77iO)v^ow sJiall be as this day^ and more abundantly^

we are obliged in return to say to them, Boast not

thyselfof to-morroXL\ for thou knoiscest not xvhat a day

may hnngforth. I do not mean that in the unknown

prospect which Ues before us, we should forbode to

ourselves nothing but misfortunes.—May it be the

pleasure of Heaven that this year run on in a placid

and tranquil tenour to us all!—But this I say, that

in such foresight of futurity as we are allowed to

take, we may reckon upon it as certain, that this

year shall prove to us, as many past have proved, a

checquered scene of some comforts and some troubles.

In what proportion one or other of these shall prevail

in it 5 whether, when it ends, it shall leave with us

the memory ofjoys or of sorrows, is to be determined

by him in whose hands our times are. Our wisdom

is to be prepared for whatever the year is to brhig

;

prepared to receive comforts with thankfulness,

troubles with fortitude ; and to improve both for

the great purposes of virtue and eternal life.

Another important instruction vvdiich naturally

arises from our times not being in our own hands is,

that we ought no longer to trifle with what is not in

our power to prolong : but that we should make

haste to live as wise men; not delaying till to-mor-

row what may be done to-day; doing now with all

our might whatever our hand jindeth to do; before

that night cometh whei^ein no man can work.

Amidst the uncertainty of the events which are

before us, there is one thing we have too much

reason to believe, namely, that of us who are now
15
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assembled in this congregation, and who have seen

the year begin, there are some who shall not survive

to see it close. Whether it shall be yon, or you, or I,

who shall be gathered to our fathers before the re-

volving year has finished its round, God alone knows.

Our times are in his hand!— But to our place, it is

more than probable that some of us shall have gone.

Could we foretell the month, or the day, on which
our change was to happen, how diligent would we
be in setting our house in order, and preparing our-

selves to appear before our Maker! Surely, that

ought to be prepared for with most care, concerning

which we are ignorant how soon it is to take place.

Let us therefore *'dcalk circumspectly^ and redeem the

time. Let us dismiss those trivial and superfluous

cares which burden or corrupt our life, in order to

attend to what is of highest importance to us as men
and Christians. The beginning of each year should

carry to us all a solemn admonition of our folly in

neglecting to improve suitably the years that are,past.

It should call up mis-spent time into our view ; and

be like the hand coming forth upon the wall, in the

days of Belshazzar, and writing in legible characters

over against us, *' O man ! thy days are numbered

;

" thou art weighed in the balance, and found want-
*' ing ; take care lest thy kingdom be on the point
" of departing from thee."

When we consider, in the next place, that our

times, as I before illustrated, are in the hand of God
as a sovereign Disposer, it is an obvious inference

from this truth, that we should prepare ourselves to

submit patiently to his pleasure, both as to the events

which are to fill up our days, and as to the time of
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our continuing in this world. To contend with hint

we knov/ to be fruitless. The word that is gone out

of his mouth must stand. In the path whicli he has

marked out for us, whether it be short or long, rug-

ged or smoothj we must walk. Is it not then the

dictate of wisdom, that we should previously recon-

cile ourselves to this sovereign ordination, and bring

our minds to harmonize with what is ajjpointed to be

our destiny ? Let us mortify this temper^ by recall-

ing that reflection of the wise man ; u^ho knmveth

*what is good for tnan in this life ; all the days of his

'vain life xvhicli he spendeth as a shadow F
*

To enjoy long life^ and see many days, is the uni-

versal wish ; and, as the wish is prompted by nature,

it cannot be in itself unlawful. At the same time^

several circumstances concur to temper the eager-

ness of this wish ; and to show us that it should

always be formed under due submission to the wiser

judgment of Heaven. Who among us can tell

whether, in wishing for the continuance of many
years on earth, we may not be only wishing for a

prolongation of distress and misery?— You might

live, my friends, tiU you had undergone lingering

rounds of severe pain, from which death would have

proved a seasonable deliverance. You might live

till your breasts were pierced with many a wound
from public calamities or private sorrows. You
might live till you beheld the death of all whom you

had loved ; till you survived all those who love you
;

till you were left as desolate strangers on earth in the

midst of a new race, who neither knew you, nor

cared for you, but who wished you off the stage, -^

<*Eccles. vi, 12.
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Of ^ iftature so ambiguous are all the prospects which

hie sets before us, that in every wish we form relating

to them, much reason we have to be satisfied that

our times are in the hands of God, rather tlian

our pwn.

This consideration is greatly strengthened, when,

in the last place, we think of God, acting, not as sk

Sovereign only, but ^s a Guardian, in the disposal of

pur times. This is our great consolation in looking

forward to futurity. To God as a wise Ruler, calm

submission is due j but it is more than submission

tUat belongs to him a,s a merciful father ; it is the

spirit of cordial and affectionate consent to his will.

Unknown to us as the times to come are, it should

b,^ sufficient to our full repose that they are known

ta (iod. The day find the hour wliich tu'e fixed iu

his counsels for our dismission from life, w^e ought to

be persuaded are fixed for the best j and that any

longer we should not wish to remain.

When we see that last hour drawing nigh, though

our spirits may be composed on our own account,

yet, on account of our friends and families, no little

anxiety and sorrow may be sometimes apt to take

possession of the mind. Long we have enjoyed the,

comfort of their society, and been accustomed to

consider them as parts of ourselves. To be parted

from them for ever is, at any rate, a bitter thought

;

but to the bitterness of this, is over and above added

the apprehension of their suffering much by our death.

We leave many a relation, perhaps may leave young

children, and a helpless family,, behind us, to be ex-»

posed to various dangers, and thrown forth on an

unfriendly world. Such virtuous anxieties of'ten op-
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press the tender and feeling heart at the closing

periods of life.— My brethren, look up to that God,

in whose hand tJie times of your fathers were ; in

whose hand the times of your posterity shall be.

Recollect for your comfort, the experience of ages.

When were the righteous utterly forsaken by God in

times past? Why should they be forsaken by him

in times to come? Well did he govern the world

before you had a being in it : Well shall he continue

to govern it after you are no more. No cause have

you, therefore, to oppress your minds with the load

of unknown futurity. Commit your cares to a father

in heaven. Surrender your life, your friends, and

your family, to that God who hath said. The chil-

dren ofhis servants shall continuey and their seed shall

he establisJied before him.*— Leave thy fatherless chil-

dreiiy I will preserve them alive ; ajid let thy widows

trust in 7ne. t

I HAVE thus shown what the import is, and what

the improvement should be, of the doctrine of the

text, that our times are in the hand ofGod. It asserts

a fact, the truth of which can be called in question

by none ; a fact which, whether persons have any

sentiments of religion or not, is calculated to make

a serious impression on every mind ; especially at

seasons when the revolution of years giyes us warn-

ing that our duration on earth is measured, and

advances toward its period. To persons who are

religiously disposed, who study to improve life to its

proper purposes, to do their duty towards God and

man, and through the merits of their Redeemer to ob-

* Psalm cii. 28. f Jeremiah, xllx. 11.
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tain grace and favour from heaven, the doctrine of the

text is still more important. Among them it tends

to awaken impressions which are not only serious,

but, as I have shown, salutary and comforting to

the heart.—Thankful that our times are in the hand
of a sovereign, who is both wise and gracious, let us

prepare ourselves to meet the approaching events of

life with becoming resignation, and at the same time

with manly constancy and firm trust in God. As long

as it shall please him to continue our abode in the

world, let us remain faithful to our duty : and when
it shall please him to give the command for our

removal hence, let us utter only this voice :
*' In thy

" hand, O my God, my times are. Thou art calling

" me aw^ay. Here I am ready to obey thy call, and
" at thy signal to go forth. I thank thee that I

" have been admitted to partake so long of the

" comforts of life, and to be a spectator of the wis-

" dom and goodness displayed in thy works. I thank
" thee that thou hast borne so long with my infirmi-

" ties and provocations; hast allowed me to look

" up to thy promises in the gospel, and to hear
" the words of eternal life uttered by my great

" Redeemer. With gratitude, faith, and hope, I

" commit my soul to thee ; Lord, now lettest thou

" thy servant depart in peace ; fir mine eyes have seen

" thy salvation.^^— Such are the sentiments with

which every pious and good man shoidd conclude his

life. Such indeed are the sentiments which he ought

to carry through every part of life. With these may
we begin, and with these conclude, every succeeding

year which God shall think fit to add to our

earthly existence.



SERMON LIV.

On the Mixture of Bad Men with the Good in

Human Society.

Matth. xiii. 30.

Let both grow together until the harvest.

npHE parable of which these words are a part,

contains a prophetical description of the state

of the church. Our Lord predicts that the so-

cieties of Christians were to be infected with per-

sons of loose principles and bad dispositions, whom
he likens to tares springing up among wheat. He
intimates that there should arise some whose officious

zeal would prompt the desire of exterminating im-

mediately all such evil men ; but that this were con-

trary to the designs of Providence, and to the spirit

of Christianity ; that a complete separation was in-

deed to be made at last between the good and the

bad ; but that this separation was to be delayed till

the end of the world, when, in the style of the

parable, the tares should be entirely gathered out

Jrom among the wfieat. Let both grow together until

the harvest.

When we look around us, nothing is more con-

spicuous in the state of the world than that broad

mixture of the religious and the impious, the vir-

tuous and the wicked, which we find taking place
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in every society. Strong objections seem hence to

arise against either the wisdom or goodness of Divine

Providence: especially when we behold bad men not

only tolerated in the world, bnt occasionally exalted

in their circumstances, to the depression of the just.

Why, it will be said, if a Supreme Being exist, and if

his justice rule the universe, does he allow such in-

famous persons as the records of history often pre-

sent, to have a place, and even to make a figure in

his world? Why sleeps the thunder idle in his

hand, when it could so easily blast them ? What
shall we think of one who, having the powder of ex-

terminating them always at his command, permits

them to proceed without disturbance ; nay, some-

times appears to look on them with complacency ?—
It becomes higlily worthy of our attention to con-

sider what answer can be made to these objections

;

to inquire whether any reasons can be given that

serve to justify this dispensation of Providence, in

allowing a mixture of bad men to continue on the

face of the earth until the end of time. This in-

quiry shall make the subject of the present dis-

course, together with such reflections as naturally

arise from surveying the state of human afl^airs.

But, before entering directly on suoli inquiry, it

may be proper to take notice, that in our estimation

of who are the good, who are the bad, we are often

in hazard of committing mistakes. The real cha-

racters of men are known only to God. They fre-

quently depend on the secret and unseen parts of

life. As in judging of themselves men are always

partial, so in judging of otliers they often err, through

VOL. II. E E
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the imperfect information which they have gathered,

or the rash prejudices which they have formed.

They are too apt to Umit the character of virtue to

those who agree with them in sentiment and behef j

and to exaggerate the faihngs of those against whom
they have conceived dishke, into great and unpar-

donable crimes. Were it left to the indiscreet zeal

of some to extirpate from the earth all those whom
they consider as bad men, there is ground to ap-

prehend that, instead of tares, the wheat would often

be rooted out.— At the same time we readily admit

the fact, as too manifest to be denied, that a mul-

titude of gross and notorious sinners are now mixed

with the followers of God and virtue. Let us pro-

ceed then to consider how far this is consistent with

the justice and wisdom of the Governoui' of the

world.

It is a principle in which all serious and reflecting

persons have agreed, and which by many arguments

is confirmed, that our present state on earth is de-

signed to be a state of discipline and improvement,

in order to fit human nature for a higher and better

state which it is to attain hereafter. Now, this

principle being once admitted, we say, that the mix-

ture of virtue and vice which here prevails, is cal-

culated to answer this purpose better than a more

unmixed and perfect state of society would have

done.

For, in the first place, the crimes of the wicked

give occasion to the exercise of many excellent dis-

positions of heart among the righteous. They bring

forth all the suffering virtues, which otherwise would
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have had no field; und by the exercise of which

the human character is tried, and acquires some of

its chief honours. Were there no bad men in the

world to vex and distress the good, the good might

appear in the light of harailess innocence ; but could

have no opportunity of displaying fidelity, magna-

nimity, patience, and fortitude. One half of \ii1;ue,

and not the least important half, would be lost to

the world. In our present imperfect state, any

virtue which is never exercised is in hazard of be-

coming extinct in the human breast. If goodness

constantly proceeded in a smooth and flowery path
;

if, meeting with no adversary to oppose it, it were
surrounded on every hand with acclamation and

praise, is there no ground to dread that it might be

corrupted by vanity, or might sink into indolence ?

This dangerous calm must therefore be interrupted.

The waters must be troubled, lest they should stag-

nate and putrefy. When you behold wicked men
multiplying in number, and increasing in power,

imagine not tliat Providence particularly favours

them. No ; they are suffered for a time to prosper,

that they may fulfil the high designs of Heaven.

They ai'e employed as instruments in the hand of

God for the improvement of his servants. They
are the rods with which he chastens the \irtuous, in

order to rouse them from a dangerous slumber ; to

form them for the day of adversity, and to teach

them how to suffer honoui'ably.

In the next place, the mixture of the bad among
the good serves not only to give exercise to the

passive gi'aces, but also to improve the active powers

and virtues of man. It enures the righteous to vigi-

E E 2
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lance and exertion. It obliges them to stand forth,

and act their part with firmness and constancy in

evil times. It gives occasion for their virtues to

shine with conspicuous lustre; and makes thera

appear as the lights of the world amidst surrounding

darkness. Were it not for the dangers that arise

from abounding iniquity, there would be no oppor-

tunity for courage to act, for wisdom to admonish,

for caution to watch, nor for faith to exert itself in

overcoming the world. It is that mixture of dispo-

sitions which now takes place, that renders the

theatre on which we act so busy and stirring, and

so much fitted for giving employment to every part

of man*s intelligent and moral nature. It affords a

complete field for the genuine display of characters

;

and gives every man the opportunity to come forth

and show w^hat he is. Were the tenour of human
conduct altogether regular and uniform, interrupted

by no follies and vices, no cross dispositions and

irregular passions, many of our active powers would

find no exercise. Perhaps even our life would lan-

guish, and become too still and insipid. Man is not

yet ripe for a paradise of innocence, and for the

enjoyment of a perfect and faultless society. As in

the natural world, he is not made for perpetual

spring and cloudless skies, but by the wintry storm

must be called to exert his abihties for procining

shelter and defence ; so in the moral world, the

intermixture of bad men renders many an exertion

necessary, which in a more perfect state of the

world would find no })lace, but which in the present

^Btate of trial is pro})er and useful. Tlie existence

of vice in the world assuredly testifies our present

corruption ; and, according to the degree of its
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prevalence, is always, more or less, the source of

misery. It is a standing proof of the fall and de-

generacy of man. But as long as that fallen state

continues, the wisdom of Providence eminently ap-

pears in making the errours and frailties of the

wicked subservient to the improvement of the just.

Tares are for that reason suftered at present to grow

up among the wheat.

These observations on the wisdom of Providence

in this dispensation will be farther illustrated by con-

sidering the useful instructions which we receive, or

which at least every wise man may receive, from the

follies and vices of those among whom we are obliged

to live.

Firsts They furnish instruction concerning the

snares and dangers against which we ought to be

most on our guard. They put it thereby in our

power to profit by the errors and misconduct of

others. By observing from what small beginnings

the greatest crimes have arisen; observing how bad

company has seduced this man from his original prin-

ciples and habits ; how a careless indulgence of

pleasure has blinded and intoxicated that man ; how
the neglect of divine institutions has, in another,

gradually paved the way for open profligacy ; much
salutary instruction is conveyed to the virtuous.

Tracing the dangerous and slippery paths by which

so many have been insensibly betrayed into ruin, their

views of human nature are enlarged ; tJie sense of

their own imbecility is strongly impressed upon them

;

accompanied with the conviction of the necessity of^

a constant dependence on the grace and assistance

oi Heaven. All the crimes, which they behold dis-

E e 3
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turbing society around them, serve as signals hung

out to them, beacons planted in their view, to prevent

their making shipwreck among those rocks on which

others have split. It has been justly said, that not'

only from the advices of his friends, but from the

reproaches of his enemies, a wise man may draw

instruction. In the same manner, it is not only by

tlie examples of good men, but likewise by those of

the wicked, that an attentive mind may be confirmed

in virtue.

Next, These examples of bad men, while they

admonish the virtuous of the dangers against which

they are to guard, are farther profitable by the views

which they exhibit of the evil and the deformity of

sin. Its odious nature never appears in so strong a

light as when displayed in the crimes of the wicked.

It is true that when vice is carried only to a certain

degree, and disguised by plausible colours, it may pass

unreproved, and even for a while seem popular in the

world. But it is no less true that, when it becomes

open and flagrant, and is deprived of the shadow of

virtue, it never fails to incur general reproach, and

to become the object either of contempt or of hatred.

How often, for instance, have the greatest abilities

which once drew esteem and admiration, sunk, in a

short time, into the most humiliating degradation,

merely through the ascendant which corrupted incli-

nations and low habits had acquired over their

possessor? How often have the rising honours of the

young been blasted, by their forsaking the path of

honour on which they had once entered, for the blind

and crooked tracks of depravity and folly? Such

spectacles of the infamy of vice, such memorials of

16
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the disgrace attending it, are permitted by Provi-

dence for general instruction ; and assuredly are

edifying to the world. It was necessary for moral

improvement, that the beauty and excellence of

virtue, and the deformity of vice, should be strongly

impressed on every intelligent mind. This could

never be done with so great advantage as by the

striking contrasts of both, which are produced by the

living examples of evil men intermixed with the good.

It is in this mirror that we clearly contemplate how
much the righteous is more excellent than his Tieigh-

hour.

The same purpose of important instruction is far-

ther promoted by the instances of misery which the

state of \vicked men on earth affords. I admit that

the worldly success which sometimes attends them
may blind and seduce the unwary ; but a Httle more
reflection enables men to distinguish between appa-

rent success and real happiness. The condition of

worthless men, whatever splendour riches may throw

around them, is easily discerned to be a restless and

miserable one ; and the misery which they suffer, to

be derived from their ^dces. In that great corrupted

crowd which surrounds us, what incessant bustle and

stir, what agitation and tumult take place? What
envy and jealousy of one another ? How much bit-

terness of resentment do we behold among them

;

mutually deceiving and deceived; supplanting and

supplanted ; ever pursuing, but never satisfied ?

These are not matters of rare observation, or which

require nice scrutiny to discover them. We need

only open our eyes to beliold the wicked tormented

by their passions, and far removed from that sanc-

E E 4
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tuary of calmness and tranquillity which is the abode

of real happiness. Nay, when we appeal to bad men

themselves, after they have run the whole round of

vicious pleasures, w^e will often find them obliged to

confess that the wretched result of their pursuits has

been vanity and vexation of spirit ; and that the

happiest days they have enjoyed were in the times

of innocence, before criminal desires and guilty pas-

sions had taken possession of their breasts. Such

practical demonstrations as these, of the infelicity of

sin, are yielded by the examples of evil doers, whom
we see around us. By attending to their situation,

the misery, as well as infamy, of guilt is realised, and

rendered sensible to our apprehension.

Thus, upon a fair inquiry, you behold how the

ways of God may, in this remarkable case, be justi-

fied to man. You behold what important ends are

advanced, by permitting tlie targes at present to groiv

^together with the "joheat. The intermixture of evil

men in human society serves to exercise the suffering

graces and virtues of the good ; by the diversity of

characters among those with whom they have inter-

course, it serves to bring forth and improve their ac-

tive powers and virtues, and to enlarge the circle of

useful occupations ; it serves to instruct them in the

temptations against which they are to guard, to re-

veal to them all the deformity of vice, and to make

its miseries pass conspicuously before their eyes.

When we consider them as actors on the theatre of

the world, they are thereby improved in the part they

have to perform. When we consider them as spec-

tators of what is passing on that theatre, then- minds.
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are thereby instructed ; their views rectified and en-

larged by the objects that are set before them.

From these important truths, several reflections

no less important arise.

We are naturally taught, in the first place, never

to be hasty in finding fault with any of the arrange-

ments of Providence. The present permission of
moral evil on the earth seemed, on the first view, to

furnish a strong objection against either the wisdom
or the goodness of the Author of nature. After be-

holding the useful purposes which are answered by
that permission, how cautious should we be in advanc-

ing any of our rash speculations against his govern-

ment and conduct ! To our confined and humble sta-

tion it belongs not to censure, but to submit, trust,

and adore ; satisfied that the farther we inquire, the

rectitude of his ways will appear the more ; thankful

for the discoveries of them which have been imparted

to us ; and persuaded that, where our discoveries

fail, it is not because there is no more wisdom or

goodness to be seen, but because our present condi-

tion allows us not to see more.

In the second place, let us be taught with what eye
we are to look upon those bad men whom we find

around us in the world. Not surely with an eye of

envy. Whatever prosperity they may seem to enjov,

they are still no more than tares, the weeds of the

field ; contemptible in the sight of God, tolerated by
his providence for a while on account of the righteous,

to whose improvement they are rendered subservient.

The parable informs us that, in the end, they are to

be gathered together and burnt. In this life only they
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have their good things. But their prosperity is tran-

sitory. They are brought into desolation in a moment,

and utterly consumed xvith terrours. As a dream xvhen

07ie axvaketh, so, O God, when thou awakest, thou shalt

despise their image*—When we consider their un-

happy state, it becomes us to behold them with the

eye of pity. Let us remember tliat, in the midst of

their errours, they are by nature still our brethren.

Let us not behave to them in the spirit of bitterness.

Insult not their follies. Pride not yourselves on su-

periour virtue. Remember that, as bad men are

mixed with the good, so, in the best men, vices are

at present mixed with virtues. Your own character,

good as you may esteem it, is not free from every

evil taint ; and in the characters of those whom you

reprobate as vicious, there are always some good quali-

ties mixed with the bad ones. Study, as far as you

can, to reclaim and amend them ; and if, in any de-

gree, you have been profited by their failings, endea-

vour, in return, to profit them by good counsel and

advice ; by advice not administered with officious

zeal, or self-conceited superiority, but with the ten-

derness of compassion and real friendship.

In the third place, in whatever proportion the

admixture of vice may seem to take place in the

world, let us never despair of the prevalence of

virtue on the whole. Let us not exaggerate, beyond

measure, the quantity of vice that is found in the

mixture. It is proper to observe, that in the parable

now before us, after the owner of the field had sown

his good seed, no reason is given us to think, that the

* Psalm Ixxiii. 19, 20.
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good seed was entirely choaked up by tay^es. On tlie

contrary, we are told, that the blade sprung up and

brought forth fruit ; and though the tares also arose,

yet, in the end, there was a harvest, when the

ivheat was reaped and gathered into the barn.

In the most corrupted times, God never leaves

himself without many witnesses on earth. He is

always attentive to the cause of goodness ; and fre-

quently supports and advances it by means which we
are unable to trace. He nourishes much piety and

virtue in hearts that are unknown to us; and be-

holds repentance ready to spring up among many
whom we consider as reprobates.— I know that it

has always been common for persons to represent the

age in which they live as the worst that ever appeared

;

and religion and virtue as just on the point of vanish-

ing from among men. This is the language some-

times of the serious ; often of the hypocritical, or of

the narrow-minded. But true religion gives no

sanction to such severe censures, or such gloomy

views. Though the tares must be at all times

springing up, there is no reason for believing that

they shall ever overspread the whole field. The
nature of the weeds that spring up may vary, ac-

cording to the nature of the soil. Different modes

of iniquity may cUstinguish different ages of the

world; while the sum of corruption is nearly the

same. Let not our judgments of men and of the

times in which we live, be hasty and presumptuous.

Let us trust in the grace of God, and hope the best

of mankind.

In the fourth and last place, let us keep our eyes

ever fixed on that important period, which is alluded
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to in the text as the conclusion of all. Let both grow

together until the harvest. The great spiritual year

is to be closed by a harvest^ when the householder is

to gather the xvheat into his ham; when, at the end

of the world, the final distinction of men and cha-

racters is to take place. The confused mixture of

good and evil, which now prevails, is only a tempo-

rary dispensation of Providence, accommodated to

man's fallen and imperfect state. Let it not tempt

us for a moment to distrust the reality of the Divine

government; or to entertain the remotest suspicion

that moral good and evil are to be on the same terms

for ever. The frailties of our nature fitted us for no

more at present than the enjoyment of a very mixed

and imperfect society. But when our nature, purified

and refined, shall become ripe for higher advance-

ment, then shall the spirits of the just, disengaged

from any polluted mixture, undisturbed by sin or by

sinners, be united in one divine assembly, and re-

joice for ever in the presence of him who mxade them.

Looking forward to this glorious issue with steadfast

faith, let no cross appearances ever discomfit our

hopes, or lead us to suspect that we have been serving

God in vain. If we continue faithful to the deaths,

we may rest assured, that in due time Ave sliali

receive the croxvn of li/e.



SERMON LV.

On the Relief wliich tlie Gospel affords to the

Distressed.

[Preached at the Celebration of the Sacrament of the Lord's

Supper.]

Matth. xi. 28.

Come unto me^ all ye that labour and are heavy laden,

and I 'will give you rest.

nnHE hfe of man on earth is doomed to be clouded

with various evils. Throughout all ranks the

afflicted form a considerable portion of the human
race ; and even they who have a title to be called

prosperous, are always, in some periods of their life,

obliged to drink from the cup of bitterness. The
Christian religion is particularly indebted to our

regard, by accommodating itself with great tender-

ness to this distressed condition of mankind. It is

not to be considered as merely an authoritative

system of precepts. Important precepts it indeed

delivers for the wise and proper regulation of life.

But the same voice which enjoins our duty, utters

the words of consolation. The Gospel deserves to

be held a dispensation of relief to mankind under

both the temporal and spiritual distresses of their

state.
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This amiable and compassionate spirit of our re-

ligion conspicuously appears in the character of its

great Author. It shone in all his actions while he

lived on earth. It breathed in all his discourses ;

and, in the words of the text, is expressed with

much energy. In the preceding verse, he had given

a high account of his own person and dignity. All

things are delivered unto me of my Father ; and no

man knoiveth the Son hut the Father ; neither kiio'weth

any man the Father^ save tlie Son, arid he to whom-

soever the Son 'will reveal him. But, lest any of his

hearers should be discouraged by this mysterious

representation of his greatness, he instantly tempers

it with the most gracious benignity ; declaring, in

the text, the merciful intention of his mission to the

world. Come unto me, all ye that labour and are

heavy laden, and I will give you rest.

The first thing which claims our attention in

these w^ords is, what we are to understand by coming

unto Christ. This is a phrase w^hich has often given

occasion to controversy. By theological writers it

has been involved in much needless mysteiy, while

the meaning is in itself plain and easy. The very

metaphor that is here used serves to explain it. In

tlie ancient world, disciples flocked round thek dif-

ferent teachers, and attended them wherever they

went; in order both to testify their attaclnnent,

and to imbibe more fully the doctrine of their

masters. Coyning unto Christ, therefore, is the same

with resorting to him as our declared Master ; ac-

knowledging ourselves his disciples, believers in his

doctrine, and followers of his precepts. As Christ

is made known to us under the character botli of a
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Teacher and a Saviour, our coming to him imports-

not only submission to his instructions, but con-

fidence also in his power to save. It imports that,

forsaking the corruptions of sin and the world, we
follow that course of virtue and obedience Avhich he

points out to us ; relying on his mediation for par-

don of our offences, and acceptance with heaven.

This is what is implied in the scripture term Faith ;

w^hich includes both the assent of the understanding

to the truth of the Christian religion, and the con-

currence of the will in receiving it.

What next occurs in the text to attract our

notice, is the description of those to whom the in-

vitation is addressed. All those who labour and
are lieavy laden^ that is, who, in one way or other,

feel themselves grieved and distressed, are here in-

vited to come to Christ.— Now, from two sources

chiefly our distresses arise, from moral, or from

natural causes.

First, They may arise from inward moral causes,

from certain feelings and reflections of the mind,

w^hich occasion uneasiness and pain. A course of

sin and vice always proves ruinous and destructive

in the issue. But its tendency to ruin is not often

perceived, while that tendency is advancing. For,

as sin is the reign of passion and pleasure, it forms

men to a thoughtless inconsiderate state. Circmn-

stances, however, may occur, and frequently, in the

course of life, do occur, which disclose to a vicious

man the ruin which he is bringing on himself, as an

offender against the God who made him. When
some occasional confinement to solitude, or some
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turn of adverse fortune, directs liis attention imme-

diately upon his own character ; or when, drawing

towards the close of life, his passions subside, his

pleasures withdraw, and a futiu'e state comes for-

ward to his view ; in such situations it often hap-

pens, that the past follies and crimes of such a man
appear to him in a light most odious and shocking

;

and not odious only, but terrifying to his heart.

He considers that he is undoubtedly placed under

the government of a just God, who did not send him

into this world for nought; that he has neglected

the part assigned to him ; has contemned the laws

of Heaven ; has degraded his own nature ; and in-

stead of being useful, having been hurtful and per-

nicious to those among whom he lived, ^is about to

leave a detestable memory behind him.—What ac-

count shall he give of himself to his Maker ? Self-

condemned, polluted by so many crimes, how can he

expect to find mercy in his sight?— Hence, an

overwhelmed and dejected mind ; hence, dismal fore-

bodings of punishment ; hence that rcoimded spirit^

which, when it is deeply pierced, becomes the sorest

of all human evils, and has sometimes rendered ex-

istence a burden which could not be endured.

Such distresses as these, arising from moral inter-

nal causes, may be made light of by the giddy and

the vain ; and represented as confined to a few per-

sons only of distempered imagination. But to those

whose professions give them occasion to see men
under various circumstances of affliction, they are

known to be far from being unfrequent in the world;

and, on many more occasions than is commonly
imagined, to throw over the human mind the black-

est gloom of wliich it is susceptible. Religious feel-
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ings, be assured, have a deep root in the nature of

man. Tliey form a part of the liuman constitution.

They are interwoven with many of those fears and

hopes which actuate us in the changing situations of

fortune. During the gay and active periods of Ufe,

they may be smothered; but with most men they

are smothered rather than totally obliterated : And if

any crisis of our condition shall awaken, and bring

them forth in their full force, upon a conscious

guilty heart, woe to the man, who, in some discon-

solate season, is doomed to suifer their extreme

vengeance

!

But, while under such distresses of the mind, not

a few may be said to labour and to be lieavy ladeiiy

greater still is the multitude of those who, from

natural external causes, from the calamities and

evils of life, undergo much suffering and misery.

The life of man is not indeed wholly composed of

misery. It admits of many pleasing scenes. On
the whole, there is reason to believe that it affords

more joy than grief. At the same time, the unfor-

tunate, as I before observed, form always a numer-

ous class of mankind ; and it may be said with truth,

that sore travel is ordainedfor the sons ofmen. Though
the burden is not equally laid on all ; some there

always are, on whom it falls with oppressive weight.

— Unexpected disappointments have crushed their

hopes, and blasted the plans which they had formed

for comfort in the world. The world had, perhaps,

smiled upon them once, only to give them a shai-per

feeling of its miseries at the last. Struggling with

poverty, unable to support their families, whom
they see languishing around them, they, at the same

VOL. II. F F
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time, are obliged, by their situation in society, to

conceal their necessities ; and, under the forced ap-

pearance of cheerfulness, to hide from the world a

broken heart. They are stung, perhaps, by the un-

kindness of friends ; cast off by those in whom they

had trusted ; or torn by untimely death from real

friends, in connection with whom they might have

flourished and been happy ; at the same time borne

down, it may be, with the infirmities of a sickly body,

and left to drag a painful life without assistance or

relief.— How many sad scenes of this nature, on

which it were painful to insist, does the world afford ?

When we turn to those who -are accounted pros-

perous men, we shall always find many sorrows

mingled witli their pleasures ; many hours of care

and vexation, wherein they acknowledge themselves

classed with those who labour and are heavy laden.

In entering into some gay festive assembly, we
behold affected cheerfulness displayed on every

countenance ; and might fancy that we had arrived

at the temple of unmixed pleasure, and gladness of

heart. Yet, even there, could we look into the

bosoms of tliese apparently happy persons, how often

would w^e find them inwardly preyed upon by some

tormenting suspicions, some anxious fears, some

secret griefs, which either they dare not disclose

to the world, or from which, if disclosed, they can

look for no relief; in short, amidst that great com-

pany of pilgrims, who are journeying through life,

many there are whose journey lies througli a valley

of tears ; and many to whom that valley is only

cheered by transient glimpses of joy.

To these classes of mankind is addressed the invit-

20
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ation of the text. To them it is in a particular

manner addi'essed ; overlooking the giddy and dissi-

pated multitude. Co77ie unto me, all ye that fabour
and are heavy laden. Not as if our Saviour were
always ready to accept that sort of piety which is

merely the consequence of distress ; or made all

those welcome, who are driven by nothing but fear

or danger to have recourse to him. His words are

to be understood as intimating, that the heart which
is humbled and softened by affliction, is the object

of his compassionate regard; that he will not reject

us merely because we have been cast off by the

world
J
but that, if with proper dispositions and sen-

timents we apply to him in the evil day, we shall be

sure of meeting with a gracious reception. It now
remains to show what that reception is which we
may look for; for what that rest is which Christ

hath promised to confer on those who co7ne to him ;

whether their distress arise from moral or from natural

causes. Co7ne unto nie, and I "will give you rest,

I. Christ affords rest to the disturbed mind that

labours under apprehensions and fears of guilt. Let

those who suffer distress of this nature come to Christ,

that is, with contrition and repentance, have recourse

to him as their Saviour, and they shall regain quiet-

ness and peace. Foolish and guilty they have been,

and justly lie under dread of punishment; but the

penitent sorrow which they now feel implies their

disposition to be changed. It implies, as far as it is

genuine, that, sensible of their folly, they now de-

sire to become good and wise ; and are determined

for the future to hold a vuluous course, could they

only hope to obtain pardon for the past. In this si-

F F £
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tuation of mind, let them not be cast down and des-

pair. Christ has brouglit with him from heaven the

oUve-bi'anch. He carries in his hand the signal of

forgiveness. The declaration which he publishes is,

Let the wicked forsake his waijy and the unrighteous

man his thoughts; and let him return to the Lcrrd^ and

he will have mercy upon him ; and to our God, for he

will abundantly imrdon, * Insufficient though our

own repentance be, to procure pardon from Heaven,

we are informed, that an all-sufficient atonement has

been made by Christ. Neither the number nor the

atrocity of offences excludes from forgiveness, the

penitent who returns to his duty. To all who come
under this description, the offer of mercy extends,

without exception. He that spared 7iot his own Son,

but delivered him up for us all, how shall he not with

him also freely give us all things ? t

This discovery of Divine government, afforded by

the Gospel, is perfectly calculated to scatter the

gloom which had overcast the desponding heart.

The atmosphere clears up on every side ; and is illu-

minated by cheering rays of celestial mercy. Not

only is hope given to the penitent, but it is rendered

sinful not to indulge that hope. We are not only

allowed and encouraged, but we are commanded to

trust in the Divine clemency. We are commanded
to believe that none who come unto Christ he will in

any wise cast out, X As I live, saith the Lord God, I
have no pleasure in the death of the wicked, but that

the wicked turn from his way and live ; turn ye, turn

ye,from your evil ways ; for why will ye die, O house

ofIsrael? § Such is the relief which the religion

* Isaiah, Iv. ?• f Rom. viil. 32.

X John, vi. 37. § Ezek. xxxiii, 11.
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of Christ brings to them who labour and ai^e heavy

laden under the impressions of guilt and Divine dis-

pleasure ; a relief which nothing can render ineffec-

tual to the heart, except the most gloomy supersti-

tion founded on gross misconceptions of the nature

and attributes of God.— Let us now,

II. Consider what rest the religion of Christ gives

to them whose distress arises not from inward and
moral, but from natural and external causes ; from
adverse fortune, or any of those numerous calamities

to which we are at present exposed. To such per-

sons it may seem more difficult to promise any effec-

tual relief. In the former case, the distress lay en-

tirely in the mind. As soon as its views are rectified,

and its apprehensions quieted, the evil is removed,

and the cure effected. Here, the distress arises from

without ; and the religion of Christ affects not the

course of external events. But though it removes

not all the evils of life ; though it promises no con-

tinuance of undisturbed prosperity (which indeed it

were not salutary for man always to enjoy); yet, if

it mitigates the evils which necessarily belong to our

state, and supports us under them, it may justly be

said to give rest to them who labour and are heatn/ la-

den. When much that is material and important is

effected, we have no cause to complain, thougli all

that we desire be not accomplished. — In this part of

the discourse, I am to be considered as addressing

myself not merely to such as are at present suffering

any severe calamity ; I now speak to many, who, in

the midst of health and affluence, enjoy the various

comforts of life. But I must desire such persons to

look forward to what may one day be their state.

F F 3
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Let them reflect how important it is to prepare them-

selves for tlie future imknown vicissitudes of the

world. For, if a man live many years and rejoice in

tJiem all, yet let him remember the days of darkness,for

they shall be many. *— Now, either in the prospect

of future distress, or under present suffering, I say,

that the religion of Christ gives 7'est to the heart by

the fortitude which it inspires, and by the consola-

tions which it affords.

First, It inspires fortitude. It discovers a supreme

administration, so friendly to the interests of good-

ness, as never to allow the followers of Christ to dread,

that in any situation of fortune, they shall be ne-

glected by Heaven. From the abstract consideration

of the Divine perfections, men had always some

ground to believe, that the general order of the uni-

verse Avas consulted by its great Ruler. But how far

the interests of individuals might be obliged to yield,

or, in many cases, might be sacrificed, to this general

order, they were left altogether in the dark. Here

the gospel of Christ comes to our aid by the exphcit

assurance which it gives, that, in the great system of

Providence, the welfare of every single good man is

particularly included. All things, we are expressly

told, are made to xvork together, not merely for the

order and perfection of the whole, but also, for good

to them who love God.f The life of every person

Avho comes under this description, forms a system

complete within itself; where every event that hap-

pens to him possesses its destined place, and forms a

link in that great chain of causes, which was ap-

* Ecclcs. xi. 8. t Rom. viii. 28.
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pointed, from the beginning of things, for carrying

on his improvement and felicity. Such an arrange-

ment of the affairs of the world, may appear astonish-

ing to our narrow capacities
;
yet surely implies no

effort beyond the reach of infinite power, joined with

infinite wisdom and goodness.

Hence arises a degree of fortitude and constancy

to good men, which can upon no other grounds be

attained. Faith, in these principles of the Gospel,

erects for them a fortress impregnable to the assaults

of the world, into which they can at all times retreat.

Sitting under the shelter of Divine protection, they

calmly hear the storm, when it blows with its utmost

violence around them. Thefloods liave lifted up their

voice; they have lifted up all their 'waves. But the

Lord 071 high is mightier than the noise ofmany "waters;

yea^ than the mighty waves of the sea. * Of the man
who possesses such principles, it is justly said. His
heart is established; he shall not be afraid ofevil tidings;

his heart isflxed, trusting in the Lord.f Tranquillity,

order, and magnanimity, dwell with him ; while all

is confusion and trepidation among those, who have

nothing to look to but the apparent disorders of the

world.

The doctrine of Christ not only arms us, in this

manner, with fortitude against the approach of evil

;

but supposing evils to fall upon us with their heaviest

pressure, it lightens the load by many consolations to

which others are strangers. While bad men trace,

in the calamities with which they are visited, the

hand of an offended Sovereign, Christians are taught

* Psalm xciii. 3, 4. f Psalm cxii. 7, 8.
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to view them as the well-intended chastisements of a

merciful Father. They hear, amidst them, that still

voice which a good conscience brings to their ear;

Fear not^ for I am with thee; be not dismayed, for

I am thy God. * They apply to themselves the com-

fortable promises with which the Gospel abounds.

They discover in these the happy issue decreed to

their troubles : and wait with patience till Providence

shall have accomplished its great and good designs.

In the mean thne, devotion opens to them its blessed

and holy sanctuary: that sanctuary in which the

wounded heart is healed, and the weary mind is at

rest; where the cares of the world are forgotten,

where its tumults are hushed, and its miseries dis-

appear; where greater objects open to our view than

what the world presents; wliere a more serene sky

shines, and a sweeter and calmer light beams on the

afflicted heart. In those moments of devotion, a

pious man, pouring out his wants and sorrows to an

almighty Supporter, feels that he is not left solitary

and forsaken in a vale of woe. God is with him,

Christ and the Holy Ghost are with him; and

though he should be bereaved of every earthly

friend, he can look up in heaven to a friend who will

never die.

To these present consolations the religion of

Christ adds the joyful prospect of that future state,

where eternal rest remameth for the people of God.

This life tliey are taught to consider as only the

house of their pilgrimage ; the temporary mansion of

painful though necessary discipline. But let them

endure for a little, and tlie })ilgrimage shall end, the

* Jsaiiili, xli. 10.
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discipline shall be finished j and all the virtuous be

assembled in those blissful regions which are pre-

pared for their reward. Such a prospect cheers the

darkest hours of life ; and afibrds a remedy to every

trouble. 21ie sufferings of this present time are not

xvorthy to be compared xdth the glory xvhich shall be

7'evealed.* They appear in this comparative view,

as no more than a distressing dream of the night,

from which one awakes into health, and light, and

joy. Peculiar is this high consolation to the re-

ligion of Christ. It is what all nations had eagerly

wished for; what all philosophy had anxiously

sought to discover; but what no research, no phi-

losophy were able to ascertain to mankind, till Christ

brought the assurance of life and immortality from

heaven ; and conferred on his disciples this noble

and inestimable gift.

Thus, on the whole, the Christian doctrine is

found to be the great medicine of life. It is the

balm of human sorrows and cares. In our present

state, where so many are suffering actual distress, of

one kind or other, and where all have reason to

dread the approach of distress, it is religion only

that can alleviate the burdens of life, and smooth

our passage through this evil world. Let this

view of religion persuade us to ' improve the sacred

ordinance of our Lord's supper for coming unto

Christ in the way before explained : that is, joining

ourselves to him as his disciples ; his disciples, not in

words and professions only, but in heart and in truth ;

taking upon us his yoke, as is added in the words

* Rom. viii. IS.
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immediately following the text : and learning of him

who is meek and lowly in Jieart. Let those who la-

bour under the sense of remembered follies and

crimes, come unto Christ with penitent dispositions,

and they shall obtain pardon. Let those who labour

under the suffering of present, or the apprehension

of future sorrows, come unto Christ, and they shall

receive consolation. All who are in any sense heavy

laden coming unto him, shall find rest to their

souls.

Before concluding this discourse, there is another

set of men not yet mentioned, to whom I must also

address the exhortation in the text ; those I mean

who, labouring under none of the distressful burdens

of life, are surfeited of its pleasures ; who labour

under the burden only of languid ease, and the load

of insipid prosperity. You drag, my friends, but a

miserable existence. Oppressed by no sorrow, you

feel vacuity and dissatisfaction within ;
you are often

weary of life ; and in your solitary hours, are disposed

to confess that all you have experienced is vanity.

Wherefore should you any longer spend your money

for tJiat which is not breads and your labour for that

which satisfieth not ? Come to the waters which are

now offered to you, and drink. Hear, and your souls

shall live. Retreat from the corrupting vanities of

the world to Christ, to religion, and to virtue. New
sources of enjoyment shall then be opened to you.

A world yet untried shall display itself to your view.

You shall be formed to a relish for the quiet and in-

nocent pleasures of piety and devotion ; of friendship

and good affections ; of useful knowledge, and vir-

tuous activity 5 of calm society and seasonable retire-
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ment; pleasures of which at present you have no

conception ; but which, upon trial, you shall find

superiour to the trifling or turbulent amusements,

in which you have hitherto passed your days.

—

The true satisfaction of the human mind is only to be

found in religion and goodness ; in a purified heart

and a virtuous life. All other plans of happiness are

fallacious, and pregnant with disappointment. It is

only by acquainting ourselves mth God that we can

find peace : And those who are "weary and heamj

laden now, shall be "doeary and heavy laden to the

end, unless they come to him who only can give

them rest.



SERMON LVI.

On Luxury and Licentiousness.

Isaiah, v. 12.

The harp and tJie violy the tahret and pipe, and wine,

are in their feasts; but they regard not the work of

the Lord, neither consider the operation ofhis hands.

TT appears from many passages in the writings of

this prophet, that in his days great corruption of

manners had begun to take place among the people

of Israel. Originally a sober and a religious nation,

accustomed to a simple and pastoral life, after they

had enlarged their territories by conquest, and ac-

quired wealth by commerce, they gradually contracted

habits of luxury; and luxury soon introduced its

usual train of attending evils. In the history of all

nations the same circulation of manners has been

found ; and the age in which we live resembles, in

this respect, the ages which have gone before it.

Forms of iniquity may vary ; but the corrupt propen-

sities of men remain at all times much the same ; and

revolutions from primitive simplicity to the refine-

ments of criminal luxury have been often exhibited

on the stage of the world. The reproof directed in

the text to the Jews of that ancient age will be found

equally applicable to the manners of many in modern

times. In discoursing from it, I shall first consider

the character of those who are described in the text,
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and show the gmlt that is mvolved in it. I shall next

consider the duties which persons of that character

are supposed to have neglected ; to regard the work

ofthe Lordy and to consider the operation ofhis hands.

I. When we take into view the character pointed

at in the text, it is evident that what the prophet

means to reprove is the spirit of inconsiderate dissi-

pation, of intemperate indulgence, and irreligious

luxury. It is not thefeast and the nine, the hary and
tlie viol, which he means to condemn. Music and

wine are, in themselves, things of innocent nature

:

.Nay, when temperately enjoyed, they may be em-
ployed for useful purposes ; for affording relaxation

from the oppressive cares of life, and for promoting

friendly intercourse among men. The opulent are

not prohibited from enjoying the good things of this

world, which Providence has bestowed upon them.

Religion neither abolishes the distinction of rank,

(as the vain philosophy of some w^ould teach us to

do,) nor interferes ^vith a modest and decent indul-

gence of pleasure. It is the criminal abuse of plea-

sure which is here censured ; that thoughtless and

intemperate enjoyment of it which wholly absorbs

the time and attention of men ; which obliterates

every serious thought of the proper business of life
j

and effaces the sense of religion and of God.

It may be proper to remark, that it is not ojoen and

direct impiety, which is laid to the charge of the

persons here characterized. It is not said, that in

their feast they scoffed at religion, or blasphemed the

name of God. To this summit of wickedness these

persons have not yet arrived; perhaps the age in

which they lived gave not its countenance to this
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wantonness of impiety. It is merely a negative crime

of which they are accused, that they regarded not

the work ofthe Lord, tieither considered the operatmi

of his hands. But this absence of all religious im-

pressions is here pointed out, as sufficient to stigmatise

their] characters with guilt. As soon as the sense of

a Supreme Being is lost, the great check is taken off,

which keeps under restraint the passions of men.

Mean desires and low pleasures take place of the

greater and nobler sentiments which reason and

religion inspire. Amidst the tumult of the ui?ie and

tJie feasty all proper views of human life are forgotten.

The duties which, as men, they have to perform, the

part they have to act in the world, and the distresses

to which they are exposing themselves, are banished

from their thoughts. To-morrow sJiall be as this day,

and more abundantly, is the only voice. Inflamed by

society, and circulated from one loose companion to

another, the spiiit of riot grows and swells, till it ends

in brutal excess.

Were such disorders rare and occasional merely

they might perhaps be forgotten and forgiven. But

nourished by repetition and habit they grow up

among too many, to become the business and occu-

pation of life. By these unfortunate votaries of

pleasure, they are accounted essential to happiness.

Life appears to stagnate without them. Having no

resource within themselves, their spirits sink, and

their very being seems annihilated, till the return of

their favourite pleasures awakens within them some

transient sparkles of joy. Idleness, ease, and pros-

perity, have too natural a tendency to generate the

follies and vices now described. Because they have

no changes, said the Psalmist, therefore they fear not
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God. * They are the dark, and soHtary hours of life,

which recall men to recollection and wisdom. They
show to the unthinking what this w^orld really is, and

what may be expected from it. But the day that is

always bright and unclouded, is not made for men.

It flatters them with the dangerous illusion, that it is

in their power to render life one scene of pleasure

;

and that they have no other business on earth, but

to spread the feast^ and call the harp and the viol to

sound. But the examples are so frequent, of the

dangers and the crimes which arise from an intem-

perate abuse of pleasure, that on this part of the

subject it seems needless to insist any longer. I pro-

ceed, therefore,

II. To consider the duties which men are accused

of having neglected ; and which it is here supposed,

if duly attended to, would have acted as the cor-

rectives of dissolute and irreligious luxury ; these

are, to regard the xvork of the Lordy and to co?isider

tJie operation of his hands.— By recommending such

duties, I do not mean to represent it as requisite

that the feast should be turned into an act of wor-

ship ; that the countenances of men should be always

grave ; or that, in the hours of amusement and of

social festivity, no subject may employ their thoughts

and their discourse, except God and a future state.

All extremes in religion are dangerous ; and by car-

rying austerity too far, we are in hazard of only

promoting h>^ocrisy. But though some, in the last

age, might be prone to this extreme
; yet, at the

present day, there is not much occasion for warning

men against it. — What I now insist upon is, that all

* Psalra Iv. 19.
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our pleasures ought to be tempered with a serious

sense of God ; that scenes of gaiety and enjoyment

should never make us forget that we are subjects of

his government, and have a part allotted us to act

in this w^orld ; that on no occasion they should be

prolonged so much, repeated so often, or suffered to

transport us so far, as to lead us to break any of the

Divine laws, or to act inconsistently with the cha-

racter of men and Christians. A prevailing sense of

God on the mind is to be ever held the surest guard

of innocence and virtue, amidst the allurements of

pleasure. It is the salutary mixture which must be

infused into the cup of joy, in order to render it safe

and innoxious.

This sense of God should lead us, in the language

of the prophet, to regard the work of the Lord, and

to consider the operation of his hands; w^hich expres-

sions may be understood as requiring us to ha^-e

God upon our thoughts under two views ; to regard

his nwdc, as the Author of nature ; and to consider

the operatiofi of his hands, as the Governor of the

world. Let us attend more particularly to each of

these views of the Supreme Being.

In the first place, w^e are to view God as the

Author of nature, or to regard the work of the Lord.

With his works we are in every place surrounded.

We can cast our eyes no where, without discerning

the Hand of Him who formed them, if the grossness

of our minds will only allow us to behold Him. Let

giddy and thoughtless men turn aside a little from the

haunts of riot. Let them stand still, and contemplate

the wondrous works of God ; and make trial of the

effect which such contemplation would produce.—It

21
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were good for them that even independently of the

Author, they were more acquainted with his works ;

good for them, that from the societies of loose and

dissolute men, they would retreat to the scenes of

nature ; would oftener dwell among them, and enjoy

their beauties. This would form them to the relish

of uncorrupted innocent pleasures ; and make them

feel the value of calm enjoyments, as superiour to the

noise and turbulence of licentious gaiety. From
the harmony of nature and of nature's works, they

would learn to hear sweeter sounds than what arise

from the viol^ the tabrety and the pipe.

But to higher and more serious thoughts these

works of nature give occasion, when considered in

conjunction with the Creator who made them.—
Let me call on you, my friends, to catch some inter-

val of reflection, some serious moment, for looking

with thoughtful eye on the world around you.

Lift your view to that immense arch of heaven

which encompasses you above. Behold the sun

in all his splendour rolling over your head by
day ; and the moon by night, in mild and

serene majesty, surrounded with that host of stars

which present to your imagination an innumerable

multitude of worlds. Listen to the awful voice of

thunder. Listen to the roar of the tempest and the

ocean. Survey the wonders that fill the earth which

you inhabit. Contemplate a steady and powerful

Hand bringing round spring and summer, autumn
and winter, in regular course ; decorating this earth

with innumerable beauties, diversifying it w^ith innu-

merable inhabitants, pouring forth comforts on ail

that live ; and, at the same time, overav/ing the

nations with the violence of the elements, when it

VOL. II. G G
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pleases the Creator to let them forth.— After you

have viewed yourselves as surrounded with such

a scene of wonders ; after you have beheld, on every

hand, such an astonishing display of majesty united

with wisdom and goodness ; are you not seized with

solemn and serious awe ? Is there not something

which whispers you within, that to this great Crea-

tor reverence and homage are due by all the rational

beings whom he has made ? Admitted to be specta-

tors of his works, placed in the midst of so many great

and interesting objects, can you believe that you

^were brought hither for no purpose but to immerse

yourselves in gross and brutal, or, at best, in trifling

pleasures ; lost to all sense of the wonders you be-

hold; lost to all reverence of that God who gave

you being, and who has erected this amazing fabric

of nature, on which you look only with stupid and

unmeaning eyes?—No: Let the scenes which you

behold prompt correspondent feelings. Let them

awaken you from the degrading intoxication of

licentiousness, into nobler emotions. Every object

which you view in nature, whether great or small,

serves to instruct you. The star and the insect, the

fiery meteor and the flower of spring, the verdant

field and the lofty mountain, all exhibit a Supreme

Power, before which you ought to tremble and

adore ; all preach the doctrine, all inspire the spirit

of devotion and reverence. Regarding, then, the

xjcork of the Lordy let rising emotions of awe and

gratitude call forth from your souls such sentiments

as these :— *' Lord, wherever I am, and whatever I

" enjoy, may I never forget thee as the Author of

" nature ! May I never forget that I am' thy crea-

" ture and thy subject i In this magnificent temple
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" of the universe, where thou hast placed me, may
" I ever be thy faithful worshipper ; and may the

" reverence and the fear of God be the first senti-

" ments of my heart!'*— It is to such consideration

of God I would now recall your thoughts from the

ui?ie and tJie feast, as proper to check the spirit of

levity and folly ; and to inspire manly and becom-

ing sentiments, in the place of criminal dissipation.

But,

In the setond place, there is a consideration of a

nature still more serious to be employed for the same

purpose ; the consideration of God as not only the

Author of nature, but the Governour of his creatures.

While we regard the *work of the Lord, "sVe are also

to consider the never-ceasing operation of his hands.

We are to look up to an awful and irresistible Provi-

dence, stretching its arm over our heads ; directing

the fate of men, and dispensing at its pleasure happi-

ness or misery. In the giddy moments of jollity, the

Avanton and thoughtless are apt to say :
** Let us eat

** and drink, for to-morroxv xve die. Nothing is bet-

" ter for man, than to rejoice as much as he can all

" the days of his vain life ; and to keep himself un-

" disturbed by superstitious terrours. He who sitteth

" in the heavens bestows no minute attentions on the

" sons of earth. He permits all things to come alike

** to all; one event to happen to the righteous and to

" the wicked.'"—Be assured, my brethren, it is not

so. You greatly deceive yourselves, by imagining

that your Creator and Governour is indifferent to the

part you are now acting ; or that the distribution of

good and evil, which now takes place, has no relation

G G 2
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to your moral conduct. In some instances, that rela-

tion may not be apparent ; because the moral govern-

ment of God is not completed in this world. But a

multitude of proofs show government to be already

begun ; and point out to you the train in which you

may expect it to proceed.

In the history of all ages and nations, you cannot

but have observed a thousand instances in which the

operation ofthe divine hand has been displayed ; over-

taking evil-doers sooner or later with punishment, and

bringing on their own heads the ruin they had de-

vised for others. ~ You are not to imagine that this

displeasure of Providence is exerted only against the

ambitious, the treacherous, and the cruel, who are

the authors of extensive misery to the world. Under

this idea, perhaps you may be desirous to shelter your-

selves, that your excesses are of a harmless kind
;

that you seek nothing more than the enjoyment of

your own pleasures ; that your feast and your wine

interfere not with the order of the v/orld ; and that

therefore you have done nothing which should awake

the sleeping thunder, and bring it down from heaven

on your heads. Though not stained with the black-

est colours of guilt, your conduct may nevertheless

be highly offensive to the Ruler of the world. His

government is not of that indolent, inattentive kind,

which allows impunity to every lesser criminal. He
beholds with displeasure the behaviour of those who
degrade their nature by vicious disorders ; and con-

taminate, by their example, every society with which

they are connected. His measures are taken, that,

in one way or other, they shall suffer.

Look around the circle of your acquaintance, and

13
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observe, whether they are not the sober, the indus-

trious, and the virtuous, who visibly prosper in the

world, and rise into reputation and influence

;

observe whether the licentious and intemperate are

not constantly humbled and checked by some dark

reverse either in their health or their Ibrtune ; whe-

ther the irreligious and profligate are ever suftered

to escape long, without being marked with infamy,

and becoming objects of contempt.— I ask, to what
cause this is to be ascribed, but to that operation of
the hand ofGod which I am now calling you to con-

sider ? Does it not obviously carry the marks of a

plan, a system of things contrived and fore-ordained

by Providence, for rewarding virtue, and punishing

vice, in every form of its disorders ?— The Go-
vernour of the world need not for this purpose step

from his throne, or put forth his hand firom the

clouds. With admirable wisdom he hath so ordered

the train of human affairs, that, in their natural

course, men's otjcn xvicJiedness shall reprove them, and

their baclcslidings correct them ; that they shall be

made to eat the fruit of their doings, and to fall into

the pit xvliich themselves had digged.

These things have been always so apparent to

observation, that though a man may have been

seduced into irregular and evil courses during his

life, yet, at the close of it, it seldom happens but he

discerns their pernicious nature, and condemns him-

self for them. Never, perhaps, was there a father,'

who, after he had spent his days in idleness, dissipa-

tion, and luxury, did not, w^hen dying, admonish

the children whom he loved, to hold a more ho-

nourable course, to follow the paths of virtue, to

fear God, and to fulfil properly the duties of theix-

G G o
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station.— To yourselves, indeed, I can confidently

appeal, whether what I am now saying, be not con-

firmed by your own testimony. After you have been

guilty of some criminal acts, in the course of those

riotous pleasures which you indulge, have you not,

at certain times, felt the stings ofremorse ? Were you

not obliged to confess to yourselves that a sad prospect

of misery w^as opening before you, if such excesses

were to continue ? Did vou not hear an inward

voice upbraiding you, for ha\"ing sunk and degraded

your character so far below^ that of many of your

equals around you?— My friends, what was this

but the voice of God, speaking as the Governoiir of

his creatures mthin your heart; testifying loudly

that your course of life was displeasing to him ; and

warning you of punishments that were to follow. If

his displeasure against you is already begun to be

testified, can you tell where it is to stop, or hov/

long it may continue to pursue you, throughout

future stages of your existence ? Who hioicetJi the

power qf^ his XLTath?— To this awful, this warning

voice, will you not be persuaded reverently to listen ?

Impressed by the dread authority which it carries,

shall you not fall down on your knees before your

Maker, imploring his mercy to pardon your past

offences, and his grace to rectify your future w^ay ?

Such ought to be the eflects of the consideration

of God as the Governour of the world. It leads to

thoughts of a ^'ery serious nature. When we re'gard

the xcork of the Lord, and contemplate him as the

Author of tlie universe, sucli contemplation prompts

devotion. But when we consider the operation of
Ms hands in providence, and contemplate him as the

1.5
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Governour of mankind, such contemplation prompts

humiliation before him for offences committed. The
former addresses itself to the . ingenuous sentiments

that are left in the heart ; and awakens a sense of

our unworthiness, in neglecting the Author of nature

amidst our riotous pleasures. The latter addresses

itself to our regard for safety and happiness ; and

awakens fear and dread, from consciousness of the

guilt we have contracted. Hence springs up in

every thoughtful mind, an anxious concern to avert

the displeasure, and regain the favour of tliat Su-

preme Being to whom we are all subject. This,

among unenlightened nations, gave rise to sacrifices,

expiations, and all the rights of humble, though

superstitious worship. Among nations, who have

been instructed in true religion, sentiments of the

same nature pave the way for prayer, repentance,

faith, and all those duties, by means of which we
may hope, through a Divine Mediator and Inter-

cessor, to be reconciled to heaven. Natural and re-

vealed religion here appear in concord. We behold

the original dictates of the human heart laying a

foundation for the glad reception of the comfortable

tidings of the Gospel.

I HAVE thus endeavoured to show in what manner,

by regarding the xcork of the Lord^ and considering

the operation of his hands^ we may prevent the dan-

gers arising from a thoughtless indulgence of plea-

sure ; we may be furnished with an antidote to the

poison which is too often mixed in that intoxicating

cup. — Human life is full of troubles. We are all

tempted to alleviate them as much as we can, by
freely enjoying the pleasurable moments which Pro-

G G 4
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vidence thinks fit to allow us. Enjoy them we may

:

But, if we would enjoy them safely, and enjoy them

long, let us temper them with the fear of God. As
soon as this is forgotten and obliterated, the sound

of the harp and the viol is changed into the signal of

death. The Serpent comes forth from the roses

where it had lain in ambush, and gives a fatal sting.

Pleasure in moderation is the cordial, in excess it is

the bane of life.



SERMON LVII.

On the Presence of God in a Future State.

Psalm xvi. 11.

Thou iviU show me the path of life : In thy presence

is fulness ofjoy ; at thy right hand there are plea-

suresfor evermore.

nPHE apostle Peter, in a discourse which he held

to the Jews, applies this passage, in a mystical

and prophetical sense, to the Messiah. * But, in its

literal and primitive meaning, it expresses the ex-

alted hopes by which the Psalmist David supported

himself amidst the changes and revolutions, of which

his life was full. By these hopes when flying before

Saul, when driven from his throne, and persecuted

by an unnatural son, he was enabled to preserve

his vu'tue, and to maintain unshaken trust in God.
— In that early age of the world, those explicit dis-

coveries of a state of immortality, which we enjoy,

had not yet been given to mankind. But though

the Sun of righteousness was not arisen, the dawn

had appeared of that glorious day which he was to

introduce. Even in those ancient times, holy men,

as the Apostle v/rites to the Hebrews, saa) the promises

afar off, and "ucere persuaded of them, and embraced

tliem ; and confessing that they *uoere strangers and

* Acts, ii. 25— 28.
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pilgrims on earth, declared that they sought after a

better country, tJiat is an heavenly."^ Indeed in every

age, God permitted such hopes to afford support and

consoJation to those who served him. The full effect

of them v/e behold in those triumphant expressions of

the text, which are to be the subject of this discourse.

They lead us to consider, first. The hope of the

Psalmist in his present state ; thou xvilt shoxv me the

path of life. And, secondly, The termination of his

hope in that future state, where in the presoice of
God isftdness ofjoy, and at his right hand there are

pleasuresfor evermore.

I. Thou xvilt show me the path of life. This plainly

imports, that there are different paths, or courses of

conduct, which may be pursued by men in this

world ; a path which leads to life or Jiappiness, and a

path which issues in death or destruction. These

opposite lines of conduct are determined by the choice

which men make of virtue or of vice ; and hence

men are cUvided into two great classes, according as

their inclinations lead them to good or to evil. Tlie

path of life is often a rough and difficult path, followed

only by a few. The opposite one is the broad way,

in which the multitude walk ; seemmgly smooth, and

strewed with flowers ; but leading in the end to death

and misery. The path qf lift conducts us up a steep

ascent. The palace of virtue has, in all ages, been

represented as placed on the summit of a hill ; in the

ascent of w^hich labour is requisite, and difficulties

are to be surmounted ; and where a conductor is

needed, to direct our way, and to aid our steps.

* Heb. xi. 13— 16.
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Now the hope which good men entertain is, that

this path of life shall be shown them by God ; that

when their intentions are upright, God will both in-

struct them concerning the road which leads to true

happiness, and will assist them to pursue it success-

fully. Among nations where any suitable ideas of

God or of virtue began to be formed, hopes of this

nature also began to be entertained. It was conso-

nant to the nature of man, to think that the Supreme

Being was favourable to virtue. Accordingly, in the

writings of some of the ancient philosophers, we find

various obscure traces of this belief, that there was a

benign heavenly Spirit, who illuminated the minds of

the virtuous, and assisted their endeavours to obtain

wisdom and happiness. They even asserted, that no

man became great or good, without some inspii^ation

of Heaven.

But what they indistinctly conceived, and could

not with confidence rely upon, the doctrine of Chris-

tianity hath clearly explained and fully confirmed

;

expressly and fi-equently teaching, that, not only by

the external discoveries of revelation, but by the

inward operations of his Spirit, he shows to the hum-

ble and virtuous the path of life. While, by his word,

he instructs them in their duty ; by the influence

of his grace he assists them in the performance of it.

In all revelation there is certainly no doctrine more

comfortable than this. It is to good men a noble

and pleasing thought, that they are pursuing a path

which God has discovered and pointed out to them.

For they know that every path, in which he is their

conductor, must be honourable, must be safe, must

bring them in the end to felicity. They follow that

Shepherd of Israel, who always leads his flock into
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green pastures^ and makes tlieni lie doivn beside the still

"waters. At the same time, they know that, if there

be truth in reUgion at all, on this principle they may
securely rest, that the Divine Being will never desert

tliose who are endeavouring to follow out, as they

can, the path which he has shown them. He beholds

them here in a state of great imbecility ; surrounded

with much darkness ; exposed to numberless dangers,

from the temptations that assault them without, and

the seduction of misguided and disorderly passions

within. In this situation, can they ever suspect that

the Father of mercies will leave his servants, alone

and unbefriended, to struggle up the hill of virtue,

without stretching fortli a compassionate arm to aid

their frailty, and to guide them through the bevvilder-

ing paths of life ? Where were then the God of love ?

Where those infinite compassions of his nature, in

which all his worshippers have been encouraged to

trust ?— No : He mil send forth his light and his

truth to bring them to his holij hill. For the righteous

Lord loveth righteousness, and his countenance behold-

€th the upright. With him there is no oblique pur-

pose, to turn him aside from favouring the cause of

goodness. No undertaking to which he has given his

countenance shall prove abortive. No promise that

he has made shall be allowed to fail. Whom he

loveth, he loveth to tJie end. The secret of the Lord
is with them that fear him, and he "will show them his

covenant. The meek will he guide in judgment, and

them will he teach his way. His grace shall be sifft,-

cientfor them, and his strength be made perfect in their

weakness. They go from strength to strength ^ every

one of them appeareth before God in Zion.*— Such
* Psal. XXV. 14'. 9. 2 Cor. xii. 9. Psal. Ixxxiv. 7.
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are the hopes with wliicli good men in the present

life set forth on a course of piety and virtue. Thoii

wilt shoxv me the path of life. Let us now proceed,

II. To consider the termination of these hopes in a

future state. In thy presence is fulness ofjoy ; at

thy right hand there ai^e pleasures for evermore. All

happiness assuredly dwells with God. The fountain

of life is justly said to be xvith him. That supreme

and independent Being must necessarily possess

within himself every principle of beatitude ; and no

cause from without can possibly affect his untroubled

felicity. Among created dependent beings, happi-

ness flows in scattered and feeble streams; streams

that are often tinged with the blackness of misery.

But from before the throne of God issues the river of

life, full, unmixed, and pure; and the pleasures,

which now in scanty portions we are permitted to

taste, are all derived from that source. Whatever

gladdens the hearts of men or angels, with any real

and satisfactory joy, comes from heaven. It is a

portion of the pure bfluence fowing Jrom the glory

of the Almighty ; a ray issuing from the brightness of

the everlasting life. It is manifest, therefore, that

every approach to God must be an approach to feli-

city. The enjoyment of his immediate presence

must be the consummation of felicity; and it is to

this presence the Psalmist here expresses his hope,

that tlie path of life was to conduct him.

The whole of what is implied in arriving at the

presence of the Divinity, we cannot expect to com-

prehend. Such expressions as these of Scripture,

beholding the face of God; being made glad xdth the

light ofhis countenance^ and satisfied with his likeness;
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seeing light in his light ; seeing no longer darJdi/y as

through a glass, butface toface; seei?ig him as he is;

are expressions altogether mysterious, conveying

sublime, though obscure ideas of the most perfect

happiness and highest exaltation of human nature.

This we know, that the absence of God, the distance

at which we are now placed from any communication

with our Creator, is one great source of our infelicity.

Faith exerts its endeavours, but oflen ineffectually,

to raise our souls to him. He is a God that hideth

himself. His ways seem intricate and perplexed.

We frequently cannot reconcile them to the concep-

tions which we had formed of his nature ; and with

many a suspicion and doubt they perplex the en-

quiring mind. His works we survey with astonish-

ment. We w^onder and adore. But while we clearly

trace the footsteps of their great Author, his presence

we can never discern. We goforxvard, hut he is not

there ; and hachward, hut *uce cannot perceive him

;

on the left hand, 'where he worJceth, hut rve cannot be-

hold him ; he hideth himselfon the right hand, that ive

cannot see him. * Hence, amidst the various sorrows

and discouragements of the present state, that ex-

clamation of Job's is often drawn forth from the pious

heart, O that I knew *where I might find him, that I
jnight come even to his seat ! t

Surrounded by such distressing obscurity, no hope

more transporting can be opened to a good man,

than that a period is to come when he shall be allow-

ed to draw nearer to the Autlior of his existence,

and to enjoy the sense of his presence. In order to

convey some faint idea of tliat future bliss, by such

* Job, xxiii. 8, 9. f Job, xxiii. 3.
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an image as we can now employ, let the image be

taken from the most glorious representative of the

Supreme Being, with which we are acquainted in this

world, the Sun in the heavens. As that resplendent

luminary cheers and revives the universe, when, after

the darkness of the tempestuous night, it comes

forth in the morning with its brightest lust];e, and

inspires every heart with gladness ; as ascending gra-

dually through the heavens, it converts that whole

vast extent, over which its beams are diffused, into a

region of light ; and thus changes entirely the state

of objects by arraying all nature in beauty, and

transforming it into the image of its own brightness

!

— Some such change as this, though in a degree

infinitely superiour, we may conceive the revelation

of the Divine Presence to produce upon the human
soul. / win behold thy face in righteousness ; / shall

he satisfied when I awake with thy likeness.— But,

without endeavouring further to unfold mysteries

which we cannot explore, there are two sublime and

expressive views of the Divine Essence given us in

Scripture, on which it may be edifying that our

thoughts should rest for a little, in order to aid our

conceptions of the blessedness ofgood men hereafter,

in the presence of God. It is said, God is * light ;

God is love, t Let us consider what fulness ofjoy

must arise from such manifestations of the Divine

Essence to the blessed.

God is Light. The revelation of his presence infers,

of course, a complete diffusion of light and know-

ledge among all who partake of that presence. This

*
I John, i. 5. f 1 John, iv. 8.
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unquestionably forms a primary ingredient of liappi-

ness. Ignorance, or the want of liglit, is the source

of all our present misconduct, and all our misfor-

tunes. The heart of man is dark ; and in the dark-

ness of his heart is the seat of his corruption. He
is unable to discern what is truly good. Perpetually

employed in search of happiness, he is perpetually

misled by false appearances of it. The erronrs of

his understanding impose upon his passions ; and, in

consequence of the wrong directions which his pas-

sions take, he is betrayed into a thousand disorders.

Hence, sensuality, covetousness, and all the violent

contests with others about trifles, which occasion so

much misery, and so many crimes in the world. He
feedeth on ashes, a deceived heart hath turned him

aside, that he cannot deliver his soul, nor say. Is there

not a lie in my 7^ight hand ?
*—Once open to him the

perfect sources of knowledge and truth ; suppose him

placed in the presence of that God who is Light ; sup-

pose him illuminated by light derived immediatelyfrom

the Supreme Being
;
presently all his former errours

would fly away, as mists are dispelled by the rising

sun. His whole nature would be changed and reform-

ed. The prejudices which obscured his understanding

would be removed. The seductions of his passions

would disappear. Rectitude and virtue having no-

thing now to obstruct their entrance, would take

entire possession of his heart. Angels are happier

than men, because they enjoy more enlarged know-

ledge and views ; because they labour under none

of our unhappy deceptions, but see the truth as it is

in itself
J

see it, as it is in God, Sharing the same

• Isaiah, xliv. 20.
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light which illuminates them, good men in a future

state will share in their felicity.

Moreover, the light that flows from the presence

of Him who is the original source of liglit, not only

banishes miseries which were the effects of former

darkness, but also confers the most exquisite enjoy-

ment. The knowledge afforded us at present serves

to supply our most pressing wants ; but it does no

more. It is always imperfect and unsatisfactory

;

nay, much painful anxiety it often leaves. Narrow
is the sphere within which the mind can see at all

;

and even there it can see only darkly as through a

glass. But when it shall be enlarged beyond this

dusky territory, let loose from this earthly prison,

and in God's light permitted to see light, the most

magnificent and glorious spectacle must open to the

view of the purified spirit. What must it be to

behold the whole stupendous scene of nature unveil-

ed, and its hidden mysteries disclosed ! To trace the

wise and just government of the Almighty, through

all those intricacies which had so long perplexed us

!

To behold his hand conducting ten thousand worlds,

which are now unknown to us ; and throughout all

the regions of boundless space, to view wisdom and

goodness perpetually acting, and diversifying its

operations in foiiiis of endless variety ! Well may
such discoveries inspire that song of the blessed,

which the apostle John heard as the voice of many
rvaterSy and as the voice ofmighty thunderings, sayingy

Alleluia !for the Lord God omnipotent reigneth. Great

and marvellous are thy "works. Lord God Almighty!

just and true are thy xcays, thou King of saints !
*

As God is Light, so also it is said in Scripture,

* Rev. xix. 6. ;— xv, 3.

VOL. II. H H
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God is Love. His presence must of course diffuse

love among all who are permitted to dwell in it. He
that loveth notj knoxveth not God. He that dxi^elleth in

love, dxvelleth in God, and God in him. * Were man
a single, solitary being, the full enjoyment of light

might suffice for his happiness ; as the perfection of

knowledge would rectify and improve to the highest

all his faculties. But both here and hereafter, he is

connected with other beings. Heaven implies a

society; and the felicity of that society is constituted

by the perfection of love and goodness, flowing from

the presence of the God of love.

Hence follows the entire purification of human
nature from all those malevolent passions, which have

so long rendered our abode on earth the abode of

misery. We greatly deceive ourselves, when we
charge our chief distresses merely to the account of

our external condition in the world. From the dis-

advantages attending it, I admit, that we may often

have been exposed to suffer. We have met with

disappointments in our pursuits. By the arrows of

misfortune, we may have been wounded. Under
infirmities of body, we may have languished. But

on this we may depend, that the worst evils of our

present condition arise from the want of goodness

and love ; from the disorders of selfish passions ; from

the irritation which these occasion when working

within ourselves, and the distress which they produce

when breaking out upon us from others ; in. a word,

fj-om that corrupted state of temper, and that recipro-

cation of jealousies, suspicions, and injuries, which

is ever taking place among the societies of men.

* 1 John, iv. 8. 16.
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Could you banish distrust, craft, and uncharitable-

ness, from the eartli, and form all mankind into an

assembly of the just and the benevolent ; could you
inspire every heart with kind affections, and render

every one friendly and generous to his neighbour;

you would banish at once the most afflictive tribe of

human evils. Seldom would the voice of complaint

be heard. All nature would assume a different aspect.

Cheerfulness would be seen in every countenance.

Paradise w^ould return. The wilderness w^ould smile;

the desert rejoice and blossom as the rose.— Now such

are the effects which the presence of the God of love

must produce on the inhabitants above ; beholding his

glorj/, they are changed into the same image. In that

temple of eternal love which his presence has

hallowed and consecrated, no sound but the voice of

harmony is ever heard ; no appearances ever present

themselves but those of peace and joy.

Thus, considering God under these tw^o illustrious

characters which are given of him in Scripture, as

Light, and as hove, it follows that in his presence

there must hefulness ofjoy. But I am far from say-

ing that the few imperfect hints I have now given

exhaust, or even approach to the sum of those plea-

suresfor eve?vnore which are at God*s right hand. Ten
thousand pleasures are there, which now we have

neither faculties to comprehend, nor powers to enjoy.

Behind that mysterious cloud, which covers the

habitation of eternity, the view of mortals cannot

penetrate. Content w4th our humble and distant

situation, we must as yet remain. Faith can only

look to those glories fi-om afar. In patient silence, it

must wait, trust, and adore.

H H 2
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Supposing the ideas whicli I have set before you,

in this discourse, to be no more than the speculations

of a contemplative mind, such as were wont of old

to be indulged by the philosophers of the Platonic

school, still they would deserve attention, on account

of their tendency to purify and elevate the mind.

But when they are considered in connection with a

revelation, which, upon grounds the most unques-

tionable, we believe to be divine, they are entitled

to command, not attention only, but reverence and

faith. — They present to us such high expectations

as are sufficient to determine every reasonable man
to the choice of virtue ; to support him under all its

present discouragements, and to comfort him in the

hour of death. Justly may they excite in our hearts,

that ardent aspiration of the Psalmist : My soul thirst-

eth for God, for the living God ; Oh ! when shall I
come, and ai^pear before him !— But, with this wish

in our hearts, never, I beseech you, let us forget what

was set forth in the first part of this discourse ; that

in order to arrive at the presence of God, the path of

life must previously be shown to us by him, and that

in this path we must persevere to the end. These two

things cannot be disjoined, a virtuous life and a

happy eternity. Who shall ascend unto the hill of the

Lord ? and rvho shall stand in his holy place ? He only

who hath clean hands and a pure heart. Between a

corrupted heart and the God of light and love, there

never can be any connection. But of this we may
Test assured, that the path of piety and virtue, pur-

sued with a firm and constant spirit, will, in the end,

through the merits of our blessed Redeemer, bring

us to that presence, where isfidness ofjoy, and where

are pleasures for evermore.

13



SERMON LVIir.

On Curiosity concerning the Affairs of Others.

John, xxi. 21, 22.

Pete7\ seeing him, saith to Jesus, Lord, and what shall

this man do ? Jesus saith unto him, If I 'will that

he tarry till I come, what is that to thee ? Follow

thou me.

npHESE words occurred in a conference which
our Lord held with Simon Peter, after his resur-

rection from the dead. Conscious of the disgrace

which he had incurred by his late denial of his Mas-
ter, Peter must at this time have appeared before him
with shame. Our Lord, after a tacit rebuke, implied

in the question which he repeatedly puts to him,

Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou me ? restores him,

with great benignity, to his office as an apostle, by
giving the commandment, tofeed his sheep; and inti-

mates also, that it should be his lot to suffer death in

the cause of his Master. The apostle John, distin-

guished here by the denomination of the disciple whom
Jesus loved, being present at this conversation, Peter,

who was always eager and forward, looking to John,

puts this question to our Saviour, Lord, and what

shall this man do ? " What shall be his employment ?

" what his rank and station in thy kingdom ? what
" his future fate in life?"—By what principle Peter

was moved to put this unseasonable and improper

H H 3
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question to his Master, whether it arose from mere

curiosity, or from some emotion of rivalship and

jealousy, does not appear ; but it is plain that our

Lord was dissatisfied witli the enquiry which he made,

and presently he checks Peter's curiosity, by a severe

reply ; What is that to thee ? *' What is it to thee

" what this man shall do? what shall be his rank ? or

** what the circumstances of his life or his death ?

** Attend thou to thine own duty. Mind thy proper
*' concerns. Fulfil the part which I have allotted to

*' thee. Follow thou 7Jie."—The instruction which

arises from this conversation of our Lord's with Peter,

is. That all prying enquiries into the state, circum-

stances, or character of others, are reprehensible and

improper ; that to every man a particular charge is

assigned by his Lord and Master, the fulfilment of

which ought to be the primary object of his attention,

without officiously thrusting himself into the concerns

of others. The illustration of these points shall make
the subject of the present discourse.

That idle curiosity, that inquisitive and meddling

spirit, which leads men to pry into the affairs of their

neighbours, is reprehensible on three accounts. It

interrupts the good order, and breaks the peace of

society. It brings forward and nourishes several bad

passions. It draws men aside from a proper attention

to the discharge of their own duty.

It interrupts, I say, the order, and breaks the

peace of society. In this world we are linked together

by many ties. We are bound by duty, and we are

prompted by interest, to give mutual assistance, and

to perform friendly offices to each other. But those
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friendly offices are performed to most advantage,

when we avoid to interfere unnecessarily in the con-

cerns of our neighbour. Every man has his own part

to act, has his own interest to consult, has affairs of

his own to manage, which his neighbour has no call

to scrutinise. Human life then proceeds in its most

natural and orderly train, when every one keeps

within the bounds of his proper province ; when, as

long as his pursuits are fair and lawful, he is allowed,

without disturbance, to conduct them in his own way.
That ye study to be quiety mid to do your own * business,

is the apostolical rule, and indeed the great rule, for

preservation of harmony and order. But so it is,

that, in every age, a set of men have existed, who,

driven by an unhappy activity of spirit, oftener per-

haps than by any settled design of doing ill, or any
motives of ambition or interest, love to intermeddle

where they have no concern, to enquire into the

private affairs of others, and, from the imperfect in-

formation which they collect, to form conclusions

concerning their circumstances and character. These
are they who, in Scripture, are characterised as tatlers,

and busy bodies in other meh*s matters, and from

whom we are called to turn axvay.

Though persons of this description should be

prompted by nothing but vain curiosity, they are,

nevertheless, dangerous troublers of the world. While

they conceive themselves to be inoffensive, they are

sowing dissension and feuds. Crossing the Hues in

which others move, they create confusion, and

awaken resentment. For every man conceives him-

self to be injured, when he finds another intruding

* 1 Thess. iv. 11.

H H 4"
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into his alikirs, and, without any title, taking upon

him to examine his conduct. Being improperly and

unnecessarily disturbed, he claims the right of dis-

turbing in his turn those who wantonly have troubled

him. Hence, many a friendship has been broken

;

the peace of many a family has been overthrown ; and

much bitter and lasting discord has been propagated

through society.

While this spirit of meddling curiosity injures so

considerably the peace and good order of the world,

it also nourishes among individuals who are addicted

to it, a multitude of bad passions. Its most frequent

source is mere idleness, which, in itself a vice, never

fails to engender many vices more. The mind of

man cannot be long without some food to nourish

the activity of its thoughts. The idle, who have no

nourishment of this sort within themselves, feed

their thoughts with enquiries into the conduct of their

neighbours. The inquisitive and curious are always

talkative. What they learn, or fancy themselves to

have learned, concerning others, they are generally

in haste to divulge. A tale which the malicious

have invented, and the credulous have propagated

;

a rumour which, arising among the multitude, and

transmitted by one to another, has, in every step of

its progress, gained fresh additions, becomes in the

end the foundation of confident assertion, and of rash

and severe judgment.

It is often by a spirit of jealousy and rivalry, that

the researches of such persons are prompted. They
wish to discover something that will bring down
their neighbour's chiuacter, circumstances, or repu-

tation, to the level of their own j or that will flatter
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them with an o}3inion of tlieir own superiority. A
secret mahgnity lies at the bottom of their enquiries.

It may be concealed by an affected show of candour

and impartiality. It may even be veiled with the

appearance of a friendly concern for the interest of

others, and with affected apologies for their failings.

But the hidden rancour is easily discovered.

—

While, therefore, persons of this description trouble

the peace of society, they at the same time poison

their own minds with malignant passions. Their

disposition is entirely the reverse of that amiable

spirit of charity, on which our religion lays so great

a stress. Charity covereth the multitude of siiis ; but

this prying and meddling spirit seeks to discover

and divulge them. Charity thtnketh no evil; but

this temper inclines us always to suspect the worst.

Charity rejoiceth not in iniquity ; this temper tri-

umphs in the discovery of errours and failings.

Charity, like the sun, brightens every object on

which it shines ; a censorious disposition casts every

character into the darkest shade it will bear.

It is to be farther observed, that all impertinent

curiosity about the affairs of others tends greatly to

obstruct personal reformation; as it draws men*s

thoughts aside from what ought to be the chief ob-

ject of attention, the improvement of their own
heart and life. They who are so officiously occu-

pied about their neighbours, have little leisure and

less inclination, to observe their own defects, or to

mind their own duty. From their inquisitive re-

searches, they find, or imagine they find, in the

behaviour of others an apology for their own failings :

And the favourite results of their enquiries generally

is to rest satisfied with themselves. They are at
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least as good, they think, as others around them.

The condemnation which they pass on the vices of

their neighbours, they interpret to be a sentiment of

virtue in themselves. They become those hypocrites

described by our Lord, who see clearly the mote that

is in their neighbour's eye, xvhile they discern not the

beam that is in their own.

In opposition to such a character as this, the doc-

trine plainly inculcated by the text is, that to every

man a particular charge is given by his Lord and

Master ; a part is assigned him by Providence to

act ; that to this he ought to bend his chief atten-

tion ; and, instead of scrutinising the character or

state of others, ought to think of himself, and leave

them to stand or fall by their own master. What
shall this man do? said Peter. Whaty replies our

Lord, is that to thee ? Follow thou me.

Where persons possess any important station, or

distinguished rank in the world, the application of

this doctrine to them is manifest. If they have any

candour, they cannot refuse to acknowledge that God
and the world have a title to expect from them a dili-

gent attention to theu' proper part in life ; and that to

waste their time in idle enquiries about others, with

whom they have notliing to do, is reprehensible and

sinful. But there are multitudes of mankind, to

whom this appears in a very different light. They
are humble and private men, who are willing to con-

ceive themselves as of little importance in the world.

Having no extensive influence, and no call, as they

think, to distinguish themselves by active exertions

in any sphere, they imagine that they may innocently

lead an idle life, and indulge lh(^ir curiosity, by can-
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vassing at pleasure the character and the behaviour

of those around them. With persons of this de-

scription every society too much abounds.— My
brethren, no one ought to consider himself as in-

significant in the sight of God. In our several sta-

tions we are all sent fortli to be labourers in God's

vineyard. Every man has his work allotted, his

talent committed to him ; by the due improvement
of which he might, in one way or other, serve God,
promote virtue, and be useful in the world. Occupy

till I come, is the charge given to all Christians

without exception. To be entirely unemployed and

idle, is the prerogative of no one, in any rank of

life.

Even that sex, whose task is not to mingle in the

labours of public and active business, have their own
part assigned them to act. In the quiet of domestic

shade, there are a variety of virtues to be exercised,

and of important duties to be discharged. Much
depends on them for the maintenance of private

ceconomy and order, for the education of the young,

and for the rehef and comfort of those whose func-

tions engage them in the toUs of the world. Even
where no such female duties occur to be performed,

the care of preparing for future usefulness, and of

attaining such accomplishments as procure just

esteem, is laudable. In such duties and cares,

how far better is time employed, than in that search

into private concerns, that circulation of rumours,

those discussions of the conduct, and descants on

tlie character of others, which engross conversation

so much, and which end, for the most part, in seve-

rity of censure ?

in whatever condition we are placed, to act always
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in character, should be our constant rule. He who

acts ill character, is above contempt, though his

station be low. He who acts out of" character, is

despicable, though his station be ever so high.

What is that to tJiee, what this man or that man does ?

Think of what thou oughtest to do thyself; of what

is suitable to thy character and place ; of what the

world has a title to expect from thee. Every excur-

sion of vain curiosity about others, is a subtraction

from that time and thought which was due to ourselves

and due to God. Having gifts, says the apostle Paul,

differing according to the grace that is given us, tvhether

ministry, let us wait on oicr ministering ; or lie that

teacheth, on teaching ; or lie that exhorteth, on exhort-

ation. He that giveth, let him do it liith simplicity

;

he thatruleth, xvith diligence; he that showeth mercy,

with cheerfulness.*

In the great circle of human affairs, there is room

for every one to be busy and well employed in his

own province, without encroaching upon that of

others. It is the province of superiours to du-ect

;

of inferiours to obey; of the learned, to be- instruc-

tive ; of the ignorant, to be docile ; of the old, to be

communicative ; of the young, to be advisable and

diligent. Art thou poor ? Show thyself active and

industrious, peaceable and contented. Art thou

wealthy ? Show thyself beneficent and charitable,

condescending and humane. If thou livest much in

the world, it is thy duty to make the light of a good

example shine conspicuously before others. If thou

livest private and retired, it is thy business to im-

prove thine own mind, and to add, if thou canst do

no more, one faithful subject to the Messiah's king-

* Rom. xii. 6—8.
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dom. There is indeed no man so sequestered from

active life, but within his own narrow sphere he may
find some opportunities of doing good ; of cultivating

friendship, promoting peace, and discharging many
of these lesser offices of humanity and kindness,

wliich are within the reach of every one, and which

we all owe to one another. In all the various rela-

tions which subsist among us in life, as husband and

wife, master and servant, parents and children, rela-

tions and friends, rulers and' subjects, innumerable

duties stand ready to be performed ; innumerable

calls to virtuous activity present themselves on every

hand, sufficient to fill up with advantage and honour

the whole time of man.

There is, in particular, one great and compre-

hensive object of attention, which, in the text, is

placed in direct opposition to that idle curiosity re-

prehended by our Lord ; that is, to follow Christ.

Follu-d: thou me. What this man or that man does
;

how he employs his time j what use he makes of his

talents ; how he succeeds in the world ; are matters,

concernins; which the information we receive can

never be of great importance to us ; often, is of no

importance at all. But how our Saviour behaved

while he was on earth, or how, in our situation, he

would have behaved, are matters of the highest

moment to every Christian.

The commandment given in the text, toJolloxv him,

includes both observance of his words, and imitation

of his example. The words of Christ contain, as

we all know, the standing rule of our life. His ex-

ample exhibits the great model on which our conduct

ought to be formed ; and it is to this that the pre-
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cept here delivered directly refers.—Examples have

great influence on all. But by all human examples,

we are in danger of being occasionally misled. We
are ever obliged to be on our guard, lest the ad-

miration of what is estimable betray us into a re-

semblance of what is blemished and faidty. For the

most perfect human characters, in the midst of their

brightness and beauty, are always marked with some

of those dark spots which stain the nature of man.

But our lord possessed all the virtues of the great-

est and best men, without partaking any of their

defects. In him, all was light without a shade, and

beauty without a stain.— At the same time, his ex-

ample is attended with this singular advantage, of

being more accommodated than any other to general

imitation. It was distinguished by no unnatural

austerities, no affected singularities ; but exhibits

the plain and simple tenor of all those virtues for

which we have most frequent occasion in orcUnary

life. In order to render it of more universal benefit,

our Lord fixed his residence in no particular place ;

he tied himself down to no particular calling, or way
of living ; but gives us the opportunity of viewing

his beha^dou^, in that variety of liglits which equally

and indifferently regard all mankind. His life was

divided between the retired and the active state.

Devotion and business equally shared it. In the

discharge of that high office with which he was

vested, we behold the perfect model of a public cha-

racter ; and we behold the most beautiful example

of private life, when we contemplate him among his

disciples, as a father in the midst of his family.—
By such means he has exhibited before us specimens

of every kind of virtue ; and to all ranks and classes

15
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of men has afforded a pattern after which tliey may
copy. Hardly is there any emergency which can

occur in hfe, but from some incident in our Saviour's

conduct, from some feature displayed in his cha-

racter, we are enabled to say to ourselves, " Thus
" Christ would have spoken, thus he would have
" acted, thus he would have suffered, if he had been
" cuTumstanced as we are now."

Instead, therefore, of thinkmg of thy neighbours

around thee, and of enquiring how they behave,

keep Christ in thine eye, and in thy whole conduct

follow him. Folloxv him, in his steady and con-

scientious discharge of duty, amidst opposition from

evil men and a corrupted world. Follow him in his

patient submission to his father's will, and the

calmness of his spirit under all trials. Follow him
in his acts of disinterested benevolence, in his com-
passion to the unhappy, m his readiness to oblige,

to assist, and to relieve. Imitate the mildness and
gentleness of his manners. Imitate the affability

and condescension which appeared in his behaviour.

Imitate the uncorrupted simphcity and purity which
distinguished his whole life.

These are much worthier and nobler objects of

your attention, than any of those trifling varieties

which you can explore and discover in the character

of those among whom you live. By lifting your

view to so high a standard, you will be preserved

from descending to those futile and corrupting em-
ployments of thought, which occupy the idle, the

vain, and the mahgnant. It is incredible, how much
time and attention are thrown away by men in ex-

amining the affairs of others, and discussing their
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conduct. Were their time and attention thrown

away only, the evil would, in some degree, be

less. But they are worse than thrown away : they

are not merely fruitless, but productive of much
mischief. Such a habit of thought is connected

with a thousand vices. It is the constant source of

rash and severe censure. It arises from envy and

jealousy. It foments ill-nature and pride. It pro-

pagates misunderstanding and discord. All those

evils would be prevented, if the reproof which our

Lord administers in the text came oftener home,

with proper authority to the reflection of men

:

What is that to thee ? Each of us have more mate-

rial and important business of our own to fulfil.

Our task is assigned j our part allotted. Did we
suitably examine how that part was performed, we
should be less disposed to busy ourselves about the

concerns of others. We should discover many a

disorder to be corrected at home ; many a weed to

be pulled out from our own grounds ; much remain-

ing to be done, in order to render ourselves useful

in this world and fit for a world to come.—Where-

fore, instead of being critics on others, let us em-

ploy our criticism on ourselves. Leaving others to

be judged by him who searcheth the heart, let us

implore his assistance for enabling us to act well our

own part, and to follow Christ.

END OF THE SECOND VOLUME.
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